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Abstract:  

This paper presents the common strategies for multiscale modelling of textiles, concentrating on the 
yarn and filament level.  The advantages and disadvantages of the both used ways of creation of 
geometrical models are discussed. Reference to works, related to the generation of the coordinates of 
the filaments within the yarns and example results for warp knitted and braided structures are given.   
Overview of the common software solution of textile generators is included. After analysis of the 
configuration of a braided structure one recursive structure definition for the data storage is proposed. 
This allows modelling of fabrics with unlimited number of grouping levels of  the fibers. 

 

Key words:  

Modelling, geometry, fibers, filaments, data structures, multiscale models 

 

1. Introduction 

The mathematical modelling of textile structures allows the computer aided investigation of their 
behavior without their production. Many textile engineers expect to have tools similar to those of the 
machine engineers for calculation and evaluation of textiles. Indeed in the last decades the modelling 
of textiles has been developed significantly, but the complexity of the fibrous structures does not allow 
the same efficiency and accuracy of the computations as for metal parts. This work presents some 
methods and problems, related to the multiscale modelling of fibrous structures and represents an 
overview of some commonly used preprocessors/geometrical generators and simulation programs for 
textiles. 

2. Strategies for multiscale modelling of textiles 

The modelling of the textiles multiple scales - for instance yarn and fiber/filament level requires separate 
algorithms and methods for each scale. The knitted, woven and braided structures are yarn based and 
require certain description of the yarn geometry. There are three popular methods for retrieving the yarn 
geometry: 

 - By using image processing of 2D or 3D images, for instance by X-ray micro-computer 
tomography [1, 2]. This method can produce very accurate data about the geometry of the fibrous 
structure and the orientation of the fibers, but is applicable only over already produced structures. 
Because of this it is not going to be a point of interest in this paper. 
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  - Simulating the complete production process [3–5]. This method is connected with many 
computations and a lot of simulation time at current. Nevertheless, considering the rapid development 
of the computer technic and methods for parallel processing, it is going to become soon more popular.  

 - Generating the topology of the structure parametrically and refining it by using some 
mechanical methods. This approach is the common one and allows generation of textile geometry in a 
very short time. One of the first works regarding woven structures are the ones of Peirce and Kemp [6, 
7]. Several geometrical methods are summarized by Behera and Hari in [8]. The modern methods 
considering the mechanical properties of the yarns are based usually on minimization of the potential 
energy of the yarns, as described in the book of Ron Postle, Carnaby and Jong [9]. In the software 
Wisetex [10–12] are implemented the mechanical models for woven and braided structures. The 
geometry of the loops in knitted structures is investigated by researchers as for instance Leaf [13], Postle 
and Munden [14, 15], Hart et al [16, 17], Goktepe and Harlock [18], Wu [19]. Software, useful for 3D 
modelling of knitted structures is the WeftKnit (part of Wisetex) by M. Moesen [20] and the different 
computer realisations of Kyosev and Renkens [21–23]. Very good photorealistic simulations of knitted 
fabrics at yarn level are reported by Kaldor et al. [24]. They are extended for complete clothing by Yuksel 
et al. [25].  

Both the techniques, that are able to create virtual product without using an existing one - the simulation 
of the complete production process and generating topology of the structure - require normally the use 
of the yarns as a main object at the first step. As second step the created yarns are filled with filaments 
and eventually refined by consideration of the contact between the filaments. The distribution of the 
fibers or filaments in the yarns can be based on statistical distribution, based on some of the methods 
used by Neckar and Das [26], Grishanov and Lomov [27], using complete FEM calculation where the 
fibers are represented as beams as done by Durville in his Multifil package [28, 29] or arbitrary 
arrangement of the single filaments in circular or parallel layers as implemented in the packages of the 
TexMind software and described by Kyosev in [30].  

3. Yarn level topology  

The main principle for the creation of the yarn topology is based on the definition of several points of the 
yarn axis, whose coordinates can be calculated parametrically. One part of the models use not only the 
points, but defines the curves and lines between these points explicitly. Figure 1a presents a well-known 
model for woven fabrics produced of yarns with circular cross section, where each yarn axis can be 
presented by a connected circle arcs and straight lines. Extended version of such models is 
implemented very successfully in both commercially and academically used software Wisetex [11, 12] 
for woven structures. The large number of reported such models for weft knitted structures by Kurbak 
[31–37] demonstrate nice geometries rendered within 3DS studio. If these models can be applied in the 
general case within textile CAD software depends on the sensibility of the models on the input data, 
which should be tested in the future. Less accurate, but more flexible for implementation in computer 
applications are the models, based on the sequence of the key-points only, where the connecting curve 
is computed at a next step. Drawing for development of such model for woven structure is presented in 
Fig. 1b and for knitted structures in Fig. 2. The flexibility of these models is in the less relations, which 
have to be programmed, which allow the extension of such models for larger number of different 
structural elements to be done in more clear way. For instance for woven structures one algorithm can 
be used for complete class of pattern or for knitted structures the programming of loops, tucks, missed 
and transferred stitches can be done with less steps. Actually this simplicity has its price – during the 
interpolation the curve between the key-points at some positions the yarn volume can intersect the 
neighbor yarns, as visualized on the Fig 3. This defect happens, because the distance between the 
yarns is defined only at the places between the key-points and what happens between these key-points 
is not controlled during the generation of the interpolating curves.  

Which of these approaches is more suitable for modelling should be decided case by case from the 
modeler. For the cases, where more generality is required and with one algorithm several classes of 
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 structures have to be covered, the definition of the key-points only has its advantage; for models, created 
to investigate one type of structures (during Master or PhD thesis or some specific product) the analytical 
description of the curves can be preferable. 

 
A 

 
B 

Figure 1. Idealized geometrical model of the yarn path of a woven structure a) based on circular arcs and lines b) 
based on spline interpolation between key points [38]. 

 

Figure 2. Idealized geometry of weft knitted loop and common points there for creation of geometrical model of 
these [23] 

 

Fi   

Figure 3. Defects of the interpolation between key points only. 
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 4. Filament level 

The generation of the filaments within the yarns can be done in different ways. Duville [28, 29] creates 
the filaments with some regular initial arrangement and moves these later to their final position applying 
artificial forces in order to create the topology of the structure. Checking and adjusting the contact 
between the filaments generates the filament distribution “automatically”. Kyosev [30] defines the local 
coordinates of the filaments in one cross section (Fig. 4) and then moves this cross section with the set 
of all coordinates along the yarn axis, considering the orientation of the curve. The yarn cross section is 
located in the plane of the normal n and binormal b vectors, but rotated to some angle γ to these, so the 
main coordinate axes of the local plain are p and q. Each filament center ci can be then defined in local 
coordinates and placed in the 3D space after simple coordinate transformation. This approach allows 
controlled creation of twisted structures or structures with flat (for composites) or circular arrangement 
(for ropes) of the filaments, but requires refining step after the generation in order the structure to be 
compacted. 

 

 

Figure 4. Yarn axis as a curve and the yarn cross section in local coordinates [30]. 

   

Figure 5. Starting pattern for warp knitted structure and generated yarn level geometrical 3D model [39]. 
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Figure 6. Multifilament model, generated on the basis of the yarn model from Figure 5 and multifilament model of 
a tubular braided structure [30, 40]. 

Figure 5 demonstrates the starting data for warp knitted structure and the created 3D geometry at yarn 
level. It is used at the next step for generation of the filament axes, presented in Figure 6. Multifilament 
model of a tubular braid is presents as well in Figure 6. 

 

5. Software overview 

The following table visualizes some of the packages known or used by the author for creation of models 
of textile structures. It presents a moment view of the capabilities of these programs, as all these are 
continuously being developed and extended. The Multiscale Designer of Altair, acquired of Multiscale 
Design Systems, LLC, proves, that the commercial FEM Software producers try already to integrate 
textile generators for calculation of composites in their software.  

Table 1. Overview of some software packages for modelling of textiles, used or known by the author 

Generators Wisetex Suite TexGen TexMind 
Suite 

VTMS 
Virtual 
Textile 

Manufacturi
ng Suite 

Multifil Multiscale 
Designer 

Some sources [11, 12, 41, 42] [43][44] [30, 40] [45] [28, 29] [46] 
Developer KU Leuven Univ. 

Nottingham 
TexMind UG The 

University 
of Dayton 

Laboratoire 
MSSMat - 
Centrale 

Paris 

Altair, 
Multiscale 

Design 
Systems 

License Proprietary GPL Proprietary Proprietary Proprietary Proprietary 
Source Closed Open Closed Closed Closed Closed 

Structure Type       
Woven Single- and 

Multilayer 
woven each 

yarn 
individually 

defined 

Single layer, 
orthogonal, 

angle 
interlock, 
layer to 

layer, yarn 
group 

properties 

Basic 
structures, 
Each yarn 
individually 

defined 

Single 
layer, 

orthogonal, 
angle 

interlock, 
layer to 

layer, yarn 
group 

properties 

Basic 
structures, 
(manual 

generator) 

5 Basic 
structures 

Weft Knitted Loop based 
fine,  

Tucks need 
improvement 

- 
Scripting or 
import from 

Plain Loops 
in flat and 

tubular 
structure 

- 
(import 

possible) 

- 
(import 
possible 

- 
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 TexMind or 

Wisetex 
 

Warp Knitted Needle 
stitched only 

- 
Scripting or 

import  

Loop3D - 
several 
classes 

structures on 
single and 

double 
needle bed 
machines 

- 
(import 

possible) 

- 
(import 

possible) 

- 

Braided Unit Cell of 
biaxial and 

triaxial braids 

- 
 

Scripting or 
import from 
TexMind or 
WiseTex 

Braider - 
tubular and 

flat; 
Configurator 

- custom 
(Geometry) 

Unit cell of 
biaxial and 

triaxial, 
Tubular 
briads 

Manual 
generation 

(import 
possible) 

- 

Yarn Level       
Yarn Level - 
Mechanics 

Beam - Energy 
minimization 

- 
(scripting 
possible) 

- 
 

Digital 
Chain 

Beam - 

Yarn Contact Algorithmically 
included 

- (*)Local 
Sections 

Mesh Beam-
Beam 

Surface-
Surface 

Scripting - Python - -  - 
Imports  WiseTex 

Weave 
Pattern 

WiseTex,   Abaqus inp 
File 

Exports Abaqus, 
Ansys, 

WiseTex XML 
(TexGen) 

Step, STL, 
Abaqus, 

Voxel Grid, 
(WiseTex) 

Abaqus, 
Ansys, 
VTMS, 

WiseTex, 
TexGen, 

ImpactFEM, 
X3D, STL 

   

Yarn definition Initially 
constant cross 

section 

Variable 
cross 

section 

Constant 
Cross 

section 

Constant 
Cross 

section 

 Constant 
Cross 

section 
Filament level       

Filament 
Visualization 

- - Yes yes Yes - 

Filament Data 
Stored 

Yes - Yes Yes Yes  

Filament Data 
Used for 

computations 

Yes - Yes Yes Yes - 

Initial filament 
Distribution in 
the yarn cross 

section 

- - Circular 
layers, flat 
layers and 
arbitrary 

distribution  
possible 

Number of 
filaments 

Program 
dependent 

- 

Structural levels 2(3):  
Fabrics- 

Yarn- 
(Fiber data); 
In LamTex: 3 

3:  
Layered 
textile - 

Textiles - 
Yarn 

4:  
Textile-4:  

Yarn Groups- 
Yarns-  
Fibers 

3:  
Fabrics-

Yarn- 
Fibers 

3 
Fabrics-
Yarns- 
Fibers  

1: 
Yarn 

volume 
mesh 

 

4. Levels in textile structures  

Table 1 shows that the filament level is presented at three of the packages currently. The TexMind 
packages can cover 4 level of grouping of filaments, common are three levels. The actual situation for 
modelling of textiles at fiber or filament level require several levels, as presented in figure 7 for the case 
of a rope – normally several houndert of filaments build one yarn, this build a ply yarn toghether with 
another yarns, commonly twisted toghether. Then often several twisted yarns are again twisted, in order 
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 to get required thickness and strength and after the twisting several yarns are braided together. Figure 
8 shows this information and makes clear the similarity between the levels. It is well visible, that only 
two main types of virtual objects are required for storage of the data for simulation of textile structures – 
fibers (fialments) and “groups of fibers”. Each “group of fibers” can be yarn, ply yarn, twisted yarn or 
braided structure. It is a linear product and it can be characterised from the programming and modelling 
point of view as a larger and thicker fiber or “micro-fiber”. In order the properties of this macro-fiber to 
be visualised at the current level, all its properties – diameter, fineness, color and mechanical properties 
should be defined or calculated. In such recursive definition, where the main object is “group of fibers”, 
consisting another “groups of fibers” there is no limitation of the number of the levels of groupping and 
all kind of fabrics can be modelled and represented.  

 
Figure 7. Example of the basic element (Filament) and levels of grouping of the fibrous assemblies in this case 

for a braided structure. 

 

 
Figure 8. Fibers (or filaments) are basic object of fibrous structures. All higher levels consists of groups of another 

groups. 
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Figure 9. Two required types of objects (classes) – fibers and “group of fibers” and their principle properties. Each 

group of fibers can be represented as well as a macro-fiber (yarn, ply yarn) and because of this the definition of 
fiber-similar properties as resulting color, diameter and mechanical properties can be useful. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

This paper gives an overview of the methods for geometrical modelling of textile structures. It points out 
the advantages and disadvantages of the both popular methods for the description of the yarn geometry 
– using key-points only or using key-points and explicitly defined curves between these points. Overview 
of the common used software packages for modelling demonstrates their capabilities at the current time. 
It shows, that the programs cover two, three and up to four levels of grouping of fibrous objects today. 
During the analysis of one rope structure is found, that only two classes of objects are required for 
multiscale modelling of textile structures, if recursive definition is used. These are the “fiber/filament” 
and “group of fibers”, which can consists list of another “groups of fibers”. Using such objects, structures 
with unlimited number of levels of grouping can be modeled.  
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Abstract: 

Hyaluronan is a linear polysaccharide that can be manufactured by wet spinning to the form of 
monofilament fibers. The natural hyaluronan is soluble in water; the solubility can be eliminated by 
chemical modification (acylation). Nevertheless fibers made from acylated hyaluronan significantly 
swell when dipped in water. Fabrics made from such fibers are substantially influenced by this 
swelling: as the fiber thickness increases the textile structure gets closer and tighter and the fabric 
dimensions change. 

A geometrical model of a warp knitted fabric has been created and relations between geometrical and 
structural characteristics of fibers, yarns and fabric have been determined via mathematical formulas. 
A set of knitted fabrics of different loop density have been manufactured from acylated hyaluronan 
fibers. Geometry of hyaluronan based fibers, yarns and fabrics in dry and wet state have been 
analyzed using various optical methods (optical microscopy, SEM, laser scanning). Experimental data 
have been compared with the results calculated using the geometrical model. 

The geometrical model enables to explain some causes of the dimensional changes of knitted fabrics 
due to swelling. Moreover the model seems to be a useful tool for description and prediction of the 
behavior of knitted fabrics made from fibers of high level of swelling. 

Key words: 

Geometrical model, knitted fabric, hyaluronan fibers, swelling 

1. Introduction 

Hyaluronan is a natural polymer that is widely used in cosmetics and pharmacy. A wet spinning 
process has been adapted to create monofilaments both from the native hyaluronan and its 
derivatives [1,2,6]. Fibers from hyaluronan modified by fatty acids are insoluble in water but they 
strongly swell. Fabrics made from these fibers significantly shrink when dipped in water. It is known 
that the most important factors responsible for shrinkage of knitted fabrics are just swelling of yarn and 
the relaxation of internal stress imposed during the knitting process. Shrinkage of weft knitted fabrics 
was studied by Suh [7] who created a geometrical model that explains shrinkage principles of cotton 
jersey fabric. Structure of warp knitted fabrics has been intensively studied in the last decade and 
sophisticated 3D models have been developed [3,5,8] but influence of fiber swelling is out of their 
scope. The objective of this study has been to create a simple 2D geometrical model of the tricot-
patterned warp knitted fabric that would respect an influence of fiber and yarn swelling and shrinkage. 

Each level of the textile structure hierarchy can participate on the total dimensional changes of a fabric 
so that the total shrinkage/extension results from structural and geometrical changes of fibers, yarns 
and fabric. Swelling and shrinkage of fibers are connected with the rearrangement of the polymer 
chains that interact with water and with the consequent relaxation of the stress imposed during fiber 
processing. Shrinkage on the yarn structure level relates mainly to the increase of the fiber diameter 
within the twisted yarn. Neckář [4] created a helical model of the yarn that explains dimensional 
changes of yarns based on the knowledge of fiber swelling and shrinkage. 
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 Geometrical model of tricot 

Inputs of the proposed model include a dry yarn diameter D, wet yarn diameter D’, and yarn 
shrinkage. Geometry of yarn axis in the model is composed by combination of line segments and 
circular arcs as shown in Fig 1. The following formulas have been derived for the course distance a 
and wale distance b: 

 

 

where L is the yarn length in the loop, R is the radius of loop arcs (both needle and sinker) and γ is the 
angle between loop legs and the machine (wale) direction. 

 

Figure 1. 2D geometrical model of the tricot-patterned warp knitted fabric. 

Figure 2. Special cases of the tricot-patterned warp knitted fabric: a) (left): Geometrical model of the fabric 
stretched lengthwise. b) (right): Geometrical model of the relaxed fabric. 

𝑎𝑎 =  [𝐿𝐿 − 2𝑅𝑅(tan𝛾𝛾 + 𝜋𝜋 −𝛾𝛾)] ∙ cos𝛾𝛾
3

      (1)
      𝑏𝑏 = 2𝑎𝑎 ∙ tan 𝛾𝛾 + 𝑅𝑅

cos𝛾𝛾
 ,       (2) 
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 Based on this general model it is possible to determine 2 special cases, depicted on the Fig. 2: 

a) If the fabric is stretched lengthwise the needle loop arcs touch the adjacent loop legs and the 
radius R match the value of the yarn diameter D (R =D); 

b) if the fabric is maximally relaxed the angle γ between loop legs and the wale direction match 
the value 45° (π/4) and the radius R tend to be as large as possible so that loops touch 
adjacent loops and the following formula is valid: 

 

A fabric during knitting on a raschel machine is stretched between the needles and take-down rollers 
so that the loops are stretched lengthwise and the adjacent wales tend to get closer to each other (see 
the Fig 3a). It is expected that this state can be approximated by the geometrical model on the Fig 2a. 

As soon as the fabric is taken off the machine it can partially relax which results in shrinkage in the 
wale direction and extension in the course direction. When such fabric from modified hyaluronan is 
dipped in water (see the Fig 3b) the dimensional changes continue intensively: the fibers significantly 
swell and the loops become shorter, wider and round. This state of the fabric should correspond to the 
geometrical model on the Fig 2b. 

If the fabric is consequently freeze-dried it keeps the loop geometry that is similar to the density of the 
fabric in the wet swollen state. So if we are able to determine the relation between the stretched state 
and the swollen state we should be able to set up the knitting process parameters (warp feeding and 
take-down speed) according to the desired loop density of the final freeze-dried fabric. 

 

Figure 3. Photos of the fabric made from the hyaluronan based fibers: a) (left): On the knitting machine - 
stretched between needles and take-down rollers, b) (right) In the swollen state - after wetting in demineralized 

water. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Fibers (monofilaments) of 11 tex fineness made from palmitoyl hyaluronan of molecular weight 
320 kDa and degree of substitution 55% were employed (product of Contipro a.s.). Yarns composed 
from 3 monofilaments (300 twists/meter) were used for the knitting trials. The geometrical 
characteristics of the fibers and yarns are listed in the table 1. 

𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅max = 𝐿𝐿−3𝐷𝐷
8+32𝜋𝜋

       (5) 
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 Table 1. Geometrical characteristics of the fibers and yarns. 

 Average value Standard deviation Koeficient of 
variation [%] 

Fiber fineness [tex] 10,8 0,5 4 

Dry fiber diameter [µm] 109 9 8,5 

Wet fiber diameter [µm] 530 72 14 

Fiber shrinkage [%] 12,4 2,2 18 

Dry yarn diameter [µm] 207 7 3,3 

Wet yarn diameter [µm] 733 64 8,8 

Yarn shrinkage [%] 17,0 1,6 9,2 
 

2.2. Methods 

The fabric samples were made on the double needle bed warp knitting machine Comez DNB-80, 
gauge 12. All the samples had the same tricot pattern composed from two layers knitted 
simultaneously on the front and back needle bar and locked together by underlaps. Various loop 
densities of individual samples were reached by changing feeding and take-down speeds. Fabrics 
were washed in ethanol at 40°C for 2 x 20 min and dried at room temperature. Then the samples were 
immersed in demineralized water for 20 min, frozen at -20°C for 5 hours and freeze-dried for 16 hours 
(Lyophilizator Christ Alpha). 

Diameter of dry fibers and yarns were determined using 4-direction laser scanning during rewinding of 
the fibers/yarns (Accuscan 6012). Diameters of the wet (swollen) fibers and yarns were measured 
using optical microscopy (Nikon Eclipse Ci-L). Course and wale distances in the knitted fabric were 
determined as a reciprocal value of the corresponding loop densities; the loop densities were 
determined for the fabric at the machine (stretched between needles and taken-down rollers), for the 
relaxed fabric (without external stress) and for the wet fabric in the swollen state. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Dimensional changes of the knitted fabric 

Both the experimental and the theoretical values of the course distances are shown on the Fig. 4. For 
each sample the course distance is maximal when the fabric is on the machine (the stretched state), 
after relaxation the distance decreases and after swelling is minimal. The curves calculated using the 
geometrical model shows the trend of the course distance in dependence on the yarn length in the 
loop. Experimental values of the fabric on the machine are near the corresponding model values of the 
stretched fabric and the experimental values of the wet fabric are near the corresponding model 
values of the swollen fabric.  

The divergence between the theoretical and experimental values results mainly from the simplified 
loop shape geometry used in the model. The real fabric fixed on the machine during knitting is not so 
stretched in order that the loop legs would be perfectly straighten and the yarn arc would curve tightly 
over the yarn segments of the next loop. In case of the swollen state the important factors is the yarn 
shrinkage and especially increase of the yarn diameter. These changes result in considerable three-
dimensional character of the knitted structure and the consumption of the yarn increases because the 
yarn has to crimp over and under the other yarn segments. 
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Figure 4. Dependence of the course distance on the yarn length in the loop - comparison of the model and 
experimental data. 

When we calculate dimensional changes of the fabric samples between the swollen state and the 
stretched state (see Table 2) we find out that the fabric shrinkage in the wale direction is not constant 
but increases with the yarn length in the loop. This result is logical because the larger loops have 
longer legs that can get round and transform themselves into parts of loop arc segments of higher 
diameter which results in decrease of the course distance. 

Table 2. Fabric shrinkage in the machine direction – dimensional changes between the stretched and swollen 
states. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results. 

Sample Yarn lenght in 
the loop [mm] 

Shrinkage in the wale direction 
[%] 

model experimental 

A 8,74 50 53 

B 9,88 53 57 

C 11,02 55 60 

D 12,16 57 61 

 

3.2. Participation of individual structural levels 

The experimental results prove that all three levels of the textile structure (fiber, yarn and fabric) 
participate markedly on the total shrinkage of the knitted fabric (see the tables 1 and 2). Anyway the 
most important share pertains to the dimensional changes caused by the rearrangement of the knitted 
structure that lies in the change of the loop shape and size. Calculation of the dimensional changes 
using the geometrical model can be helpful to predict shrinkage of other variants of fabrics, e.g. made 
from fibers of different fineness or swelling rate. 
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 4. CONCLUSIONS  

A simple geometrical model of a warp knitted fabric has been developed and employed to explain 
shrinkage of fabrics made from hyaluronan based fibers. The fabric shrinkage is caused not only by 
the fiber and yarn shrinkage but mainly by changing of the loop geometry, esp. by increase of loop leg 
angle and the loop arc radius which is significantly supported by huge swelling of the used fibers. Both 
the model and experimental results show a similar dependence of the course distances on the yarn 
length in the loop. The model can be utilized for designing of fabrics that are made from fibers of high 
level of swelling. 
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Abstract 

Many geometrical models of single jersey loop and various approaches to its image analysis exist there. 
The contribution presents original approach to the image analysis of deformed loop and to the 
consequent substitution by polynomial functions. The loop is defined by the set of parameters, their 
changes are observed and evaluated during the NiTi knitted fabric deformation. 
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1. Introduction  

Investigation into the dimensional properties of knitted structures began with experimental works. Doyle 
[1], Munden [2], Knapton et al. [3, 4] and Kurbak [5, 6] gave some empirical formulas by conducting 
experimental works. At the same time researches also tried to create some geometrical and physical 
models for knitted fabric structures. Previously created geometrical models for plain knitted fabric include 
those of Chamberlain [7], Peirce [8], Leaf and Glaskin [9], Leaf [10], Munden [11], Postle [12], Kurbak 
[13, 14] and Demiroz [15].  

To overcome the problem for plain-knitted fabrics, a numerical model consisting of a system of 
rectangular cells is proposed, and a finite-element method (FEM) has been chosen as the basis for 
model evaluation [16, 17]. The FEM has been used successfully to solve a wide variety of problems. 
Originating from the study of structural mechanics in the 1950s the FEM is now well documented by 
thousands of publications [18], the majority being specialized papers. More general textbooks [19 – 23] 
have appeared during recent decades. The method was successfully employed in the area of the 
mechanics of textiles by Lloyd [24] and then developed in the mechanics of yarns [25 – 30].  

The presented paper focuses on the problems of image analysis of chosen (marked) loop in 
NiTi knitted fabric. Further it pursues the change of defined parameters of the loop during the knitted 
fabric deformation. At the same time it deals with the possibility of substitution of loop shape by the 
mathematical functions differently from mentioned sources. The outputs are graphical illustrations of 
loop parameters changes in dependence on knitted fabric deformation. The observed knitted fabric was 
made from Nitinol with the superelastic properties. Thanks to these properties the behavior of this 
material is precisely defined during the deformation. This fact should theoretically reflect also in changes 
in knitted fabric, loop respectively. The results of the measurement will show whether it really works. 

2. Notes to NiTi Material Properties 

In this work the thin superelastic Nitinol (NiTi) filaments of diameter 100 microns as the material providing 
the functional properties to be projected onto the weft knitted textiles. The filaments were delivered in 
so called straight-annealed state i.e. they exhibited functional properties in as received state and no 
further heat treatment had to be applied. The selected NiTi alloy is called superelastic as the stable 
microstructure phase at room temperature is cubic austenite, which can be transformed into monoclinic 
martensite, stable at lower temperatures, by applying external loads. Such so called stress induced 
martensitic transformation gives rise to nonlinear hysteretic tensile behavior shown in Fig. 1, which 
depicts all peculiar features of superelastic NiTi filaments such as large recoverable strain (8%), 
occurrence of plateaus, different Young module of austenite (~50 GPa) and martensite (~20 GPa), 
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 stress hysteresis and strong thermomechanical coupling shifting the transformation plateaus by 5.5 MPa 
per degree of temperature change [31].   

 
Figure 1. Tensile behavior of the used superelastic NiTi filaments of diameter 0.1mm at two temperatures. 

3. Notes to the adjustment of the image of the knitted fabric loop 

The procedure is determined for previously colored knitted fabric loop (the colored loop is contrast in 
relation to the rest of fabric and also to the background), see Fig. 2. The image (the sequence of the 
images) is then adjusted in the system of the image analysis. 

 
Figure 2. Colored loop in the knitted fabric 

 

3.1 Usage of the system of image analysis  

The image sequence is adjusted in the system of image analysis NIS Elements semi-automatically by 
the macro with the possibility of user intervention. The presented procedure is not probably totally 
universal, because of image analysis high sensitivity on the reflections of non-colored knitted loops 
during the threshold, see Fig. 2. 

The following operations are executed through the macro on each image of the image sequence. 
The image sequence consists of the set of images of deformed knitted fabric captured once every 
second: 

1. Open of the image, of the image sequence respectively. 
2. The change of the contrast of the color image – recommended is exponential transformation.  
3. Possible image rotation, if the knitted fabric is not oriented like on Fig. 2. 
4. Crop of all images in the sequence on the same size (the reducing of the image size – procedure 

speeding). 
5. Interactive threshold of all images in the sequence at the same time.  
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 6. Binary image cleaning by the optional structural element with one or more iterations to clear all 

binary objects except the loop. 
7. Dilation of the binary image by octagon structural element, four time. 
8. The function of the medial line is applied. It finds the object axis. 
9. Object (loop axis). 
10. Binary image is overlaid over the color one and single images are exported to the format *.tif for 

further processing in MatLab. 
 

3.2 Usage of the programming language MatLab  

Each image of previous sequence of image analysis NIS Elements are processed separately as follows: 

1. Image segmentation first, when the threshold is determined according to the method of Otsu 
own MatLab [32]. 

2. Set the basic parameters of the loop, see Fig. 3. Unfortunately not yet be utilized commonly 
used basic Dalidovic loop description [33] because of missing information on interlacing with 
other loops. 

 
Fig. 

Figure 3. The shape of the loops with marked parameters measured 
 

First are found points A, B, H, E, F according to the criteria: 

A ... the point with the smallest x-coordinate of the existing points of the loop 
H ... point with the biggest y-coordinate from existing points of the loop (if found more such points the 
middle is determined as the point H) 
F ... point with the biggest x-coordinate of the existing points of the loop 
B ... point with minimum y-coordinate of the left of the point x-coordinate of the point H 
E ... point with minimum y-coordinate of the right of point x-coordinate of the point H 
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 Then follows the calculation of the loop actual parameter: 
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Because of the possibility of EB yy ≠  the parameter a is counted both ways (see equations (1a), (1b) 

for the a1 and a2 above) and calculated the angle γ, which, if previous equality y-coordinate equal to 0: 
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3. Furthermore, the loop is vertically bisected by the x-coordinate of the point H and rotated by 90 

°, see Fig. 3. The resulting upper and lower half of the loop is separately interspersed with a 
polynomial function of third degree together with 95% confidence intervals (Fig. 4 - red curve - 
less accurate polynomial). 

4. Next, the data are excluded from those that have the same x-coordinate and fit process of a 
polynomial function of the third degree with 95% confidence intervals is repeated (Fig. 4 - black 
curve - more accurate polynomial). 

 
Figure 4. The fit of loop points with two (resp. four) polynomial function of third degree + indicated 95% 

confidence intervals 
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 5. The inflection points are calculated for all four of the polynomial functions. 

6. Searched for x-coordinates 90 ° rotated halves of the loop ≥ x-coordinate of the inflection points 
for every polynomial function separately of course. 

7. The respective parts of the polynomial function are again rotated to its original position and 
according to the following relationship (4) (see Fig. 5) approximate circle radius r is calculated 
[34]. This corresponds to the shape of the head of the loop (again for both options fit round 
points). Consequently, the curvature of the head of the loop as the inverse of radius r is 
calculated: 
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2
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2
2
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=
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(4) 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic representation of a distances L, D to calculate the radius of the circle r1 

 

4. Outputs and Discussion 

NiTi jersey weft knitted fabric was cyclically loaded in the direction of columns, see Fig. 1, chap. 2. One 
marked loop was observed, see Fig. 2. The following graphic reports show the change in the basic 
parameters of the loop during cyclic loading of the knitted NiTi in the direction of the columns. 

Changes of parameters a1 and a2 (see Fig. 3) practically correspond to deformation of knitting 
in the direction of columns, therefore, are shown depending on the other parameters just to them. Proof 
of this is Fig. 8, on which, inter alia, to see the dependence of a1, respectively a2 on the number of the 
image with observed loop. Relevant dependencies are linear with breakthrough curve, which indicates 
the second (return) half-cycle distortion. 

1 The bigger y-coordinate of the point of inflexion is set like smaller y-coordinate of the second point of inflexion. 
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Figure 6. Measured parameters in dependence of parameter a1 

 

 
Figure 7. Measured parameters in dependence of parameter a2 
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 Graphical representation of dependencies of parameters of the loop clearly illustrates the narrowing of 
the loop and at the same time enlarging the inclination angle of the walls of the loop, Figs. 6 and 7. The 
effect of cyclic stress is unfortunately not legible on the graphs in Figs. 6, 7. It is a superelastic material, 
where the values of the loop parameters return to the same position as at the beginning of the test. 

 

 
Figure 8. Measured parameters in dependence of image number 

 

Hysteresis during cyclic loading is clearly evident from Fig. 8. It is the image numbers of about 200 to 
250, where the values of the parameters are substantially constant. 
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Figure 9. Curvature of the loop head in dependence of image number 

 

The final endpoint was the change of curvature of the head of the loop again depending on the applied 
deformation. Both methods of the fitting by polynomial functions show a similar results, no significant 
difference in the change of radius of curvature due to deformation of the knitting in the direction of 
columns. This fact is most likely due to high stiffness of NiTi wire bending, which prevents deformation 
of the head of the loop. At the same time Fig. 9 shows areas of the NiTi material hysteresis between the 
numbers of images 200-250, where values of curvature suddenly show higher values of dispersion 
identically to the previous parameters on the previous graphs, Figs. 6 to 8. 

5. Conclusion 

The presented article provides an overview of existing geometrical and physical models of the loop of 
jersey knitted fabric. Infinitely then followed by the actual parameters defining loop and original image 
processing of marked loop in the image analysis. It is presented the possibility of fitting of the loop shape 
by the polynomial functions and define the curvature of the head of the loop. The final outcome of this 
work there are dependences of the loop parameter changes on the knitting deformation in the direction 
of the columns. Specific knitted fabric monitored in the work is made of special NiTi material, which is 
characterized by the superelastic properties. Superelastic properties of NiTi wire are also reflected in 
the parameters of the loop of knitting, which proves the correctness of the approach to image processing 
of the loop and a description of its parameters. 
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Abstract: 

This paper is focused on description of woven structural pore models and their basic geometrical, forces 
and deformation ratios in woven structure. Necessary regularities about the balance of variable forces, 
the transformation of binding element (cell), the achievable densities, stability weaving can be deduced 
from the description of relationships between the stress and the geometric changes in the binding cell. 
Study of geometric, strength and deformation ratios in woven fabric are based on definition of the basic 
binding element in a plain weave. The element of binding point in plain weave is part of the four basic 
structural pores of woven fabric. Definitions of individual pores is based on the mutual interlacing of two 
neighbouring threads in the warp and in the weft direction. Dobby as well as jacquard pattern is possible 
to create by the various combinations of these structural pores in repeat. 
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Structure, pore, models, interlacing, warp, weft, force, deformation 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Woven fabric structure and its mechanical and end-use properties are given by planar and spatial 
geometry. Based on the geometry, it is possible to analyse the external and internal relations in woven 
fabric resulting by mutual relations entering thread systems. Planar geometry defines the basic structure 
of woven fabric, and is determined by the input parameters of the yarn as well as parameters of woven 
fabrics [1]. Among the priority parameters of the planar geometry we classify material fineness, thread 
density and weave. Spatial geometry is defined by the internal arrangement of threads in woven fabric 
relative to axis of the fabric, by force and deformation ratios in the binding element of woven fabrics, the 
transverse deformation of the threads, etc. Structural change of woven fabric given by mutual interlacing 
is based on four basic pores - structural pore models: pore type 1 (P1) - full interlacing, pore type 2 (P2) 
- partial interlacing, pore type 3 (P3) - doubling interlacing and pore type 4 (P4) - full float. Definitions of 
individual pores is based on the mutual interlacing of two neighbouring threads in both the warp and in 
the weft direction [2]. On the basis of these pores it is possible to create all design solutions for dobby 
as well as jacquard woven fabrics. 
 

2. Geometrical disposition, forces and deformations in the binding element 
of woven fabric 

The whole process of weaving is the process of creating of binding points. Their dimensions and the 
tension gradually changes from the cloth fell in the forming zone as far as some place of the steady 
state inside of fabric. The structure of the formed fabric is determined by a) the quantity of weft, which 
is inserted into the binding point, b) tension which is formed in weft during insertion, c) the tension of 
warp [3].  
Study of geometric, strength and deformation ratio in the fabric is based on description of the basic 
binding element in a plain weave. Plain interlacing is formed only mutual crossing of warp and weft 
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 threads, thereby is limiting structure of woven fabric. All other weaves are looser weaves with specific 
float part. Float part is non-interlacing length of threads, where the position of float is given by the effect 
of woven fabric (warp and weft effect). Study of basic element of the plain weave can be used for 
clarification and explanation of action during weaving and forming of woven fabric. During weaving, the 
warp threads are under tension Q (we can analyse the tensile strength So in centreline of warp threads) 
and weft threads under tension U (we can analyse the tensile strength Su in centreline of weft threads) 
and waviness ratio of warp and weft systems is given by the ratio of these two forces [3]. 
 

  

Figure 1. Geometrical and forces ratios in binding element of woven fabric 

 
Basic element of binding point in woven fabric will be evaluated in the steady state, which is assumed 
symmetrical steady element, see FIG. 1, apart from the forming zone (on the fell of woven fabric), where 
the binding point is asymmetrical in the warp direction. For simplicity, the evaluated element of binding 
point, due to the shape of the input yarn, based on the circular cross section.  
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Geometric ratios (GE) in woven fabric are determined by the areas of one interlacing point, its dimension 
is given by distances AxB. Warp and weft are in binding point defined by waviness having a height of 
binding wave H1,2 by the shape of the binding wave as well as the resulting rake angle of binding waves, 
see Fig. 1. Individual parameters of geometric ratios are possible to write as vector of geometric 
parameters GE, see equations (1). 
 Force ratios (FO) are described by force equations for a given geometrical ratios of binding point, 
see Fig.1. Ratios in threads interlacing of woven fabric are determined by tension Q in the plane of warp 
treads, and the tensile force S2 in the centreline of the weft thread. From the tension of warp thread 
interlacing Q and interlacing angle φ, which is known from the vector of structures can be calculated 
tensile force in the centreline of the warp threads S1 and the normal force N1 warp to weft. From the 
reaction of weft (where is valid N2 = -N1) can be expressed tensile force in the weft S2.  
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 From the force S2 and the known angle ψ can be expressed tensile force in the direction of the temples 
U. At the same, can be expressed from tensile force S2 elongation of the weft ε2 in the binding element. 
Based ε2 and extension of the length of the thread L2 in binding wave may be expressed crimp of 
threads, which means expressing consumption of weft converted to un-tensioned state [3]. Force ratios 
is given by vector or forces parameters in structure of woven fabric, see equations (2). 
 Deformation - Force ratios (DF) based on the fundamental relation between the tensile force on 
the border of the binding element and the arising extension of the thread, see Figure 1. Deformation - 
Force ratios is given by vector of deformation parameters in structure of woven fabric, see equations 
(3). 
 

3. Definition and analysis of structural pore models of woven fabric 
interlacing 

 
The method of mutual interlacing of the two sets of threads in woven fabric gives the weave. The correct 
choice of weave in woven fabric is important not only for the construction of the fabric, but it adds 
additional necessary mechanical and end-use properties (strength, elongation, permeability, roughness, 
feel, flexibility, etc.). Weave in woven fabric are usually illustrates by patterns, which show the fabric 
design and way of interlacing. Patterns are usually drawn on squared paper as a sequence of dark and 
light pixels (show the position of the warp threads relative to the median plane of the fabric) [4]. Structural 
change in woven fabric formed by weave is based on definition of four basic pores - structural models 
in the weave repeat. In terms of structural pores are distinguished: Pore type 1 - full interlacing, Pore 
Type 2 - partial interlacing, Pore type 3 - doubling and Pore Type 4 - full float. 

In the description of the planar geometry of woven fabric weave, besides writing of weave in 
pattern paper, it is possible to use a weave pattern depiction based on the matrix of structural pore 
models. The size of the matrix is based on the size of the pattern repeat. The number of warp threads 
in a pattern repeat no determines the number of rows and the number of weft threads nu number of 
columns. Definitions of individual pores is based on mutual interlacing of two neighbouring threads in 
the warp direction and in the weft direction. On the basis of these pores it is possible to create all 
structural binding solutions as dobby so jacquard fabrics. Repeat of dobby weave, jacquard repeat of 
the pattern is based on the distribution of the individual pores in the area of pattern. The relative 
frequency of each RP1-4 pores in the area of the pattern (weave repeat) influences the behaviour of 
woven fabric during weaving as well as the resulting end-use and mechanical properties.  
 

                        

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
 

Figure 2. Woven fabric structural pore model “type 1 (P1)“ – full interlacing pore 
Spatial structure of pore model “type 1” (left side), positive and negative areal depiction of pore model “type 1” 

(right side) 
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Definition of woven fabric structure of the binding element of structural pores in terms of geometric, 
strength and deformation ratios is identical with the abovementioned general relationships defined for 
the binding element in a steady state, see equation fabric structures (1-3). Expressing the relative 
frequency of each structural pores in the pattern repeat is given by equations (4).  
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∑
=

∑
=

∑
=

∑
=   (4) 

 
Full interlacing structural pore model is illustrated in Figure 2-3. It is only one pore which is given by 
crossing point only. The final length of binding weave is higher the input length of inserts threads. The 
final forces in threads we obtain for each threads in repeat. Full interlacing pore has maximal 
compactness of fabric. Plain weave is created only with this pore. 

        

                   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
 

Figure 4. Woven fabric structural pore model “type 2 (P2)“ – partial interlacing pore 
Spatial structure of pore model “type 2” (left side), positive and negative areal depiction of pore model “type 2” 

(right side) 
 

 
Figure 5. Geometrical and forces depiction of woven fabric structural pore model P2, (definition is identical for 

longitudinal and transversal cross section of woven fabric) 
 

 
Figure 3. Geometrical and forces depiction of woven fabric structural pore model P1, (definition is identical for 

longitudinal and transversal cross section of woven fabric) 
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 Partial interlacing structural pore model is described in Figure 4-5. One threads in same cross section 
is created by interlacing of threads and one in the same direction is full float. Woven fabric structure 
compactness is increasing in comparison with pore 3, 4. Forces and deformations vector is possible to 
write identical for both cross section of woven fabric (only with definition for weft, warp). This pore in 
woven fabric structure is possible to use only with combination with the others pores.  
 
 

 

           

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

  
 

Figure 6. Woven fabric structural pore model “type 3“ – double effect pore 
Spatial structure of pore model “type 3” (left side), positive and negative areal depiction of pore model “type 3” 

(right side) 
 
 

 
 
Double effect structural pore model is described in Figure 6-7. Woven fabric structure has the 
compactness in one direction only. The other direction is given by interlacing of threads. The forces 
reaction is possible to see in the Figure 7. First figure illustrates one direction of cross section of woven 
fabric a second figure illustrates the other direction of cross section of woven fabric. Final force in threads 
is created only in second case. This pore in woven fabric structure is possible to use only with 
combination with the others pores.  
 
 

 

 
Figure 7. Geometrical and forces depiction of woven fabric structural pore model P2 
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Figure 8. Woven fabric structural pore model “type 2 (P2)“ – partial interlacing pore 
Spatial structure of pore model “type 2” (left side), positive and negative areal depiction of pore model “type 2” 

(right side) 
 
 

 
 
Full float structural pore model is described in Figure 8-9. It is only one pore where we do not have 
interlacing of threads. Woven fabric structure has not compactness. On the basis of forces vectors view 
point the compactness is given by angel of interlacing and input tension of warp threads Q. On the basis 
these parameters create the final force in thread. This pore in woven fabric structure is possible to use 
only with combination with the others pores. When the weave repeat is increasing then is increasing the 
number of pore 4. 
 

4. Evaluation of the impact of structural pore models on warp and weft 
crimp  

By mutual interlacing of warp and weft threads arises waviness of threads. Subsequently, threads have 
a greater length of yarn than the threads dimension of the final fabric in the appropriate direction. This 
difference in length of yarn is expressing the threads crimp. The thread crimp is expressed in a 
percentage from the dimension of the fabric. The length of yarn in cross section is given of position of 
yarn in interlacing. Pore 1, full interlacing pore, has maximal length of yarn in repeat which is possible 
to create in weave. Pore 4, full float pore, it is opposite pore with minimal length of yarn in repeat. 
 

 
Figure 9. Geometrical and forces depiction of woven fabric structural pore model P1, (definition is identical for 

longitudinal and transversal cross section of woven fabric) 
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Figure 10. Depiction of threads interlacing - expression of thread crimp 

 
Warp crimp cwa and weft crimp cwe is given by equation (5): 
 

2.10
fabricLength

fabricLengthwarpLength
wac

−
= , 2.10

fabricWidth
fabricWidthweftLength

wec
−

=  (5) 

 
Basic parameters of woven fabric structure and weaving process with influence on crimp threads in the 
fabric are: input parameters of yarn (yarn fineness), mutual interlacing of threads, weave – distribution 
of structural pores in repeat, the relative frequency of each RP1-4 pores in the area of the pattern, sett 
threads in fabric, thread waviness in the fabric, tension of warp, etc. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Influence of weave on warp and weft crimp 

Depiction of plain weave (max crimp of weave) (left side), depiction of looser float weave (float = min crimp) 
(right side) 

 
Parameters of experimental polyester samples for evoluation of structural pore models influence on 
warp and weft crimp are given in Table 1. Spatial structure of individual samples weaves and areal 
depiction of weaves with pores definition in area are demonstrated by Figure 12-14.  
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Figure 12. Analysis of structural pore models in plain weave 

Spatial structure of plain weave (left side), areal depiction of plain weave with pores definition in area (right 
side) 

float 
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Figure 13. Analysis of structural pore models in twill weave 

Spatial structure of plain weave (left side), areal structure of plain weave with pores definition in area (right 
side) 
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Figure 14. Analysis of structural pore models in satin weave 

Spatial structure of plain weave (left side), areal structure of plain weave with pores definition in area (right 
side), weave was created in CAD system EAT at FT TUL 

 
 

Table 1 Basic parameters of experimental woven fabric samples 
Fabric 

number 
Woven fabric weave Yarn count [tex] Thread sett[1/cm] 

warp weft warp weft 
1 Plain weave 25 25 19 19 
2 Twill 1/5 Z 25 25 19 19 
3 Sateen 1/5 25 25 19 19 
4 Plain 25 25 22,4 22,4 
5 Twill 1/5 Z 25 25 22,4 22,4 
6 Sateen 1/5 25 25 22,4 22,4 
7 Plain weave 25 25 26 26 
8 Twill 1/5 Z 25 25 26 26 
9 Sateen 1/5 25 25 26 26 

 
Table 2 shows the relative frequencies of pores and warp and weft crimp. The number of pores in a 
pattern repeat of the individual interlacing is shown in Figures 9 to 11. Relative frequency were 
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 calculated according to equation (3). Crimp of threads is shown in Table 2. The resulting values of thread 
crimp are obtained by evaluation of tensile operating curves of yarn before weaving and yarns removed 
from the fabric. The experiment is described in detail in [5]. The Table 2 presents only mean values of 
threads crimp. 
In the graph of Figure 15 shows the growing dependence of warp and weft crimp on the relative 
frequency of the pore type P1. This trend was anticipated. Pore type 1 is a full interlacing pore where 
the waviness of warp and weft threads is greatest. Conversely, pore type 4 contains only from float 
sections this is full float pore, see Figure 8.  We can therefore assume that number of pore type 4 is 
increasing then the final threads crimp is decreasing. Also is decreasing the compactness of woven 
fabrics. The relationship between the threads crimp and the relative frequency of the pores of type 4 
can be seen in Figure 16. 
 

Table 2 Relative frequency of pores and yarn crimp 

Fabric 
number 

Woven 
fabric 
weave 

Relative frequency of pores 
(pore P3=0) Yarn crimp, % 

P1 P2 P4 warp weft 
1 Plain 1/1 1,00 0,00 0,00 4,89 6,72 
2 Twill 1/5 0,17 0,33 0,50 0,79 3,79 
3 Sateen 1/5 0,00 0,67 0,33 1,16 4,30 
4 Plain 1/1 1,00 0,00 0,00 5,87 7,13 
5 Twill 1/5 0,17 0,33 0,50 1,84 6,75 
6 Sateen 1/5 0,00 0,67 0,33 1,35 5,61 
7 Plain 1/1 1,00 0,00 0,00 6,00 9,15 
8 Twill 1/5 0,17 0,33 0,50 2,81 5,39 
9 Sateen 1/5 0,00 0,67 0,33 1,71 5,46 

 
 

 
Figure 15. Dependence between yarn crimp and relative frequency of pore type P1 
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Figure 16. Dependence between yarn crimp and relative frequency of pore type P4 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

Mutual interlacing of woven structure is given by weave. Is possible to select only four structural pore 
models for creation of each type of woven fabric design. As is possible to see from above mentioned 
description of structural, forces and deformation vectors the mutual interlacing and yarn elongation in 
binding point is given by structural pore type 1. When the number of structural pore model 1 in repeat is 
increasing then is increasing elongation of the yarn in binding point, final yarn crimp is increasing too). 
The compactness of woven fabrics is increasing too. If we want to keep the compactness of woven 
fabric, at reducing the pore 1, it is necessary to increase the thread density. This is a case of float weave. 
In the repeat of float weave the number of pore 1 is decreasing. The length of yarn in cross section of 
woven fabric is a sum of individual lengths of yarn parts in individual pores. Theoretically the length of 
yarn in cross section is increasing on the basic of the shape of binding wave. Theoretical pore models 
use for calculation and modelling the linear part for substitution of float part. From the Figure 17 is 
possible to see the construction of woven fabric can influence the final shape as well as the yarn length 
in binding wave in float part.  

       
Figure 17. Illustration of  spatial structure of float weave for analysing of shape of float part 
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Abstract: 

In this study, shape memory polyurethane (SMPU) fiber was spun by wet spinning process and 
chemical/mechanical characterization was carried out. SMPU solutions were prepared with two 
different concentrations (20% and 25%) and three different coagulation bath concentrations (0%, 1% 
and 3%).Influences of solvent and coagulation bath concentrations on mechanical, thermal and shape 
memory performances of fibers were investigated. For this aim, differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC), dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and mechanical tests were conducted. DSC and DMA 
analysis results show that shape memory polyurethane filaments have a glass transition temperature 
about 35-40oC and solvent concentrations in coagulation bath did not have a remarkable effect on 
glass transition temperature of filaments. SMPU fibers showed good tensile performance with an 
average tenacity of 1.74 cN/tex and elongation at break of 1343 %. Thermo mechanical test results 
showed that, all shape memory filaments have good shape memory effect with recovery and fixity 
ratios up to 91% and 71% respectively. 
 
Key words: 

shape memory polyurethane, wet spinning, characterization, glass transition temperature, shape 
memory behavior.  

1. Introduction  

Shape memory polymer (SMP) have gained much popularity because of their special capability to 
return their original (permanent) shapes from a temporary shape under appropriate external stimulus 
such as heat, light, pH, moisture etc. [1,2,3,4]. When compared to other shape memory materials, 
SMPs have been widely studied and used in academic researches and industrial applications owing to 
its lightweight, good processing ability, high shape recoverability and large range of shape recovery 
temperature [5,6]. Nowadays, most studies of SMPs focus on thermal induced SMPs because of their 
wide possible applications in different fields such as textile, engineering and biomedical devices 
[7,8,9]. 

Shape memory polyurethanes (SMPU) are the most notable kind of SMPs and they have the 
advantage of broad switch temperature (glass transition or melting transition) by changing soft 
segment and hard segment type and contents [3,10]. SMPUs are phase separated due to the 
thermodynamic incompability between hard and soft segments. Thus, they exhibit remarkable shape 
memory effect. Various applications of shape memory polymers with different forms such as fiber, 
yarn, film have been used in textile field. In recent years, many researchers have focused on 
development of functional fibers and smart textile products with shape memory effects [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 
11, 12 ,13].  

In this study, shape memory fibers were spun from SMPUs by wet spinning and their mechanical, 
thermal and shape memory behaviors were investigated. 
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 2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 
Pellet-type MM-3520 SMPU (SMP Technologies Inc. Japan) was used for production of shape 
memory fibers (SMF). Shape memory polymer solution was prepared with N, N-dimethylformamide 
(DMF) [1] as solvent and shape memory fibers were spun by wet spinning.  
 

2.1.1. Preparation of SMPU fibers 
 

Shape memory fibers were spun by wet spinning method with DMF as solvent of polymer solutions. 
After some pre-trials, solid concentrations of the SMPU solution in DMF were adjusted to 20% and 
25% to meet the viscosity requirements for wet spinning process. For investigating the effects of 
solvent concentration of coagulation bath on mechanical and shape memory effect of SMPU fiber, 0%, 
1% and 3% concentrations were applied. SMPU solution is extruded through single spinneret capillary 
hole horizontally through a coagulation bath with arranged concentrations to diffuse out the solvent 
with a spinning speed of 3.2 m/min. Mono-filament which is formed in coagulation bath are taken up to 
a second bath including water for removal of residual DMF. Then, the SMPU filament was wound with 
90 rpm on a cylindrical bobbin. Totally, six type of SMPU fibers with different parameters were 
produced (Table 1). 
 

2.2. Methods 
 
Thermal properties of the prepared SMPU filaments were determined using a differential scanning 
calorimeter (DSC) device with nitrogen as purge gas. First, SMPU sample was cooled to -30oC at the 
cooling rate 10 oC/min, then the polymer was heated from -30oC to 240oC at 10 oC/min heating rate. 
Pellet type SMPU polymer was also investigated by DSC. The heat flow change with increasing 
temperature was recorded. The dynamic mechanical properties of the shape memory filaments were 
determined by using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) device at a frequency of 2 Hz. The gauge 
length for each filament between the clamps was 15 mm and temperature was scanned from -120oC 
to 200oC with 2oC/min heating rate. 

Tensile tests of the SMPU fibers was carried out with a Lloyd Tensile Testing Machine (LR5K) 
according to ASTM D2236. All tests were conducted under standard atmospheric conditions (20oC 
and 65RH%).  
 

Table 1. Production details and mechanical characteristics of SMPU filaments 

Yarn 
code 

Polymer 
concentration in 

solution  
(%) 

Coagulation bath 
concentration  

(%) 

Linear 
Density 

(tex) 

SMPU200 20 0 55 
SMPU201 20 1 45 
SMPU203 20 3 68 
SMPU250 25 0 74 
SMPU251 25 1 71 
SMPU253 25 3 81 

 
The thermo-mechanical cyclic tensile test was conducted to investigate the shape memory behavior of 
shape memory filaments. Test was performed on Lloyd tensile tester (AMETEK Test&Calibration 
Instruments, UK ) within a temperature controlled chamber. The fiber gauge length was 25,4 mm. 
Steps of a typical thermo-mechanical cycle test procedure for shape memory filaments are as follows: 
I) The fiber was initially stretched to 100% elongation ratio at 40oC with a speed of 100 mm/min, which 
is above the glass transition temperature (switch temperature) of filaments. II) The sample is cooled 
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 down to 22oC and temperature was maintained for 15 minutes to fix temporary elongation. III) The 
upper clamp was returned to original position and the filament shrank from 100% strain (εm) to strain 
after unloading at 22oC (εu) because of instant elastic recovery. IV) Sample was heated to 40 oC again 
to allow shape memory recovery enabling the filament elongation returning to residual strain (εp) [10]. 
After the cycle was completed, another cycle began and a total of three cycles were carried out in 
order to investigate the shape memory effect of filaments. 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1.  Thermal Property Analysis of Shape Memory Filaments 

The glass transition temperature of the shape memory polyurethane was determined by using 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and results are shown in Table 2. Generally, glass transition 
temperature is determined from the second heating cycle to provide Tg value independent of the 
thermal history during processing. In the second heating scan, glass transition of soft segment of 
shape memory polyurethane filaments can be found between the range 36.43-37.37oC.  This glass 
transition is used as the switch temperature to fix the shape of the filament (below and above the 
thermal transition temperature). 
 

Table 2. DSC analyses results for shape memory samples 

Sample 
code 

1. Heating 
glass 
transition 
temp. (Tg)(oC) 

1. Heating 
heat 
capacitity 
(∆Cp)(J/g) 

Cooling glass 
transition 
temp.(Tg)(oC) 

Cooling 
heat 
capacity 
(∆Cp) (J/g) 

2. Heating 
glass 
transition 
temp.(Tg)(oC) 

2. Heating 
heat 
capacity 
(∆Cp)(J/g) 

SMPU200 29.26 0.645 35.26 0.395 37.37 0.440 

SMPU201 22.10 0.305 33.45 0.433 37.03 0.493 

SMPU203 20.97 0.313 34.09 0.396 36.43 0.434 

SMPU250 20.80 0.251 35.26 0.287 36.58 0.415 

SMPU251 22.24 0.253 34.70 0.415 36.95 0.390 

SMPU253 21.79 0.268 32.33 0.444 36.81 0.375 

SMPU 

polymer 
26.17 0.297 33.96 0.315 37.69 0.338 

 
3.2. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of Shape Memory Filaments  

 
The storage modules, loss modules and phase angle results of shape memory filaments are shown in 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. Elasticity of shape memory filaments is directly related to density of 
crosslinks contained in the structure and elasticity properties are reduced with increasing crosslink 
density. According to storage modulus curves, increasing difference storage modulus between plateau 
regions obtained on before and after Tg value means a reduction in the amount of crosslinking. In this 
case, storage modulus of SMPU251 and SMPU250 which are spun with 25% polymer concentration in 
solution and 1% and 0% concentration of coagulation bath, respectively, has a sharp decrease at 
27oC and highest storage modulus were obtained for these filaments. As shown in Figure 1, SMPU251 
and SMPU250 have the lowest crosslink density, accordingly, these filaments have been found to 
have the highest elasticity value. 

Loss modulus is related to the hysteresial energy dissipation and it shows mobility of polymer 
chains. High and wide loss modulus relate with mechanical properties of material such as impact 
resistance. It means that, material have better mechanical properties with increasing width of loss 
modulus curve [14]. According to loss modulus curve of shape memory filaments, SMPU250 and 
SMPU251 which are spun with 25% polymer concentration in solution, 0% and 1% concentration in 
coagulation bath, respectively, have better loss modulus and consequently mechanical properties. 
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 Moreover, SMPU201 which is spun 20% polymer concentration in solution and 1% concentration in 
coagulation bath has lowest loss modulus. This result is in harmony with the tensile test results of 
filaments. Besides, the loss modulus peak locating at 38-40oC is due to glass transition of soft 
segment phase. The loss modulus has a sharp decrease at highest temperature than Tg. This means 
that, filaments can be easily deformed at temperatures above Tg and shape can be fixed at 
temperature below Tg. 

 
 

Figure 1. Storage and loss modulus of shape memory filaments 
 
Figure 2 shows that the tanδ peak of the shape memory filaments range between 35.7-40.5 oC, which 
is associated with the glass transition temperature of shape memory filaments. It is generally accepted 
that the transition temperature measured by DMA is slightly higher than that obtained from DSC as the 
working principles of DSC and DMA are different [12]. Confirming literature there is a difference of 2-
3 oC between glass transition temperatures measured by DSC and DMA. The peak height of Tan(δ) 
provides information about the mobility of molecule chains of the materials and Tan(δ) peak width give 
information about homogenity of crosslinking. The mobility of molecular chains in the material structure 
rises with increasing peak height of Tan(δ). The width of Tan(δ) gives idea about heterogenity of 
material crosslinking.  

 
 

Figure 2. Phase angle curve of shape memory filaments 
 
When phase angle curves (tan δ) of shape memory filaments obtained by DMA analyses are analyzed 
(Figure 2), SMPU201 filament which is spun with 20% polymer concentration in solution and 1% 
concentration of coagulation bath has the highest peak value. Consequently, its chain mobility is more 
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 than the other filaments. Moreover, SMPU251 filament which is spun with 25% polymer concentration 
in solution and 1% concentration of coagulation bath has the lowest chain mobility. Besides, 
SMPU251 and SMPU253 filaments which are spun with 25% polymer concentration in solution, 1% 
and 3% concentration of coagulation bath, respectively, has a more heterogeneous structure than the 
others. 

3.3. Mechanical properties of shape memory filaments 
 

According to test results, there are not significant differences between breaking tenacity performances 
of shape memory fibers. However, as shown in Figure 3, SMPU200 and SMPU250 fibers which are 
produced with 0% solvent concentration in coagulation bath showed the highest breaking tenacity 
among other shape memory fibers. Strain test results showed that, high polymer concentration 
increased significantly elongation performance of filaments. SMPU251 and SMPU253 which are spun 
with 25% polymer concentration in solution, 1% and 3% concentration of coagulation bath, 
respectively, had the highest strain performance while SMPU203 and SMPU251 fibers had lower 
values. According to the statistical analysis results of strain, polymer content in solution had a positive 
effect on the elongation values of fibers. As a general result, it can be said that all fibers showed 
acceptable tensile and elongation performances. 
 

  
 

Figure 3. Tensile properties of SMPU fibers 
 

3.4. Shape memory effect of fibers 
 
The results of thermo-mechanical cyclic tensile test are summarized in Table 3. The shape memory 
filaments have a fixity ratio about 72.5% and recovery ratio of up to 91.5% in the first cycle. The 
filaments show up to 95% recovery ratio and 71% fixity ratio in the other two cycles. This results show 
that, prepared filaments have good shape memory effect. Because of molecule orientation and 
crystallization, there were differences between the first cycle and others. The shape memory effect 
and stress-strain behavior of filaments were very similar except for the first cycle. Beside this, shape 
memory filaments were not completely fixed to temporary shapes due to instant elastic recovery after 
releasing external stress.  
 

Table 3. Thermomechanical properties of shape memory filaments under drawing temperature 
 

Cycle code Shape recovery ratio (%) Shape fixity ratio (%) 
1 91.5 72.5 
2 95.2 71.3 
3 95.9 71.6 
4 97.3 71.3 

 
The results of thermomechanical cyclic tensile test of shape memory filaments are shown in Figure 4. 
According to thermomechanical test results, all shape memory filaments showed similar shape 
memory performances. However, SMPU251 fiber which is spun with 25% polymer concentration in 
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 solution and 1% concentration of coagulation bath has slightly higher recovery and fixity ratio values, 
demonstrating a better shape memory effect than other filaments.  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Shape recovery and shape fixity of shape memory filaments 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Summing up, it can be concluded that, glass transition of soft segment of shape memory polyurethane 
filaments spun by wet spinning method were found between the range 36-40oC by DSC and DMA 
analyses. Shape memory polyurethane filaments showed good tensile performances, especially the 
fibers spun with high polymer solution concentration and without solvent in coagulation bath. Similarly, 
shape memory filaments have remarkable shape memory performances. They have a fixity ratio about 
72.5% and recovery ratio of up to 91.5% in the first cycle. The filaments show up to 95% recovery ratio 
and 71% fixity ratio in the other cycles. Shape memory polymers have great potential for developing 
functional and smart textile products such as breathable, waterproof, modified structures. 
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Abstract  
Conventional ring spinning system is used for the largest proportion of total yarn production today and 
has kept same principle since 19th century. Analyzing new spinning systems shows that some 
modifications on conventional systems aid to produce yarn in better quality. Siro-spun spinning can be 
counted amongst one of the modern systems that enable to produce yarn in better quality and more 
economical way with help of some modifications. In this study, it was aimed to produce three-strand 
yarn in single process inspiring from siro-spun spinning. For this purpose, some modifications 
developed on siro-spun system and three-strand yarns were produced. Physical and mechanical 
properties of yarns that produced from different materials were measured and compared with three-
plied yarns. Results showed that three-strand yarns are superior in terms of hairiness and elongation, 
but inferior in terms of unevenness. Moreover, there is no statistically significant difference between 
strengths of three-strand and three-plied yarns. 

 

Keywords:  
Yarn technology, twist spinning, siro-spun spinning 

 

1. Introduction  

Twist spinning has been known many years and has an increasing popularity within the recent years. 
Twist spinning is also known as two-strand spinning. Currently, two systems are used for two strand 
spinning: Duospun (designed by Ems Sa and Huber and Suhner) and Sirospun (designed by Zinser 
Textilmaschinen GmbH).  

During the production process of twist spinning, two fibre strands are given into the drafting 
area of conventional ring spinning machine and leave drafting area together. At the same time, single 
yarn is produced by twisting individual fibre strand on themselves with aid of spindle, ring and traveler 
and then two individual single yarns are twisted for production of two-plied yarn. 

In siro-spun spinning, elimination of plying and twisting machines provide economic superiority 
against conventional plied yarns and related with economic advantages and less production process 
siro-spun has become a big competitor against conventional two-fold yarns [1]. However, because of 
the variety of twists, siro-spun yarns cannot take all market from two-plied yarns [2].  Production of 
siro-spun yarns is provided by some modifications on conventional ring spinning machine. Two rovings 
are fed individually through slightly modified but generally conventional ring drafting area. After drafting 
area, the fibre strands leave front cylinder separately and they become single yarn with the help of 
common spindle and spinning triangle. These two yarns bound together to form of composite yarn [3].  

Inside the literature, there are many studies that compare two-strand yarns and two-plied 
yarns in terms of physical, mechanical and structural properties. Siro-spun yarns have more strength 
and abrasion resistance and less hairiness when compared to single fold yarns [4]. Comparing 
compact and siro-spun yarns showed that, siro-spun yarns are superior in terms of hairiness, degrees 
of imperfections and strength [5].  At same twist level, siro-spun yarns have less hairiness and 
degrees of imperfections while more elongation compared with two fold yarns [6]. 
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 Strand space and spinning triangle are important production parameters that affects properties of siro-
spun yarns. During the production of siro-spun three spinning triangles are occurred and structure of 
those triangles are directly related with strand space [7]. There is a positive influence between strand 
space and cohesion forces between fibres that affect yarn strength [8].  

Inside the literature, it can be seen that many researchers attempt to modify conventional and 
modern systems in order to obtain superior yarn properties. Yılmaz and Usal [9], applied air nozzle 
and yarn guide on compact spinning machine and it is called compact-jet. With this new spinning 
system, it is possible to produce yarn with less hairiness. Moreover, it is also possible to produce 
yarns in better quality by combining siro and compact spinning systems [10].  

Moreover, some researchers investigate the possibilities of production of multi-spun yarns. 
These studies mostly focused on yarn structure or mathematically analysed spinning conditions 
[11,12]. 
In the scope of this study, possibilities for the production of three-strand yarn will be investigated. For 
this purpose, some modifications on conventional ring spinning machine is planned. It is predicted that 
these modifications will provide great impacts on physical, mechanical and structural properties of 
three-strand yarns. 

 

2. Experimental  

In the study, three-strand and three-plied yarns were produced from cotton, PES, Tencel and %50 
cotton-%50 nylon 6.6 based on given structural properties in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Structural properties of three-strand and three-plied yarns 

Yarn 
Number of 

single 
yarn 

Number of 
produced 

yarn 
Twist of single yarn Twist of produced 

yarn 

Three-strand 
yarn Ne 60 Ne 60/3 650 T/m (Z) 650 T/m (Z) 

Three-plied 
yarn Ne 60 Ne 60/3 1300 T/m (Z)  before plying 

650 T/m (Z)  after plying 650 T/m (S) 

 

Investigating literature and analyzing some practical experiences are showed that better guiding 
strands during production have positive influence on yarn properties. Therefore, it is thought that some 
modifications should be made on siro-spun spinning machine to produce better quality yarns (Figure 
1). In this study, only an extra funnel for the third roving was placed on the machine for better guiding. 
Future studies might be focused on improving strand delivery by using additional attachments such as 
three-grooved delivery cylinder. 

 

 

a. b. 
Figure 1. Modifications on drafting zone (a. Embedding third roving funnel, b. Third groove on delivery cylinder) 
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 In the study, physical, structural and mechanical properties such as unevenness, imperfections, 
hairiness, strength and elongation were measured by using Uster Tester and Uster Tensorapid. 

Results and Discussion  
Properties of three-strand and three-plied yarns that produced from different materials were 
statistically analyzed. For this purpose, ANOVA analysis at α = 0.05 were performed and graphs for 
confidence intervals at 95% were illustrated. 

Hairiness 

Result of eliminating plying and twisting machine, hairiness values (H) of three-strand yarns were 
found lower than three-plied yarns (Figure 2). As it seen from Table 2, differences between three-
strand and three-plied yarns in terms of hairiness is statistically significant for all raw material types. 

 
Figure 2. Hairiness (H) values of three-strand and three-plied yarns 

 

Table 2. ANOVA table for H values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton 1,815 1 1,815 335,445 ,000 
100% Tencel 9,506 1 9,506 381,700 ,000 
100% Polyester ,471 1 ,471 378,225 ,000 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 ,581 1 ,581 6,148 ,038 

 

Mechanical Properties 

Comparing mechanical properties of three-plied yarns and three-strand yarns show that part from 
cotton yarns, there is no statistically significant difference between strength values of three-strand and 
three-plied yarns. Moreover, elongation properties of three-strand yarns are higher than three-plied 
yarns. As it seen from Table 3 and Table 4, differences between three-strand and three-plied yarns in 
terms of breaking force and breaking elongation are not statistically significant in general. 
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Figure 3. Breaking force (cN) and breaking elongation (%) values of three-strand and three-plied yarns 

 

Table 3. ANOVA table for breaking force (cN) values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton 8702,500 1 8702,500 15,499 ,004 
100% Tencel 1102,500 1 1102,500 2,867 ,129 
100% Polyester 3261,636 1 3261,636 5,257 ,051 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 532,900 1 532,900 4,370 ,070 

 

Table 4. ANOVA table for breaking elongation (%) values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton ,139 1 ,139 4,401 ,069 
100% Tencel ,488 1 ,488 7,164 ,028 
100% Polyester ,172 1 ,172 2,284 ,169 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 ,973 1 ,973 18,018 ,003 
 

Unevenness 

Results showed that unevenness values of three-strand yarns are higher than three-plied yarns in 
general. It is assumed that this situation might be the result of lack of control on strand delivery. In the 
present work, strand delivery is only tried to be controlled by using third sliver funnel. As it seen from 
Figure 4a, strand spaces can be changed when the strands are fed into the drafting zone. As a result 
of this situation, irregularity between strand spaces are seen on spinning triangle (Figure 4b). 

 

  
a. b. 

Figure 4. Modifications on drafting zone (a. Strand delivery, b. Three-strand yarn spinning triangle) 
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 This situation which has direct influence on yarn properties is assumed to be fixed with the better 
controlled strand delivery. Moreover, it is also seen from Table 5, there is significantly statistical 
difference in unevenness values for all raw materials. 

 
Figure 5. Unevenness (CVm%) values of three-strand and three-plied yarns 

 

Table 5. ANOVA table for Unevenness (CVm%) values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton 59,341 1 59,341 20,538 ,002 
100% Tencel 3,069 1 3,069 65,918 ,000 
100% Polyester 2,570 1 2,570 53,413 ,000 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 64,770 1 64,770 14,200 ,005 
 

Imperfections 

Due to lack of strand guiding, thick place values of three strand yarns are higher than three-plies yarn, as it similar 
with unevenness values. Comparing thin places (+%50 /km) and neps (+200p /km) values of three-strand and 
three-plied yarns show that there are no statistically significant differences in general. Due to the fact that neps 
values are mostly related with spinning preparations, results are obtained independent of spinning type.  

   
Figure 6. Imperfections values of three-strand and three-plied yarns 
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 Table 6. ANOVA table for thick places (+50% /km) values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton 15210,000 1 15210,000 33,065 ,000 
100% Tencel 160,000 1 160,000 16,000 ,004 
100% Polyester 2250,000 1 2250,000 8,036 ,022 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 57760,000 1 57760,000 13,511 ,006 
 

Table 7. ANOVA table for thin places (+50% /km) values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton 15210,000 1 15210,000 2,483 ,154 
100% Tencel ,000 1 ,000 . . 
100% Polyester 40,000 1 40,000 2,667 ,141 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 33640,000 1 33640,000 19,615 ,002 
 

Table 8. ANOVA table for neps  (+200% /km) values 

 Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
100% Cotton 1210,000 1 1210,000 4,654 ,063 
100% Tencel 490,000 1 490,000 4,900 ,058 
100% Polyester 640,000 1 640,000 1,969 ,198 
50%-50% Cotton-Nylon 6.6 1210,000 1 1210,000 5,902 ,041 
 

Conclusions 
In this study, it was aimed to investigate the production possibilities of three-strand yarns with the 
same principle of siro-spun spinning. For production of three-strand yarns, third funnel was attached 
on laboratory type siro-spun spinning machine and 100% Cotton, 100% Tencel, 100% polyester and 
50%-50% cotton-Nylon 6.6 yarns were produced. Properties of three-strand yarns were compared with 
three plied yarns. 

Hairiness values of yarns are mostly related with production processes. Eliminating twisting and 
doubling machines from production flow, three-strands yarns have better hairiness value than three-
plied yarns for all material types. It is also seen from the results that there is no statistically significant 
difference between mechanical properties of three-strand and three plied yarns.  

Investigating literature and experimental results showed that strand delivery and strand spacing have 
significant impact on unevenness. When the strands leave drafting zone, spaces between strands 
have direct influence on geometry of spinning triangle. It is expected that controlling strands from 
strand feeding to condensing zone of yarn will provide to produce yarns in better quality.    

Siro-spun spinning has been placed in market and has become a strong rival against two-plied yarns. 
It is believed that, three-strand yarn spinning with the same production principle of siro-spun spinning 
will be placed in market as a big competitor of three-plied yarns with the economic benefit of 
eliminating plying and twisting process. 
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Abstract: 

The interaction between lower leg and the lower leg part of socks is an important factor affecting 
sports performance and wearing comfort. Garment fit, garment slip and fabric stretch are three 
essential components effecting comfort of the wearer's dynamic movement: 'Garment slip' is mostly 
determined by the coefficient of friction between skin and fabric and between different layers of 
garments. 'Fabric stretch', an important factor in pressure comfort, depends largely on elastic 
characteristics of fabrics. Sports socks were designed to give necessary pressure on leg muscles and 
enable comfort for not to decrease the performance of the sports people. If a fabric has high friction 
and stretching resistance, high clothing pressure is likely to be exerted on the body, which could result 
in discomfort feeling. This study aims to investigate the effects of structural mechanics of knitted 
fabrics on the amount of pressure generated on the underlying body. Five sports socks made of 
polyamide, polyester and cotton including different amounts of elastane fibers and having different 
knits on different parts of leg regions according to the necessities of sports were selected from the 
market. We carried out friction and tensile tests on different parts of sports socks. We also measured 
the pressure generated by socks’ fabrics by pressure sensors and then discuss a method of validating 
the reliability of Laplace law for calculating pressure applied to a cylindrical body of known radius and 
compare the predicted and objectively measured pressure values. Results show that the fabrics 
having high tensions exerted high pressure values on body and the factor of tension given in Laplace 
Law is very important in pressure evaluation. But the fabric weight and friction coefficient are also 
important for the pressure applied on body. We can see these influences when comparing the 
predictive and objective pressure results. The Laplace Law was not clear and acceptable for all the 
results.  

Key words: 

Pressure comfort, sports socks, material, fabric structure. 

 

1. Introduction 

Socks play an important role in maintaining foot comfort. Therefore, designers cannot ignore pressure 
comfort parameters while producing functional socks, especially the top part of socks [1]. Nowadays, 
various functional socks are available in the market; necessary compression support is provided in 
sports socks to help increasing movement performance and in compression stockings and pantyhose 
for patients suffering some diseases such as varicose vein. The pressure value of the top part of sock 
is an important factor to consider when designing and developing socks. Degree of pressure produced 
by a garment is determined by complex interrelations between the following principle factors: the 
construction and fit of the garment, structure and physical properties of its materials, the size and 
shape of the body parts to which it is applied and the nature of the sports activity undertaken [2]. Dan 
et al. (2013) investigated the relationships between pressure and material properties of the top part of 
socks and established four indices which closely relate to pressure level; these are elastic coefficient 
of top part of socks, Poisson’s ratio, elastic elongation and width of top part of socks [3]. Matsumoto et 
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 al. (2004) measured leg size, tensile properties and pressure values of the top of socks and found 
comfortable pressure values as 2.02+/- 0.29 kPa and investigated the feeling of pressure changes 
depending on wearing period. They pointed out that for accurate estimations of pressure feelings, it is 
necessary to measure the pressure approximately 2 hours after putting on the socks [5]. Kirk and 
Ibrahim (1966) explained that the garment slip which is mostly related to the friction coefficient of fabric 
is an important factor effective on the garment pressure [4]. 

Existing research in the area of compression garments indicates that, application of the Laplace 
law formula is a suitable method to predict the magnitude of the pressure that can be applied to a 
cylindrical body of known radius by applying specific amounts of tension to an external fabric covering 
[6].  
 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Five men's sports socks having different compositions and knit structures (Figure 1) were selected 
from the market.  

Code A B C 
 

Knit Structure 

   
Figure 1. Sock knit structures 

Their physical and structural parameters were given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Physical parameters of fabric samples 

Fabric Fiber Composition (%) 

Course 
/Wale 

density 
stitch/cm 

Mass per 
unit area 

(g/m2) 

Knit 
Structures 

1 87/12/1% 
PA/PES/Elastane 9/7 

A: 264 
B: 338 
C: 160 

 

2 99/1% PA/Elastane 9/7 
A: 325 
B: 398 
C:279 

 

3 96/3/1% PES/  
Elastane/PA 10/7 A: 240 

B: 280 

 

4 82/15/2/1 % 
Cotton/PES/Elastane/PA 12/8 

A: 425 
B: 479 
C:472 

 

5 81/17/1/1% 
Cotton/PES/PA/Elastane 12/9 

A:422 
B:500 
C:552 
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 2.2. Methods 

Each section having different structures on the lower leg part of socks were separated and the tensile 
characteristics under different extension rates (30-40-50%) were tested according to ASTM D 4964-
96. Friction coefficients (static and dynamic) were tested and calculated from the force-displacement 
graphics for each section for course direction according to ASTM D-1894 by using a Lloyd Tensile 
Tester (LR5K plus). Dimensions of the cradle was 4.5 x 4.0 cm and test was carried out on the sample 
placed on a horizontal platform by movement of the cradle with a speed of 50 mm/min. Extra weights 
were used to obtain a normal force of 1,2 g/cm2 by the cradle. The objective pressure was measured 
by flexible pressure sensor system (Tekscan, USA). A plastic cylinder of 23.5 cm circumference was 
adopted in this test. The cylinder surface was covered by extended knitted fabrics. The interfacial 
pressure between fabric and cylinder was recorded at the center marked location of the circumferential 
line [7]. Laplace law formula can explain the relation between the pressure (P) and the tension on a 
curved surface and is expressed by the following equation: 

P=T/r (1) 

where T is the tension of the shell (N/m), r is the radius of curvature (m) and P is the pressure (Pa). 
The ratio of the tensile force T to radius R represents a quantitative measure of the relevant structural 
properties of that particular fabric. A high T/r ratio represents a tight fitting fabric, and a low ratio 
represents a looser fitting fabric. This single quantitative measure may provide approximation of many 
fabric properties that are relevant in the design of compression and general sport garments and may 
provide insight for the development of a predictive model for the behavior of garments under tension. It 
is important to note however, that due to the nonlinear dynamics of stretching and deformation in 
fabrics and garments, the ratio T/r may not be constant over a whole garment over time [2]. In the 
pressure prediction part, the following assumptions were made; the relationship between the pressure 
P generated by the sock, circumferential tension force in the fabric T and the cylinder radius r (m) is 
described by the Laplace formula (1); the longitudinal stretch of the fabrics in the garment is not 
considered and value of predictive pressure only applies at the time of application.  
 

3. Results and Discussion  

Tension characteristics of knit structures of the socks parts at different extension levels were tested. 
Figure 2 shows that knit structures exhibited different tension characteristics for each fabric because of 
their different material compositions and constructions (stitch density, weight).  

 
Figure 2. Tension characteristics of fabrics at different extension level (30-40-50 %) 
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 Fabrics in knit structure C showed higher tension values. Knit structures in all fabrics showed different 
friction and elastic characteristics (Table 2). The values for Fabric 4A could not be measured because 
of inadequate fabric dimensions for the test.  

Table 2. Friction and elastic characteristics of different socks parts  

Fabric 
Code/ 
Knit 

Structure 

Static 
Friction 

Coefficient  
(S.D.)   

Kinetic 
Friction 

Coefficient  
(S.D.) 

Tension (N) 
 

Objective Pressure (gr/cm²) 

30% 
Extension 

40% 
Extension 

50% 
Extension 

30% 
Extension 

40% 
Extension 

50% 
Extension 

1.A 0.493b 

(0.074) 
0.482b 

(0.062) 
2.54 

(0.635) 
3.01 

(0.752) 
3.53 

(0.882) 
6,50 

(1,33) 
9,76 

(1,33) 
29,30 
(2,31) 

1.B 0.569bc 

(0.104) 
0.472bc 

(0.088) 
3.44 

(0.86) 
4.25 

(1.062) 
5.08 

(1.27) 
32,56 
(1,33) 

39,07 
(2,31) 

42,33 
(2,66) 

1.C 0.241 
(0.048) 

0.208a 

(0.042) 
6.74 

(1.685) 
8.66 

(2.165) 
10.77 

(2.692) 
3,25 
(0) 

6,50 
(1,33) 

22,78 
(2,31) 

2.A 0.225a 

(0.129) 
0.312a 

(0.136) 
5.44 

(1.152) 
7.04 

(1.465) 
8.61 

(1.79) 
6,50 
(0) 

9,76 
(1,33) 

13,01 
(2,31) 

2.B 0.648c 

(0.073) 
0.557c 

(0.108) 
4.54 

(1.135) 
5.7 

(1.425) 
6.87 

(1.717) 
9,76 

(1,33) 
19,53 

(0) 
29,30 
(2,31) 

2.C 0.372 
(0.151) 

0.368b 

(0.108) 
5.44 

(1.36) 
7.04 

(1.76) 
8.61 

(2.152) 
6,50 

(1,33) 
16,25 
(1,33) 

26,04 
(2,31) 

3.A 0.302a 

(0.072) 
0.293a 

(0.700) 
2.73 

(0.682) 
3.62 

(0.905) 
4.54 

(1.135) 
- 3,25 

(0) 
9,76 

(1,33) 
3.B 0.447ab 

(0.090) 
0.425ab 

(1.105) 
4.62 

(1.155) 
6.03 

(1.507) 
7.4 

(1.85) 
3,25 
(0) 

13,01 
(1,33) 

29,30 
(2,31) 

4.A - - 5.39 
(0.847) 

4.36 
(1.09) 

3.39 
(1.347) 

3,25 
(0) 

6,50 
(1,33) 

9,76 
(1,33) 

4.B 0.406a 

(0.123) 
0.311a 

(0.118) 
- - - 6,50 

(1,33) 
16,28 

(0) 
22,78 
(1,33) 

4.C 0.302 
(0.063) 

0.246a 

(0.062) 
4.27 

(1.067) 
5.29 

(1.322) 
6.18 

(1.545) 
6,50 

(1,33) 
9,76 

(1,33) 
13,01 

(0) 
5.A 0.297a 

(0.038) 
0.227a 

(0.052) 
3.97 

(0.992) 
5 

(1.25) 
5.94 

(1.485) 
6,50 

(1,33) 
13,01 

(0) 
19,53 
(1,33) 

5.B 0.463ab 

(0.118) 
0.368ab 

(0.211) 
4.12 

(1.03) 
5.55 

(1.387) 
7.15 

(1.787) 
16,28 
(1,33) 

29,30 
(1,33) 

45,59 
(2,66) 

5.C 0.354 
(0.057) 

0.264ab 

(0.063) 
6.38 

(1.595) 
8.11 

(2.027) 
9.89 

(2.472) 
16,28 
(1,33) 

32,56 
(2,66) 

42,33 
(2,66) 

 
According to the results, kinetic friction coefficients can be ranked as B>C>A for all fabric types. Float 
stitches have negative effects on friction characteristics. So the knit structures B and C have higher 
kinetic friction coefficients (except for fabric code 1).The knit structure C has more repeated pattern 
and it gives an irregular fabric surface. As can be seen in Table 2, all sock parts and types have 
significantly different friction coefficient values. Statistically identical parts were coded with the same 
labels in Table 2. Objective pressure measurements taken on the cylinder surface are also given in 
Table 2. The fabrics having high tensions exert high pressure values. Results show that tension 
calculated by Laplace Law is valuable in pressure evaluation. But the fabric weight and friction 
coefficients are also important. We can see this effect when the predictive and objective pressure 
results are compared (Table 3). The Laplace Law is not clear and acceptable for all the results. As it 
was mentioned in some studies [8-9], fabric is assumed to be a shell, but the fabrics have dynamic 
behaviours under tension. So in pressure comfort evaluation, tension is not the only factor, the 
parameters friction coefficient, fabric weight, knit structures, materials etc. should also be taken into 
consideration. In this study, also fabrics having the same structures gave different pressure values 
under same tension values because of their physical differences (surface, weight, etc.). Tension 
values of fabric 1C are higher than the value of fabric 1B. But the objective pressure values are not in 
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 harmony with tension values. It can be explained by higher friction coefficients and higher weights. In 
Laplace law, the tension is very important factor so according to the predictive pressures, it seems that 
fabric 1C exerts higher pressure than fabric 1B.  
 

Table 3. Objectively measured,pressure values, predicted pressure values and deviations 

Fabric 
Code/ 
Knit 

Structure 

Objective Pressure (gr/cm²) Predictive Pressure (gr/cm²) Deviation (%) 
30% 

Extension 
40% 

Extension 
50% 

Extension 
30% 

Extension 
40% 

Extension 
50% 

Extension 
30% 

Extension 
40% 

Extension 
50% 

Extension 

1.A 6,50 9,76 29,30 6,84 8,10 9,50 4,88 -20,39 -208,28 
1.B 32,56 39,07 42,33 9,26 11,44 13,68 -251,46 -241,32 -209,44- 
1.C 3,25 6,50 22,78 18,15 23,32 29 82,07 72,10 21,43 
2.A 6,50 9,76 13,01 14,65 18,96 23,18 55,58 48,52 43,87 
2.B 976 19,53 29,30 12,22 15,35 18,50 20,17 -27,24 -58,40 
2.C 6,50 16,25 26,04 14,16 18,88 23,18 55,58 13,76 -12,30 
3.A - 3,25 9,76 - 9,74 12,22 - 66,63 20,17 
3.B 3,25 13,01 29,30 12,44 16,24 19,93 73,85 19,86 -47,05 
4.A 3,25 6,50 9,76 - - - - - - 
4.B 6,50 16,28 22,78 11,50 14,24 16,64 43,41 -14,27 -36,91 
4.C 6,50 9,76 13,01 10,69 13,46 15,99 39-14 27,52 18,65 
5.A 6,50 13,01 19,53 11,09 14,94 19,25 11,09 14,94 19,25 
5.B 16,28 29,30 45,59 17,18 21,84 21,33 17,18 21,87 26,63 
5.C 16,28 32,56 42,33 16,51 21,33 26,39 16,51 21,33 26,39 

 
Objective pressures of the top part of socks at different extension levels were measured on cylinder 
surface and the pressure levels of socks at 50% extension level can be ranked as 5>3>2>1>4 
respectively. Fabric code 5C has generally high friction coefficient, tension and weight so it generated 
higher pressure. Predictive pressures in cuff parts were calculated according to the Laplace law 
formula at extension level of 50% and the values matched to the objective pressure measurement in 
10-25% deviation (except for 3B and 4C). But the deviation is not generally uniform for all parts of 
socks. The fabrics at 50% extension level flattened and get a shell form. This may be the reason of 
differences between predicted and objectively measured results (10-25% deviation for some parts of 
socks) (1C, 2C, 3A, 4C, 5A). In this study, it is not clear to see the influences of materials on pressure 
values but PA and Cotton materials are smoother than PES. It is expected that socks with PES may 
exert much more pressure on body.  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

According the friction and pressure measurement results carried out on sports socks produced from 
different materials; tensile, friction characteristics and weight of fabrics have important effect on 
pressure generated on body. If a fabric has high friction and stretching resistance, high clothing 
pressure is likely to be exerted on the body, which could result in discomfort feeling. During designing 
and developing the pressure comfort of the socks, we should take account of these characteristics. 
This research also focused on the evaluation of the accuracy of Laplace law for sock fabrics. The 
results of this study show that Laplace law was not able to predict the measured pressure values in all 
parts of socks. The fabrics at extension level of 50% flattens and gets a shell form. Therefore the 
predicted pressure values matched objective pressure values with 10-25% deviation for some parts of 
socks.   
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Abstract: 

Determination of tensile properties of synthetic blood vessel is an essential knowledge for researchers 
so that the biomechanical behavior of natural physiological vessel can be easily substituted. In this 
contribution, tensile tests of electrospun double layered vascular grafts made from polyesters were 
done. In order to analyze the developed vessel replacement in virtual simulations, a phenomenological 
material model was fitted to measured data. 

Key words: 

Synthetic graft, uniaxial test, finite element method 

 

1. Introduction 

Heart attack is worldwide one of the most risky health accident which frequently leads to death of the 
patient [1]. The consequence of the heart attack is usually a surgery of the heart during which so 
called bypasses are placed. Nowadays, the autograft veins are used in clinical practice [2]. This 
solution brings several complications, among all the long term surgery that might be risky for the 
patients. The state of the art in this domain is the synthetic vascular graft development.  
 Much effort was put into biocompatibility tests and material research in development of 
synthetic blood vessel replacements [3,4]. Only few studies are dealing with mechanical behavior and 
none of them with finite element modelling. The aim of this study is to present the uniaxial experiments 
of selected synthetic tubular grafts followed by finite element modelling.  

 

2. Experimental  

Experimental samples are electrospun double layered vascular grafts made from polyesters. Inner 
layer of the graft is made from copolymer of polylactide and polycaprolactone (70/30, PURASORB) 
and the outer layer is made from polycaprolactone (Mn 80,000, Sigma Aldrich). The thickness of the 
final graft is 200 µm (100 µm inner layer + 100 µm outer layer) as depicted in figure 1. The samples 
were sorted into two groups, one of which was not sterilized. The second one was sterilized by 
ethylene oxide (37°C).  
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Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy picture of cross section of double-layered vascular graft made from 
electrospun copolymer PLC in the inner layer and from electrospun polycaprolactone in the outer layer. 

 

2.1. Uniaxial structural tests 

The uniaxial tests were done on universal one column traction machine. The loading speed was 5 
mm/min for all samples. The samples were loaded up to the rupture of the specimen. The initial length 
of samples was 50 mm. In the following step, the stress-strain curves were built on the basis of the 
measured data 

 

2.2 Finite element simulation 

The engineering stress strain curves were calculated by true strain and true stress by following 
equations 

𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎 ∙ (1 + 𝜀𝜀) (1) 
𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = ln(1 + 𝜀𝜀) (2) 

 

The true data were imported into the software MSC.MARC were experimental data fitting was done, 
fig. 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. Experimental data fitting  

 

The material model used for simulation is two-parametric Ogden model. The calculated material 
parameters are in Tab. 1.  
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(3) 

 
 

Table 1.Material parameters of the Ogden model 

 
 
 
 
The finite element model of the sample consists of eight node shell elements (1600). The nodes of the 
left free edge are constrained via control node in all direction of movement. The nodes of the right free 
edge are constrained via control node and axial displacement of 8 mm is prescribed.  

 

3. Results  

3.1 Experiment 

The measured data from uniaxial tensile tests of sterilized and non-sterilized samples are seen on 
figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Force strain curve for non-sterilized samples (left) and sterilized samples (right) 

 

The true strain and stress distribution along the axis of the model can be seen on figure 4 and 5.  

 
Figure 4.Cauchy stress distribution in sample axis [MPa] 

 

μ1[MPa] α1[-] μ2[MPa] α2[-] 
4.05 0.84 10.45 - 0.26 
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 4.  CONCLUSIONS  

Development of synthetic veins used for bypass surgery is of a great interest in the field of 
cardiovascular surgery. To our knowledge, none of them was applied yet. The research in this field 
cannot be done without understanding mechanical behavior of these artificial vascular replacements. 
The goal is to approximate its mechanical properties to the biologic ones. 
 The loading the samples up to the failure showed that extreme strains can be observed. There 
is no physiological meaning for loading veins up to 500 % that is why the FEM analysis was provided 
only up to 160 % strain. Phenomenological Ogden material model was used for finite element 
simulation.  
 In spite of favorable agreement between experimental data curves and results gained by finite 
element method, it should be noted that the future of FEM modelling of electrospun vein replacement 
must be in multiscale modelling. Using this method, the real morphology of the structure can be 
captured.  
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Abstract: 

This work analyses the hydrodynamic stability of viscose polymeric solution jets created by drawing 
technology concentrating on the liquid-solid transitions. The analysis starts with estimations predicting 
the fastest growing rate and the assigned wavelength of the Plateau-Rayleigh instability. The results 
show that creation of the thread from a polymer solution droplet has a character of an immediate liquid-
solid transition, where the solid has a form of a gel. A method of video records of the fiber drawing 
process aided by image analysis is employed to obtain capillary pressure distribution along the jet axis. 
These results confirm the quick creation of a solid-liquid coexistence due to a violation of constant mean 
curvature on the equilibrium liquid surface. The analysis follows with introduction of an evaporative 
model from the jet including the physical reason for enhanced evaporation with decreasing jet diameter. 
A flow of the solvent inside the jet is supposed to be at its surface only. It results in creation of a solid 
gel film as a skin of the jet. The film provides the system with both instant and sufficient hydrodynamic 
stability. The existence of such films are thereafter experimentally evidenced.  

 

Key words: 

Justified Fiber, Hydrodynamics and Hydrodynamics Stability, diffusion 

 

1. Introduction  

Drawing a single fiber is a fascinating technique to produce polymeric (nano) fibers in diameter range 
from tens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers [1]. The process itself is rather simple and versatile. 
A drawing lab-device is generally based on a micromanipulator that moves with a needle, micropipette 
or AFM tip, i.e., drawing element in general. When the polymeric solution has a suitable composition, a 
solid jet, called here as a thread of fiber, is withdrawn from the polymer solution droplet and is moved 
away rapidly. The drawing element pulls the fiber that should attain in a length from one millimeter up 
to tens of centimeters. The pulled fiber is as a rule deposited by touching the surface with the extremity 
of the drawing element. This method is unique, since it allows the deposition of fibers in predetermined 
patterns. 

The small diameter of nanofibers resembling an extracellular matrix makes them extremely attractive in 
wound dressing and tissue engineering applications. For each specific application, a narrow range of 
fiber diameters is required to optimize their performance. Therefore, fiber diameter control based on a 
detailed knowledge of the drawing process is essential.  

The stability of a liquid jet is affected by a variety of physical phenomena such as capillary driven 
hydrodynamics, variation in the temperature, viscosity or surface tension [2,3]. The jet stability is also 
heavily influenced by the interaction between the evaporating solvent and surrounding air. A liquid jet 
has in instances of nanofiber spinning a tiny diameter, resulting in significant evaporation rates. In spite 
of the importance of the topic in question, they are very limited studies addressing the instability of 
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 evaporating jets [4,5]. We hypothesize here that the solvent evaporation from polymer solution jets 
decisively influences their hydrodynamic stability during fiber drawing process by immediate creation of 
a thin polymeric film on the jet surface. 

One of the models of hydrodynamic stability of drawn individual viscous jets and cylinders is the 
Chandrasekhar approach [3]. Using the poloidal-toroidal decomposition he found an analytical 
relationship between the growing rate σ and the wave number k in an implicit form.  
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where krx = , ry κ=  ,  νσκ /22 += k ,  and ( )2/ ρνγRJ = . The jet radius is denoted here as R. 
Physicochemical parameters of the liquid are: kinematic viscosity ν, surface tension and γ and density 
ρ. The wave growth parameter is denoted as σ, Symbols ( )xI i  represent modified Bessel functions of 

the 1st kind and the bar denotes the derivative. Note that J is the reciprocal of the square of the 
Ohnesorge number. 

 

2. Numerical analysis  

The dependence of the dimensionless growth parameter  νσ /2R  on the dimensionless wavenumber,
krx = , according to equation (3) is plotted in Figure 1. The curves are shown sequentially for the 

following values of the J parameter, J = 1⋅10-5, 5⋅10-5, 10⋅10-5, 15⋅10-5 and 20⋅10-5. The most bottom 
curve corresponds to the smallest value of the parameter J.  

 

Figure 1. The dependence of the dimensionless growth parameter νσ /2R  on the dimensionless wavenumber, 
kR. The curves are plotted sequentially for the following values of the parameter J = 1⋅10-5, 5⋅10-5, 10⋅10-5, 15⋅10-5 
and 20⋅10-5. The lowest value of J corresponds to the most bottom curve. The inserted figure shows details of the 

curves in the vicinity of the x axes origin. 

The numerical evaluation of the wavelength and corresponding relaxation time is carried out for the 
original 15%wt PVA aqueous solution, from which the liquid jet is drawn. Poly(vinyl alcohol) PVA with 
predominant molecular weight 30 000 g/mol. Fresh 16% w/w solutions were prepared by dissolving the 
Poly-vinyl-alcohol in distilled water. This solution has the following physico-chemical parameters: the 
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 specific gravity ρ = 1.0091⋅103 kg/m3, kinematic viscosity ν = 5.0109⋅10-4 m2/s and a surface tension γ = 
44.3⋅10-3 N/m. It is well-known, that a pooling a fiber requires a material with an appropriate viscoelastic 
behavior to undergo strong deformations, while being stable enough to sustain the Plateau-Rayleigh 
instability support and the stresses developed during the drawing. One have to highlight that the 
physicochemical data indicated in the last row of Tab. 1 of the original solution does not provide the jet 
having the radius R of 75 µm with sufficient stability. These admit the liquid thread existence for five 
microseconds only as opposed to the experimental experience.  This contradiction leads to the 
conclusion that the jet has to have four orders higher viscosity than the polymeric solution from which it 
is created. Therefore, the drawn jet form the liquid polymeric droplet has to consist of some form of a 
solid phase. 

 

3. Experiment  

The experimental measurements of a distribution of the Laplace pressure pc provides with a direct 
evidence of the liquid-solid transition between the liquid droplet and the tough gel, from which the thread 
has to be at least partly formed. For the Laplace pressure holds, npc





∇= γ2 . Here the divergence of 

the normal n


∇  has the meaning of twice the mean curvature. For the axisymmetric surface, which 

boundary is given by a dependence of its radius on z-axis position, ( )zrr = ,  takes force the following 
relation. 

( ) 2322 11
1

r
r

rr
n

′+

′′
−

′+
=∇



 , 

where the primes denote the space derivatives dzd / . 

An experimental setup is composed of two metallic capillaries connected to syringes that supply them 
with the polymeric solution. Each of the capillaries has its outer radius is of 1 mm. Capillaries are laterally 
adjusted in the grooves of a cylindrical pedestal that ensures their axial alignment. One of the capillaries 
is firmly fixed to the pedestal while the latter is connected to the device providing it with a linear 
movement. This assembly is placed under a microscope that enables video-recording of the drawing 
process from the upper view.  

 

Figure 1. A fibre is drawn from the 16%wt water solution of PVA. The metallic capillary diameter is 1 mm. 

 

The Figure 2 depicts the basic drawing steps of the aqueous solution of PVA. At first, droplets are 
created at the rims of both capillaries by pooling the polymer solution from them using syringes. Than 
the moveable capillary, i.e. the drawing element, is shifted until both droplets come into contact. Next, 
the movable capillary is displaced horizontally with a constant velocity and stopped at a predetermined 
distance. The polymeric solution is deformed using the movement of the drawing element into a 
relatively stable jet/thread bridging the two droplets. The threat is evidently longer than the Plateau limit,

rπλ 2> . This exhibits an apparent violation of liquid behavior. 
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Figure 1. A nonuniform distribution of the capillary pressure pc inside the threat is obtained using the calculation 
of twice the mean curvature. 

 
Moreover, liquid bodies that are close to their mechanical equilibrium have to have constant Laplace 
pressure anywhere. A highly nonuniform capillary pressure distribution inside the threat is depicted in 
Figure 3. The capillary pressures are constant inside each of the droplets and both these pressures are 
nearly equal. However the pressure inside the jet/thread is much higher than the one inside a droplet. 
The transition between these unequal pressure areas has an abrupt character.  

4. Jet thermodynamics  

We hypothesize that the solid phase formation inside the creating polymeric jets/threads is a 
consequence of a rapid solvent evaporation. Evaporation of a solvent is a diffusion controlled process 
and hence a gaseous region above a polymer jet is immediately saturated with solvent vapor and the 
vapor concentration profile is formed [6,7,8]. Consequently the problem of an evaporating polymeric jet 
and the vapor concentration spatial distribution is considered here as a quasi-static problem into 
stagnant air. It means that the local solvent vapor concentration φ in mol⋅m-2s-1 given by a solution of the 
diffusion equation, φ∆φ Dt =∂∂ / , reduces to the Laplace equation 0=φ∆ . An evaporative flux j



 at 

the jet surface is given by the gradient in the vapor pressure, φ∇−=




Dj . Symbols ∆   and ∇


 are 
Laplace and Hamilton operators respectively and D is diffusivity.  

The Laplace equation is solved here regarding to two main following boundary conditions. The first 
boundary condition prescribes the solvent concentration on the jet surface, and the latter defines this 
concentration at the infinite distance from the jet surface. Cylindrical symmetry of the problem is 
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 supposed in the area close to the jet, while a spherical one is used at distances greater a length L of the 
jet/thread. The solvent vapor concentration belonging to the Laplace equation with the cylindrical 
symmetry has the assigned general solution, ( ) ( ) BrArc += lnφ . The spherically symmetric field of 

vapor concentration has the general solution, ( ) FrCrs += /φ .  

 

Figure 1. Representative SEM image of PVP/AMT fibers prepared from a 15% PVP/AMT 1 : 1 
precursor solution by capillary needle electrospinning method. 

 
Solutions of both Laplace equations have to be smooth at the boundary between them, where Lr = . 
Therefore, four boundary conditions for four unknown constants A, B, C and F are required.  

s
c φφ = ,  for ar = ;  φφ sc = ,  for Lr = ;  

rr

sc

∂
∂

=
∂

∂ φφ
,  for Lr = ; ∞= φφs ,  for ∞→r .  

The evaporative flux j


 at the jet surface is determined by the constant A only,  

( ) ( )
( )[ ]aaL

D
aDj sc

/ln1+
−

=∇−= ∞φφ
φ




.     

The diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air at 20oC is D=24.2⋅10-6 m2s-1. The molar concentration of 
the saturated water vapor has the value sφ = 0.9587 mol/m3 and at 50% of relative humidity its value is 

∞φ =0.4974 mol/m3. The evaporative flux j


 at these conditions and for the jet radius a = 75 µm and the 

jet length L = 1 cm has the value of j


=0.4792 12 −−⋅ smmol . The molar volume of liquid water at the 
temperature of 277 K is Vmol = 18.016⋅10-6 m3. The surface area S [m2] of the unitary jet length of the 
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radius 75 µm is 246 1071239.410752 mS −− ⋅=⋅⋅= π . The volume of liquid water that evaporates 
from this jet unitary length surface per one second is V = S⋅ j⋅ Vmol = 4.067⋅10-9 m3. The thickness h of 
the evaporated water from the jet is ( )rVh π2/=  = 8.63⋅10-6 m. The original PVA concentration is 16%, 
hence one can conclude that during one second a sheath of about 1 µm of PVA gel is formed on the jet 
surface that stops the development of the Plateau-Rayleigh instability. This results supports the 
hypothesis about an abrupt change of rheological parameters of the drawn polymeric solution. A 
circumstantial evidence of the gel formation on jet surfaces during a fibre spinning process is a formation 
of so-called ribbon-like fibres.  

5. CONCLUSION 

In summary, based on the experimental evidence, one can conclude that the model presented here 
adequately describes the fiber formation process during drawing. Our model emphasizes the 
hydrodynamics and thermodynamic nature of the mechanism controlling the jet stability. The two 
relevant time scales corresponding to each of these processes, characteristic hydrodynamic  σ and 
evaporation τe times, are identified. Moreover, the model allows achieving quantitative agreement to the 
experimental data.  
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Abstract  

Polyesters have been recognized as promising polymers for use in tissue engineering applications due 
to their biocompatibility and biodegradability. The main advantage of synthetic polymers is its 
reproducibility of fabrication process due to a controllable narrow molecular weight distribution in 
comparison with natural polymers. Fibrous materials were prepared by needleless electrospinning. 
Planar layers from polycaprolactone and polylactic acid with various molecular weights were 
fabricated. Resulting fibrous mats were seeded with fibroblasts and cell viability was compared using 
metabolic MTT test. 

Key words: 

Polylactide, polycaprolactone, electrospinning, in vitro testing. 

1. Introduction 
 
Electrostatic spinning (electrospinning) is a method for production of sub-micron fibers with highly 
potential applications in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Nanofibrous structures are 
characterized by large specific surface area, high porosity with a small pore size that makes these 
materials tremendous interest for various applications. Electrospinning uses high electric field intensity 
which is affecting surface of polymeric solution. Electric forces create instabilities on the polymeric 
solution surface and when it reaches its critical values, the polymeric jet appears. During the process, 
the most of the solvent is being evaporated and dry nanofibers are collected on the counter electrode 
[4]. 

Electrospun fibers mimic extracellular matrix of native tissue therefore they are extensively 
investigated for various types of scaffolds [3]. An idea of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 
is based on designing of an optimal scaffold that degrades during the time of cell infiltration and 
proliferation that could by enhanced by releasing of supporting factors [2]. This demands a list of 
requirements on material properties. An appropriate scaffold possesses slightly hydrophilic surface, 
adequate mechanical properties and degradation rate. Usage of natural polymers is limited due to 
their broad distribution of molecular weights that is one of the main parameters affecting 
electrospinnability. To the contrary, synthetic polymers benefit of relatively narrow molecular weight 
distribution. Aliphatic polyesters such as polyglycolic acid (PGA), polylactic acid (PLA) and 
polycaprolactone (PCL) belong among the most investigated synthetic polymers in the field of tissue 
engineering nowadays [6]. These materials have already been approved in a variety of biomedical 
applications such as bioresorbable sutures used in a surgery [5].  

In this work, polycaprolactone and polylactic acid with different molecular weights were 
electrospun and the influence of molecular weight and resulting fibers were discussed. Further in vitro 
testing investigated the influence of fibrous scaffold composition on fibroblast proliferation rate. 
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2. Experiment 

The work was focused on the preparation of nano/microfibrous layers made from aliphatic polyesters 
using electrospinning. Polycaprolactone and polylactic acid electrospinning conditions were firstly 
optimized using needle electrospinning. Then, the method was transferred to high production 
needleless electrospinning where planar samples for further in vitro testing were obtained. 

2.1. Materials 

Biodegradable polyesters, namely polycaprolactone (PCL, Sigma Aldrich) and poly(L-lactic) acid (PLA, 
Polysciences) were selected for preparation of fibrous samples. Two different molecular weights were 
used for further fabrication of fibrous mats. Lower molecular weight was approximately 
45,000 g/mol (samples marked as PCL45 and PLA45), higher molecular weight was around 
80,000 g/mol (samples marked as PCL80 and PLA80). Polycaprolactone PCL45 had the average 
number molecular weight (Mn) of 45,000 g/mol (Mn 40,000-50,000 g/mol) and polydispersity index 
(PDI) between 1.2 and 1.8 with the mass average molecular weight (Mw) of 48,000-90,000 g/mol. 
Polycaprolactone with average Mn 80,000 g/mol (PCL80) had polydispersity index lower than 2. 
Poly(L-lactic) acid PLA45 molecular weight was in range of 45,000 and 55,000 g/mol with 
polydispersity index of 1.94 and PLA80 had molecular weight of 80,000 -100,000 g/mol. 

2.2. Electrospinning 

At first, needle electrospinning was performed in order to optimize polymeric concentration for further 
experiments. The electrospinning apparatus consisted of a syringe filled with electrospinning solution, 
a needle, a syringe pump, a high-voltage power supply and a flat collector covered with an aluminum 
foil. Electrospinning solutions were prepared 24 hours before the spinning. Aliphatic polyesters were 
dissolved in solvent system composed of chloroform, ethanol and acetic acid in ratio 8/1/1 (v/v/v).  

Optimized electrospinning solutions were transferred for the spinning using strings within the 
device NanospiderTM NS 1W500U (Elmarco). Electrospinning conditions of each tested polymer are 
depicted in Table 1. The positive voltage (35-45 kV) was applied to the wire that served as a spinning 
electrode and the negative voltage of 25 kV was applied to the collector. The distance between the 
spinner and the collector was kept between 160 and 185 mm. The temperature during the experiments 
was kept at 21 ± 1 oC and the relative humidity 40 ± 5 %.  

Resulting fibrous mats were analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Tescan Vega 
3SB. Fiber diameters were measured using NIS Elements software (n=100). The data were expressed 
as median ± standard deviation. 
 

Table 1. Spinning parameters of PCL45, PCL80, PLA45, PLA 80 using needleless electrospinning. 

Sample name 
Mass 

concentration 
[wt %] 

Distance 
[mm] 

Voltage Speed of 
EWM 

(Endless 
Motion Wire) 

[mm /sec]  

Fiber diameter 
[nm] 

Positive 
source 
[+kV] 

Negative 
source        
[-kV] 

PCL45 16 180 35 25 220 319.8 ± 575.7 

PCL80 10 170 40 25 140 487.6 ± 407.3 
PLA45 10 175 40 25 190 921.2 ± 617.3 
PLA80 6 185 45 25 140 1161.0 ± 666.3 
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 2.3. Cell Sources and Seeding 

 
Prior to cell seeding, scaffolds were cut into round patches of 6 mm in diameter and sterilized by 
immersion in 70% ethanol for 30 minutes followed by double washing in phosphated buffer saline 
(PBS, Lonza). 

Mouse 3T3 fibroblasts (ATCC) were cultivated in Dulbecco´s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, 
Lonza) supplemented by 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Lonza), 1% glutamine (Biosera) and 1% 
penicilin/streptomycin/amfotericin B (Lonza). The cells were placed in humidified incubator at an 
atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C. When cells became confluent, they were suspended using trypsin-
EDTA (Lonza). Fibroblasts (passage 10) were seeded on the scaffolds placed in 96well plate at 
density of 5x103 per well plate. Medium was changed twice a week during the experiment (11 days). 
Materials incubated in the complete medium without cells served as negative controls for MTT test 
(n=2 per each testing day). 

2.4. Metabolic MTT assay 

Viability of the cells seeded on the scaffolds was analyzed by MTT test after 3, 7 and 11 days of 
culture period. MTT [3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide] has been 
reduced to purple formazan by mitochondrial dehydrogenase in cells indicating normal metabolism. 50 
µl of MTT solution was added to 150 µl of complete medium and samples were incubated at 37°C for 
4 hours. Formed violet crystals of formazan were dissolved with acidic isopropanol. Optical density of 
suspension was measured (λsample 570 nm, λ reference 690 nm). Each testing day, 8 samples of each 
material were incubated with MTT solution and final absorbance was calculated as the difference 
between absorbance measured by 570 nm and by reference wavelength 690 nm. The absorbance of 
negative controls was subtracted from measured values of absorbance of tested samples and placed 
into the graph comparing viability of cells cultured on tested materials. The data were expressed as 
mean of measured absorbance ± standard error of the mean. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Electrospinnability of aliphatic polyesters 

Polycaprolactone and polylactic acid in both tested molecular weight were spinnable using needle 
electrospinning as well as in needleless setup. The electrospinning parameters using needle were 
optimized as follows: voltage 15-20 kV, distance 180 mm, needle diameter 0.9 mm, feed rate of 1-1.5 
ml/h, temperature 20-23°C and relative humidity 35-40%. Conditions of needleless electrospinning are 
summarized in Table 1. Resulting fibrous structures are depicted by scanning electrone microscopy in 
Figure 1. Spinnability of higher molecular weight polymers (PCL80 and PLA80) was strongly 
dependent on process parameters such as distance between the string and collector and speed of 
EWM (Endless Motion Wire). If the processing conditions were not kept precisely, resulting fibers were 
pulled out during the deposition on the collector. Lower molecular polymers (PCL45 and PLA45) were 
spinnable in more robust conditions.   

Optimal concentration of polymer mass was found as: 16 wt% for PCL45, 10 wt% for PCL80 and 
PLA45 and 6 wt% for PLA80. Polylactic acid was electrospun from more concentrated solutions than 
polycaprolactone of corresponding molecular weights. Other properties such as viscosity or polymer 
crystallinity can influence the optimal amount of polymer in the electrospinning solution.   
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy pictures of electrospun PCL45, PCL80, PLA45 and PLA80. 

 
3.2. Fiber diameter characterization 

 
Fiber diameter of resulting planar fibrous mats was compared using image analysis software. 
Electrospun polycaprolactone mat formed uniform fibers with fiber diameter median ± standard 
deviation of 319.8 ± 575.7 nm in case of PCL45 and 487.6 ± 407.3 nm in case of PCL80. Similarly 
polylactic acid with lower molecular weight (PLA45) resulted in fiber diameter of 921.2 ± 617.3 nm and 
with higher molecular weight (PLA80) of 1161.0 ± 666.3 nm. The fiber diameter distribution was wider 
in PLA samples as seen from fiber diameter characterization that is depicted in figure 2. Fiber 
distribution could be influenced by polydispersity index of polymer. Polycaproloactone PCL45 with 
lower PDI than PLA45 possessed narrow fiber distribution compared to PLA45. PCL80 with PDI less 
than 2 showed also wider fiber diameter distribution compared to PCL45 with PDI between 1.2 and 
1.8. No data of PLA80 polydispersity index were available from the supplier. However, based on the 
fiber diameter characterization it could be assumed that polydispersity index will be around 2 or even 
higher. 

 

Figure 2. Box plot of fiber diameter distribution of electrospun PCL45, PCL80, PLA45 and PLA80 with standard 
settings including 50% percentile for the box with median, maximum and minimum values and the extremes. 

  

PCL45 PCL80 PLA80 PLA45 
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 3.3. Metabolic activity of fibroblasts 

 
Fibroblasts were seeded on prepared electrospun layers made from PCL45, PCL80, PLA 45 and PLA 
80. During the cell culturing, fibroblast metabolic activity was measured using MTT test after 3, 7 and 
11 days. The results showed that electrospun polylactide in both molecular weights supported 
fibroblast proliferation since their metabolic activity was continuously increasing during the culture 
period as depicted in graph in Figure 3. Electrospun polycaprolactone supported cell adhesion (cell 
viability in day 3 was comparable to electrospun PLA) but the proliferation was delayed compared to 
electrospun PLA. It is assumed that PCL did not possess ideal surface properties because of its 
hydrophobicity [1]. 

 

Figure 3. Metabolic MTT test of fibroblasts seeded on electrospun PCL45, PCL80, PLA45 and PLA80 
after 3, 7 and 11 days of culturing.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Aliphatic polyesters in different molecular weights were successfully electrospun. Polycaprolactone 
formed fiber diameters in range of hundreds of nm (300-500 nm) whereas polylactide created mostly 
microfibers with wide range distribution. Lower molecular weight of 45,000 led to thinner fiber diameter 
compared to higher molecular weight of 80,000 in both tested polymers. In vitro tests showed that 
electrospun layers support fibroblast adhesion. However, cell proliferation was accelerated on 
electrospun PLA compared to PCL.  
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Abstract: 

The electrospinning is known for more than 100 years. Since then, many spinning and electrospinning 
techniques have been developed. This article aims to introduce and compare spinning methods which 
are used to create nanofibers and nanofibrous mats. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has been chosen as a 
polymeric model. Different concentrations of PVA were spun using various techniques. Depending on 
the spinning method, different fibrous morphologies have been created. Spinnability of PVA as well as 
fiber diameter measurement was evaluated showing that spinning techniques provide large tool for 
various applications.  

Key words: 

Electrospinning, polyvinyl alcohol, spinning techniques, spinnability 

1. Introduction  

A method of using electrostatic forces for creating very fine fibers has been known for more than 100 
years. Electrospinning has proved relatively simple method for forming submicron fibers, typically from 
100 nm to 1μm. The exception is not the fibers reaching of few micrometers. Nanofiber structures are 
characterized by large specific surface area, high porosity, but with a small pore size, these materials 
are built foreground interest for various applications. This method can prepare fibers of different 
polymers, natural, synthetic polymers and containing various additives depending on the use and 
desired properties. (Lukáš 2009) Depending on the final application, various requirements on 
nanofibrous layers are demanded. Therefore, the novel techniques are being discovered leading to new 
properties of fibrous mats, higher fibrous production or improved spinnability of some polymers. 

This article aims to describe and compare various spinning techniques which are investigated at the 
Technical university of Liberec, Department of nonwovens and nanofibrous materials. The description 
of used spinning methods is introduced in experimental part and results with chosen model polymer 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) are shown. Polyvinyl alcohols are water soluble polymers manufactured by 
alcoholysis of polyvinyl acetate. The properties of the various grades are mainly governed by the 
molecular weight and the remaining content of acetyl groups.  

Nowadays it is possible to develop novel spinning techniques based on the older ones that are known 
for many years. The electrospinning process could be transformed to new ways of spinning techniques 
such as bubble spinning, drawing technique and centrifugal spinning. Some of them use the high voltage 
for production of fibers, the others use capillary forces or their combination. Here, we present the results 
of spinning of various concentration of PVA ranging from 8% to 28% using centrifugal spinning, drawing, 
electrospinning from the rod, from the needle, bubble spinning, needle-less spinning and alternative 
current spinning, Spinnability of these solutions is evaluated and the fibrous morphology is characterized 
by fiber diameter measurement. 
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 2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

The experiments were carried out with a chosen polymer polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), Mowiol grade 18-88 
(Kuraray) supplied in granule form. 

The polymeric solutions were prepared from the PVA granules that were dissolved in the distilled water. 
The experimentally tested concentrations of polymeric solutions were set as 8%, 12%, 16%, 20%, 24% 
and 28% (w/w). The volume of polymer solution (each concentration) was 100 ml that was further divided 
into smaller amount of volume and distributed to individual spinning technologies. All these solutions 
were spun by spinning technologies, namely centrifugal spinning, drawing, electrospinning from the rod, 
from the needle, bubble spinning, needle-less spinning and alternative current spinning  that are 
described in the following subchapter. 

Polymeric solution were characterized by dynamic surface tension and viscosity measurement since 
these parameters are useful for prediction of spinnability of polymeric solutions. Dynamic surface tension 
of PVA solutions was measured by the maximum pressure in a bubble using the bubble pressure 
tensiometer PocketDyne (Krüss). Surface tension values are presented as the average of five 
measurements (n=5). Viscosity measurement was carried out on the rotational viscometer Haake 
Rotovisco 1 (Thermo Scientific) with a rotary nozzle C35 / 1 ° TIL. Each sample was measured 5 times 
at a constant speed of 300 s-1 and 5X at increasing speeds from 10 to 300 s-1 (8%, 12%, 16%, 20%), 
respectively, from 10 to 1000 s-1 (8%, 12% ) according to the density of the polymer. The viscosities 
were averaged and plotted (n=5). 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1 The centrifugal spinning technology is based on a relatively simple idea. Spinning fluid is placed 
into spinneret unit [2]. When the rotating speed reaches critical value, the centrifugal force overcomes 
the surface tension of spinning fluid, and liquid jets are ejected from the nozzles of the spinneret unit 
(Fig. 1). The centrifugal force, together with the air frictional force, elongates the jets and leads to the 
formation of nanofibers. In addition to the centrifugal force and air friction force, other forces such as 
rheological force, surface tension, and gravitational force, might also influence the nanofiber formation 
(Zhang 2014). 

 

Figure 1. Detail of the spinneret for needle force spinning and fiber formation developed by FibeRio: a) diagonal 
view, b) side view [3]. 

 
2.2.2 The drawing technique has been known for centuries. Nevertheless, our team is focused on its 
innovation and application. Polymer solution in a forms of a droplet is placed on a workbench. The 
droplet is eroded with drawing element which retracts from it, pulling a bridge of material as depicted in 
Fig.2. The bridge stretches, solidifies, and finally forms a single fiber which is accurately positioned. If 
the parameters are optimized, the fiber diameter reaches hundreds of nanometers (Amrinder 2006). 
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 Periodical repeatition of this process will give rise to a defined structure. The technique enables drawing 
of fibers made from polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl butyral (PVB), polycaprolactone (PCL) and polystyrene 
(PS) where single nanofibers are precisely arranged on a holder. To accomplish such goals, a micro 
manipulating machine has been developed and used for parameter tuning, due to its repeatable 
accuracy. 

 

Figure 2. Detail of the drawing setup: 1 polymer droplet on the workbench, 2 polymeric fiber, 3 drawing element. 

2.2.3 Electrospinning from the rod, respectively from a conductive cylinder, is technology particularly 
suitable for verification of polymeric solution spinnability in a laboratory conditions rather than for large 
scale fibrous production. The basic setup of electrospinning from the rod is described in Fig. 3. Small 
amount of polymer solution (about 3 g) can be used for testing the spinnability of polymer solution that 
makes the technology useful in laboratory conditions since the polymers could be very expensive.. The 
rod is made from integrated conductive roller having a diameter of approximately 5 -15 mm which is 
placed in vertical position on the non-conductive frame. High voltage is supplied on the body of the rod. 
Polymer solution is manually applied on said the top of the where the action of the electrostatic field 
produces nanofibers. Nanofibers dropped on the collector that can be in a various forms such as coated 
backing fabric with black paper or aluminum foil. It is possible to influence the morphology of the resultant 
fibers changing a few parameters. At first, there are technological parameter settings such as the 
diameter of the rod or distance between the peak of the rod and the collector, value of the used electric 
voltage. Secondly, parameters of the polymer solution, especially concentration that is directly 
proportional to the viscosity of the solution, composition of used solvent system, the molecular weight 
of the entering polymer, play an important role in the characteristics of resulting fibrous mats. (Sill 2008), 
(Hu 2014) 

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of electrostatic spinning from rod 

2.2.4 Another electrospinning technique is spinning from the needle where polymeric solution is ejected 
from the needle as depicted in Fig.4. The needle is connected to a syringe which serves as a reservoir 
for the polymer solution and simultaneously applying a pressure in induced dosage.  Linear pump acts 
on the syringe set speed and thus leads to a controlled flow polymer solution from needle. Formation of 
the fibers depends on the high voltage which is supplied across the wire to the body of the needle and 
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 thereby into the solution. At the end of the needle is formed Taylor cone by applying a high voltage 
where the fibers are drawn from. . Electrospinning from the needle, as well as from the rod mentioned 
in the previous paragraph, is from the perspective of production very inefficient. The methods are more 
suitable for laboratory use where large scale production is not required. These techniques are mainly 
used for the testing of new polymers, solvents or additives, optimizing of solution parameters and 
spinning conditions. Their main advantage is simple construction and rapid response to change of 
various parameters settings. The resulting morphology can unlike rods also affect needle diameter, 
shape and type of the collector etc. (Bhardwaj 2010) 

 

Figure 4. Schematic representation of electrospinning from the needle. 

2.2.5 Bubble electrospinning was firstly mentioned in the year of 2007.Recently, the technology belongs 
to novel technology of electrospinning (see Fig.5) capable of large scale fiber production (Chen 2014). 
This method utilizes the electrostatic force to overcome the surface tension of the bubbles, instead of 
classical electrospinning, where a Taylor´s cones occurs. The main part of this device is electro 
conductively round container which serves as a reservoir of polymer solution. On the bottom part of this 
round container, a hole is drilled for air supply which provides the bubble effect. The container is fixed 
to the electrically conductive tube through the air flows and is connected to a high voltage. 
Electrospinning process takes place in an optional distance on a flat collector. 

 

Figure 5. Bubble spinning technology. 

2.2.6 Nanospider technology is needle-less technology using high voltage where fibers are created 
directly from free liquid surface. The principle of the Nanospider is based on the possibility of producing 
nanofibers from a thin layer of polymer solution. In this case, Taylor cones are created on the surface 
of a rotating roller or wire immersed in a polymer solution. Because the Taylor streams are formed next 
to each other throughout the entire length of spinning electrode, this revolutionary idea produced many 
advantages such as high production rate. This commercial method for production of polymeric 
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 nanofibers is used in industry (Mohamed 2012). This is a simple and versatile method for production of 
nanofibers from a variety of polymeric materials.  In the experiment, the laboratory scale machine 
Nanospider Production Line NS 1WS500U (Elmarco) was used (see Fig. 6).  

 
 

Figure 6. Scheme of Nanospider, (1) High voltage supplies (2) roller in polymer solution (3) nanofibers (4) 
collector, (5) grounding,  

2.2.7 The technology alternating current spinning is currently being developed at Technical university of 
Liberec as a novel method that uses alternating current (AC) power sources for the creation of 
nanofibrous materials through the phenomenon of electrospinning. This technology requires a high 
voltage transformer for step up conversion of standard voltages to high voltages (Pokorny 2014). There 
is no need for frequency control therefore it is possible to use the standard 50 Hz source. This technology 
is much more productive than standard direct current (DC) setups employed in previously introduced 
technologies but does not produce materials with the same degree of homogeneity. The use of collector, 
powered or grounded, is merely a matter of convenience for AC electrospinning because it typically 
creates a rising smoke-like column of electrically neutral nanofibers as shown in Fig. 7. This is of great 
interest for numerous potential applications because it simplifies the required engineering solutions for 
operations with nanofibrous material. Materials produced by this technology have potential to be used 
for filtration and absorption of harmful substances (bacteria, gasses) or in medical products. 

 

Figure 7. Schematic AC – spinning setup and the spinning electrode , 1 high voltage supply, connected on 4 
variable transformer, 3 spinning electrode, 5- controlled infusion pump  

All above mentioned techniques were used for spinning of PVA in different concentrations from 8% to 
28%. Spinnability and fiber diameter was evaluated for each technology. Morphology of fibrous samples 
was assessed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and image analysis software to characterize fiber 
diameter. Samples for SEM analyses were sputter coated with gold and analyzed using TESCAN Vega 
3SB Easy probe (Czech Republic). All specimens were recorded in appropriate magnification to enable 
image analysis of fibrous morphology.  Image analysis of fibers was evaluated from SEM pictures using 
software NIS Elements (LIM s.r.o., Czech Republic). Fiber diameter characteristics were assessed from 
100 measurements (n=100) and showed in a box plot. 
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 Centrifugal spinning technology O = force spinning diameter of spinneret 50mm, speed of spinneret 
3000rpm, distance between spinneret and collector 100mm, t=23°C, RH=35%.OT = force spinning jets 
diameter of spinneret 100mm,speed of spinneret 2500rpm, diameter of jets 1,2mm,distance between 
spinneret and collector 100mm, t=22°C, RH=40%. EO = force electrospinning diameter of spinneret 
50mm,speed of spinneret 2500rpm, distance between spinneret and collector 100mm, t=21°C, 
RH=41%. Drawing technique the fibers were pulled onto micromanipulator second generation (MMP II) 
at 1000 m / s with an acceleration of 500 m / s and 0.3 radios. The fibers were pulled in the length of 18 
cm at an air temperature of 19.6 ° C and humidity 30%. On the campaign was used 20G peak (OKI 
International, Taper Tip 20G x 1-1 / 4 "). The concentration of 8%, 12% and 15% percent were not 
suitable to form fibers. At a concentration of 20% PVA has been possible fiber winding. Dosing pump 
was used with a pressure piston of 0.25 bar for 0.8 seconds. The polymer was dosed approximately 
every two stretch fiber. SEM analysis of the samples were prepared of fibers fixed in the fixation rings 
having about 400 fibers per sample. Samples were prepared a total of five levels from this one. For 
further experiments with drawing fibers were prepared two higher concentrations of PVA. Drawing of 
the 28% PVA was at a temperature of 19.8 ° C and humidity 35% (1 February 2016). For drawing was 
used pressure of 0.25 bar for 1.5 seconds. Again we gave 5 samples for SEM. Electrospinning ROD the 
voltage +40-55kV, distance 150mm and needle the voltage +25-36kV, distance 150mm, feeding 6-
7ml/h, temperature 21°C humidity 31%, bubble spinning the voltage +23kV, set distance 150mm, 
t=22°C, RH=40%, Nanospider voltage+50kV and -10kV, distance 150mm,t=22°C, RH=35% AC 
spinning 37-38kV, spinning without collector, t=23°C, RH=42% 

3. Results and discussion  

Polyvinyl alcohol granules were dissolved in water in concentrations ranging between 8% and 28 %. 
The various concentrations and technologies lead to different diameters of resulting nanofibers that was 
assessed after the spinning. The value of fibers diameters is connected with boundary condition surface 
tension summarized in Tab 1 that also records the average temperature of the solutions during 
measurement.  

Table 1.Surface tension, incl. standard deviations, and the temperature of the PVA solutions in different 
concentrations. 

 concentration 
[w/w %] 

Surface tension 
[mN/m] 

Temperature of polymer 
solution 

[°C] 

PVA 

8 59.38 ± 0.30 25.1 
12 61.96 ± 0.49 25.0 
16 81.46 ± 0.31 25.1 
20 115.46 ± 1.06 25.3 
24 182.70 ± 1.85 23.7 
28 209.42 ± 3.62 24.1 

 

The Table showed that with increasing concentrations of PVA solutions, surface tension was growing. 
However, this increase was not linear and the values were influenced by varying solution viscosity. The 
surface tension of PVA solutions with a concentration of 24 wt% and higher was very difficult to measure 
because of the formation of bubbles spans approximately one thousand ms. In contrast, in the case of 
solutions having lower concentrations, respectively. Viscosities, the emergence of bubbles ranged from 
tens to hundreds of milliseconds. 

The polymer concentration of 20wt% was not possible to measure at higher speed than 300 sec-1. The 
measurement of viscosity of each sample is shown in the Fig 8 and Fig 9. The concentration of 24wt% 
and 28wt% are not mentioned in Fig. 8; 9 due to their higher viscosity. The electrospinning with this 
higher concentration was not able, these high viscosity solutions were suitable only for drawing 
technique as described later. 
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Figure 8. Viscosity of PVA at constant shear rate 300 s-1 

 

Figure 9. Viscosity of PVA at linearly increasing shear rate 10-300 s-1 

 

Table 2.Spinnability of PVA solutions using spinning technologies and their corresponding fiber diameter median 
± standard deviation. 

 8 wt% 12 wt% 16 wt% 20 wt% 24 wt% 28 wt% 
Centrifugal 
spinning x 409 ± 168 

nm 
338 ± 139 

nm 
474 ± 411 

nm 
4670 ± 4265 

nm X 

Electro-
centrifugal 
spinning 

391 ± 194 
nm 

361 ± 177 
nm 

519 ± 221 
nm 

1002 ± 697 
nm 

2275 ± 2482 
nm 

2804 ± 2483 
nm 

Centrifugal 
spinning - Rod 

393 ± 150 
nm 

572 ± 211 
nm 

915 ± 258 
nm 

2212 ± 1069 
nm X X 

Drawing x x X 1093 ± 236 
nm 

1777 ± 648 
nm 

1895 ± 763 
nm 

Electrospinning 
from the rod 145 ± 57 nm 279 ± 63 nm 321 ± 102 

nm 
725 ± 256 

nm X X 

Electrospinning 
from the needle 155 ± 45 nm 318 ± 68 nm 442 ± 71 nm 795 ± 151 

nm X X 

Bubble spinning 177 ± 42 nm 302 ± 74 nm 413 ± 75 nm 692 ± 107 
nm 

962 ± 254 
nm X 

Needle-less 
electrospinning 239 ± 79 nm 423 ± 75 nm 450 ± 155 

nm X X X 

AC spinning 174 ± 73 nm 310 ± 168 
nm 

502 ± 126 
nm 

878 ± 470 
nm 

2734 ± 1109 
nm X 
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 Spinnability of the polymers is summarized in the Table 2, where resulting fiber diameter characteristics 
are displayed. It is seen that fiber diameter is increasing with polymeric content within the spinning 
solution. Different technologies require various parameters of solution properties. For example drawing 
is able to create fibers from highly viscose solution of 20 wt% and higher. On the other hand, needle 
less electrospinning was possible to carry out from low viscose solution ranging from 8 to 16 wt%. Electro 
centrifugal spinning was the most versatile technique since all tested concentrations were electro spun.  

 

 
 
Figure 10: Morphology of the PVA fibers spun from 16 wt% solution (except of drawing technology where 24 wt% 

solution was used) using centrifugal spinning (a), electro-centrifugal spinning (b), centrifugal spinning with rod 
collector (c), drawing (d), electrospinning from the rod (e), electrospinning from the needle (f), bubble spinning (g), 

needle-less electrospinning (h) an AC spinning (i), scale bars 10 µm. 
 

The resulting fibers were analyzed by SEM followed by fiber diameter measurement. Box plot of fiber 
diameter distribution of 16 wt% is depicted in Figure 11 showing that centrifugal spinning led to the fibers 
with high range distribution of fiber diameters whereas electrospinning from the rod, needle or bubble 
spinning possess homogeneous fibrous mats as seen also from SEM pictures in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 11: Box plot of fiber diameters obtained by spinning of 16 wt% PVA (A) using centrifugal spinning (Centr), 
electro-centrifugal spinning (E-Centr), centrifugal spinning with rod collector (Centr-Rod), electrospinning from the 
rod (Rod), electrospinning from the needle (Needle), bubble spinning (Bubble), needle-less electrospinning (Spider) 
an AC spinning (AC); box plot of fiber diameter distribution of increasing PVA concentrations and their respective 
fiber diameter obtained by needle electrospinning (B). 

a) b) c) d) 

e) f) g) h) i) 

A B 
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 The voltage used during electrospinning process play a crucial role for fibers formation and their 
diameter. The most important factor that has to be considered is the electric intensity which is connected 
with geometry of spinnerets. This article compares various spinning processes therefore it is not possible 
to set common spinneret and stable voltage or distance. Considering these facts, spinning parameters 
were described for each spinning technology separately. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The polymer concentration and spinning conditions play important role in formation of fibrous mats and 
their morphology. The article was focused on introduction of variety of accessible spinning technologies 
that allow production of micro- and nanofibers. The concentrations of 12 wt%, 16 wt% and 20 wt% are 
the most common for electrospinning and spinning in general. The highest concentration of PVA (28 
wt%) was capable of sinning using only electro centrifugal spinning and drawing. These methods are 
using mechanical capillary forces for elongation the polymer solution therefore highly viscose polymer 
solutions were able to spin. On the other hand, low concentration of 8 wt% was not spin able by 
centrifugal and drawing techniques. The low viscosity polymer solutions don not allow creation of fibrous 
structures using these methods. The concentrations of 12 wt%, 16 wt%, and 20 wt% were spinned by 
majority of technologies except drawing and needleless electrospinning.  
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Abstract: 

Nowadays, the utilization of 3-Dimensional (3D) porous textile materials by the civil and mechanical 
engineers for improved acoustical environment and shear behavior during composite forming has 
widened the research scope. Since spacer textile fabrics have superior functional characteristics such 
as acoustical, thermal and shear characteristics compared to conventional woven/knitted structures or 
nonwovens due to their wonderful 3D sandwich pattern and porous nature. Hence this research paper 
presents an experimental evaluation on the sound absorption behavior and in-plane properties of 3D 
knitted spacer fabrics. The Sound absorption coefficient (SAC) was measured using two microphone 
impedance tube. Moreover, tortuosity of the spacer fabrics was carefully calculated analytically and 
compared with experimental results. This study deeply discusses the influence of material parameters 
and characteristics on acoustical properties of 3D spacer knitted fabrics. The results show that the 
fabric surface property, porosity, flow resistivity and tortuosity have significant effects on the sound 
absorbability. Also, a fixture was designed to analyze the intra-ply shear properties of these fabrics. 
The nonlinear behavior of shear force versus shear angle and the deformation mechanism were 
analyzed. The curves for shear force versus shear angle and position of buckling for intra-ply shear 
test are recorded. Load–displacement curves of intra-ply shear tests are also analyzed. In addition to 
this, a program was developed in MATLAB using Hough transform to analyze the shear angle in the 
real-time image taken during displacement of specimen at various positions. These findings are 
important requirement for the further improvements in designing of picture frame fixture and to study 
the in-plane shear properties of 3D fabrics.  

Key words: 

Sound Absorption, 3D Spacer knitted fabrics, Shear, Tortuosity, Porosity, Acoustic property. 

1. Introduction 

Due to new emerging textile material of this decade, only very few researchers are evaluated and 
analyzed the advance characteristics of spacer fabrics. Here those literatures are presented with 
advantages and limitations of spacer fabrics. Spacers knitted fabrics are known to possess excellent 
comfort properties. They not only allow for stretching and ease of movement, but they also have 
relatively good hand related characteristics and facilitate the easy transmission of water vapor from the 
body. These attributes make knitted fabrics the commonly preferred choice for sportswear, casual 
wear and underwear. Due to technological development and increases in demand of 3D knitted 
fabrics, many researchers carry out work on various technical applications. 3D knitted spacer fabrics 
are like a sandwich, consisting of two complementary fabrics with a third layer tucked in between [8]. 
These fabrics are produced with different thicknesses and can be used in thermal insulation 
applications because of their higher thickness compared to woven and knitted fabrics. These are 
lightweight and breathable structures. They have good physiological and thermal comfort. They 
transport moisture easily; their air permeability and water vapor permeability values are high. Their 
compression characteristic is also better than conventional textile structures. Compression resilience 
is an important attribute of spacer fabrics, which is related to sensation of mechanical comfort. Modern 
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 consumers consider compression as one of the most important attributes in the comfort sensation 
such as hand of clothing material. Fabric thickness and compressibility have a linear relationship with 
thermal conductivity. Compression characteristic of knitted fabrics has been studied by various 
researchers [1]. Postle indicated that bulk density or compression property of knitted structures is 
related to the effective diameter of the yarn inside of the fabric and also to the fabric thickness [2]. Xu-
hong and Ming-qiao analyzed the stress-strain behavior of warp knitted spacer fabrics when 
compressed [3]. Mecit Armakan and Roye investigated the compression characteristic of warp knitted 
spacer fabrics on the basis of spacer yarns in their structure. They noted that, the material, pattern and 
threading of the spacer yarns have significant effect on compression characteristic of the fabrics. It 
was also observed that the location angle and the amount of the spacer yarns influence the 
compression behaviour of fabrics [4]. Yip and Ng found that warp knit spacer fabrics have a lower 
thermal conductivity rating than the weft knit fabrics, which means the excess heat from the body 
would not be quickly transferred if a warp knit spacer fabric is being utilized as compared to a weft knit 
fabric [5]. 
Shear properties influence draping, flexibility and also the handle of fabric. Shear properties are 
important not only for standard fabrics but for textile reinforced composites preforming as well. 
Automated manufacturing of textile composite shell-like products typically requires draping of dry or 
pre-impregnated textile sheets. Large local deformations occur in the textile sheet in order to adapt to 
the curved shape [6]. These deformations affect the local fiber directions, volume fractions, and 
thickness. Several factors together with the consolidation level and the occurrence of flaws (e.g. 
wrinkling and tearing) determine the product quality. Simulation tools that link product quality to 
material, mold and process parameters are being developed to support design and process 
optimization [7]. Three dimensional (3D) textile structural composites provide excellent strength 
through thickness, outstanding damage tolerance and good impact and fatigue resistance. As one 
type of the 3D textile structural reinforcements for composites, the 3D spacer fabric has been widely 
used in engineering field owing to its easy and efficient processing in warp and weft knitting. In 
addition, the most attractive advantage of spacer fabric is the three dimensional shape forming 
capacity to manufacture composites. The 3D spacer fabric preforms have excellent mechanical 
properties and good formability. With the development of the preforming technology, complex shape 
and different size of the structural parts can be produced. In the structure integrated manufacture of 
composites, the 3D spacer fabric is preformed according to the shape of the final composite that can 
be complex [8]. The in-plane behavior and the inter-laminar behavior are the most important 
deformations in 3D fabrics, and also shear behavior predominates the deformation mode of the 
material [9]. It is necessary to study the inter/intra-ply shear behavior of 3D fabric because of their 
wide application in production especially in the case of forming process. Dial et al. introduced fabric 
with spacer structure to improve sound absorption performances. Their studies analyzed and reported 
that acoustic performance of plain weft knitted spacer is good in middle and high frequency range . Liu 
and Hu analyzed and compared the effects of different fabric layers and arrangement sequences of 
both warp and weft knitted spacer fabrics on the noise absorption coefficient. They suggested that 
sound absorption behavior of spacer fabrics are effective with multilayer arrangements backed up with 
air cavity. There is only few research studies conducted on acoustic performance of spacer fabrics. 
The lack of comprehensive studies on the functional characteristics especially on thermo-
physiological, mechanical and properties of weft knitted 3D spacer fabrics are sound basis for this 
research. So, this paper deeply discusses the advance characteristics of  knitted spacer fabrics such 
as thermal, in-plane shear and sound absorption behavior.  

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 
The six spacer fabric samples were classified into two groups for convenient analysis of results, the 
first group has been developed using Polyester/Polypropylene blend with three different proportions 
and second group with Polyester/Polypropylene/Lycra blend having another 3 different compositions.  
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 Table 1. Fabric particulars. 

Fabric 
sample 

No. 

Fabric 
layers Technical face 

Spacer 

yarn 
Technical back Fiber 

composition (%) 

Group 1 -  Without Lycra 

S1 

Type of 
yarns and 

linear 
density 

Polypropylene (PP) -
14.5 tex 

Polyester 
monofilament 

(PES) - 88 dtex 

Polypropylene 
(PP) -14.5 tex 

58% PP, 42% PES 
monofilament 

S2 Polypropylene (PP)-
14.5 tex 

Polyester (PES) - 
14.5 tex 

Polypropylene 
(PP) -14.5 tex 45% PP, 55% PES 

S3 Polypropylene (PP) -
14.5 tex 

Polyester (PES) - 
167 dtex 

Polypropylene 
(PP) -14.5 tex 41%PP, 59% PES 

Group 2-  With Lycra 

S4 

Type of 
yarns and 

linear 
density 

Polypropylene (PP)-
14.5 tex                       

Lycra  - 44dtex 

Polyester 
monofilament 

(PES)  - 88 dtex 

Polypropylene 
(PP) -14.5 tex 

55%PP, 39%PES 
monofilament, 6% 

Lycra 

S5 
Polypropylene (PP)-

14.5 tex Lycra  - 
44dtex 

Polyester (PES) - 
14.5 tex 

Polypropylene 
(PP) -14.5 tex 

42% PP, 52% 
PES, 6% Lycra 

S6 
Polypropylene (PP)-
14.5 tex and Lycra  - 

44dtex 

Polyester (PES) - 
167 dtex 

Polypropylene 
(PP) -14.5 tex 

39% PP, 55% 
PES, 6% Lycra 

 
As a spacer yarn, three different types of 88 dtex Polyester monofilament yarn and Polyester 
multifilament yarns (167 dtex and 14.5 tex) were used. 14.5 tex Polypropylene and 44 dtex 
multifilament yarns with Lycra were also used for the face and back side of the spacer fabrics.  

2.2.  Methods 

The Structural properties including the yarn linear density and fabric weights per unit area were 
determined according to ASTM D1059 standard using electronic weighing scales. The thickness of the 
fabrics was measured according to ASTM D1777-96 standard with the SDL digital thickness gauge at 
a pressure of 100 Pa. Air flow resistance of spacer fabric was calculated from air permeability value 
obtained from Textest FX-3300 air permeability tester. The Stitch density was calculated from wales 
per centimeter (WPC) and course per centimeter (CPC) with the help of optical microscope. Porosity, 
H, was calculated with bulk density of spacer fabrics and weighted average absolute density of fibres 
in the spacer fabric, expressed in kg/m3. These results are shown in Table 2. 

2.2.1. In-plane shear 

The picture frame is an effective way for characterizing intra-ply (in-plane) shear property of fabrics. 
The 3D spacer fabrics for shear tests were prepared according to the size of the picture frame and the 
characteristics of samples. Shear tests were conducted on a TIRA - universal tensile testing machine 
with a crosshead speed of 10 mm/min. The test was conducted for 5 samples of each type under the 
same conditions [5]. 

Direct measurement of axial load and shear angle is possible through this following relationship. 
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 Shear force (Fs) is determined by the axial force (Fx) frame rig length (L) and the frame angle (φ). 
Meanwhile frame angle can be determined directly from cross head displacement (d). Shear angle (γ) 
can be obtained from frame angle by using the following equations 2 and 3.  

 

 

In this research, the impedance tube method was used to determine the normal incident sound 
absorption coefficient, SAC (α). A minimum of three specimens for each sample were tested according 
to ASTM E 1050-07. Standard test method for impedance and absorption of acoustic materials using a 
tube with two microphones and a digital frequency analysis system was used. 

Table 2. Spacer Fabric characteristics 

Samples 
Areal Density (g.m-2) Thickness (mm) Density 

(kg.m-3) 

Stitch Density (Stitches/cm2) 

Mean ME LL UL Mean ME LL UL Mean ME LL UL 

S1 493.00 0.16 492.84 493.16 4.40 0.88 3.52 5.28 112.00 200.00 0.10 199.90 200.10 

S2 443.00 0.12 442.88 443.12 2.62 1.10 1.52 3.72 169.10 150.00 0.04 149.96 150.04 

S3 477.00 0.20 476.80 477.20 2.74 0.61 2.13 3.35 174.10 150.00 0.12 149.88 150.12 

S4 632.00 0.10 631.90 632.10 4.40 0.55 3.85 4.95 144.80 350.00 0.06 349.94 350.06 

S5 657.00 0.12 656.88 657.12 3.50 0.86 2.64 4.36 187.70 280.00 0.10 279.90 280.10 

S6 695.00 0.22 694.78 695.22 3.40 0.45 2.95 3.85 205.40 280.00 0.10 279.90 280.10 

2.2.2. Thermal properties 

Air permeability tests were performed according to standard ISO 9237 using a Textest FX-3300 air 
permeability tester. Thermal conductivity measurements were performed using C-Therm Thermal 
Conductivity Analyzer Tci. The standard test method EN 61326-2-4:2006 was used for this testing 
using TCi. This test was performed under room temperature. The results are reported in figures.  

2.2.3. Measurement of sound absorption coefficient  
In this research, the impedance tube method was used to determine the normal incident sound 
absorption coefficient, SAC (α). A minimum of three specimens for each sample were tested according 
to ASTM E 1050-07. Standard test method for impedance and absorption of acoustic materials using a 
tube with two microphones and a digital frequency analysis system was used (Figure 6). 

2.2.4. Calculation of NRC (noise reduction coefficient) 

The "Noise Reduction Coefficient" (NRC) is a measure of how much sound is absorbed by a particular 
material, and is derived from the measured Sound Absorption Coefficients. The NRC was determined 
using the following formula (eqn. 4) [10].  
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Figure 6. Impedance tube method (ASTM E 1050-08 and Bruel & Kjaer, 2009) 

250Hz 500Hz 1000Hz 2000Hzα +α +α +αNRC=
4   (4) 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. In-plane shear properties-comparitive discussion 

The shear angles are calculated by considering sample length as a substitute for L in Equation 2 and it 
is further used for calculation of shear force. Figure 1 shows the comparison of shear angles between 
image analysis and experimental measurements for all six specimens. The differences between image 
analysis and calculated shear angle using sample length at the chosen points are relatively small. 
Less than 8% CV was obtained in all measurements. It does not show any significant difference until 
pre-buckling occurs (upto 20 mm displacement) but significant difference is observed after 20 mm 
displacement. It is also believed that during image processing in MATLAB, detection of X and Y 
coordinates on the image is not accurate due to wrinkling in the central zone of samples. Also, it is 
noted that dimension of the frame and rig length can cause big difference in shear angle. Further 
study is required on the effect of different frame rig length and ratio of frame length to specimen size 
on in-plane shear behavior of 3D spacer fabrics. 

3.2. Effect of density and air permeability on thermal properties  

This study found that spacer fabrics with lower density and higher air permeability exhibit relatively 
lower thermal conductivity for both the group of samples As shown in Figure 2. Also denser fabric has 
better thermal conductivity. It is also found that the spacer fabrics composed of monofilament spacer 
yarn (S1 & S4) have higher capacity to resist conduction of heat as compared to fabrics with 
multifilament spacer yarn (S2, S3 & S5, S6). It is mainly because monofilament spacer yarns make the 
fabric more bulky with lower density which offers more space to entrap air between the face and back 
layer. A remarkable difference between the heat transfer rates of group 1 and 2 fabrics are also 
justified here. It is also observed that fabrics made up of 6% of lycra yarn in the face layers (S4, S5 & 
S6) have lower thermal conductivity value than group 1 samples without lycra (S1, S2 & S3). The air 
trapped within the fabric structure starts to circulate and that’s why the heat transfer rate of Group 2 is 
lower than that of Group 1. Due to higher stitch density and lycra based filament yarns on the surface 
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Figure 1. Comparison of shear behavior of samples using different methods. 

layers, these spacer fabrics have lower air permeability value and consequently a lower thermal 
conductivity. The thickness is also a significant factor which influences the thermal resistance of 
spacer fabrics, higher thickness leads to higher thermal resistance. 

Fabrics with a lower value of thermal effusivity give us a ‘‘warm’’ feeling as shown in Figure 2. 3D 
spacer fabrics have a much lower value of thermal absorption, so they give us warmer feeling than 
other commercial 2D fabrics, which are not ideal for summer clothes [8]. Thermal effusivity is a very 
important parameter from the point of view of thermal insulation; it is directly proportional to the fabric 
density and inversely proportional to air permeability. Due to increase in density between the samples 
S1 to S3 and S4 to S6, one can observe the increase in thermal effusivity value (Figure 2), and in 
contrast effusivity decreases as air permeability increases. So spacer fabrics with lower thermal 
conductivity and effusivity is perfect option for some special climate sportswear. 
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Figure 2. Influence of density and air permeability on thermal conductivity and thermal effusivity 

3.3 Influence of material characteristics on sound absorption coefficient 

For the range of considered porosity, the influence on the sound absorption is complicated. When 
porosity increases from 85 to 90 % for group 1 samples, the changes on sound absorption is 
insignificant for low freqency range (50 Hz to 2000 Hz). But for frequency range above 2000 Hz, the 
absorption coefficient decreases drastically when the porosity increases to 90%. This is mainly 
because of too much space between the two layers in spacer fabrics which entraps excess of air, 
hence, the sound energy dissipation is substantially weaken, especially when the porosity is higher 
than 90%. In case of group 2 samples with porosity (83 to 87%), there is signicant sound absorption 
both in low and high frequency ranges. In case of spacer fabric samples with monofilament (S1), the 
sound absorption is comparitively lower than samples with multifilaments (S2 and S3) because of 
higher porosity. In contrast, the trend is reversed for group 2 samples, S4 shows higher sound 
absorption than S5 and S6, though the porosity is higer (87%) for S4. This is mainly because of 
surface roughness and stitch density of the spacer fabrics which causes sound waves to reflect more 
on the surface itself. Variations of  porosity in the range of 2 or 3 % have minor influence on the 
acoustic behavior of spacer fabrics (Figure 3). 

As can be seen, sound absorption coefficient increases with decrease in the tortuosity values for both 
the group of samples (S1 to S6) for middle and high frequency ranges. At higher values of the 
tortuosity, the behavior shifts towards lower values of sound absorption. The thickness of the porous 
material layer has a great influence on the position of the peak value in the frequency spectrum. The 
sound absorbency of spacer fabrics increases with the reduction in its porosity for group 1 samples 
(S1 to S3) but the trend is reversed in case of group 2 samples (S4 to S6). This may be because of 
tortuous path in the middle layer and closeness of surface yarns in case of 3-dimensional knitted 
spacer fabrics.  
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Figure 3. Sound absorption coefficient of spacer knitted fabrics. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In knitted spacer fabrics, It is found that shear deformations depend very much on the type of spacer 
yarn and the fabric stitch density The shear angles of samples using different methods are almost 
identical to each other before shear locking (buckling) effect takes place. The non-linearity of shear 
deformation increases after limiting locking angle which initiates the buckling of the sample. The 3D 
spacer fabrics have more tortuous path but still lower sound absorption because incident sound 
energy may get reflected away from the top layer and does not penetrate in to the fabric. The 
thickness of the porous material layer has also a great influence on the position of the peak value in 
the frequency spectrum. But the effect of density is more predominant in terms of sound absorbency 
as compared to effect of thickness. 
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Abstract: 

In this work structural performance and durability of Textile reinforced concrete (TRC) is 
investigated. The aim of this work is to understand the bonding charetrictics between different yarns 
and concrete that was studied by yarn pull out test. Impact of accelerated ageing under alkaline 
environment on basalt, polypropylene, polyester and jute are studied. The present study provides 
information about durability of different fiber-reinforced cement composites which can be forecast by 
fiber/cement bonds and accelerated aging conditions. It helps in better insight into the specific 
material behavior of the concrete with textile reinforcement 

 

Key words: 

TRC, basalt yarn pull out, durability, textile reinforcement, woven structures  

 

1. Introduction  

The structural materials most often used in civil engineering are concrete and steel. It is noteworthy 
that concrete material is  more brittle than other materials and have inherent disadvantages 
including low tensile strength and weakness in impact resistance. Besides, this the concrete 
materials are easy to crack because of the shrinkage of the materials and the concentration of 
stress [1–5]. Thus, plain concrete is not applicable if significant tensile loading cannot be ruled out in 
advance, as it is the case in arch structures or short columns where predominantly compressive 
loading comes into picture. Usage with steel, it has  also some  limitations in terms of weight, thick 
concrete convers and more importantly resistance against corrosion of reinforcement.As a result, 
the  structures begin to suffer degradation after a period of using time. How to use structures safely 
has become a major concerned issue in the development of sustainable engineering structures 
In the 1950s, textile -reinforced concrete gained the interest due to evolution of the concept 
of composite materials. There are many researches about the properties of TRC. A number of 
previous studies have shown that the introduction of fibers increases the mechanical strength of the 
concrete[6-8] A combination of non-corrosive fiber grid along with finely grained concrete formulates 
Textile reinforced concrete (TRC). It can be catagorically defined as a combination of fiber/yarn 
structure, cementitious matrix and fiber/matrix interface. The presence of fibers also lowers the 
number and the width of cracks in the concrete due to the bridge action of them[6].As soon as 
the health risks associated with asbestos were found, an urge to find a replacement for building 
materials was raised and generated. By the 1960s, materials for reinforcement of concrete were 
Glass, Steel and Synthetic fibers such as Polypropylene. Extensive research work is carried out to 
find out new fiber-reinforced concretes [9-10]. Variety of fibers were used to increase toughness and 
prevent cracking of cement. Sustainable, energy efficient and eco-friendly construction material is 
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 sought around the world. Sustainable, green construction material, natural fiber based 

reinforcement in a cement matrix is a feasible approach.  
If fibers are exposed to aggressive environments, durability could become an issue. High 

concentration of alkali ions present in civil applications of concrete can be main reason of fiber 
damage. Reduction in mechanical properties and weight loss can be consequent outcomes of 
exposure to alkali ions. Different studies are quoted in the technical literature, yet the results 
reported show a contrast in them. As a matter of fact, TRC-based research reveals multi-promising 
attributes, recognition of them still needs to reach a conclusion due to absence of standard & long 
term behavior and lack of availability of design tools. 
Basalt fibers are very promising materials due to their fire resistance ,superior mechanical 
properties and relatively low cost. On the other hand, being a relatively new kind of fiber, its in depth 
study is yet to be done.  There are very few indications in technical papers about their behavior after 
aging treatments. The current study investigates the possibility of using basalt with other types of 
yarns on load bearing capacity and durability. In the present work, the load-bearing behavior of 
Textile Reinforced Concrete (TRC), which is a composite of a fine-grained concrete matrix and a 
reinforcement of high-performance fibers processed to textiles, when exposed to uniaxial tensile 
loading was investigated. When textile yarns are embedded in concrete, they are not entirely 
impregnated with cementitious matrix, which leads to associated heterogeneity of the concrete and 
the yarns to a complex load-bearing and failure behavior of the composite system. The main 
objective of the work is the investigation of hybridization effects in the load-bearing behavior of TRC. 
The scope and target of this work was to investigate durability and structural performance of TRC in 
order to evaluate its usage for civil applications 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

The materials used are polyester(PET),Polypropylene PP and jute(J) yarns used in this study 
were available commercially. The basalt(B) yarn was used as received from company Kamenny 
Vek (KV) (Russia). 

A commercial ordinary Portland cement (OPC) was used and green cement (GEOPOLYMER 
BAUCIS L110) produced by České lupkové závody, a.s was taken.The alkalis used for accelerated 
aging treatment are analytical grade NaOH (sodium hydroxide, Lach:ner.s.r.o) and Ca(OH)2 
(Calcium hydroxide LACHMEMA.N.P.Brno) 

 
2.2.  Methods 

2.21 Preparation of Cement Matrix 
The OPC pastes were prepared by mixing the cement with distilled water, in water to cement ratio 
of water/cement (w/c) ratio of 0.4. The samples were thoroughly mixed using glass rod for two 
minutes and then samples were subsequently cast in the molds with yarn in it. After 1 day, the 
samples were removed from the molds and after 2 days testing was done.Preparation of 
geopolymer(GPC) mixture is typically done with 5 parts by weight of cement and 4 parts by weight 
of alkali (NaOH). 
 
2.22 Yarn pull out test 
The pull-out test primarily gives information on the compatibility/interfacial behavior between the 
yarns selected for the reinforcement and the cement matrix. From this test, estimates can be 
derived for the failure behavior, and thus for the durability and load bearing capacity The pull-out 
tests encompassed the evaluation of both pull-out and rupture of the textile material as failure 
modes. 
So strand/yarn in cement test, is used to quantitatively analyze this test. The yarn specimens were 
embedded into cement slab of 40x40x10 mm. The yarn is precisely placed in the center of the 
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 specimen. The yarn lengths have to be set so as to ensure protruding ends, for mounting in a 

tensile tester. It is important to protect the protruding yarn ends from the exposure to avoid strength 
losses. The specimens were demolded after 48 h and then dried again for 48 h at room 
temperature. Five specimens were produced for each yarn in order to obtain a representative trend 
of the pull-out behavior. 
The yarn was pulled out from the cement by an TIRA 2300 (LaborTech s.r.o., Opava,Czech 
Republic)universal tensile testing machine at the rate of 2.0 mm/min. The experimental setup 
developed to conduct the pull-out tests is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the standard pull-out test, load 
applied to the yarn end is recorded as a function of the displacement of this end with respect to a 
‘‘stationary’’ point in the specimen. 
 

  
(a) TIRA Tester (b)Experimental set up 

Figure 1: Pull out test method 
 
2.23 Accelerated aging in alkaline solution 
The action of aqueous sodium hydroxide and calcium hydroxide solutions 10 g/L (w/V) on basalt, 
PET, PP and jute yarns were investigated under a variety of conditions of pH. For this purpose, loss 
in weight (W), breaking load, % elongation to break and scanning electron micrographs of the yarn 
surfaces were studied. Tensile tests were conducted on specimens before and after ageing 
treatment, given that the materials could be tested based on their level of degradation. Furthermore, 
the interpretation of the experimental results involved the documentation of visual observations 
before and after testing. 
 
2.24 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) for characterizing surface degradation 
SEM was used for morphological analysis and for investigating the surface degradation of alkali 
treated samples. SEM images were prepared with different magnifications ranging from 2.5 KX to 
50 KX. The microstructures of yarns were prepared on a Vegas-Tescan Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) with accelerating voltage of 20 kV. 
 
2.25 Tensile measurement to evaluate loss of mechanical properties 
Textile materials are exposed to an alkaline environment in the cement matrix, which makes them 
susceptible to damage. A comparison of the measured breaking strength to the breaking strength of 
undamaged yarns allows an assessment of the selected reinforcement. Tensile properties of all 
alkali treated and control samples were measured on a TIRA 2300 (LaborTech s.r.o., Opava,Czech 
Republic) universal testing machine according to standard  ASTM E 2098-00. 
 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1. Yarn pull out  

The interaction between the concrete matrix and reinforcement is characterized by the bond 
behavior. It is very important that there is good adhesion between the reinforcing fibers and the 
concrete or cement matrix, otherwise deboning may take place. If bond strength at the interface 
between the fiber and the matrix is too high, the reinforcement ruptures after the first crack initiates. 
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 On the other hand, the reinforcement is easily pulled out if the bond strength is too low. Bond 

strength may dominate the mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced concrete. Pull out test is most 
general test for this purpose. This tests is useful to get information about the load transfer behavior 
between matrix and reinforcement. The pull-out tests characterize both pull-out and rupture of the 
textile yarn as failure modes. The breaking point does not designate the definitive breaking point of 
the yarn in itself, but rather the location of crack initiation. 
The yarn pull out was carried by testing machine. From the experiment, the average maximum force 
and the respective average crack-opening displacement, i.e. total slip, were calculated. 
In case of basalt, very small slippage (displacement) is observed, as they have good adhesion with 
cement matrix. Maximum stress recorded as tensile stress of yarn is highest in case of basalt yarn. 
Similar situation is observed in case of jute yarn, but in this case Force recorded is much lower as 
jute yarn has overall lower strength value. 
In case of PP and PET, adhesion is not good and it can be viewed by high 
slippage/displacement/deformation. Such large displacement prior to material failure are crucial with 
regard to structural safety as well as energy dissipation, in particular in the case of dynamic loading. 
However, the fact that high strength levels can be only reached at high deformations means that for 
the service state, where only small deformations are acceptable, and the design load-bearing 
capacity of TRC must be considerably lower than its tensile strength. Moreover, relatively wide 
cracks observed at high deformations are undesirable. 
It can be seen that performance of highly twisted yarn e.g. PP is higher than less twisted PET yarn. 
This can be explained on the basic of mechanical anchoring which is the result of waviness. Also if 
density of crimped yarn increased effect is more prominent. The experimental findings are given in 
Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Experimental findings of the pull out study. 

Reinforcement 
type 

Max force 
N 

Crack opening 
displacement  at 
max force (mm) 

Failure 
mechanism 

 OPC GPC OPC GPC  
B 82.90 33.24 2.56 1.46 Telescopic  
PP 53.54 17.87 21.19 9.30 Pull out 
PET 52.61 10.14 10.84 7.28 Pull out 
J 5.68 3.21 2.30 4.24 Rupture 

 
Photographic investigation shows that overall, the force is transmitted by adhesion and friction 
between the reinforcement and the concrete. The load transfer between the filaments enclosed in 
the yarn/roving will however occur either based on adhesion or friction depending on the quality of 
the bond. The bond quality differs across the depth of yarn/roving which causes a complex failure 
mechanism involving the partial rupture and pull-out of singular filaments. The failure mechanism 
denoted as pull-out, was often observed to be a telescopic failure (i.e. partial rupture and pull-out) a 
common failure phenomenon. 

3.2. Accelerated aging in alkaline solution 

The degradation of fiber due to the alkaline pore solution in the cement matrix seriously decreases 
the durability and may cause premature failure of the concrete composite. Calcium hydroxide is the 
primary cause of alkaline environment in cement. In this case, the high concentration of alkali ions is 
the main cause of fiber damage. Particularly, weight loss and reduction in mechanical properties 
could appear. In the technical literature different studies are present, but the reported results appear 
somewhat contrasting.  
After a careful scientific research, accelerated aging tests were made to evaluate the weight loss 
and the loss of mechanical properties of basalt, PP, PET and Jute fibers, in order to quantify their 
performance limits. 5 samples for each category were tested and their averages is reported. 
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 3.2.1 Visual observations 

The external appearance of the yarns specimens was examined pre- and post-alkali treatment, for 
comparison of color, surface degradation and change in shape. In Basalt yarn, no significant visible 
change of color or surface texture were observed after 7 days of immersion in pH=10, pH=11 and 
pH=12 of two types of alkali namely NaOH and CaOH2. The Jute samples degradation was marked 
by color change. These samples lost a great deal of stiffness to the point that they broke prior to 
removal from the solution. For those exposed to pH 12, the observed degradation was similar to the 
pH 11 samples, yet these could be further tested in tension. The PP and PET specimens also lost a 
significant amount of physical stiffness. Effect of sodium hydroxide is stronger in all samples as 
compared to calcium hydroxide. 
 
3.2.2 % Weight loss 
The specimen’s weight was measured both before and after the aging in order to evaluate weight 
loss. These results reflect the conditions for a range of pH of alkali treatment in aqueous sodium 
hydroxide and calcium hydroxide solution. The weight loss increases with increasing  pH and use of 
stronger alkali (NaOH). The weight loss of basalt fiber is minimum as it is least affected by alkali 
followed by PP fiber 
 
3.2.3 Tensile test of alkali treated yarns 
After the aging in alkali solution, tensile tests were made in order to evaluate the maximum load 
Fmax and the ultimate tensile elongation % of all the yarns before and after the aging, comparing the 
values obtained from controlled sample. ASTM E 2098-00 standard test method was used for this 
test. The graphical representation of strength loss is given in Fig. 2. 

The tensile test results for the controlled samples are compared to the alkali treated 
samples in terms of applied maximum load versus elongation %. It can be noticed that ultimate 
tensile strain decreases in all the fiber types along with decrease in Fmax. Reduction in mechanical 
properties in basalt yarn is minimum.  

Table 2: % Weight loss. 

Reinforcement  Type Weight  loss [%] 
(1 week) 

 NaOH Ca(OH)2 
 pH 10 pH 11 pH 12 pH10 pH11 pH12 
B 0.4 0.8 1.0 0.3 0.5 0.7 
PP 1.4 1.6 1.7 0.9 1.0 1.1 
PET 2.8 3.2 3.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
J 4.7 6.2 7.2 4.1 5.0 5.2 

 

  
1 week treatment with NaOH 1 weeks treatment with Ca(OH)2 

Figure 2: Effect of pH on degradation of yarn after alkali treatment. 
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 These results reflect the conditions for a range of pH and duration of alkali treatment in aqueous 

sodium hydroxide and calcium hydroxide solution. The weight loss increases with increasing 
treatment pH and use of stronger alkali (NaOH). The weight loss of basalt fiber is minimum as it is 
least affected by alkali followed by PP fiber. 

The tensile test results for the controlled samples are compared to the alkali treated 
samples in terms of applied maximum load versus elongation %. It can be noticed that ultimate 
tensile strain decreases in all the fiber types along with decrease in Fmax. Reduction in mechanical 
properties in basalt yarn is minimum. Basalt yarn mechanical properties are decreased probably 
due to the crystallographic structure of basalt, which is made by olivine (single tetrahedron), 
pyroxenes (linear chain) and plagioclase (tetrahedral space structure). In fact, alkaline aggressive 
environment can break some bonds of the linear tetrahedral chain of pyroxenes, so that a strength 
reduction can be seen. Jute is a ligno-cellulosic fiber with hemicellulose (22-24%), α - cellulose (58-
60%) and lignin (12-14%) as the main constituents with other minor constituents as well. Among the 
three main organic components, hemicellulose and lignin are amorphous with relatively low 
polymerization degree, so they have a higher hydrolysis rate and solubility in alkaline medium than 
cellulose, which is the main reason for the degradation. The alkaline pore water dissolves the lignin 
and hemicellulose of fiber, which are sensitive to Ca(OH)2 and high alkalinity causes hydrolysis of 
cellulose molecules, which leads to degradation of molecular chains and then a reduction in degree 
of polymerization and lower tensile strength. The crystallization of lime in the lumen of the fibers and 
middle lamellae leads to a decrease in the technical fiber flexibility and strength and relatively lower 
durability of jute fiber in cement matrix. 
The alkali treatment produced a drop in both tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the fibers. 
This was attributed to the damage induced in the cell walls and the excessive extraction of lignin 
and hemicellulose, which play a cementing role in the structure of the fibers. SEM images showed 
that some of the fibers were split, had ramifications and presented a tape form rather than 
cylindrical. 
Although PET can offer good mechanical properties and is suitable for some applications; however 
it is susceptible to hydrolysis under strong alkaline conditions, when hydroxyl anion attacks the 
electron deficient carbonyl carbon atom of the ester group (The polar C=O bond provides an active 
site for chemical reaction) and, in turn, results with a scission of the bond in the polymer chain. PET 
can also be susceptible to heightened degradation where there is concrete or cement present. The 
PET material loses its weight when the polymer chains break down and dissolve in the alkaline 
bath. The attack of highly ionized aqueous sodium hydroxide is limited essentially to the surface of 
the PET material as the nonpolar PET disfavors diffusion of ionic bodies inside the polymer phase. 
Thus the diameter of PET filaments decreases with the loss of polymer on the surface. However, 
the molecular weight and tenacity of the slimmed filaments remain essentially unchanged. 
Polypropylene can be considered as inert to acid and alkali attack. Polypropylene fibers have a high 
resistance to acids and alkalis in all concentrations, and up to comparatively high temperatures. 
Although PP has not very good bond with the cement matrix, this fiber is considered as attractive for 
the reinforcement of cement matrices, because of their high resistance to the alkaline environment 
of cement matrix and of low cost. 
 
SEM morphology analysis 
The time-dependent degradation of fiber surface is additionally investigated using an electron-
microscope. 

Surface morphology of fiber samples was analyzed by using a scanning electron 
microscope. The microstructure of yarn surfaces indicated that the jute fiber encountered the most 
severe alkali attack and precipitation of hydration products in the cement matrix. Fibrillation and 
diameter reduction is evident in the jute fiber. Fig. 3 also shows the damage in the cell walls and a 
rougher fiber surface. Also, the collapse of fiber lumen can be seen. This is responsible for the 
decrease in capillary pressure and therefore decreases in permeability. 
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Control Basalt Basalt after NaOH treatment Basalt after Ca(OH)2 treatment 

   
Control Jute Jute after NaOH treatment Jute after Ca(OH)2 treatment 

   
Control PET PET after NaOH treatment PET after Ca(OH)2 treatment 

   
Control PP PP after NaOH treatment PP after Ca(OH)2 treatment 

Figure 3: SEM images of fibers after alkali treatment. 
 
On the contrary, the controlled jute fiber (Fig. 3) shows open lumens. Besides, SEM images showed 
the presence of diffused micro-cracks on fiber surface and evidenced a variation in surface 
morphology before and after aging. 
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 4. CONCLUSIONS  

Textile -reinforced composites are gaining popularity within the construction sector. This study 
investigated the effect of using different yarns on load bearing capacity and durability in cement 
composite. 
It has been discussed that the interfacial bond between textile reinforcement and the concrete 
matrix is greatly heterogeneous. The bond behavior of textile reinforcement embedded in a concrete 
matrix was experimentally investigated in this work. All tests results reveal that addition of fibers to 
the cement  can significantly enhance the interfacial bonding is significant. The increase in the bond 
strength can be attributed to this fact that, on one hand, the use of fiber  in the cement reduces 
shrinkage cracking in the interfacial transition zone and bleeding at the interface. 
The results obtained from tensile tests demonstrated clearly the positive influence of basalt yarn on 
the mechanical performance of TRC. In general the use of high strength fibers like basalt increases 
the strength and toughness of the cement composites providing strain-hardening behavior. Low 
modulus fiber such as PP and PET enhance mainly the ductility of the cement composites, but not 
its strength in a strain softening behavior. The PP/PET structure did not bond strongly with the 
cement matrix, resulting in relatively low composite performance. The B/PP, B/J or B/PET yarn 
combination in a hybrid fabric should be considered as reinforcement for cement composites. The 
hybridization of PP/PET yarn with basalt during weaving can solve this problem 
According to the results, it can be concluded that the accelerated ageing test was too aggressive for 
textiles made of jute and PET, leading to extensive degradation; however, basalt and PP textiles 
were found to be promising alternative as they have superior durability properties in an alkaline 
environment without undergoing much strength loss. Despite the hydrophobic characteristics of PP 
fibers and their poor bond with the cement matrix, these fibers are considered as attractive for the 
reinforcement of cement matrices because of their high resistance to the alkaline environment of the 
cement matrix and their low cost. 
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Abstract: 

Finite Element (FE) simulation of sports bra fabrics requires knowledge of textile material properties. 
Bending behaviour of textiles is determined according to ASTM D1388. Standard procedure of ASTM 
D1388 Cantilever test has been criticized in literature due to the fixed bending angle θ = 41.5°. 
Following extensive pre-tests, overhang length was defined to L = 70 mm for stiff textiles and L = 20 
mm for flexible textiles in this investigation. From the bending lines of eight specimens of an ODLO 
High Padded sports bra, flexural rigidity G and bending modulus Ef were calculated. Formulae given in 
literature other than ASTM D1388 had to be used due to an unexplained factor and a different unit 
introduced in the 2008 issue. Experimental results were compared to nonlinear FE analysis in MSC 
Nastran using CQUAD4 shells with calculated material parameters. Separate trends of mostly 
overestimating vertical tip displacement f for stiff and flexible textiles were found. This leads to the 
conclusion that the assumption of pure bending in the Cantilever test is not valid especially for flexible 
sports bra fabrics. For their FE simulation, shell elements with decoupled membrane and bending 
stiffness must be used and Young’s modulus has to be determined from tensile testing. 

 

Key words: 

knitted fabrics, preformed foam, flexural rigidity, decoupled shell elements, membrane stiffness 

 

1. Introduction 

Sports bras consist of one or more layers of knitted textiles, an elastic underbust band and straps. 
Padded sports bras additionally incorporate preformed foam to provide stability to cups and comfort to 
straps. Besides sewing pattern, Finite Element (FE) simulation requires material properties to model 
the sports bra’s efficacy in reducing breast movement during sports activities [5]. If these properties 
are not known to the manufacturer, they have to be found out using standardized procedures. 

Characterization of stiffness according to ASTM D1388 proposes the Cantilever test (Option A) as the 
preferred procedure, whereas very limp textiles with an overhang length of less than 4 cm at a bending 
angle of 43° [7] or those that show a marked tendency to curl or twist should rather be tested by Heart 
Loop test (Option B) [1]. Both these procedures go back to Peirce [7]. Peirce [7] himself as well as 
other authors [4; 10] propose further modifications of Cantilever test, indicating dissatisfaction with 
standardized procedures. Bending rigidity is not directly measured but calculated by approximated 
formulae [3; 2]. Peirce admitted that his formulae were only applicable for small deflections, while the 
ASTM D1388 standard specifies a bending angle of 41.5° which indicates large deflections [4]. 
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 This paper describes stiffness testing for all relevant fabrics of a sports bra using experimental 
Cantilever test and comparing the results with FE simulation. The primary aim is to find the needed 
material properties, for which the Cantilever test is the easiest to perform for the wide range of fabrics 
used in sports bras. Moreover, the implications and limitations of this procedure will be pointed out. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Specimens 

One set of specimens was taken from one manufactured ODLO High Padded sports bra (size 95E), as 
fabric samples were not available. Specimens were cut according to ASTM D1388 guidelines [1], 
weight was measured using a precision scale, thickness and other dimensions were determined using 
sliding calliper. Density ρ [t/mm³] was calculated as weight per unit area M divided by thickness T in 
modified SI units for FE. For the strap foam (1), underbust elastic band (2), piping (3) and elastic strap 
(4) no specimen in cross-machine direction could be cut due to limited size. For the cup foam (5), warp 
knit stretch mesh (6), single knit mesh (7) and single jersey (8) one specimen was cut along machine 
direction (A) and one along cross-machine direction (B). The base layer of the foam padded strap was 
excluded, as it was too limp to be considered relevant for mechanical analysis. Numbering and 
location of specimens can be seen in Figure 1, their specifications are given in Table 1. 

 

Figure 1. Numbering and locations of sports bra specimens. 

Difficulties in cutting specimens occurred due to the preformed cups, especially as thickness was not 
constant and had to be averaged. Specimen size was limited, for which 25 by 200 mm is 
recommended [1]. Yet bending length is not dependent on the width, and none of the specimens 
reaches an overhang length higher than 100 mm before bending to an angle of 90° which is the 
maximum amount of bending in Cantilever test. 
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 Table 1. Specifications of sports bra specimens. 

specimen length l 
[mm] 

width b 
[mm] 

weight per unit 
area M [g/m²] 

thickness 
T [mm] 

density ρ 
[t/mm³] description 

1 150 25 298.7 3.50 8.533·10-11 strap foam 
2 150 30 844.4 2.10 4.021·10-10 underbust elastic band 
3 150 16 350.0 1.10 3.182·10-10 piping 
4 150 19 491.2 1.45 3.388·10-10 elastic strap  

5 
A 150 25 632.0 4.80 1.317·10-10 

cup foam 
B 150 25 624.0 3.35 1.863·10-10 

6 
A 150 25 160.0 

0.45 
3.556·10-10 

warp knit stretch mesh 
B 105 25 160.0 3.556·10-10 

7 
A 150 25 114.7 

0.40 
2.867·10-10 

single knit mesh 
B 120 25 123.3 3.083·10-10 

8 
A 150 25 208.0 

0.50 
4.160·10-10 

single jersey 
B 150 25 178.7 3.573·10-10 

 

2.2. Experimental Cantilever test 

Extensive pre-tests concerning optimum overhang length L were carried out, for L = 10 mm to 100 mm 
increasing by every 10 mm. They showed that the highest feasible overhang length was L = 70 mm for 
stiff textiles (specimens 1 to 5) and L = 20 mm for flexible textiles (specimens 6 to 8). Bending lines for 
all four directions (face and back of both ends) were photographed with a millimetre scale in the front 
plane. Bending angle θ [°] and vertical displacement of tip f [mm] were measured using Kinovea 0.8.22 
(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Analysis of experimental Cantilever test in Kinovea. 

Calculation of flexural rigidity G relied on formulae and variables given in [9]. First, a so-called bending 
length C was calculated from overhang L and bending angle θ (1), from which flexural rigidity G (2) 
was computed and averaged according to ASTM D1388 [1]. In a linear isotropic material, bending 
modulus Ef (3) and tensile Young’s modulus E are identical [7]. For pure bending problems, this 
assumption can also be adopted for non-isotropic materials like textiles. 
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𝐶𝐶 = 𝐿𝐿 �

cos12𝜃𝜃

8 tan 𝜃𝜃
� [mm] with L [mm] (1) 

𝐺𝐺 = 𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝐶𝐶3 ∙ 9.807 ∙ 10−6 [µNm] with M [g/m²] (2) 

𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 =  12 ∙ 𝐺𝐺
𝑇𝑇3 ∙103

 [N/mm²] with T [mm] (3) 

ASTM D1388 introduced an unexplained factor of 1.421·10-5 for flexural rigidity G in the 2008 issue [4] 
that is still used in the 2014 issue [1] (4). Furthermore, the unit of flexural rigidity G has been changed 
from former [mg·cm] to [µjoule/m] in [1], which seems to be inconsistent in terms of units for the given 
formula and inconsistent with multiples of [Nm] in most other literature [8; 9] (5). 

𝐺𝐺 = 1.421 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑊𝑊 ∙ 𝑐𝑐3 [µjoule/m] with factor [m/s²], W [g/m²] and c [mm] (4) 

[𝐺𝐺] = �1.421 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 𝑚𝑚
𝑠𝑠2
� ∙ � 𝑔𝑔

𝑚𝑚2� ∙ [𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚3] = 1.421 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 10−12 �𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 ∙ 𝑚𝑚2

𝑠𝑠2
� = 1.421 ∙ 10−5 ∙ 10−12 [𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚] (5) 

2.3. FE modelling 

In [4] ABAQUS quadratic shell elements were used and material parameters of the specimen (density 
ρ, Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν) were known. FE models in this paper were pre-processed in 
MSC Patran 2014.1. Standard PSHELL shell formulation with linear CQUAD4 elements and an 
average element size of 3 mm for L = 70 mm and 1.5 mm for L = 20 mm. Linear elastic material MAT1 
with measured density, calculated bending modulus Ef and assuming ν = 0.32 [5] was defined. Inertial 
loading with the appropriate boundary conditions restraining displacements and rotations at the upper 
end simulated specimens hanging under their own weight. 

3. Results and discussion 

Table 2 summarizes the results of experimental and FE Cantilever test. 

Table 2. Results of Cantilever test of sports bra specimens. 

specimen overhang 
L [mm] 

bending 
angle θ [°] 

bending 
modulus Ef 

[N/mm²] 

vertical tip displacement 

experimental 
f [mm] 

FE 
f [mm] 

difference  
[%] 

1 

70 

29.5 0.06151 32.688 32.682   0.0 
2 47.3 0.40164 47.733 47.900   0.4 
3 71.9 0.38309 62.314 60.621  -2.7 
4 70.4 0.23703 59.639 60.576   1.6 

5 
A 19.0 0.09809 21.300 19.336  -9.2 
B 41.4 0.09435 44.063 43.446  -1.4 

6 
A 

20 

53.7 0.15338 14.650 15.554   6.2 
B 50.7 0.15543 13.099 15.510 18.4 

7 
A 44.8 0.19871 12.870 14.604 13.5 
B 69.3 0.07390 16.356 17.399   6.4 

8 
A 50.9 0.15140 12.913 15.462 19.7 
B 61.6 0.07892 15.405 16.797   9.0 

 

Resulting bending lines from MSC Nastran Implicit Nonlinear analysis (SOL 400) are shown in Figure 
3 for stiff (left) and flexible (right) textiles separately. 
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Figure 3. Bending lines of all stiff (left) and flexible (right) specimens with vertical tip displacement f [mm] 

Difference of vertical tip displacement f between FE result and experimental Cantilever test in percent 
of Cantilever result over bending angle θ is shown in Figure 4. Comparison showed good accordance 
for stiff textiles with a maximum difference of -9.2 % for specimen 5A. Spearman correlation calculated 
in IBM SPSS 23 revealed a slightly positive trend between difference and bending angle θ (p = 0.234, 
ρ = 0.371). For the flexible specimens, overestimation of vertical tip displacement was collectively 
larger (up to 19.7 % for specimen 8A) and strongly negatively correlated to bending angle θ (p = 
0.104, ρ = -0.600). Although strap foam (1) and cup foam (5A, 5B) had lower bending moduli than 
knitted textiles, they behaved like stiff textiles due to their thickness T = 3.50 / 4.80 / 3.35 mm. 

 

Figure 4. Difference of vertical tip displacement f [mm] between FE result and experimental Cantilever test, 
dashed lines indicate linear correlations for stiff and flexible specimens separately 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The main point of criticism for Cantilever test is the fixed bending angle θ = 41.5°, which is neither 
optimal for very flexible nor for very stiff textiles. Especially flexible sports bra fabrics yield a very low 
overhang making this test specification impracticable. We therefore suggest revising ASTM D1388 
Cantilever test procedure by either allowing a variable bending angle θ or by giving suitable ranges of 
overhang length L for different types of textiles. In accordance with [4], formulae given in the current 
issue could not be used due to an unexplained factor and inconsistent units. 

Therefore, the intention was to invert fixed value and measured variable. Bending line photography 
can be assumed to achieve comparable accuracy in the order of (sub)millimetres to commercially 
available Cantilever test apparatus when manually setting a variable bending angle. The standard 
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 requires five specimens in each direction, which would not increase accuracy compared to measuring 
only one specimen in this investigation, where experimental and FE results were compared. 

For stiff textiles, low differences between FE simulation and experimental Cantilever test occur, and a 
detailed stress tensor analysis exhibits only one nonzero value for σxx component. Values of bending 
modulus Ef calculated by approximated formulae can be regarded as accurate enough for bending 
problems, following Peirce’s statement [7]. For larger bending angles and displacements occurring in 
flexible textiles, the Cantilever procedure is no longer a pure bending problem. Flexible specimens are 
also exposed to tensile stress when extension increases to about 3 to 5 % as in this investigation or 
even higher in sports bra simulation. MSC Nastran’s PSHELL property card offers decoupling of 
Young’s modulus E for the membrane stiffness and bending modulus Ef for the bending stiffness. 
Decoupling in-plane and out-of-plane properties is supposed to yield more comparable results for 
flexible textiles, as proposed by [6] using a different modelling approach. Determination of Young’s 
modulus E is done by tensile testing gaining the load-extension curve of the specimen [9]. Gaining a 
comparable plot for bending behaviour requires KES pure bending test [2]. 

Most textiles show different bending behaviour on face and back side which is taken into account by 
Note 8 in ASTM D1388 [1]. This differentiation might be necessary for FE simulation of sports bras 
where the orientation of bending is known. In contrast, curl and twist effects can be neglected in FE 
simulation of sports bras, as they are not expected to occur to a large extent compared to when fabrics 
are hanging under their own weight. 
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Abstract: 

A textronics system in the form of T-shirt was designed for elders for controlling their life parameters. 
For testing in a phantom with proper filling is required. That filling should be hydrogel: made of agar 
mixed with an electrolyte or polyacrylamide which maintain their ‘jelly-like’ properties at temperatures 
between 36-40° C (human body temperature). The resistance of agar gel with sodium chloride in 
concentrations of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10% was obtained and also there were obtained gels made of 
polyacrylamide in concentrations of 5, 10 and 15%. The best results were for 3, 4 and 10% sodium 
chloride-agar gel and for 10% PAM gel. As a phantom filling the 10% PAM gel and 3% agar hydrogel 
were chosen because of their electrical conductive properties and durability under certain temperature 
over a long period of time. 

 

Key words: 

Hydrogels, phantom, biosignals, textronics, T-shirt, elders 

 

1. Introduction 

A textronics system in the form of T-shirt was designed for elders for controlling their life parameters. 
The system allows to measure pulse, frequency of breathing, temperature of a body and also can 
show a patient’s electrocardiogram. However such systems cannot be tested in humans in the first 
place, because a medical bioethics commission agreement is required. That is why phantoms are 
designed – for testing such systems on them. The best phantom fulfillment are hydrogels. 

Hydrogels are crosslinked polymeric structures, absorbing significant quantities of water. According to 
the type of hydrogels, they can be divided into two groups: chemical or physical cross-linking 
hydrogels. Chemical ones are crosslinkable permanently, and physical ones - temporary (e.g. Agar, 
gelatin), which is a result of the entanglements of their chains or physical interactions, e.g. ionic or 
hydrogen bonds. Hydrogels can also be divided based on their origin: natural or synthetic. Natural 
polymers include collagen or gelatin which are proteins and polysaccharides: agarose and alginate. 
Synthetic hydrogel-forming polymers are prepared with the use of polymerization reactions [1, 2]. 

 

2. Experimental  

Presented research concerns execution of the phantom chest which allows for testing of physiological 
parameters of a man. Substance which is a filling of the phantom must have similar properties to 
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 physiological properties of human tissue. The perfect fulfillment of this type of application are 
hydrogels which have ‘jelly-like’ consistency at temperatures between 36-40° C, which is the 
temperature range of the human body. 

2.1. Materials 

Agar and polyacrylamide were chosen as testing substances which could be good as a phantom 
fulfillment. Agar (Figure 1. a) is a polysaccharide which consists of two linear heterogeneous fractions: 
agarose and agaropectin combined with glycoside binds. Agarose has gelling properties and 
agaropectin hinders the formation of gels. However if gel is formed, agaropectin increases its flexibility. 
Polyacrylamide (PAM) (Figure 1. b), is a polymer which is obtained by the acrylamide polymerization. 
It is important that in contrast to mentioned acrylamide, polymer is not toxic. 

a) b)  

Figure 1. Chemical structures of: a) agar; b) polyacrylamide 

Agar was mixed with cold water and heated up. After heating agar solution it was mixed with an 
electrolyte in forms in order to reduce the resistance of the gel. The electrolyte used in samples was 
sodium chloride in concentrations: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10%.  

There were prepared three probes of the acrylamide/bisacrylamide gels in their concentrations of 5%, 
10% and 15%. An acrylamide/bisacrylamide solution (30% of acrylamide and 0,8% of bisacrylamide), 
buffer, tetramethylen diamine (TEMED) and distilled water were mixed. Then a prepared 10% solution 
of ammonlumpersulphate (APS) in distilled water was added to the solution in an amount of 0.1 ml to 
15 ml sample. APS was added slowly with stirring. The polymerization last for approximately 30 
minutes. 

2.2. Methods 

In both kinds of gels there was resistance measured. In agar gel the measurement was done with the 
use of indirectly method, and in polyacrylamide gel – with directly method (Figure 2). The aim of those 
measurements was to obtain the resistance gels similar to resistance of human skin which was 
approximately 200 Ω. The construction of phantom for testing the textronics system for elders requires 
the choice of the proper fulfillment. 

   

Figure 2. Measuring bridge for testing the resistance of the agar gel and the polyacrylamide gel 
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 3. Results and discussion  

A concentration of 3, 4, 10% of electrolyte in agar gel allowed to obtain the gel characteristics of the 
electrical conductive properties which is the closest to human skin (approx. 200 Ω/1 cm) (Table 1). 
Agar gel maintained its consistency after staying in the oven at 40° C, but had cracked due to drying. 

The best properties of electrical conductivity in the interesting range was gel concentration of 10% 
(Table 2). The obtained gel well maintain its consistency in the temperature range of 36-40° C. The 
measurements scheme of resistance distribution in gels’ samples is presented in Figure 3. 

Table 1. The averaged results of the resistance of the agar gels depending on the electrolyte concentration 

The electrolyte 
concentration [%] 0 1 2 3 4 10 

Resistance [Ω] 
series I 4214 307 300 253 214 264 

Resistance [Ω] 
series II 5040 837 320 793 660 685 

 

Table 2. The averaged results of the resistance of the PAM gels 

Diameter, φ 
[cm] 

Resistance [Ω] 
Distance [cm] 

0 1 2 1 2 0 
PAM 5% 

3 307,10 115,70 94,90 132,80 89,46 305,40 
2 202,30 114,31 63,29 110,75 83,64 174,50 
1 189,20 97,73 52,99 80,14 47,19 224,00 

Diameter, φ 
[cm] PAM 10% 

3 367,00 178,10 93,23 164,50 117,25 428,90 
2 361,60 131,51 81,75 139,11 92,78 349,50 
1 345,40 109,42 72,90 108,34 66,18 315,10 

Diameter, φ 
[cm] PAM 15% 

4,5 590,30 312,60 - 333,10 - 603,50 
3 683,20 230,20 - 216,14 - 666,40 
2 376,50 181,70 - 168,30 - 584,70 
1 440,00 138,70 - 149,37 - 423,00 
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Figure 3. The measurements scheme of resistance distribution in gels’ samples 
 

The chosen PAM fulfillment of phantom was presented in Figure 4. a, and the phantom fulfilled with 
agar hydrogel is presented in the Figure 4. b.  Silver-colored stripes painted on the phantom are made 
with electroconductive paint in both sides: outside and inside. Thanks to that the textronics system in 
the form of the T-shirt can be tested – because the agar hydrogel and the paint conducts current and 
so that biosignals can be measured. 

a) b)  

Figure 4. a) The phantom filling PAM gel in the form of a cylinder; b) Phantom filled with agar hydrogel 

For phantom verification, an arbitral generator was connected to it. The generator contained a 
reference pulse signal. A textronics measurement system was put on the phantom and it recorded 
pulse signal from the phantom. Measurement results are presented in the Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Measurement results of recorded pulse signal 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Presented solution of the gel phantom is useful for non-conventional measurement systems. 
Textronics biomeasurement systems are the types of applications which should be tested on 
phantoms. For the construction these kinds of phantoms different kinds of electroconductive gels can 
be used, such as polysaccharides or polyacrylamide. Very important of gels features are their 
electroconductive and mechanical stability parameters at higher temperatures equal to the body 
temperature. That makes tests possible to carry out under conditions similar to real measurement 
conditions. 

Based on the study of the different concentrations of agar gel with the addition of electrolyte and PAM 
gels there were chosen the best fillings of the phantom which are the polyacrylamide hydrogel in the 
concentration of 10% and agar hydrogel in the concentration of 0,5% and the electrolyte concentration 
of 3%. These gels were selected because of their electrical conductive properties and durability under 
certain temperature over a long period of time.  
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Abstract 

Measuring of water vapour resistance of fabrics in a Skin model must be an isothermic process, in 
order to avoid the heat transfer by convection. However, improper design of the measuring hotplate of 
the Skin model may cause a negative temperature drop, resulting in unwanted heat transfer by 
radiation. In the paper, the effect of the emissivity level of internal walls of the measuring chamber on 
the measurement presision is theoretically analyzed and experimentally verified. 

 

Key words: 

Textile fabrics, water vapor permeability, Skin model, measurement precision, emissivity.  
 

1. Introduction 

The most important standard for testing of thermo-physiological comfort of fabrics presents the ISO 
11092. This very complex standard became the basic one for the manufacturers of special 
performance fabrics or garments with high added value. That is why increased attention is paid to the 
application of this standard in recent decades. 

The related instrument called “Skin Model” consists of heated metallic plate surrounded on 
most of its surface by a thermal insulation layer kept electronically at the same temperature. Due to this 
isothermal arrangement, no heat is transferred out of this plate, except the heat passing through the 
only free surface. Free surface of this measuring plate covered by the porous layer is exposed to 
parallel air flow of 1 m/s velocity moving in the special wind channel.  
                              ____________________________________________    
                             .         
                             .     air flow  → → → → → → → →     qconv    → fan 
                             .     mass flow         ↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑↑             qevap  → fan 
                             _______________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________________ 
                            temp. sensor →▓▓▓▓▓▓▓▓▓▓  thermal resistance R 

 
Figure 1.  Heat and mass transfer in a Skin model [1] 

 
When measuring the fabric thermal resistance Rct, the air temperature in the channel is kept at 20 oC, 
and the measuring plate is dry. First, the power H supplied to the hotplate in order to heat the 
measuring system to temperature 35 oC is measured. Then, the tested fabric  is placed on the porous 
layer of the measuring plate and the electric power representing the heat passing through the system 
to the outer air is measured again.  

When evaluating the water vapour resistance Ret, both the measuring plate and the air 
temperature are kept at 35oC (to achieve the isothermal conditions) and the porous layer is 
continuously filled with water. Then, again the heating power H without and with the specimen is 
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 measured and saved. All the power values then serve for the calculation of thermal and water vapour 
resistance values according to the simple formulas presented in the ISO 11092.  

During the measurement of thermal resistance, heat is transferred from the hotplate and the 
fabric surface into the environment by convection and radiation, as this way of measurement requires 
certain temperature gradient. The portion of heat transferred by radiation depends on surface emission 
coefficients of the tested fabric ε1, of the hotplate porous surface εO and that of the surrounding walls 
ε2. Nevertheless, the ISO 11092 Standard does not inform about the required surface emission 
coefficient of these walls. Thus, the heat flow transferred by radiation in two Skin models with different 
emissivity levels of the interior walls can differ. 

Moisture from the wet porous plate through the dry tested fabric to the parallel air flow in the 
instrument air channel is transfered by convection. From the declared isothermal conditions at the 
water vapour resistance measurement should follow, that no heat is simultaneously transferred. 
However, in the praxis, the hotplate surface cooling may cause some negative temperature gradient Δt 
against the place inside the hotplate (close to the bottom of the hotplate) where the temperature sensor 
is placed. This temperature drop even the sophisticated temperature controlling system cannot 
compensate this negative effect caused by unwanted thermal resistance Rs between ther temperature 
sensor and the cooled plate surface. Let us suppose that the central part of the hotplate is kept at the 
same temperature tb as the surrounding air ta. The effective heat flow qevap(eff) passing through the 
porous plate generates the mentioned negative temperature gradient Δt as follows [2]: 

Δt = qevap (eff) Rs (1) 

When measuring thin fabrics, this temperature gradient should appear at the fabrics outer surface, 
thus causing the following fabric heating (not cooling as the evaporation) by convection, characterized 
by the heat transfer coefficient α. 

qconv = αΔt,   Δt = qevap Rs,      qconv = α qevap (eff) Rs (2) 

Thus unwanted convection then heats both the porous layer of the tester and the tested fabric (when 
the fabric is placed on the porous layer), thus reducing the measurement precision:  

qevap (eff) = qevap(theor) -  qconv =  qevap (theor) – α Rs qevap (eff) (3) 

To reduce the effect of the qconv, thermal resistance Rs in the plate must be as low as possible. 
Unfortunately, the explained temperature drop Δt influences also heat transfer between the tested 
fabric and the walls surrounding the measuring space by radiation. This effect characterize the next 
equations (here the σ means the radiation constant), where the first one applies for the porous surface 
(when determining the Reto of the boundary layer): 

qevap,o,eff  = (Δp /Reto) - Δt .α - Δt .4σ(t1 + 273)3/[(1/εo)+(1/ε1)-1] (4) 
qevap,o,eff = (Δp/Reto) - qevap,o,eff .Rs.α - qevap,o,eff .Rs.4σ(t1 + 273)3/[(1/εo)+(1/ε1)-1] (5) 

For the fabric surface (when determining the Reto + Ret), the final equation will be similar: 

qevap,s,eff = (Δp/Ret + Reto) - qevap,s,eff .Rs.α - qevap,s .Rs .4σ(t1 +273)3/[(1/εo)+(1/ε1)-1] (6) 

Then, both Eq. (  ) and Eq. ( ) then serve for calcullation of Reto and (Reto + Reto) and finally for the 
determination of the required evaporation resistance Ret. For ideal isothermal conditions, the Ret is 
given by the relationship 

Ret = Δp /[ (1/qevap,s,teor) -  1/qevap,o,teor) ] (7) 

For real quasi - isothermal (non - isothermal) conditions, the terms qevap,s,teor and qevap,o,teor will 
be replaced by the relationships for qevap,s,eff and qevap,s,eff, which will confirm  the negative effect 
of the unwanted thermal resistance Rs and hence relatively high emissivity levels of the surrounding 
walls ε2 on the measurement precision. Similar relationships can be derived fo the effect of the above 
parameters Rs and ε2 on the precision of measurement of thermal resistance of fabrics Rct. 
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 2. Experimental results 

In order to confirm the above findings, Ret values of 3 polyester and 3 cotton plain woven fabrics 
differing in their square mass (from 106 to 260/439 g/m2) were determined in two different testing 
instruments – Skin models. The first one was designed according to the ISO 11092, having relatively 
thick porous plate (more then 5 mm), and the second one was the PERMETEST [1], where the 
thickness of its porous plate is 0,1 mm only. Emissivity levels of the walls surrounding the measured 
sample were 0,1 and 0,7 mm (approximately). 

Ret [ m2Pa/W  ] 

 
Figure 2. Values of the evaporation resistance Ret [ m2Pa/W  ]  of PES  and cotton (BA) fabrics with varying 

square mass (from 106 to 260/429 g/m2) determined on a Skin model (according to the ISO 11092)  with thick 
porous measuring plate (5 mm), where the green columns present values for the grey surface (emissivity 

approx. 0,7) of the inner walls of the measuring surface, whereas the orange levels were found for the 
polished surfaces (emissivity approx. 0,1). 

 
Ret [m2Pa/W  ] 

 
Figure 3. Values of the evaporation resistance Ret [ m2Pa/W  ]  of PES  and cotton (BA) fabrics with varying 
square mass (from 106 to 260/429 g/m2) determined on a small PERMETEST Skin model (according to the 

modified ISO 11092) with thin porous measuring plate (0,1 mm), where the green columns present values for 
the black surface (emissivity approx. 0,9) of the inner walls of the measuring surface, whereas the orange 

levels were found for the polished surfaces (emissivity approx. 0,1). 
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Figure 4.  The PERMETEST non-destructive water vapour permeability tester (Skin model) 

 

3. Evaluation of results 

It was found, that in the first instrument with the thick measuring plate, the dark (grey) channel walls 
caused the reduction of the Ret values from 6 to 20%, both for the PES and cotton fabrics, whereas in 
the second instrument with ultrathin porous plate, smaller reduction effects (2 to 5%) of the emissivity 
of the channel walls on the measured Ret values were observed. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of the presented study was to verify whether the different mechanical design of two 
different Skin model testers may influence the measurement precision of these important textile 
comfort testing instruments. The presented experiments confirmed the predicted imperfections of the 
Skin model with higher thermal resistance of the measuring plate. However, the observed relatively low 
inaccuracy still do not limit the practical use of these devices [3], unless more systematic study provide 
other negative results. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, specific stress strain curves were predicted for worsted staple spun yarns. The 
experimental fiber specific stress strain and predicted coefficient of fiber stress utilization curves were 
used to predict the yarn specific stress strain curves before break. Experimental fiber specific stress 
strain curve, twist angle, contraction ratio and fiber angular preference C were used to evaluate the 
coefficient of fiber stress utilization before the process of break. The predicted coefficient of fiber stress 
utilization and yarn specific stress strain curves captured well the experimental coefficient of fiber stress 
utilization and yarn specific stress strain curves both in shape and position for the studied worsted yarn 
types. 

 

Keywords: 

Worsted fiber specific stress, worsted yarn specific stress, coefficient of fiber stress utilization, fiber 
average curves, yarn average curves. 

 

1. Introduction 

The mechanical properties of yarn have considerable effect on processing behavior and performance 
characteristics of both yarn and fabric. The strength of staple spun yarn is one of the most important 
mechanical properties. So, yarn theoretical analysis is essential for understanding factors contributing 
to yarn strength. Theoretical analysis of tensile behavior of staple spun yarns is very complex because 
of discontinuities at fiber ends, fibers can slip, break or both phenomena can occur during yarn 
extension. 

he frequent attempts were made by Hearle et al. [1] to establish fundamental theories for staple 
spun yarns. The yarn strength in terms of yarn structure was analysed by Gegauff [2] in 1907. Gregory 
[3] established a relationship between fiber properties and geometrical arrangement for strength of spun 
yarns. Gurney [4] developed a relationship by taking into account frictional properties and fiber length 
to evaluate stress developed in individual fibers. Sullivan [5] derived a relation for maximum strength at 
optimum twist. He assumed that all fibers are parallel, helical and arbitrary tension is developed in fibre 
in outer layers of yarn. Some other studies predicted spun yarn tenacity [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Dang, M. et 
al. [12] predicted the stress strain curves of wool spandex core spun yarns using finite element analysis. 
They used the concept of Luijk et al. [13, 14] and Hearle’s theory [1]. Sriprateep, K. et al. presensed a 
method to model the whole stress strain curves for multifilament twisted yarns using finite element 
analysis [15]. The present authors have presented mathematical model considering real stress strain 
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 relation for fiber and yarn and its validation for coefficient of fiber stress utilization for viscose ring and 
rotor staple spun yarns [16] [17]. 

Yet, no mathematical model has been reported that is able to calculate the yarn specific stress 
before break from the concept of coefficient of fiber stress utilization and fiber stress strain curves for 
worsted staple spun yarns. In the current study, the same mathematical model has enabled to calculate 
the yarn specific stress before break from the concept of coefficient of fiber stress utilization and 
experimental fiber stress strain curves for worsted staple spun yarns. 

 

2. Experimental  

Experiments were carried out to verify the theoretical model that predicts coefficient of fiber stress 
utilization and yarn specific stress [16] . Two different linear densities of worsted staple spun yarns were 
used for validation of the proposed mathematical model. 

2.1. Material and method 

Worsted fiber was used for the model validation. Tenacity and fineness of the worsted fiber was 
measured on Lenzing Vibrodyn-400 according to the standard test method EN ISO 1973. Fibre 
specifications are shown in Table 1.  

Table1. Fiber specifications 

Parameters Worsted 

Fineness (dtex) 3.81 

Tenacity (cN/tex) 15.43 

Breaking force (N) 5.90 

Breaking strain (%) 31.7 

 

The yarns tensile properties were tested using Instron-4411 in accordance with standard test method 
EN ISO 2060. The stress-strain curves data before break of fifty fiber samples was obtained from the 
software of the instruments used. Then the average curves for fiber and yarn were obtained by using 
Matlab software. Yarn diameter was determined by image analysis technique according to the standard 
test method [18]. The physical characteristics of worsted yarns are presented in the Table 2. 

Table 2 Worsted yarn specifications 

Yarn linear densities Yarn twist Yarn dia. Twist angle 

Nominal[tex] Actual[tex] Z [m-1] D[mm] 𝛃𝛃𝐃𝐃[𝐝𝐝𝐝𝐝𝐝𝐝. ] 

20 20.03 790 0.177 23.7 

23 23.25 640 0.190 21.0 
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 3. Results and discussions 

Based on the average worsted fiber stress strain curves and fiber stress utilization coefficient predicted 
from our mathematical model we have obtained yarn specific stress strain curves before break. We have 
compared predicted and experimental coefficient of fiber stress utilization and yarn specific stress strain 
curves in order to verify the accuracy level of the proposed model. 

3.1 Average fiber and yarn stress strain curves 

Figure 1 displays the average experimental stress-strain curves for worsted fiber and yarns. It can be 
noticed that the shape of the fiber stress-strain curve is very similar to that of the yarn stress-strain 
curve, but, as expected, the former is lying above the latter. 

 

Figure 1. Average specific stress strain curves for worsted fiber and yarns 

 

3.2 Coefficient of fiber stress utilization in yarn 

Coefficient of fiber strength utilization in yarn is “in fact” the ratio of yarn tenacity and fiber tenacity   and 
it is an indication of the contribution for the mechanical properties of the fiber to the mechanical 
properties of the yarn spun from it.” Using fiber and yarn curves in Figure 1 the coefficient of fibre stress 
utilization in yarn was calculated from the following formula 

φ (εY) =  σ Y (εY)
σf (εY= εf) 

 = σ Y (εY)
σf (εY) 

                                                                                                                 (1) 

where φ denotes coefficient of fibre stress utilization in yarn, σf indicates specific fiber stress, refers to 
fiber strain εf,  σ Y represents specific yarn stress, and εY expresses yarn strain. The calculation for fiber 
stress utilization was performed for a range of strains started from εY =  εf = 0.02 and ended to strain 
of yarn before the process of break. Based on our experience, a very small value of strain was not 
chosen mainly as a consequence of relative uncertainty of measurement and/or fiber crimp. Liu et al. 
[19] reported a similar conclusion for measurement of fiber and yarn strains and they studied the stress-
strain relationship beyond a strain of 2 %. We, therefore, decided to analyze the mutual stress-strain 
relation between fibre and yarn for a strain value εY and/or σf of 0.05 ( 5 %) and beyond due to higher 
crimp and variability in worsted fiber. The fibre stress and yarn stresses for a given strain were found 
out from the corresponding stress-strain curves and then coefficient of fibre stress utilization 𝜑𝜑e in yarn 
was evaluated experimentally using Eq. (1).  

The experimentally obtained numerical values for the coefficient of fibre stress utilization in yarns were 
compared with those obtained from the theoretical models. The simplest of all models is Gégauff’s 
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 model. According to this model, the coefficient of fiber stress utilization in yarn  𝜑𝜑G  is expressed as 
follows 

 𝜑𝜑G= (1+η)(cos2βD) + ηlncos2βD/tan2βD                                                                                       (2) 

Here, η  denotes yarn lateral contraction ratio and Dβ  indicates twist angle of surface fibres in yarn. 

The other model, considering real fiber stress-strain relation, expressed the coefficient of fiber stress 
utilization in yarn C1ϕ  as follows 

       φc1= 2
   𝜎𝜎f(𝜀𝜀Y)  tan2 βD

 ∫ 𝜎𝜎f(𝜀𝜀f) βD
0 tanβdβ                                                                                     (3) 

 Here, 𝛿𝛿f (εf) refers to fiber stress-strain function, 𝜀𝜀f represents fiber axial strain and is written as εf = 
εY (cos2β − ηsin2β) , εY shows yarn axial strain, β is general twist angle of fibre and βD is maximum 
twist angle. Considering real fiber stress-strain relation and fiber orientation distribution in yarn, 
coefficient of fiber stress utilization in yarn φc2 can be expressed as follow, 

𝜑𝜑c2(𝜀𝜀Y) = 2
𝜎𝜎f (𝜀𝜀Y)tan2 βD

∫ [βD
0 ∫ 𝜎𝜎f

ϑu
0 (𝜀𝜀f) cos2ϑ 𝑢𝑢(ϑ)dϑ] sinβ

cos3β
 dβ                                                     (4) 

Where ԑY is yarn axial strain, β is general twist angle of fibre, 𝜎𝜎f(𝜀𝜀f) is fiber specific stress 𝜎𝜎f as a function 
of fibre strain 𝜀𝜀f, 𝑢𝑢(ϑ) denotes probability density function of fiber inclination angle ϑ, and ϑu indicates 
upper limit of fibre inclination angle. The unimodal probability density function, 𝑢𝑢(ϑ) of non-oriented 
angles ϑ ∈ (0, 𝜋𝜋

2
) was derived earlier by Neckar et al. [20]. Fibers with angles ϑ approaching 𝜋𝜋

2
 are being 

found in yarn structure only very seldom, however, they were identified by experimental analysis of 
internal structure of yarns derived by Neckář et al. [21, 22]. 

𝑢𝑢(ϑ) = 1
π

𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶2−(𝐶𝐶2−1)cos2(ϑ+β)

+ 1
π

𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶2−(𝐶𝐶2−1)cos2(ϑ−β)

                                                      (5) 

Where C is parameter depends on angular preference of fibers in yarn, and it varies according to fibre 
type and spinning technology. The value of parameter C = 4.9 for worsted staple spun yarns was used. 
Furthermore, the following expressions are required for calculations. 

tanβD = π𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷                                                                                                                                (6)  

 𝜀𝜀f and ϑu can be obtained as follows, 

𝜀𝜀f = ԑY (cos2ϑ −  ηsin2ϑ)                                                                                                             (7) 

ϑu = sin−1 1
�(1+η)

                                                                                                                          (8) 

Where η is yarn lateral contraction ratio and it can be taken as 0.5 for textile materials. The coefficients 
of fiber stress utilization in yarns was calculated using data from Table 2, equations (4-8) and Matlab 
software. The predicted and experimental coefficient of fiber stress utilization at each strain value before 
break for worsted staple spun yarns from three different mathematical models as function of strain are 
shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b). 
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(a) 20 tex (b) 23 tex 

Figure 2. Fiber stress utilization in worsted staple yarn( 𝜑𝜑e: fully experimental, : 𝜑𝜑G calculated according 
to Eq.(2) 𝜑𝜑c1, & 𝑘𝑘.𝜑𝜑c1 :calculated according to Eq. (3), 𝜑𝜑c2 : calculated according to Eq. (4-8)) 

3.3 Yarn specific stress 

The theoretical coefficient of fiber specific stress utilization, 𝜑𝜑c2(𝜀𝜀Y) and the average fiber specific stress 
strain curve data was used to predict the worsted yarn specific stress, 𝛿𝛿Y(𝜀𝜀Y) as follows, 

σY(𝜀𝜀Y) = σf(𝜀𝜀Y).𝜑𝜑c2(𝜀𝜀Y)                                                                                                            (9) 

Where 𝜎𝜎f(𝜀𝜀Y) is fiber specific stress 𝜎𝜎f as a function of yarn strain 𝜀𝜀Y. Theoretical and experimental yarn 
specific stress strain curves for both worsted yarns are shown in the Figure 3. Comparing results, it can 
be observed that the theoretical worsted yarn specific stress strain curves agree well with the 
experimental yarn specific stress strain curves both in shape and position before process of yarn break. 

      

(a)                                                                   (b) 
Figure 3. Specific stress strain curves for worsted yarns; (a) 20 tex, and (b) 23 tex. 

The slight difference between predicted and experimental curves in 23 tex yarn might be the result of 
higher crimp and variability in worsted fiber in that yarn. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The fiber specific stress strain curves are at higher position when compared with yarn specific stress 
strain curves for both yarns used in this study. The individual coefficient of fiber stress utilization and 
yarn specific stress strain curves predicted from theoretical model coincided well with the experimental 
coefficient of fiber stress utilization and specific stress strain curves for both worsted yarns before the 
process of break. However, for 23 tex worsted yarn, the prediction was not very accurate because of 
higher crimp and variability in worsted fiber. 
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Abstract: 

In this article, a mathematical model that predicts Viscose and Tencel air jet spun yarn strength on 
short gauge length has been presented. The method is based on calculating the core fibre strength as 
a parallel bundle of fibres, wrapper fibre strength as a bundle of fibres in the form of helical path and 
considering the interaction effect between wrapper and core fibres. Fibre parameters in addition to 
yarn structural parameters were used to obtain theoretical yarn strength at short gauge length. Results 
showed that the accuracy of proposed model is satisfactory. 

 

Keywords: 

air jet yarn, prediction, strength, structure, core fibres, wrapper fibres 

 

1. Introduction 

Air jet spun yarns consist of untwisted parallel core fibres and covered with twisted surface wrapping 
fibers that incline on yarn axis by different angles. To engineer such yarns aiming better quality, this 
requires to know the relationship between fibre properties, yarn structure and yarn properties. The 
mathematical models are usually used to describe and explain such relationships. Numerous 
researchers presented a good contribution in this topic. Many of them presented mathematical models 
for ring spun [1][2][3][4] and rotor yarns [5]. Nevertheless, mathematical models of air jet spun yarns 
are limited [6][7][8][9]. Rajamanickam et al. presented mathematical models that predict air jet yarn 
strength. They obtained a mathematical relationship between yarn breaking load and its structure. The 
model also classified the modes of yarn failure into noncatastrophic, catastrophic, and failure due to 
complete slippage [10][11]. However, they obtained a prediction error which was quite high. In this 
article, their model has been modified targeting better prediction accuracy. 

To achieve this goal, we have divided the air jet yarn into core which is almost parallel fibers 
and wrapper which is in a helical form. We have calculated the core strand strength as a parallel 
bundle of fibres. This strand is also subjected to normal forces of the wrapper fibres. Therefore, the 
frictional forces applied on the core fibres strand have been calculated. In addition, we have calculated 
the strength of the wrapper fibre strand. It is worth mentioning that the predicted core fibre strand was 
calculated based on the assumption that the fibers are griped between two jaws and the gauge length 
of the yarn tensile tester is less than fibre length. Consequently, to verify our model, the air jet yarn 
strength was measured at a gauge length shorter than the fibre length. The yarn structure is assumed 
to be ideal as shown in Figure 1. Where we assumed that wraps width and height are constant and 
distributed regularly along yarn axis, helix angle is constant, and core fibres are straight and parallel to 
yarn axis. 
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Figure 1. Ideal structure of air jet yarn. 

 

2. Model for the failure of air jet yarn: 

2.1 Failure of core fibre strand: 

There are two components that contribute to core yarn strength; the strength of a parallel bundle of 
fibres griped between two jaws of the tensile testing instrument and the strength of that bundle 
originated from a fiber-to-fiber frictional force caused by the normal forces from the wrapper fiber 
strand during extension process. Assuming that the yarn cross section is circular and remains circular 
till break. To obtain the normal forces on core fibres, Krause et al. model was used. By analyzing the 
forces acting on an elemnet of a wrapper fiber as shown in Figure 2 and following the same derivation 
steps, equations (1-6) have been used to calculate average strained wrapper fibre helix angle 𝛼𝛼, 
average strained pitch of wrapper fibers 𝑝𝑝, strained yarn radius 𝑟𝑟 , and normal forces exerted by 
wrapper fibers per unit length 𝑁𝑁. [6][7][8][9]. 

𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 = 2(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜)2 − 1 + �(2(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜)2 − 1)2 + 𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓�2 + 𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓� (1) 

𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 = −𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 (2) 

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝛼𝛼 = �
1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓

� 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜 (3) 

𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜�1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦� (4) 

𝑟𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜(1 + 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟) (5) 

𝑁𝑁 =
𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓(sin𝛼𝛼)2

𝑟𝑟
 (6) 

Where 𝑒𝑒𝑦𝑦 expresses yarn longitudinal strain, 𝛼𝛼𝑜𝑜 is average unstarained wrapper fibre helix angle, 𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 is 
fibre breaking elongation, 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟  indicates yarn lateral strain, 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 is average unstrained pitch of wrapper 
fibers, and 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜 is unstrained yarn radius. 
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Figure 2. Air jet yarn (a) Stress analyses. (b) Unstrained and strained yarn geometry [6]. 

We can then obtain the total frictional forces on core fibres 𝜎𝜎2 as a result of the total normal forces 
exerted by wrappers fiber strand 𝜎𝜎2 as follows, 

𝜎𝜎2 = 𝜇𝜇
𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓(sin𝛼𝛼)2

𝑟𝑟
𝑊𝑊

100
𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦
𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓
𝑝𝑝 

(7) 

Where 𝜇𝜇 is the fibre friction coefficient. 

Assume a yarn has linear density 𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦 is gripped between tensile tester gauges with a gauge length less 
than fibre length. The yarn was spun using short staple fibres with linear density 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓. And let us assume 
that these fibres are straight, parallel to yarn axis, have equal circular diameters, no slippage occurs 
between core fibres due to the usage of short gauge length, inter-fibre friction is so small that can be 
ignored and individual fibre position in the yarn is random. Therefore, using Neckář theory of parallel 
fibre bundle [12], fibre length utilization factor 𝜂𝜂 can be calculated using the following formula, 

𝜂𝜂 = �� �1 −
ℎ
𝑙𝑙
� 𝛾𝛾(𝑙𝑙) 𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙

𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

0
, ℎ < 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

0                                       , ℎ ≥ 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
 (8) 

And ℎ  denotes the gauge length, 𝑙𝑙  is fibre length, and 𝛾𝛾(𝑙𝑙)  is mass fraction function which is the 
summation of the partial mass fractions of each fiber in the yarn and can be calculated using equation 
(9) 

𝛾𝛾(𝑙𝑙) = �
𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗

𝑚𝑚

𝑘𝑘

𝑗𝑗=1

 
(9) 

And 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 is the mass of jth fiber and 𝑚𝑚 is the mass of the yarn calculated at the maximum fiber length. 
The value of 𝛾𝛾(𝑙𝑙) is from 0 to 1. If all fibres in the yarn have the same fibre length and equal to the 
maximum fibre length, then 𝛾𝛾(𝑙𝑙) will be equal to 1 and the parallel bundle strength will be a function of 
gauge length only. Thus, we can obtain the core fibres strength as a parallel bundle griped between 
two jaws 𝜎𝜎1 using equation (8) and (9) as follows, 

𝜎𝜎1 = 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓
100 −𝑊𝑊

100
𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦
𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓
𝜂𝜂 (10) 

And 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 denotes fibre breaking load and 𝑊𝑊 denotes wrapper fibres percentage 
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 2.2 Failure of wrapper fibre strand: 

If we hypothesized the existence of uniform normal pressure on core fibers due to the wrapping effect, 
constant wrapping angle and fibers are breaking simultaneously due to extension at a gauge length 
less than fibre length. Total wrapper fibres strength 𝜎𝜎3 can be obtained using the following relation [6]. 

𝜎𝜎3 = 𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 cos𝛼𝛼
𝑊𝑊

100
𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦
𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓

 (11) 

According to equations (1-11), it is possible to obtain yarn strength 𝜎𝜎𝑌𝑌 using the following equation. 

𝜎𝜎𝑌𝑌 = 𝜎𝜎1+𝜎𝜎2 + 𝜎𝜎3 (12) 

3. Experimental verification 

Air jet yarns were spun from 38 mm Viscose and Tencel fibres using Rieter air jet spinning machine 
J20 with different linear densities. Tenacity and fineness of fibers were measured on Lenzing 
Vibrodyn-400 according to ENISO1973. Fibre length distribution was obtained using Sinus instrument 
according to ASTMD1447. Yarn number of wraps per meter and average helix angle were measured 
using microscope. Yarn wrapper ratio 𝑊𝑊 was calculated according to the formula, 

𝑊𝑊 =
𝑐𝑐(𝑏𝑏2 − 𝑎𝑎2)

𝑐𝑐(𝑏𝑏2 − 𝑎𝑎2) + 𝑎𝑎2𝑑𝑑
. 100 (13) 

Figure 3 shows the 23 Tex yarn longitudinal view under the microscope for 1000 random yarn section 
were analyzed and parameters 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐 and 𝑑𝑑 were obtained. Yarn diameter was measured using Uster 
tester according to ASTM1425. Yarn strength was measured at short gauge length (30 mm) using 
Labortech instrument. 

 

Figure 3. 23 Tex viscose yarn longitudinal view under microscope. 

 

4. Results and discussion 

Table 1 shows the fibre parameters that were used as an input for the calculation. It also shows the 
measured yarn parameters under microscope along with predicted and experimental values of yarn 
tenacity are shown in Table 1. Results show that the proposed model exhibited good agreement with 
the experimental results of yarn breaking load where the prediction error varies from -8.58% to 
11.85%. The higher values of prediction error could be ascribed to the variation in the measured 
values of wrapper fibre helix angle, wrapper fibre ratio and number of wraps per unit length. By 
comparing the breaking load of 23 Tex viscose and tencel yarns in the table, it can be seen that the 
tencel yarn is stronger than viscose yarn. The fibre length utilization factor of viscose fibre is greater 
than tencel fibres, nevertheless, the fibre breaking load of tencel (5.14) is greater that viscose fibre 
(3.9). This difference influenced more the core and wrapper fibre strength,  𝜎𝜎1 , 𝜎𝜎2  and 𝜎𝜎3 , and 
consequently the final yarn strength. It can be observed that the theoretical strength of core fibres 
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 (𝜎𝜎1+𝜎𝜎2) is bigger than the wrapper fibres strength 𝜎𝜎3. This is because the number of core fibres in yarn 
cross section is bigger than wrapper fibers, in addition, these core fibres are subjected to the normal 
forces from the wrapper fibers. 

Table 1. Spun fibres parameters along with the theoretical and experimental values of yarn breaking load.  

Parameters Viscose Tencel 
Fibre length utilization factor 𝜼𝜼 (-) 0.199 0.199 0.199 0.199 0.199 0.188 
Fibre friction coefficient 𝝁𝝁 (-) 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 
Fibre breaking elongation 𝒆𝒆𝒇𝒇 (%) 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.00 8.20 
Fibre fineness 𝑻𝑻𝒇𝒇 (tex) 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 
Fibre breaking load 𝝈𝝈𝒇𝒇 (cN) 3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90 5.14 
Actual yarn count 𝑻𝑻𝒚𝒚 (tex) 15.90 20.00 22.40 25.00 29.4 22.6 
Wrapper fibre ratio 𝑾𝑾 (%) 31.70 31.50 30.90 30.10 29.20 31.00 
Yarn diameter d (mm) 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.28 0.27 0.25 
Average unstrained wrapper 
fibre helix angle 𝜶𝜶𝒐𝒐 (deg) 30.37 28.65 29.22 27.50 26.36 28.65 

Average yarn wraps per meter 
(1/m) 958.00 948.00 817.00 807.00 709.00 795.00 

Average unstrained pitch of 
wrapper fibers 𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒐 (mm) 1.04 1.05 1.22 1.24 1.41 1.26 

Yarn lateral strain 𝒆𝒆𝒓𝒓 (%) -13.48 -13.43 -13.45 -13.40 -13.37 -8.62 
Average strained wrapper fibre 
helix angle 𝜶𝜶 (deg) 22.92 21.77 21.77 20.63 20.05 24.06 

Strained yarn radius 𝒓𝒓 (mm) 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 
Average strained pitch of 
wrapper fibers 𝒑𝒑 (mm)  1.18 1.20 1.39 1.41 1.60 1.37 

Predicted core pressure 𝝈𝝈𝟐𝟐 (cN) 108.02 107.25 131.47 114.69 141.19 189.94 
Predicted wrapper strand 
breaking load 𝝈𝝈𝟑𝟑 (cN) 139.42 175.79 192.59 211.14 242.17 253.04 

Predicted core strand breaking 
load 𝝈𝝈𝟏𝟏 (cN) 64.83 81.79 92.41 104.33 124.27 115.80 

Predicted yarn breaking load 𝝈𝝈𝒀𝒀 
(cN) 

312.27 364.83 416.46 430.16 507.63 558.77 

Experimental yarn breaking load 
(cN) 287.60 361.60 415.40 453.20 575.90 612.50 

Prediction error (%) -8.58 -0.89 -0.26 5.08 11.85 8.77 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on fibre parameters, namely friction coefficient, mean fibre length, fibre length distribution, 
breaking load, breaking elongation, fineness and air jet spun yarn structural parameters, namely 
wrapper fibre helix angle, wrapper fibre ratio and number of warps per unit length, it is possible to 
predict air jet yarn strength at short gauge length using the presented model in this article. The model 
calculated three component of strength, core strength as a parallel bundle of fibers, wrapper fibers 
pressure on core fibres and wrapper fibre strength. The experimental result agreed with the proposed 
model. The model may be developed to calculate the yarn strength at longer gauge length (500 mm). 
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Abstract:  

Air permeability and porosity are very important properties of textile fabrics and these properties are 
strongly related to each other. Another very important property of fabrics is their ability to moisture 
absorption. During normal use, the textile materials are moisturized due to the sweating. Moisture 
contained in the fabric reduces its porosity and therefore, it can be expected that it will also reduce its 
air permeability. This paper presents the results of an experiment which was carried out on a set of 
fabrics – cotton, polypropylene and cotton/polypropylene blends. Changes in the porosity and air 
permeability of these fabrics were investigated depending on the portion of the moisture contained in 
the fabric and also on the portion of the cotton fibres contained in the fabric. It was found that the 
changes in polypropylene fabrics are only little, conversely the most pronounced changes are in cotton 
fabrics. The change of the air permeability depending on the percentage of moisture content it is 
possible to approximate by a second-order polynomial model.   

 

Key words:  

Air permeability, porosity, woven fabric, moisture content, material composition 

 

1. Introduction  

Air permeability is one of the fundamental textile properties and it is an important factor in the comfort 
of a fabric. [1] This parameter is generally understood as the ability of air-permeable fabric to transmit 
air under the given well specified conditions – especially pressure difference Δp [Pa] and clamping 
area of the test sample S [m2]. Air permeability depends on the structural parameters of the fabric – 
porosity plays the crucial role among them. Therefore, a number of authors research the relationship 
between the structure and permeability of a woven fabric [e.g. 1 – 5]. The property usually given by the 
description of the structure of the fabric is the porosity. The results of a number of earlier papers show 
that these two characteristics of the textile material – air permeability and porosity – are strongly 
related to each other [e.g. 1 – 3, 5].  

Textile materials are generally porous materials. They are therefore composed from textile fibres and 
from air. Porosity P [-] expresses the proportion of air voids contained in the textile.  It is therefore 
dimensionless quantity that is complementary to the filling. Conversely, filling F [-] expresses the 
portion of fibre material contained in the textile. Thus, the following applies: 

𝑃𝑃 + 𝐹𝐹 = 1    (1). 
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 To determine the porosity or filling of textile material there are a number of theoretical models [6] (e.g. 
density based porosity models, area filling based porosity or volume filling based porosity) and 
experimental methods (e.g. method used an image analysis).  

The porosity inside textile materials can be divided into [7, 8]: 

• Inter-yarn porosity – includes pores between the yarns from which the fabric is made (see 
Figure 1), 

• Intra-yarn porosity – includes pores inside the yarns, which are formed between the fibres, 
• Intra-fiber porosity – includes spaces in the fiber substances. 

 
Figure 1. 2-D model of one inter-yarn pore 

 

The ability of moisture absorption is also one of the fundamental properties of textile materials. The 
moisture in textiles may be placed in the spaces between fibres – in the intra-yarn and in the inter-yarn 
pores and in the case of moisture absorbing fibres (e.g. cotton, wool, viscose etc.) also within the 
structure of textile fibres. Moisture content can significantly affect the properties of textile material 
including air permeability. Moisture contained in the fabric reduces its porosity. Therefore, it can be 
expected that it will also reduce its air permeability. During normal use, the textile materials are 
moisturized due to the sweating. Therefore it seems very important to investigate the comfort 
properties of fabrics not only in a dry state but also in a wet state.  

For example, the aspect of changes in the effective water vapour permeability of wool fabric and 
blended fabric due to the moisture content were discussed in paper [9]. It was shown that an 
increasing of moisture content in fabrics significantly worsens their ability to transport water vapour. 
For wool fabrics and wool/viscose blended fabrics the value decreases by over 70-80%. 

In paper [8] the thermal resistance models of fleece fabrics in wet state were investigated. The 
contributions of fibres, air and moisture in textile material were used to predict the total thermal 
resistance of fabric. It was also shown that more than a 70% reduction in thermal resistance occurs 
between a 0.03 to 0.30 water ratio in wet fabric and therefore a small amount of moisture present in a 
fabric has a significant impact on its thermal resistance.  

Wehner at al. in [10] investigated moisture induced changes in fabric structure and the air permeability 
measurement was used for evidence these changes. Their experiments have indicated that the air 
permeability of textile structures decreases as relative humidity is increased and the dimensional 
swelling of the fiber caused by moisture absorption leads to changes in fabric thickness and porosity. 
Rapid changes are already reflected when the relative humidity is increased from 0 to 40%.  

Our contribution is aimed at evaluation of the impact of moisture contained in the fabric to the fabric 
porosity and to the air permeability. The fabrics used are made of cotton fibres, polypropylene fibres 
and cotton/polypropylene blends. These two fibrous materials have vastly different properties – e.g. 
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 sorption of cotton fibres is 8.5% (under conditions 65% r. h., 22°C) and sorption of polypropylene 
fibres is 0%, density of cotton fibres is 1520 kg/m3 and density of polypropylene fibres is 910 kg/m3. 

 
2. Experimental part 

Cotton, polypropylene and cotton/polypropylene blended woven fabrics were used for the experiment. 
Air permeability and porosity of these fabrics were measured in the conditioned state and in the states 
when the samples are moistened to a certain percentage of moisture.   

2.1. Materials 

In this research two sets of woven fabrics were used for the experiment. All fabrics were made of 
yarns 45 tex linear density, in plain weave. The yarns used were produced by ring spinning 
technology. All fabrics in one set were produced with the same sett of warp yarns DO [1/cm] – 18 
yarns per cm for both sets and with the same sett of weft yarns DU [1/cm] – 7.2 respective 10.8 yarns 
per cm. Only the material compositions of yarns were different. The fiber material was mixed by the 
mass method, which means that the yarn diameter varied depending on the proportion of cotton and 
polypropylene fibers. The yarn diameters were determined experimentally using USTER apparatus 
and are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Yarn diameters [mm] 

Material 
composition 100% CO 65%CO/35%PP 50%CO/50%PP 35%CO/65%PP 100%PP 

Yarn diameter 0.262 0.313 0.297 0.321 0.339 

For each fabric the DO and DU values were determined experimentally according to the standard ČSN 
EN 1049-2 and weight of the fabrics according to the standard ČSN EN 12127. A summary of the 
fabric parameters is shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Parameters of fabrics used (conditioned samples) 

Sample 
No. 

Count of 
yarns 
[tex] 

DO 
[1/cm] 

DU 
[1/cm] Material composition Weight  

[g/m2] 
AP 

[dm3/m2s] 
PIA 
 [-] 

1 

45 

18.1 7.5 100% cotton 155 1085 0.332 
2 17.9 8.0 65% cotton/35% polypropylene 157 772 0.259 
3 18.0 7.4 50% cotton/50% polypropylene 154 781 0.261 
4 18.1 7.3 35% cotton/65% polypropylene 154 709 0.237 
5 18.3 8.7 100% polypropylene 164 657 0.189 
6 18.5 11.4 100% cotton 181 930 0.285 
7 18.4 12.4 65% cotton/35% polypropylene 187 640 0.218 
8 18.5 11.2 50% cotton/50% polypropylene 180 645 0.220 
9 18.4 11.5 35% cotton/65% polypropylene 181 641 0.196 

10 18.4 13.6 100% polypropylene 194 590 0.159 
  

2.2. Methods 

First of all, the air permeability of conditioned samples AP [dm3/dm2s] was measured using a digital 
tester – FX 3300 according to the Standard ČSN EN ISO 9237 (20 cm2, 100 Pa) – these measured 
values are shown in Table 2.  

Then, using an image analysis (software Nis Elements from Laboratory Imaging) the surface porosity 
PIA [-] of fabrics was determined as a ratio between the number of pixels belonging to pores and the 
total number of pixels in the image. Some examples of images of fabrics are shown in Figure 2. This 
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 method of porosity determination corresponds to the two dimensional theoretical model of porosity 
very well [5]: 

𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆 = 1 − (𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑂𝑂 + 𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑𝑈𝑈 − 𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑𝑈𝑈)    (2),  

where dO, dU [m] are the diameters of a warp and weft yarn, respectively, and DO, DU [1/m] are setts 
of warp and weft yarns, respectively. The measurement PIA [-] values was carried out in accordance 
with internal standard TU in Liberec (No. IN 23-107-01/01: Porosity and covering of fabrics). Images of 
fabrics were captured using microscope Nicon ECLIPSE E200 and camera Progres CT3 JENOPTIK. 
The measured porosity values of conditioned samples PIA [-] are shown in Table 2. Due to the 
changing yarn diameter values (see Table 1) the porosity values PIA [-] of fabrics in one set are also 
changed (see Table 2).  

   
100% Cotton 
conditioned 

100% Cotton 
moisture 30% 

100% Cotton 
moisture 60% 

   
100% Polypropylene 

conditioned 
100% Polypropylene 

Moisture 30% 
100% Polypropylene 

moisture 60% 
Figure 2. Examples of images of woven fabrics, which were used for porosity determination (sample No. 1 and 

sample No. 5) 
 

Furthermore, each sample of fabric was first completely wetted (20 min in 1l water containing 1 ml 
nonionic detergent) and then drying to a pre-defined moisture content in the sample (30%, 60%, 80% 
and 110%). Moisture percentage U [%] was determined as: 

   𝑈𝑈 = (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐)
𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐

∗ 100    (3),  

where mm [g] is weight of a moistened sample and mc [g] is weight of a conditioned sample. Drying 
was carried out on the basis of drying curves that have been previously determined for each sample.  

Air permeability and surface porosity were measured also for these moistened samples of woven 
fabrics. All values of air permeability introduced in Table 2 and in the graphs below are average values 
obtained from 10 measurements. All introduced values of porosity are average values obtained from 
75 measurements. 

 

3. Results and discussion  

Figure 3 shows the air permeability values of evaluated fabrics depending on the portion of cotton 
contained in fabric. Average values for conditioned and moistened samples are plotted. Similarly, 
Figure 4 shows the porosity values for conditioned and moistened samples. It is evident that in 
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 conditioned state porosity and air permeability increase depending on the portion of cotton content. 
This is due to the mass method of mixture mentioned above.  

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, there it is also evident that air permeability and porosity of polypropylene 
sample is changed due to the moisture content only little (up to 110% moisture content). Changes of 
air permeability and porosity due to moisture content in the fabric increase depending on the cotton 
content in the fabric, but in the cases of cotton/polypropylene blended fabrics the changes are quite 
similar. The most significant change is in the case of 100% cotton fabric. The most significant changes 
of porosity and permeability occur when fabric is moistened on the 30%. In further moistening the 
further changes are relatively small. The porosity of the fabrics decreases due to swelling of cotton 
fibres. The water molecules to get inside the fibres, and consequently increases the length and 
thickness of the cotton fiber. Assuming that the fabric structure has pores enough – i.e. spaces filled 
with air, due to the swelling of cotton fibres the yarn diameter gets larger and thus the inter-yarn pores 
are reduced. In contrast, the polypropylene fiber does not receive water molecules into its structure, 
and therefore does not swell. Figure 4 shows that the decrease of the inter-yarn porosity of fabric 
increases with increasing proportion of cotton fibres. The changes in the inter-yarn porosity are also 
evident in the Figure 2:  

• In the case of 100% polypropylene fabric the changes in the inter-yarn porosity are only very 
small, the moisture is placed in the intra-yarn pores, the fibres do not swell. 

• In the case of 100% cotton fabric the changes in the inter-yarn porosity are evident even when 
fabric is wetted to 30%. It is due to the swelling of cotton fibres. When further increases 
moisture content (e.g. to 60%), moisture gets into the intra-yarn pores primarily and other 
changes in inter-yarn porosity are already relatively small.     

  
Figure 3. Air permeability of first set of samples (No. 

1-5) – conditioned and moistened samples 
Figure 4. Porosity of first set of samples (No. 1-5) – 

conditioned and moistened samples 
 

The inter-yarn porosity is crucial parameter for air permeability of fabric. Therefore, when the inter-yarn 
porosity of a fabric decreases, its air permeability will also decrease. Figure 5 shows the changes in 
the air permeability values depending on the moisture content in fabric. The values for the cotton, 
polypropylene and cotton/polypropylene blended fabrics are plotted. It is shown (in the case of 100% 
cotton fabric) that this dependence can be well approximate by a second-order polynomial model. It is 
evident that the highest drop in air permeability occurs when fabric is wetted to 30% moisture content. 

Figure 6 shows relationship between air permeability and porosity of conditioned and moistened 
samples – 50% cotton/50% polypropylene, i.e. sample No. 3 and sample No. 8. This data indicate that 
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 relationship between these parameters – porosity and air permeability – is still linear, even when there 
is moisture in the fabrics.    

  
Figure 5. Air permeability of first set of samples (1-5) 

depending on the moisture content 
Figure 6.  Relationship between air permeability and 

porosity conditioned and moistened 
50%cotton/50%polypropylene samples (3 and 8) 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The main aim of our contribution was investigation of the changes in the porosity and in the air 
permeability of woven fabrics depending on the portion of the moisture contained in the fabric. Cotton, 
polypropylene and cotton/polypropylene blended fabrics were used for the experiment. The results 
showed that: 

• Air permeability and inter-yarn porosity of polypropylene woven fabrics are changed due to the 
moisture content only little. The moisture gets only into the intra-yarn pores, polypropylene 
fibres do not swell and therefore the yarn diameter remain approximately the same. 

• The yarn diameter is increased, due to the moisture content, when the cotton fibres are 
contained in the yarn. The moisture gets inside the cotton fibres themselves, causing the 
fibres swelling. Therefore the inter-yarn porosity and air permeability decrease. This decrease 
is greater when the cotton fibres content is higher. The greatest changes occur in the 100% 
cotton fabrics.  

• The most significant changes of porosity and air permeability already occur when the fabric is 
moistened to 30% moisture content. Dependence of the air permeability value on the 
percentage of moisture content in the fabric may be approximated by a second-order 
polynomial model.  

In further research will be very interesting to investigate in more detail the area just up to 30% 
moisture content in the fabric.  
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Abstract: 

In the work the influence of small change of draft and negative air pressure in condensation zone of 
drafting unit of compact spinning machine on selected worsted yarn properties is studied. Yarns (80% 
WO, 20% PA) were produced on a compact spinning machine equipped with the compression zone 
type Suessen EliTe from three rovings of various fineness using two levels of air negative pressure. 
Main draft ratio on the compact spinning machine was changed to the yarn of the same count be 
produced. To eliminate influence of roving irregularity on final yarn mass irregularity, machine 
irregularity was calculated and evaluated. Results confirmed that higher negative air pressure 
positively influences all observed properties of tested yarn (mass irregularity, number of faults, yarn 
hairiness, tenacity and breaking elongation) whereas increasing draft ratio up 20 % has statistically 
significant effect on thin places, number of neps as well as on yarn mass irregularity, but in this case 
from the point of practice, the difference is insignificant. On the other hand, draft has positive effect on 
yarn breaking elongation and, in much lesser extent on yarn tenacity. According to results, the level of 
negative air pressure is more significant factor which affects yarn property compared to observed 
range of draft ratio.  

 
Key words: 

Worsted yarn, compact spinning, draft, negative air pressure, hairiness, mass irregularity, yarn fault, 
tenacity, elongation. 

 

1. Introduction  

At present, compact spinning ranks among more widespread methods of spinning (staple spun yarn 
production). This spinning system is a modification of a conventional ring spinning system. A 
compression zone is added there and placed immediately after the three-roller two-apron drafting 
system on the compact spinning system. The reason of this is to create technological conditions for 
reduction of the spinning triangle and to create fibrous ribbon with an improved structure of fibers 
arrangement with respect to subsequent twisting.  Narrowing of the fiber assembly in the compression 
zone, can be realized either mechanically or by the action of vacuum air. 

The consequence is: 

- Twisting fibrous band with more circular cross-section, i.e. elimination of different stress of fibres. 
- Higher degree of orientation and arrangement of fibres and their uniform distribution, i.e. it is 

possible to better create yarn with structure closer to helical arrangement of fibres. All fibres are 
better tied with yarn body and contribute more on yarn tenacity. Overall, it leads to higher breaking 
strength and breaking elongation [6], [8].  
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 - Higher condensation of fibres leads to a smaller yarn diameter, lower number of imperfectly spin-in 

fibres and thus to lower yarn hairiness and number of neps [6]. 
- Compact yarn has better yarn mass irregularity and lower number of yarn faults compared with 

conventional ring spun yarns [1], [3]. 
 

As manufacturers of compact spinning machines as well as yarn processors report, process of fibre 
condensation is also beneficial during subsequent processing of yarns and it significantly influences 
the properties of fabrics. Today, the compact spinning is used for both the cotton and the worsted 
spinning systems, where it is applied for spinning of conventional textile fibres as well as special fibres  
(for example aramid fibres)  during production of technical yarns. 
 
In an area of compact spinning a series of works were published. These works deal with comparison 
of the properties of compact and conventional ring spun yarns [1 - 8] or comparing properties of yarns 
produced  employing various systems of a compression device [9], [10]. Most of the published works is 
focused on the cotton type of yarns. The works where authors evaluated worsted compact yarns are 
less frequent. As example we can mention work [8] where authors concluded that compact 100% WO, 
100% PAN yarns and blended yarns (45% WO/55% PET, 50% WO/50% PAN) showed statistically 
significant lower yarn hairiness, higher tenacity and breaking elongation compared to conventional 
yarns; number of faults and mass irregularity of these compact yarns were also lower compared to 
conventional yarns, but the differences were not statistically significant for whole tested yarns. Other 
published works deal with comparing the properties of knitted and woven fabrics made of compact and 
conventional ring spun yarns (e.g.[11]), modelling and simulation of fibre behaviour in condensing 
zone (e.g. [12]). Not only the method of spinning, but also the adjustment of technological and 
technical parameters of machines affects yarn properties. Within the basic technological settings, in 
the case of compact spinning machines, the draft ratio, number of twist through spindle revolutions 
and delivery roller speed, and the negative pressure level is usually adjusted. The effect of these 
variables on the quality of the resulting yarn is generally known from the literature as well as practical 
experience. Authors in the work [13] observed the influence of negative pressure level and the 
distance of rovings on the Eli - Twist yarn properties. They experimentally demonstrated a beneficial 
effect of higher negative pressure and greater distance of rovings in the drawing mechanism on 
reduction of yarn hairiness and reduction the number of small faults (-30%, + 35%, neps + 140%).  

The aim of this work is to study the influence of small changes of draft of drafting device and 
level of negative air pressure in the compression zone of compact spinning machine on selected 
properties of worsted yarn (mass irregularity, number of faults, yarn hairiness, tenacity and 
elongation). Negative pressure in condension zone of compact spinning frame is important for fibre 
strand compacting, but it increases production cost. Draft is necessary for supply roving attenuation 
but it increases mass irregularity. We assume that small change of draft (in total range of ca 20%) will 
not affect yarn mass irregularity significantly but on the other hand, using higher draft ratio (up to 20%) 
for production of yarn of the same count should brings significantly time saving during roving 
manufacturing. Also narroving the scale of roving fineness used for production of yarn of different 
fineness could lead to higher production flexibility.  
 

2. Experiment  
 

For experiment we used compact worsted yarns 80% WO/20% PA of count 10 tex, produced from 
rovings of three various fineness. To obtain yarns with the same count, they were spun using three 
levels of main draft ratio, break draft ratio was constant.  Observed levels of total draft ratio was: 19.8; 
22; 24.2. Yarns were spun with maximum possible negative air pressure (3.9 kPa) in compression 
zone of compact spinning machine and minimum negative air pressure under which the yarn spinning 
was technologically possible (2.4 kPa). Yarn twist was constant (nominal value 850 tpm). Compact 
spinning machine Suessen Fiomax 2000 was employed for yarn production. Selected parameters of 
used fibres are shown in the table 1.  
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 Table 1: Main selected parameters of fibres 

Material Average fibre length Average fibre fineness 
WO 65 mm 16.5 µm 
PA 65 mm 2.2 dtex 

 

Within the experiment, yarn mass irregularity and yarn faults (thin places -50%, thick places +50%, 
and neps +200%), yarn hairiness (S12 and S3), yarn tenacity and breaking elongation were observed. 
Yarn mass irregularity and yarn faults were measured employing the Uster Tester IV instrument. 
Measuring conditions: speed 400m/min, time: 1 min. Yarn hairiness was measured using the Zweigle 
hairiness tester G567. Measuring conditions:  speed: 50 m/min, time: 2 min.  The Instron tensile tester 
was used for measuring tenacity and elongation. The clamping length of 500 mm was set during 
measurement, speed of crosshead: 370 mm/min. Obtained data were statistically treated using two-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The significance level of 5% was applied.  

 

2.1 Results and discussion 

Mass irregularity and yarn faults 

Average values and corresponding 95% confidence intervals of yarn mass irregularity and yarn faults 
are presented in Figure 1 – 4. Selected results of two-way analysis of variance are mentioned in the 
table 2.  

  

Figure 1: Yarn mass irregularity versus draft 
and negative air pressure 

Figure 2: Yarn thin places  (-50%) versus draft 
and negative air pressure 

 

  

Figure 3: Yarn thick places  (+50%) versus 
draft and negative air pressure 

Figure 4: Yarn neps  (+200 %) versus draft 
and negative air pressure 
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 Table 2: Results of 2-way ANOVA  - yarn irregularity and yarn faults  

Property Source of 
variance  

Sum of 
squares Mean square F-ratio Critical 

quantile p-value Results 

Yarn mass 
irregularity 

Draft 1.753 0.876 14.941 3.091 2.24 .10-6 significant 
Neg. press. 1.35 1.350 23.0176 3.94 5.88.10-6 significant 
Interaction 0.109 0.054 0.931 3.091 0.397665 insignificant 

Yarn thin 
places 
 (-50%) 

Draft 28111.49 14055.75 11.692 3.089 2.79 .10-5  significant 
Neg. press. 43147.21 43147.21 35.891 3.938 3.46 . 10-8  significant 
Interaction 10360.77 5180.387 4.309 3.089 0.016081 significant 

Yarn thick 
places 
(+50%) 

Draft 441.136 220.568 1.275 3.089 0.284056 insignificant 
Neg. press. 4517.315 4517.315 26.110 3.938 1.59 . 10-6 significant 
Interaction 108.798 54.399 0.314 3.089 0.73094 insignificant 

Yarn neps 
(+200 %) 

Draft 2745.717 1372.858 6.567 3.088 0.002099 significant 
Neg. press. 5720.439 5720.439 27.363 3.937 9.43 .10-7 significant 
Interaction 2812.115 1406.057 6.725 3.088 0.001824 significant 

 

From the results (see Fig. 1and Table 2) can be seen that yarn mass irregularity is not significantly 
changed when using draft ratio 19.8 and 22 as both in the case of negative air pressure 2.4 kPa  and 
3.9 kPa. The value of CVm is significantly increased when increasing draft ratio on 24.2. Although in 
the case of negative air pressure 3.9 kPa the value CVm is for this draft ratio (24.2) statistically 
significantly higher compared to other, from the technological point of view this growth of CVm is 
insignificant and is only 0,95 %.  Mass irregularity of yarns produced using lower negative air pressure 
is higher compared to yarn produced using higher negative pressure, but the differences are 
statistically insignificant except the total draft ratio 24.2. However, roving irregularity must be taken into 
account during yarn mass irregularity evaluation. For this reason the roving mass irregularity was 
measured too and machine irregularity CVma were calculated according to formula (1).   

22
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222
lim

2 )()( rovingrovingyarnyarnma CVCVCVCVCV −−−=  (1) 

Where CVyarn, CVroving is mass irregularity of yarn, roving [%], CVlim yarn, CVlim roving is limiting irregularity 
of yarn (roving) [%], for the case of blended fibrous product calculated acording to formula (2):   
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where CVlimi is limiting mass irregularity of component [%] defined by Martindale [14] as: 
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vpi is variation coefficient of cross-section of fibre of i–th component [%], Ti  is  mean fineness of i-
th proportion of components in the yarn [tex], determined as: 
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k is  number of component,  pi  is component representation in product (blending ratio) [%],  ni is 
mean number of fibres in the cross-section of i-th component. 
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 For calculation of limiting irregularity of WO component in yarn the variation coefficient of fibres 
diameter vpi  = 21 % was used. Calculated values of machine irregularity are presented in table 3.  

Table 3: Machine irregularity 
Negative air 
pressure Draft CVlimroving [%] CVroving [%] CVlim yarn [%] CVyarn [%] 

Machine 
irregularity 
CVma [%] 

2,4 
19,8 3,88 5,91 

17,54 

19,05 5,96 
22 3,7 5,39 19,02 6,23 

24,2 3,51 5,27 19,38 7,25 

3,9 
19,8 3,88 5,91 18,88 5,38 
22 3,7 5,39 18,82 5,6 

24,2 3,51 5,27 19,06 6,35 

Comparing machine irregularity values (CVma) we can confirm generally known theory that higher 
draft ratio leads to higher yarn irregularity. These facts were confirmed for both applied level of 
negative air pressure. Values of CVma of yarns spun using higher negative air pressure were 
significantly reduced.  

Such trends can be seen also in the case of number of thin places (-50%) of the yarn, which increases 
with increasing main draft ratio. This growth is statistically significant in the case of lower negative air 
pressure.  Higher negative air pressure has also statistically significant positive influence on number of 
thin places (-50%) of the yarn compared to lower negative air pressure. According to two-way Anova 
the interaction between draft and negative air pressure is significant at significance level of 5%, lowest 
number of thin places has yarn produced with higher air negative pressure and lowest draft ratio.  
Negative air pressure also significantly influences number of thick places in the yarn. Higher negative 
pressure keeps number of thick places nearly constant when draft ratio is increased, while in the case 
of lower negative air pressure, number of thick places (+50%) shows increasing tendency with 
increasing draft ratio,  but the growth is not statically significant within the range of observed draft ratio. 
The similar results can be seen in the case of yarn neps (+200%), where difference between number 
of neps, when setting the lowest and the highest observed draft ratio, is statistically significant.  

The reason of decreasing yarn irregularity and yarn faults when setting higher negative air pressure 
can be probably attributed to the compression zone. Due to higher negative air pressure the fibrous 
strand is more compressed and spinning triangle is more eliminated. Thus probably fibres strand 
behaves more compactly, fibres are more bounded among each other so they probably could not so 
much migrate in the zone between a nip line of delivery roller and a twisting point. Thus, in the case of 
fine yarn with small number of fibre in cross-section, it results in significant decreasing of mass 
variability on short section as well as number of yarn faults.  From the results it can be seen that small 
(tension) draft in the compression zone has not probably any negative influence on number of yarn 
faults.  

Yarn hairiness 

Average values of yarn hairiness in the length categories S3 and S12 and their corresponding 95% 
confidence intervals are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Selected results of two-way analysis of 
variance are mentioned in the table 4. The length category S12 expresses total number of fiber ends 
protruding from the yarn body into the length of 2 mm per 100 m and length category S3 shows total 
number of protruding fiber ends equal of 3 mm and longer than 3 mm per 100 m.  

From the results it is evident that draft ratio (in observed range) has not any influence on hairiness in 
the cumulative length categories S12 and S3.  Yarn hairiness in the length category S3 is significantly 
lower when yarn is spun with setting higher negative air pressure with comparison to lower negative 
pressure. Higher negative pressure causes higher compression of drawn fibrous strand, ends of fibers 
are then more twisted-in to the yarn body and thus less protrude from yarn body.   
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Figure 5: Yarn hairiness  S12 versus draft and 
negative air pressure 

Figure 6: Yarn hairiness S3 versus draft and 
negative air pressure 

 

Table 4: Results of 2-way ANOVA – yarn hairiness 

Property Source of 
variance 

Sum of 
squares Mean square F-ratio Critical 

quantile p-value Results 

Yarn 
hairiness 

S12 

Draft 221426.9 110713.4 1.341 3.048 0.264274 insignificant 
Neg. press. 7528587 7528587 91.189 3.895 1.22 .10-17 significant 
Interaction 165639.6 82819.8 1.003 3.048 0.368837 insignificant 

Yarn 
hairiness  

S3 

Draft 153.641 76.82 0.126 3.048 0.847383 insignificant 

Neg. press. 16537.9 16537.898 27.234 3.895 3.02.10-8 significant 
Interaction 198.641 99.321 0.163 3.048 0.437594 insignificant 

 

Yarn tenacity and elongation 

Results of yarn tenacity and elongation are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Selected results of two-
way analysis of variance are mentioned in the table 5.  

  

Figure 7: Yarn tenacity versus draft and 
negative air pressure 

Figure 8: Yarn elongation  versus draft and 
negative air pressure 

 
The yarn spun at maximum negative air pressure and the highest observed draft ratio shows the 
highest value of tenacity. The values of tenacity show slightly decreasing tendency with decreasing 
draft. This fact could be probably caused by lower straightening and parallelizing of fibres during lower 
draft ratio and this causes lower utilization of fibres in the yarn. Level of negative air pressure has 
more significant effect on yarn tenacity compared to observed range of draft ratio. Yarn tenacity 
significantly increased using higher negative air pressure. This growth can be attributed to higher 
compression of fibres strand and thus their higher twisted-in into yarn body. The two-way variance 
analysis confirmed the statistical significant effect of negative air pressure and surprisingly draft ratio 
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 on yarn elongation. Compared to lower observed level of negative air pressure, yarn spun at maximum 
negative air pressure has higher elongation. This results confirmed the fact that compact yarn has 
higher elongation in comparison with conventional yarn. 

Table 5: Results of 2-way ANOVA  - yarn tenacity and elongation 

Property Source of 
variance 

Sum of 
squares Mean square F-ratio Critical 

quantile p-value Results 

Yarn tenacity 
Draft 13.926 6.963 4.034 3.008 0.018113 significant 

Neg. press. 56.641 56.641 32.813 3.854 1.50 .10-8 significant 
Interaction 0.271 0.136 0.078 3.008 0.924439 insignificant 

Yarn 
elongation 

Draft 538.354 269.177 18.054 3.008 2.25.10-8 significant 
Neg. press. 2996.484 2996.484 200.977 3.854 2.33.10-40 significant 
Interaction 1977.863 988.931 66.329 3.008 3.87.10-27 significant 

 
 

3. CONCLUSION 
 
In this experimental work the effect of small changes of draft ratio (namely main draft) and level of 
negative air pressure of the compact spinning machine Fiomax Suessen Elite on selected properties 
(yarn irregularity, number of faults (-50%, +50%, neps +200%), hairiness S12 and S3,  elongation and 
tenacity) of blended worsted yarn (80% WO/20% PA of count 10 tex). The results showed that setting 
the highest possible level of negative air pressure brought positive statistical significant influence on all 
observed properties of tested yarns compared to yarns spun at technologically possible lowest values 
of negative pressure. The number of yarn faults decreases in a range of (17-30)%, yarn hairiness in 
15%. Yarn tenacity increases up to 8.5 % and breaking elongation up to 20 %. In the case of yarn 
mass irregularity, the decrease was up to ca 1.6 %, which is from the technological point of view 
insignificant, but when we compare machine irregularity, we can see a decrease in a range of (10-
13%.)  Increasing total draft ratio of about  20 % showed statistically significant negative influence on 
mass irregularity in the short length sections, number of thin places (-50 %) and neps (+200 %) of 
yarn. Mass irregularity of tested yarn increased up to 1.7 %, number of observed faults increased in 
the range  of (5 – 46) %.  Also statistically significant positive effect on tested yarn elongation and yarn 
tenacity (but with the smallest significance for the last mentioned property) was recorded. Tenacity 
increases up to 5 % whereas elongation up to 26 %.  
Interaction of negative air pressure and draft ratio has statistically significant influence on number of 
thin places, neps and elongation of tested yarn. Using higher draft ratio (from the observed range) in 
combination of low negative air pressure leads to the highest number of thin places, nep and value of 
yarn irregularity but on the other hand  higher draft ratio  in combination of the highest negative air 
pressure leads  to the highest value of yarn breaking elongation.  According to two-way ANOVA, 
negative air pressure is more significant factor compared to observe range of draft ratio.  

This work confirmed generally known theory that draft has negative influence of yarn mass irregularity 
and number of faults. The draft occurs in the drawing mechanism due to differential speed of pairs of 
roller. In a drafting zone fibers move with respect to one another and thus they are distributed over a 
relatively large length, which is proportional to the draft ratio. The smallest mass irregularity is 
achieved in the case of so called ideal draft. The ideal draft may occur only when certain conditions 
[15] are ensured. However, these conditions are not kept when real fibrous product is drawn because 
of variable staple length of fibers. Given that the distance of the rollers in the drafting zone is adjusted 
according to longer fibers, it is possible to divide fibers in the drawing zone into long or longer than the 
nipping line and fibers shorter than rollers setting.  The speed of the fibers of the same length or longer 
is determined by the speed of the roller which gripped the fibers at the moment (i.e. controlled fiber). 
Shorter fibers after leaving the nip line of feeding rollers, do not reach its front end into the nip line of 
delivery rollers and their motion and speed is uncontrolled until they reach this nip line (i.e. floating 
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 fibers).  These fibers are the cause of the increasing mass irregularity of yarn and number of faults, 
which increase with increasing draft ratio. This effect was confirmed in a series of papers, e.g. [15]. 
Unlike the mass irregularity, draft ratio has a positive effect on the yarn tenacity because due to a 
higher draft fibers are more straightened and parallelized in the longitudinal direction. This results in 
better utilization of fiber length and tensile strength of fibers in the yarn. Due to higher negative air 
pressure in the condensing zone the fibrous strand is more compressed and spinning triangle is more 
eliminated,  fibres strand behaves more compactly, fibres are more bounded among each other and 
utilized in yarn body, thus yarn tenacity and breaking elongation is higher, yarn hairiness is lower 
compared to yarn spun with lower negative air pressure.  Due to higher compression fibres probably 
could not so much migrate in the zone between a nip line of delivery roller and a twisting point as well 
as fibre loss from yarn body is reduced, which positively influences yarn mass irregularity and number 
of yarn faults.   
Due to lack of work focused on the compact worsted yarns it is not possible to compare the results 
presented in this paper. In the future, it is necessary to verify the acquired knowledge both for a set of 
yarns of different count and other materials. This work could open new possibilities for scientific 
research, particularly as regards the impact of the draft on the elongation of blended worsted compact 
yarns. 
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Abstract: 

In the work a theory of yarn mass irregularity changes in the OE-rotor spinning technology is 
presented. Three various approaches are described. In the first we assume the OE-rotor spinning 
system as a dynamic system and use the random mass function of short section of sliver and yarn as 
a function of time and we construct so called modulus of the transfer function. In the second approach   
we analyse the mass irregularity formation on the basis of the laws of variation phenomena in random 
processes. We express the total square mass irregularity by means of individual components which 
are influenced by technological process of final yarn formation. In the last approach we solved 
influence of OE-rotor spinning system on the yarn mass irregularity formation depending on the yarn 
fineness. We theoretically derive ratio of changes of draft of opening system and number of cyclic 
doubling as a function of OE-rotor yarn fineness. This ratio increases with decreasing value of yarn 
linear density. Increase in ratio corresponds with increase in mass irregularity. The described analysis 
is applicable for research of optimal technological conditions for OE-rotor spun yarn production. 

 
Key words: 

Yarn mass irregularity, partial square mass irregularity, OE-rotor spun yarn, OE-rotor spinning system, 
total square mass irregularity, cyclic doubling.  

 

1. Introduction  

Resulting mass irregularity of yarn depends not only on quality of raw material (fibre fineness and its 
variation, variation of fibre length) but also on the processing variables of several technological stages 
(for example draft, doubling…) while main influence has the finite technological stage – a spinning 
machine. During technological process of OE-rotor yarn production the mass irregularity of carded 
sliver is gradually transformed into the irregularity of final yarn. In the rotor spinning machine the feed 
sliver is opened into individual fibres by means of combing (opening) roller and consequently fibres are 
transported into the rotor by air stream. For this a very high draft is necessary. Fibres are collected in 
rotor groove (collecting surface) and thin fibres bundle is created by so called cyclic-doubling. For yarn 
manufacturing it is necessary to insert end of yarn into the rotor. Due to rotation of the rotor and high 
centrifugal forces the end of yarn starts to rotate around its axis and continuously to twists-in the fibres 
laying in the collection surface [1], [2]. It is known that the formation of yarn irregularity is mainly 
influenced by draft, which has negative effect and doubling, which has positive effect on mass 
irregularity [3]. In the literature the impact of cyclic-doubling on the change of structure of mass 
irregularity of fibrous product was theoretically described by so called modulus of relative transfer 
function of given system [1]. Generally, the modulus of relative transfer function is a ratio of amplitudes 
of corresponding harmonic components of output and input signal related to the respective mean 
value [4] (for example mean value of fineness of output and input fibrous product). The function 
expressing the course of mass of short length sections of corresponding fibrous products in 
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 dependence on the length of these products is considered as an output (input) signal.  Impact of 
general spinning system on total yarn mass irregularity can be also theoretically expressed assuming 
that the overall variance in the mass of short lengths of the end product in yarn manufacture can be 
regarded as the sum of the dispersions (variances) of the individual components of the mass 
irregularity [3], [5], [6].   

The main aim of this article is to present the theory of yarn mass irregularity changes in the OE-rotor 
spinning system by various approaches.  In the first method we assume the OE-rotor spinning system 
as a dynamic system and use the random mass function of short sections of sliver and yarn as a 
function of time and we construct experimental modulus of the transfer function. In the second 
approach we theoretically analyse the mass irregularity formation on the basis of the laws of variation 
phenomena in random processes. We express the total square mass irregularity by means of 
individual components which are influenced by technological process of final yarn formation. In the last 
method we solve influence of change of draft in the opening system and cyclic-doubling of OE-rotor 
spinning system on the yarn mass irregularity formation depending on the yarn fineness. 

                                                                    

2. Influence of OE-rotor spinning system on the yarn mass  irregularity  
 
2.1 OE-rotor spinning system as a dynamic system, structure of spinning system 

The basic concept  of  the  mass irregularity transformation from the OE-rotor spinning system, as  a  
dynamic  system, consequents  from  the concept of the random mass function  (fineness) of short 
parts of  longitudinal  textile (sliver, fiber flow, yarn) as a function of time or length. We use the function 
of time and the modulus of the transfer function of the specific dynamic system we express: 
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where )(λOEF  is modulus of the relative transfer function of a spinning system as a function of  the 

wave length λ of harmonics component of the yarn mass irregularity; )(λA is relative  amplitude of 
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0 is relative  

amplitude of harmonics  component of  sliver  mass  irregularity with the  wave   length  
Pc
λ  ; Pc is 

total draft of technological system (OE-rotor spinning system); λ is the wave length of a harmonic  
component of mass irregularity of yarn [m]. 

The modulus of the relative transfer function from the equation (1) is possible to determinate 
experimentally using spectrograms of output and input (supply) fibrous product obtained as a results of 
mass irregularity measurement employing the Uster Tester 4-SX. To determine the modulus 
mentioned above we use CV values, which correspond to relevant harmonic components of the yarn 
and sliver mass irregularity. Similar method was applied for construction of experimental modulus of 
relative transfer function of drafting system of a ring spinning machine in the work [11]. The course of 
the experimental modulus of relative transfer function of the OE-rotor spinning system1 is shown in the 
Figure 2.  Drawn slivers of fineness 4.6 ktex and rotor spun yarn of count 23 tex produced from 100% 
Tencel fibres (1.3 dtex, 38 mm) were used for experiment. Measurements of yarn and sliver mass 

1 The experimental work was carried out and processed by Eva Moučková (Department of Textile 
Technologies). 
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 irregularity were realized under these conditions - sliver: speed of measurement: 25 m/min, time of 
measurement: 5 min and yarn: speed of measurement: 400 m/min, time of measurement: 2.5 min. 
Examples of spectrograms are presented in the Figure 1a and 1b. 

  
Figure 1a: Spectrogram of sliver mass irregularity Figure 1b: Spectrogram of  yarn mass irregularity 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Experimental modulus of relative transfer function of OE-rotor spinning system 
 

From the course of experimental modulus of relative transfer function it is obvious that the rotor 
spinning system deepens mass irregularity from the wavelength of yarn ca 25 m towards shorter 
wavelength. This increasing in values of experimental modulus of relative transfer function can be 
caused by higher draft between feed roller and rotor collecting groove. Components with longer 
wavelengths are not markedly affected by the high draft and furthermore effect of cyclic doubling 
suppresses also components with wave-lengths at the order of tens meters in the case of yarn.   

 

The expression of characteristics of particular dynamic systems 

For the expansion of analyses to the whole spinning system, as a dynamic system, it is necessary to 
calculate with the inner structure. The inner structure, how it is evident from the Figure 3 is divided in 
two basic partial systems, which have fundamental effect on the transformation of the mass irregularity 
– combing (opening) system and system of cyclic doubling. We rate the change of mass separation 
between fiber ribbon and the final yarn as relatively small. Fiber ribbon and the yarn correspond each 
other in aspect of mass distribution. 
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Figure 3:  Block schema of  OE-rotor spinning system 
(N is cyclic doubling  rate ; Pou is draft of combing (opening) system; POE is total draft of rotor spinning 
system; OE  is rotor spinning system; OU is combing (separating) system; CD is system of cyclic doubling;   
λ0, λ3, λ are wave lengths of harmonic components of mass irregularity sliver (amplitude A0), fiber flow 
(amplitude A3 ) and yarn (amplitude A)). 

 
 
Modulus of relative transfer function of total rotor spinning system is possible to express as follows: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )λλλ CDOUOE FFF .=  (2) 
 

where )(λCDF   is modulus of relative transfer function of cyclic doubling system as function of wave 
length λ of harmonic components  of yarn mass irregularity and )(λOUF  is modulus of relative transfer 

function of opening system as function of wave length  λ of harmonic components of  mass irregularity 
of yarn.  
 
From equation (2) results the possibility to determine modulus of relative transfer function of opening 
system under application of modulus of relative transfer function of cyclic doubling system [7], [8] (see 
formula (3) and (4)). 
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where A3(N.λ) is relative  amplitude  of  harmonic  component  mass of  irregularity of fiber flow with 
wave length λ3 = N.λ. 
 

2.2. Analysis of the rotor spun yarn square mass irregularity formation in the spinning 
system 

The overall dispersion (variance) in the mass of short lengths of the end product in yarn manufacture 
can be regarded as the sum of the dispersions (variances) of the individual components of the mass 
irregularity [3], [5].   
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 The individual components CVi  of the mass irregularity are independent on each other. As overall rate 
of variation in the mass of yarn short lengths CV we can use the parameter CVmass determined by 
apparatus for measuring yarn mass irregularity based on capacitance principle (for example Uster 
Tester).  It is yarn total square mass irregularity [3].  
 

Further analysis is based on CV [%] i.e. square mass irregularity on the short sections. During yarn 
formation on the OE-rotor spinning system we can distinguish these linear fibrous assemblies: 
supplied sliver, fibre flow, fibre ribbon (yarn). Square mass irregularity of fibre ribbon (or resulting rotor 
spun yarn) CVp we can express as: 

22
lim

2
sppp CVCVCV +=  (6) 

Where CVlim p is square limiting irregularity of OE – rotor yarn; CVSP is systematic square irregularity of 
OE – rotor yarn. 
 
Square mass irregularity of fibre flow on the collecting surface CV3  we can express as: 

2
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Where CVlim3 is square limiting irregularity of fibre flow and CVS3 is systematic square irregularity of 
fibre flow which we can express as: 
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Where CVS0  is systematic square irregularity of supplied sliver; CVP03 is additional square irregularity 
induced in the opening process and CVVS03 is systematic developed square irregularity induced by 
draft in the opening process. 

Square mass irregularity of supplied sliver CV0 can be expressed as:  
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Where CVlim0 is square limiting irregularity of supplied sliver and P03 is draft of the opening system. 
 
When we convert the equations (6) ÷ (8) with use of technological patterns of doubling and drawing 
influence, we obtain formulas  (9) ÷ (11): 
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Where N is number of cyclic doubling. 
 
Influence of spinning process on final yarn square mass irregularity we can express by so called 
machine square irregularity CVOE  which is generally defined by formula (12) [9]. 
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After substituting the formulas (10), (11) into (12) we obtain:                                   
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Machine square irregularity CVOE express the degree of equalizing effect of given spinning system on 
the final yarn mass irregularity. Opening system forms the mass irregularity and consequently mass 
irregularity decreases due to cyclic doubling system. In that way the formation of additional rotor yarn 
mass irregularity takes place. Next component of rotor yarn mass irregularity is given by the 
systematic square mass irregularity of supplied sliver.  
 
The effect of changes of draft and cyclic doubling depending on the fineness of the fibrous product is 
possible to mathematically calculate according to following analysis.   
 

2.3 Influence of the rotor spinning system on the yarn mass irregularity as a function of 
yarn fineness 

Below we explain the influence of rotor spun yarn fineness on the internal level of draft of opening 
system and number of cyclic doubling. It follows, to certain extent, a limitation to produce rotor yarn 
with higher fineness.  Total draft of OE- rotor spinning system Pc we can express by formula (14a) as 
well as by formula (14b): 
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Where: P03 is draft of the opening system, T0 is fineness of the supplied sliver [tex], T is fineness of the 
final rotor yarn [tex], η is take – up coefficient (linear contraction of ribbon in consequence of twist) an 
N is number of cyclic doubling which can be calculated using diameter of the collecting surface d3 [m] 
and machine twist Z [m-1] according to formula (15): 

 ηπ ... ZdN 3=  (15) 
  
When we express draft of the opening system P03 from the relation (14a) and substitute relation (14b) 
and (15) we obtain the formula (16).  

Zd
T
TP ... 3

0
03 π=  (16) 

 
Afterwards we express draft of the opening system and number of the cyclic doubling as a function of 
the final yarn fineness [10] and we will analyse this function. By using the relation for OE-rotor yarn 
twist as a fineness function with constant twist coefficient we obtain the relations for draft of the 
opening system P03 and number of cyclic doubling in the following form:  

35003 /.
T

KTP =  (17) 

 

32 /
.

T
KN η

=  (18) 

 
Magnitude K is equal to:  1003 ... amdK π=  and am is twist coefficient (Phrix) [ktex2/3m-1].  
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 The changes of draft P03 and number of cyclic doubling N as a function of OE-rotor yarn fineness T 
(derivation of a function P03 and N by course of fineness T as a function of yarn fineness T) are:  

380
1

3
5

/
..)(
T

TKTp −=  (19) 
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1

3
2

/
.)(

T
KTn η−=  (20) 

 
Where p(T) is change of draft of opening system in relation to change of OE-rotor yarn fineness as a 
function of yarn fineness and n(T) is change of number of cyclic doubling in relation to change of OE-
rotor yarn fineness as a function of yarn fineness 
 
Ratio R(T): 

)(
)()(

Tn
TpTR =  (21) 

 
A graph in Figure 4 shows the course of the ratio R(T), calculated for various yarn count. Individual 
curves respect the sliver fineness (T0) used for yarn production. For group of finer yarn count is 
recommended to use finer sliver [12]. Increase in ratio R(T)  corresponds  with  increase  of mass 
irregularity. In the area of higher fineness of rotor yarns (T =  20 ÷ 12 tex)  there are  very high value of 
ratio R(T) – see Figure 4. It means that influence of draft in opening system plays a more significant 
role on formation of yarn mass irregularity compared with cyclic doubling system.  For this instance it 
is necessary to supply a sliver with higher quality in the case of adequate sliver fineness. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: Courses of ratio R(T) in dependence of yarn fineness T  - calculated for various sliver fineness (T0) 
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 3. CONCLUSION 
 
This work presented theoretical relations of mass irregularity formation in the OE - rotor spinning 
technology. The analysis of OE-rotor spun yarn mass irregularity is focused on the three approaches: 

- Transformation of irregularity by rotor spinning system expressed by means of experimental 
modulus of relative transfer function of OE-rotor spinning system;  
- Analysis the total mass irregularity using the component parts, because structure of the mass 
irregularity of fibre product contains particular components such as limiting square irregularity, 
systematic square mass irregularity, additional  square mass irregularity and induced systematic  
square  mass  irregularity. We theoretical expressed amount of yarn irregularity caused by the OE-
rotor spinning machine; 
- Analysis of influence of OE-rotor spinning system on the yarn mass irregularity formation 
depending on the yarn fineness in the area of higher yarn fineness (smaller linear mass).  

From mentioned analysis implies a requirement on the supplied fibrous product (sliver). The obtained 
piece of knowledge about structure of yarn mass irregularity can be used for the research of the 
shorter spinning technology. New knowledge are applicable as well in the area of OE-rotor spinning 
machine with high productivity from point of view of the impact on the mass irregularity of final OE-
rotor yarn. 
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Abstract: 

The draw off nozzle is one of the most important spinning unit exchangeable components of the open 
end spinning system. It is generally accepted, that it’s using influences the quality of yarn and thanks to 
yarn breakage also production of spinning technology. There are number of comparative articles, where 
various draw of nozzle for various row fiber materials and yarn kinds are published. Results of these 
studies are not easily comparable due to less information about details of experiment realization. Main 
aim of this article is better understanding of this phenomena for selected fiber material, kind of yarn in 
terms of its end use while ensuring constant technological conditions.  
First step is bibliography search including summarization of assumptions compiled on the basis of 
published results and earlier experience. Design of experiment, its realization including data treatment 
and results discussion follow. The set of 100% carded cotton 29,5 tex (Ne 20) yarns produced in two 
levels of Phrix twist coefficient (optimal for weaving and optimal for knitting) were produced. The BT 923 
Rieter Open End machine and six types of draw off nozzle were used for spinning of yarn samples from 
the same sliver under same technical machine settings, which meets the all combination of selected 
analyzed factors (end use of yarn, type of draw off nozzle). Structural and mechanical parameters of 
yarns were determined in terms of yarn unevenness, cumulative yarn hairiness, number of faults, 
summation hairiness criteria, relative yarn strength and yarn elongation. 
The results confirmed that the geometry of used draw of nozzle and setting of spinning process influence 
the fiber arrangement only in surfaces layers of yarn, which leads to significant difference in structural 
parameters and the mechanical ones is not affected. 

 

Key words:  
Draw of nozzle, open end spinning, yarn elongation, yarn hairiness, yarn IPI, yarn unevenness, yarn 
tenacity. 

 
1. Introduction  

Rotor spinning technology is very variable and using different machine parts or small change in settings 
allow production of qualitatively different yarns. In rotor spinning, not only characteristics of row material 
but also its preparation for spinning together with selection of machine type and its parts play very 
important roll. The effect of used draw off nozzle on yarn quality is investigated in this article. The 
verification of earlier results presented by various authors and discussion of obtained results with details 
of technology setting should give an idea in wider context. These outputs can be used for precision of 
components or machine manufacturer’s recommendation for spinning mills. It can help with selection of 
draw of nozzle for demanded quality of yarns with respect to their end use.  
In recent years, the 100% cotton yarns is still important segment at international markets and therefore 
also the experiment in this study is realized for one component cotton yarns. The experiment was 
designed in view of weaving and knitting product portfolio. The quality of yarn is evaluated considering 
six types of draw off nozzles and two levels of yarn twist coefficients. Results of realized experiment 
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 based on production and analysis should allow better understanding of effect given by the geometry of 
draw off nozzle. 
 

1.1 Open end spinning 

Rotor spinning, commonly called open-end spinning and its principle is known since 1958, when the CZ 
patent No. 87947 was officially published [1] and improving or innovating by other scientific teams and 
other patent followed. The KS 200 rotor spinning machine was introduced in 1965 and new version 
under Rieter Company was presented in 1968 [2]. The successive progress and innovation of this 
technology was very huge and nowadays is adopted worldwide as one of the most economic spinning 
techniques to date.  

Open end spinning generally consists of a drafting mechanism, a consolidation mechanism, and 
a winding mechanism. The drawn sliver is in this technology directly feed to the spinning process and 
the linkage between twisting and winding is braked. This fact enables higher production in comparison 
with classical ring spinning system. The sliver is open and individual fibers are fed by an air stream and 
guided to the rotor inner sliding wall surface. Twist is inserted by the rotation of the rotor making a yarn. 
The yarn withdrawal passage is shown on figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 The yarn withdrawal passage in open end spinning [3] 

a) draw off rollers of winding system, b) draw off nozzle c) draw off tube with twist stop 

To obtain a good spinning stability, the yarn must have sufficient twist at the peeling point where the 
yarn leaves the rotor groove. The rotation of the yarn around the functional wall/ area of draw off nozzle 
creates an additional false twist on the yarn between the rotor groove and the yarn draw off tube. The 
schematic geometry of rotor and draw off nozzle is in detail shown on figure 2.  

 
Figure 2 The schema of rotor and draw of nozzle position [4] 

a) rotor b) draw of nozzle c) yarn  
The lack of tension differential in rotor spinning reduces yarn strength because of the low fiber migration 
and low actual torque needful to twist the fibers. False twist insertion is caused by friction between the 
yarn surface and draw off nozzle, when the yarn is taken from the rotor groove at 90°turn inside the 
draw off nozzle. It is preferable to reduced torque friction moments and increase sliding friction moments 
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 by the geometrical irregularity formation of draw off nozzle [5]. Over-twisting and yarn ruptures can 
occur, when smooth nozzles is used together with the higher rotor speeds. Higher rotor speed leads to 
increase the false twist effect, which caused the tension breaks. Therefore, grooves are cut or pressed 
into the nozzle, which briefly lift the yarn off the nozzle surface. Specific shapes of notches or specific 
end inserts of draw off nozzle excites the vibration, which facilitate the twist propagation into rotor groove 
[3] - [6]. The effect of false twist is fundamental for increasing of yarn strength and allows the yarn 
production by normal twist coefficient in combination with higher delivery speed. Without the effect of 
inserting false twist, the minimum required twist coefficient will achieved very high values [6] and [5]. 
The geometry, surface and other quality of draw off nozzle together with twist stop help the spinning 
stability and influence the quality of produced yarn. The insufficient torque at the point of yarn formation 
requires more fibers in yarn cross-section and due to this phenomena the open end spinning technology 
is recommended for production of medium fine and coarser yarns. Suitable selection of technological 
parameters, spinning unit components and its setting allow production of various yarn. Mainly suitable 
selection of draw off nozzle with yarn stop [3], [5], [6] and [7]. Theoretical bases of twist propagation in 
rotor spinning with using smooth draw of nozzle is introduced in studies [8] and [9]. Dynamic mechanical 
model is built for yarn forming process. The twist propagation in different yarn regions are appointed by 
using dimensional less variables. The equilibrium of all forces and moments are expressed in differential 
equations together with assumptions and boundary conditions. The numerical simulation of yarn tension 
and twist distribution under selected spinning condition are presented. The results valid for selected 
range of variables (torque factor, contact surface factor, yarn speed factor, air drag effect, draw off 
nozzle geometry in terms of wrap angel, yarn speed factor) and smooth drawn of nozzle indicated that 
the twist distribution is highly affected by torque factor and yarn tension is influenced by level of wrap 
angle, see more in [8] and [9].  

1.2 Bibliography search 

There was published a lot of comparative studies based on comparison of qualitative criteria of various 
yarns (various fiber materials, various yarn parameters and various end use of yarns) produced by 
different machine types and their setting using various draw off nozzles [5] - [18]. The selection of 
machine components mainly rotor, draw off nozzle, twist stop and overall machine setting is multi-criteria 
decision problem. The one or multiple way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [5], [12] and [14] - [18], factorial 
analysis (FA) in combination with correlation analysis [13] or multi criteria decision making methods 
(MCDM) [6], [11] and [12] are usually used for evaluation and comparison of possible alternatives and 
finding the optimal suggestion.  

The comparative studies are published in [5], [14] - [18]. The influence of used draw off nozzle and other 
selected factor is assessed and one way ANOVA is used to verify the significance of selected factors. 
The influence of five types of draw off nozzles for Ne 20 cotton yarns is presented in [5]. The effect of 
draw of nozzle and rotor groove type on physical and mechanical properties of 20 tex (Ne 29,5) viscose 
rotor yarns is investigated in [17]. Similar approach in experiment is used also in case of [18] and the 
set of 49 tex (Ne 12) cotton waste yarn was evaluated. The contribution of draw off nozzle profile to 
quality of blended acrylic / cotton yarn is evaluated in [15] and the significance of used draw off nozzle, 
yarn count and twist coefficient was observed. The set of blended rotor yarns of 50 nylon / 50 cotton 
was used to verify the significance of used draw off nozzle type on selected yarn quality characteristics 
in [17]. In case of [16], the four type of used draw of nozzle only on yarn hairiness is studied for the set 
of blended polyester / cotton.  

The full FA is applied for investigation of significance of draw off nozzle type, rotor speed and sliver 
linear density on yarn strength of cotton rotor yarns in four level of yarn counts produced by Quickspin 
system [13]. The optimum setting for selected factors (draw of nozzle type, rotor speed and sliver linear 
density) is recommended.  

In the study [12] the influence of distances between the draw off nozzle and rotor, type of draw off nozzle 
and the draw off tube on set of Ne 30  cotton rotor yarns for weft knitted fabric is observed by MCDM 
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 cold TOPSIS. Four type of draw of nozzle were included to the analysis and the sixteen variants was 
realized. The results show that the spiral draw of nozzle, a take of tube without a torque stop and closer 
setting between the nozzle and the rotor can be suggested for this kind of application. The similar 
approach is apply in case of [11] only for 20 tex (Ne 29,5) spun from cotton yarns produced in 
combination of five types of draw of nozzle. The MCDM method ELECTRE III is introduced in [6] and 
the valuable assistance in reaching acceptable solutions in order to select the appropriate draw off 
nozzle for Ne 12 cotton waste rotor yarns spun to weave denim fabric is studied. Ten type of draw off 
nozzle is used and spiral ceramic draw off nozzle and smooth steel draw off nozzle is suggested for this 
kind of application as optimal. Yarn properties as a function of draw off nozzle design are presented in 
figure as an output. 

Several studies were carried out about effects of rotor machine parameters on yarn quality and different 
methods were used to optimize those parameters. The bibliography search shows that only comparative 
study [15] also investigate the significance of applied twist coefficient level and used draw of nozzle on 
blended 50 cotton / 50 acrylic yarns quality. Two levels of yarn count (29,5 tex – Ne 20 and 49,2 tex – 
Ne 11,9), three levels of nominal twist (533,3 tpm, 586 tpm, 646,1  tpm) and two types of draw of nozzle 
(notched, spiral) were used in experiment realization [15]. The end use of yarn is not mentioned but the 
level of twist seems to be for weaving. Other publications focus only on the yarns for weaving or for 
knitting. In some cases the end use of yarns is not mentioned or is not taken in to consideration because 
it is the experimental study only.  

Results of these studies are not easily comparable due to less information about details of experiment 
realization especially with regard to various technology settings (various machine, various technological 
parts and its setting), various design of the experiment (full or partial experiment, various fiber and yarn 
parameters, various tested qualitative characteristics, various testing instruments and its setting) and 
various way of data treatment. 

 

2. Experimental part 
The scope of experiment was designed in accordance with selected analyzed factors (used draw off 
nozzle and area of final use of yarn) and experiment was focused in respect to the informative value of 
obtained results, which should be applicable in practice by customers of Rieter CZ Company e.g. in form 
of application recommendations for various draw off nozzle selection. The common fiber material, middle 
level of yarn count, two levels of Phrix twist coefficient (optimal for weaving and knitting final application) 
and typical common setting of BT 923 Rieter Open End spinning machine were used. All laboratory 
measurement were realized consistently by International standards.  

2.1. Materials 

Rotor yarns nominal count 29,5 tex (Ne 20) spun form the same sliver under same condition from 100% 
cotton fibers 25,6 mm (25,34; 25,87) mean length L(w) measured by AFIS tester and middle level of 
fineness. Yarns were produced in two levels of Phrix twist coefficients am (optimal for weaving 
am = 65 ktex2/3m-1 and optimal for knitting am = 80 ktex2/3m-1). Mechanical parameters of BT 923 Rieter 
Open End spinning machine was set to meet all combinations of analyzed factors, which allow to 
eliminate the potential influence of additional factors or its interaction on yarn quality. The nozzles 
selected and used in presented study represent most frequent components which cover biggest yarn 
character variation requested by yarn market. Six types of drawn off nozzle commonly commercially 
used by yarn producers were selected and minimally ten bobbins with 5000 m length of package for 
each yarn sample were spun. The technological parameters of yarn samples and details about machine 
settings are given in table 1a. For more information about specification of draw of nozzle please see 
table 1b. 
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 Table 1.a Mechanical spinning machine setting for BT 923 Rieter Open End and technological parameters of 

yarns for experiment 
Machine settings   Technological parameters 

open end spinning machine BT 923 Rieter  material 100% cotton   
number of spinning units 10  nominal yarn count T 29,5 [tex] 
rotor type C533/U-D  sliver count 5600 [tex] 
opening roller C40D-PP  draft 190 [-] 
adapter C5  Prix twist coefficient a 65 / 80 [ktex2/3m-1] 

used draw off nozzle 

CR7R  twist 680 / 837 [m-1] 
CR7RS  rotor speed 100000 [rpm] 
CR7CS  opening roller speed 9000 [rpm] 
CKSNX  take up speed 150 / 120 [m.min-1] 
CK4K  length of yarn package 5000 [m] 
CK6KF  technological suction 6000 [Pa] 

Table 1.b Specification of draw off nozzle 
Type Drawing Specification Raw material End use 

CR7R 

 

ceramics, smooth 
surface cotton, wool high twist yarns 

CR7RS 

 

ceramics, sharp 
spiral universal knitting and 

weaving 

CR7CS 

 

ceramics, smooth 
spiral universal knitting and 

weaving 

CKSNX 

 

ceramics, smooth 
spiral with eddy 
insert in nozzle 

cotton knitting and 
weaving 

CK4K 

 

ceramics, 4 
notches 

cotton, viscose, polyester / 
acrylic, polyester / cotton, 

regenerate 

knitting and 
weaving 

CK6KF 

 

ceramics, 6 
notches and small 

nozzle radius 
PES and it’s blends knitting and 

weaving 

2.2. Methods 

Yarn analysis included the verification of yarn count T together with evaluation of typical set of yarn 
qualitative structure and mechanical indicators. Yarn unevenness CVm, number of faults in terms of IPI 
small and IPI big, cumulative yarn hairiness index H, sum criteria of yarn hairiness S12, S3, relative yarn 
strength R and yarn elongation εp were determined. Yarn unevenness CVm was evaluated on short 
staple length 1 cm and 10 m. 

All yarn samples were standard atmosphere conditioned (temperature 20 ± 2°C, humidity 65 ± 2 %) in 
accordance with International standards ČSN EN 12751 [19]. The selection of yarn samples was 
realized in respect to typical selection procedure given by International standards EN ISO 139 [20]. 
Compliance of nominal yarn count Tn and experimental yarn count T was realized in respect to 
International standards ČSN EN ISO 2060 [21] (testing length 1000 m, repeating of measurements 10, 
total tested length for one yarn sample 1 km). The definition of Phrix twist coefficient am is given as 
follows: 
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2/3am ZT= . (1) 

The analysis of yarn unevenness CVm, number of faults in terms of IPI small and IPI big and cumulative 
hairiness index H were evaluated by Uster ® Tester 5 (testing speed 400 mmin-1, testing length for each 
bobbin 1 km, repeating 10 times, total tested length for one yarn sample 10 km). In this case, the IPI 
small includes the number of faults in terms of Thin (- 30 %), Thick (+ 35 %), Neps (+ 140 %) and IPI 
big summarizes the number of faults in terms of Thin (- 50 %), Thick (+ 50 %), Neps (+ 280 %). 

Absolute occurrence of hairs in given distances from yarn surface were analyzed by using 
Uster ® Zweigle HL tester 400 (testing speed 400 mmin-1, testing length for each bobbin 400 m, 
repeating 10 times, total tested length for one yarn sample 4 km). The sum criteria of yarn hairiness S12  
and S3 are calculated according to equations (2), where the ni is absolute occurence of hairs in given 
length catherory i = 1, 2, ... k per 100 m of tested length. 
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The mechanical parameters in terms of relative yarn strength R and yarn elongation εp were measured 
by Uster ® Tensorapid 3 (testing speed 5 mmin-1, testing length 500 mm, measurement repeating 30 
for each yarn bobbin, total number of measurement for one yarn sample 300).  

2.3. Assumptions based on previous experience and published results 

The following text summarizes findings from bibliography search (see chapter 1) and earlier experience 
and try to find connections among them. The dynamic mechanical model published in [8] and [9] 
assumed as important factors for the case of application of smooth steel draw of nozzle torque factor ξ, 
draw of nozzle surface factor together with wrap angle φ and its geometry factor r0 / rm, where the r0 is 
radius of the circular generatrix of the draw of nozzle surface and rm is inner radius of the yarn doffing 
tube. The torque factor ξ significantly affected twist blockage. The twist blockage becomes larger with 
either increasing coefficient of friction or wrap angle φ, as well as the draw off nozzle geometry factor r0 
/ rm [8] and [9].  

The available parameters of ceramics draw of nozzle used in our experiment was compared and at a 
certain level of simplification it is possible to say: Wrap angle φ of smooth draw off nozzle CR7R is 
comparable with all spiral draw of nozzles (CR7RS, CR7CS, CKSNX) and also with four notches draw 
off nozzle (CK4K). Slightly lower wrap angle φ has six notches draw off nozzle (CK6KF). All of draw off 
nozzles used in our experiment are comparable each other from the point of view of geometry factor 
r0 / rm. In respect to dynamic mechanical model, the higher torque factor ξ should have spiral and 
notched draw of nozzles. The twist propagation and minimal twist blockage can be expected in spiral 
draw off nozzles due to point contact between yarn and nozzle surface and its spiral geometry which 
supports torque effect. On the other hand the higher diversity in quality of yarn spun by notched draw 
off nozzles is expected due to high frequency vibration caused by number and geometry of notches on 
draw of nozzle surface, which leads to change of wrap angle. 

Based the earlier studies published in [5] - [18] it can be expected, that yarns spun with smooth draw off 
nozzle CR7R and both spiral nozzles (CR7RS, CR7CS) will have similar quality. Draw of nozzle CR7RS 
differ from draw off nozzle CR7CS in radius of curvature of the spiral and in case of draw of nozzle 
CR7RS is slightly lower. The length of contact surface between yarn and both spiral draw off nozzles 
(CR7RS, CR7CS) is in comparison with smooth draw off nozzle CR7R and therefore the twist blockage 
will be probably lower. It is possible, that the difference among qualitative characteristics of yarn spun 
by using of smooth draw of nozzle CR7R will be similar with yarns produced with selected spiral draw 
of nozzle (CR7RS, CR7CS) in all of measured parameters or differences will be relatively small. The 
high frequency vibration caused by number and geometry of notches on draw of nozzle surface (CK4K, 
CK6KF) can lead to changes in yarn structure on the surface level. Changes in fiber arrangement will 
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 probably cause the diversity in yarn unevenness, number of faults and yarn hairiness. The level of 
mechanical parameters can remain similar with yarn produced by using smooth draw of nozzle CR7R. 
The CKSNX is spiral draw of nozzle with insert and therefore the combination of both phenomena 
(geometry of spiral and number of used notches) is combined. The stronger significance of spiral 
geometry is more relevant to earlier experience because of high frequency vibration is realized only in 
yarn take of tube, which doesn’t lead to change of wrap angle.  

The higher twist coefficient leads to more compact yarn structure and can reduced yarn unevenness, 
number of faults, yarn hairiness and variability of yarn quality indicators [2], [4], [12] and [15]. The range 
of twist coefficient applied in this study is possible in extreme case used for both end applications of 
yarn and therefore the expected diversity among verified yarn characteristics is relatively small. 

 

3. Results and discussion  
The experimental data was statistically processed. Homogeneity, normality and independence were 
verified. The typical statistical parameters were calculated (mean, standard deviation, variation 
coefficient, 95 % confidence intervals). The graphical comparison of data was done in figures 3 – 6 to 
obtain the idea about the basic tendencies from the point of view of observed factors (end use of yarn, 
type of draw off nozzle). The mean values of evaluated characteristics are presented together with 95 % 
confidence interval bounds.  

 

 
Figure 3 a, b Yarn unevenness CVm on short staple length 1 cm and 10 m 

 
Figure 4 a, b Number of yarn faults IPI big and IPI small 
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Figure 5 a Cumulative hairiness index H 

 
Figure 5 b, c Sum criteria of yarn hairiness S12 and S3 

 
Figure 6 a, b Relative yarn strength R and yarn elongation εp 

As can be seen in figure 3a, the level of yarn unevenness on short staple length is statistically 
comparable from the point of view of used draw of nozzles and applied twist coefficient for the rotor 
yarns produced by using smooth (CR7R), spiral (CR7RS, CR7CS) and spiral draw off nozzle with insert 
(CKSNX). Only rotor yarns spun by notched draw of nozzles (CK4K, CK6KF) have significantly higher 
level of yarn unevenness. The results of imperfection (in terms of IPI small and IPI big) and quantification 
of yarn hairiness (in terms of cumulative hairiness index H and summation criteria S12 and S3) show 
similar trends as CVm on short staple length, see figure 4 and 5. Different outputs are clearly seen in 
figure 3b and 6, where all the yarn qualitative characteristics (CVm for 10m, R, εp) are statically 
comparable in most of cases from the point of view of used draw of nozzle and level of Phrix twist 
coefficient. 

Yarn samples spun with higher twist coefficient show slightly lower CVm on 10m length, slightly lower 
yarn hairiness (H, S12, S3,) and slightly higher mechanical parameters (R, εp). The differences between 
rotor yarns prepared by the same draw of nozzle and various level of Phrix twist coefficient are in most 
cases statistically insignificant and the confidence bounds of obtained results are overlapped.  
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 The significance of selected fixed-effect factors (end use of yarn – two levels, type of draw off nozzle – 
six levels) on yarn quality (in terms of CVm, IPI small, IPI big, H, S12, S3, R, εp) was verified by the two 
way ANOVA analysis at level of significance α = 5 %. Obtained results of F test including also F criterion 
p value together with critical quantile for factor 1 – type of used drawn of nozzle and factor 2 – level of 
Phrix twist coefficient am is summarized in table 2. All statistically significant outputs are marked bold. 
 

Table 2. Results of two way ANOVA analysis 
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  CVm [%]  H [-]  
factor 1 1,66 0,33 0,58 70,2 5,05 1,3E-04 5,85 1,17 1,08 202,26 5,05 9,2E-06 
factor 2  0,00 0,00 0,00 0,0 6,61 1,0E+00 0,16 0,16 0,40 27,02 6,61 3,5E-03 
interaction 0,72 0,72 0,15 -4,1 7,71 1,0E+00 0,02 0,02 0,17 7,43 7,71 5,3E-02 
residues -0,69 -0,17         0,01 0,00 0,05       
summary 1,68 0,22         6,04 0,55 0,74       
  IPI small [1/1000m] IPI big [1/1000m] 
factor 1 3427586 685517 827,96 230,43 5,05 6,6E-06 747,74 149,55 12,23 79,68 5,05 9,2E-05 
factor 2  17003 17003 130,39 5,72 6,61 6,2E-02 5,74 5,74 2,40 3,06 6,61 1,4E-01 
interaction 2956 2956 121,96 0,99 7,71 3,8E-01 3,78 3,78 3,06 2,70 7,71 1,8E-01 
residues 11919 2980 54,59       5,60 1,40 1,18       
summary 3459464 314497 560,80       762,87 69,35 8,33       
  S12 [1/100m] S3 [1/100m] 

factor 1 18713413
3 

374268
27 6117,75 1637,40 5,05 5,0E-08 642161 128432 358,37 478,51 5,05 1,1E-06 

factor 2  4398352 439835
2 2097,22 192,43 6,61 3,5E-05 11907 11907 109,12 44,36 6,61 1,2E-03 

interaction 4121 4121 338,06 0,15 7,71 7,2E-01 3 3 36,63 0,01 7,71 9,3E-01 
residues 110167 27542 165,96       1339 335 18,30       

summary 191646773 174224
34 4174,02       655410 59583 244,10       

  R [cN/tex] εp [%] 
factor 1 0,19 0,04 0,19 0,76 5,05 6,1E-01 0,12 0,02 0,15 1,75 5,05 2,8E-01 
factor 2  3,48 3,48 1,86 71,65 6,61 3,8E-04 0,85 0,85 0,92 62,41 6,61 5,2E-04 
interaction 0,03 0,03 0,49 0,52 7,71 5,1E-01 0,02 0,02 0,26 1,17 7,71 3,4E-01 
residues 0,21 0,05 0,23       0,05 0,01 0,11       
summary 3,91 0,36 0,60       1,04 0,09 0,31       

The two way ANOVA confirmed that the factor 1 - type of used draw off nozzle influenced significantly 
the structural characteristics of yarn (in terms of yarn unevenness CVm on short staple length 1 cm, 
cumulative hairiness index H, summation criteria of hairiness S12 and S3 and number of faults IPI big 
and IPI small). The factor 2 – level of Phrix twist coefficient am affected significantly only yarn hairiness 
(in terms of cumulative hairiness index H, sum criteria of hairiness S12 and S3) and mechanical 
parameters (in terms of relative yarn strength R, yarn elongation εp). The interaction between factors is 
nonsignificant.  

The obtained results are in good accordance with bibliography search [2] - [18], mainly with results 
presented by figure 7 published in [4] and by figure 8 published in [6]. Bröll company developed the new 
series of traditional draw off nozzle (KS, KG, K4, K8) cold SPIRIT based the extensive and comparative 
studies. The geometry of these draw of nozzles is improved e.g. in terms of shape of notches and radius.  
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Figure 7 Selection diagram: Optimal navels as a function of twist coefficient and fiber type [4] 

(K3 3 notches, K4 4 notches, K42R4 4 notches with long whirl insert, K8 8 notches, KG smooth, Spirit A 6 
notches, Spirit D 5 notches, Spirit K 5 notches, Spirit S spiral, Spirit G smooth, Spirit AR 6 notches with insert, 

Spirit SR spiral with insert) 
 

 
Figure 8 Yarn properties as a function of navel design [6] 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
Draw off nozzle is one of the basic technological components in rotor spinning technology, which can 
control the yarn structure and its quality. The selection of optimal draw off nozzle allow producing various 
quality of yarns in terms of yarn hairiness and bulkiness without the effect on process ability in weaving 
or knitting in terms of mechanical parameters. The geometry of draw of nozzle together with the overall 
setting of spinning machine influence dynamic of spinning process and utilization of false twist effect. 
These phenomena lead to different fiber arrangement in yarn structure mainly in surface layers of yarn. 
Main aim of this article is better understanding of these phenomena for selected fiber material, kind of 
yarn in terms of its end use while ensuring constant technological conditions.  

Bibliography search including summarization of assumptions compiled on the basis of published results 
and earlier experience is followed by design and realization of experiment. The set of 100% cotton 
29,5 tex yarns were spun. Yarn samples for analysis were produced in real industry conditions by the 
BT 923 Rieter Open End machine. The nozzles selected and used in presented study represent most 
frequent components which cover biggest yarn character variation requested by yarn market. Six types 
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 of geometrically comparable ceramics draw off nozzle were used together with two levels of Phrix twist 
coefficient. Yarn samples were spun from the same sliver under same technical machine settings, which 
meets the all combination of selected analyzed factors (end use of yarn, type of draw off nozzle). 
Structural and mechanical parameters of yarns were determined in terms of yarn unevenness, number 
of faults, cumulative yarn hairiness index, summation hairiness criteria, relative yarn strength and yarn 
elongation. 

The outcomes are in good accordance with bibliography search and earlier experience. The obtained 
results confirmed also our expectations. The used draw off nozzle and level of twist coefficient influence 
significantly the arrangement of fibers in surface layers of yarn and the internal structure of yarn is not 
affected meaningly. Therefore diversities of yarns are visible and verified only in case of yarn 
unevenness CVm on short length, yarn diameter variability determined by number of faults (IPI small 
and IPI big) and quantitative yarn hairiness parameters (H, S12, S3). Mechanical characteristics (R, εp) 
together with yarn unevenness CVm evaluated on 10m remain similar and their values are comparable 
from the point of view of used draw off nozzle and applied Phrix twist coefficient. Smooth and spiral draw 
of nozzles are effectively applied when the closed and compact yarn structure is demanded. Notched 
draw of nozzles are recommended for using when the bulkier yarn structure is advantageous for final 
application. This study represent only a small part of draw of nozzle type but on the other hand this 
article is a good base for future analysis of different raw material and also new coming nozzle type. 
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Abstract: 
An investigation on effect of weaving conditions on the cover of fabric woven on a Projectile weaving 
machine is reported with the aid of Box and Behnken design of experiment. The individual effect and 
interactive effect of machine variables: shed timings, back rest roller and cloth fell support positions 
on cloth cover and fabric properties have been studied. It has been observed from the results that 
shed timing and back rest position have a significant effect on the air permeability of the fabric. The 
theoretically predicted results also have very good correlation with the experimental results. 

 

Key words:  

Cover, Box and Behnken, Back rest, Front rest, Shed timing, Projectile weaving machine. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cover factor indicates the extent to which the area of a woven fabric is covered by one set of threads. 
Significant effect of vertical displacement of the back rest and the shed timing on woven fabric cover 
has been well established and documented. But it should be pointed out; all the studies reported have 
been carried out in shuttle looms. [1] Three levels of variables have been used to study the individual 
effect and interactive effect of the three parameters, namely shed timings, back rest and cloth fell 
support positions on cloth cover and fabric properties that are influenced by fabric cover. It is possible 
to attain a closer pick spacing (i.e., a tighter packing of the picks) if the backrest is raised above its 
normal position [2-5]. By doing so, the top layer slacks and the bottom layer becomes tight. When the 
back rest is raised above its ‘normal’ position, upper shed becomes shorter, therefore at less tension 
than the lower shed. Upper shed becomes slack and lower one is tight. The pick inserted is forced 
downwards, since the ends that pass over it are now in the bottom shed and therefore tight. The 
preceding pick is forced upwards. These vertically displaced picks are clearly closer together than 
would be possible if placed in a horizontal plane. 

In this work an attempt has been made to investigate the effect of these two process parameters i.e, 
back rest position and shed timing on cover of the fabric in a projectile weaving machine. It has been 
reported in the machine manual that adjustment of cloth fell support position will also affect the cover 
of the fabric, which is considered as the third parameter. 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Material 

Rotor spun cotton yarn of count 20Ne as warp and 16Ne as weft was used for weaving fabric samples 
with 108 ends/inch and 40 picks/inch, plain weave. 
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 2.2 Methods 

Three process variables, back rest roller height, cloth support height and shed crossing were 
employed for the experimental design in order to optimise results and to reduce the number of 
experiments. Table 1 gives the 3 variables at 3 levels applied in the Box and Behnken design of 
experiments. Sulzer Ruti Projectile Weaving Machine of width 162inches was used to produce 
samples. To study the effect of machine parameters on the improvement of fabric cover, experiments 
were designed as per Box and Behnken factorial design for three variables at three levels.  

Table 1. Three Variables at three levels for study 
Parameters Level 1 

(+1) 
Level 2 

(0) 
Level 3 

(-1) 
Back Rest Position (cm) +10 0 -10 
Cloth Fell Height (mm) +2 0 -2 
Shed Timing (degree) 15° 5° 355° 

 

 
Figure 1. Position of the backrest roller 

The physical properties of fabric samples were tested with standard testing equipments. Instron 
Tensile tester was used to determine the strength of fabric samples by ravelled strip method using 
CRE principle; Shirley Air Permeability tester was used to measure air permeability; weighing 
machine was used to measure fabric areal density. 
 
Experimental Verification 

Samples were produced to verify the response surface equation obtained from Box and Behnken 
design. For validation, four samples were prepared, two within the range of Box and Behnken design 
of experiments chosen for this study (1 and 2) and the other beyond the range (3 and 4). Table 2 
gives the coded level and actual value for the three chosen variable. These samples were also tested 
for their tensile strength and air permeability. Tests were carried out to determine the actual tensile 
strength and air permeability of samples.  

Table 2. Samples for experimental verification 

Parameter Level 1 
Back Rest Position (cm) 

Level 2 
Cloth Fell Height (mm) 

Level 3 
Shed Timing (degree) 

1 7.5 49 10 

2 5 49 7 

3 15 50 350 

4 17 50 17 
X1 - Back Rest Position (cm); X2 - Cloth Fell Height (mm); X3- Shed Timing (degree) 
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 Table 3. Physical properties of woven fabric samples 

Sample Code Air Permeability 
(cm3/cm2/sec) 

Tensile Strength 
(Warpwise) 

Load (N) 

Tensile Strength 
(weftwise) 
Load (N) 

Areal 
Density 

1 22.25 749.5 245.8 210 
2 22.36 707.3 258.7 211 
3 22.48 755.9 248.3 210 
4 19.42 734.8 272.5 214 
5 21.41 748.4 264.6 211 
6 22.13 756.9 251.3 205 
7 26.50 770.8 260.2 206 
8 28.89 733.6 265.1 201 
9 21.78 712.5 252.1 208 

10 28.32 723.2 268.0 212 
11 20.36 731.7 270.3 207 
12 25.13 693.1 266.8 213 
13 21.5 756.8 254.5 206 
14 20.66 749.1 280.9 207 
15 22.68 705.2 221.0 206 

3. Results and discussions 

The various impacts of machine parameters on the fabric properties such as air permeability, tensile 
strength both in warpwise and weftwise and fabric weight. 

Table 4. Regression equation for various properties. 

Response Surface Equation Property R2 
Y=21.61+ 0.05X1-0.93X2+2.88X3+0.439X12-0.425X22+2.679X32- 
0.792X1X2 + 0.417X1X3-0.412X2X3 

Air Permeability 0.95 

Y=737.033+0.65X1-9.276X2-3.598X3+18.572X12-18.73X22-
3.18X32+5.275X1X2-11.425X1X3-12.322X2X3 

Tensile Strength 
(Warpwise) 

0.66 

Y=253.133+1.026X1+6.77X2+2.756X3+0.084X12+ 
4.122X22+8.044X32+2.84X1X2+4.512X1X3-4.85X2X3 

Tensile strength 
(Weftwise) 

0.32 

Y=2.063+0.0025X1+0.011X2+0.026X3+0.0254X12+ 
0.017X22+0.0002X32+6.103E-18X1X2+0.035X1X3-0.0125X2X3 

Fabric Weight  
(Grams sq.meter) 

0.87 

Influence of process parameters on air permeability of fabric 

 

Figure 2. Influence of (a) cloth support height B and back rest roller position A, (b) shed timing C and back rest 
position A and (c) cloth support height B and the shed timing C on the Air permeability property of the fabric. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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 The effect of cloth support height and the back rest roller on air permeability of fabric can be studied 
from Figure 2 (a) it is observed from the graph, there is no effect when backrest roller is raised or 
lowered. But with respect to the cloth fell height, there is better effect. When the position of cloth fell 
height is raised, there is low air permeability and thus better fabric cover. The same is observed in all 
surface plots with all levels of C (shed crossing angle) such as -1, 0, and 1. (b) shows how the 
machine settings, cloth fell height and shed timing affects the air permeability of the sample fabric. It 
is evident from the figure that with alteration in cloth fell height there is no change in air permeability. 
But at early shed levelling (-1 position of C) there is low air permeability resulting in better fabric 
cover.  In (c) with early shedding the permeability is low which indicates better fabric cover than at 
usual degrees (0° or 5°) of shed crossing and this may be due to retention of inserted weft from 
receding along with the reed. 

Table 5. Experimental results and predicted values for air permeability test. 

Sample Code 
Air Permeability 

Predicted Experimental Abs Error% 
1 25.13 24.71 1.69 
2 23.26 23.25 0.04 
3 11.37 20.72 45.12 
4 31.11 24.79 25.49 

From table 5, the error percentage of predicted and experimental values is lower in case of sample 
code 1 and 2 which is within the range of the Box and Behnken design of experiments in this study. 
Prediction out of the range of the design shows higher error percentage. However, within the range is 
predictable.  

Table 6. Experimental results and predicted values for tensile strength (Warpwise) 

Sample Code Tensile Strength Warpwise (N) 
Predicted Experimental Abs Error% 

16 746.36 701.72 6.36 
17 763.85 695.5 7.77 
18 818.05 732.68 11.65 
19 759.60 716.76 5.97 

 

Tensile Strength (Weftwise) Actual Vs Predicted Results 

Sample code 18 has high error percentage and this may be due to the shed timing that was set at 
350° which is earlier to early shedding (355°) itself.  

Table 7. Experimental results and predicted values for tensile strength (Weftwise) 

Sample Code 
Tensile Strength Weftwise (N) 

Predicted Experimental Abs Error% 
16 254.76 266.49 4.60 
17 252.07 261.78 3.85 
18 222.47 245.7 10.44 
19 279.2 262.6 5.94 

Fabric weight Actual Vs Predicted results. 

In Table 8, predicted and experimental results of areal density are tabulated. 
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 Table 8 Experimental results and predicted values for GSM 

Sample Code 
Areal Density (GSM) 

Predicted Experimental Abs Error% 
16 2.09 2.12 1.43 
17 2.07 2.11 1.93 
18 2.02 2.08 2.97 
19 2.24 2.11 5.80 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

4.1 Air permeability  

From the results in previous chapter, it is pretty conclusive that shed timing has significant 
effect on cover of the fabric. With early shedding, (355°) there is high cover which is due to retention 
of newly inserted weft thread from receding along with the reed, which agrees with paper by B M D 
Dauda & M P U Bandara. The probable reason for no significant effect of backrest roller in a 
shuttleless weaving machine than that in a shuttle weaving machine may be due to, 

High tension in warp yarn than in shuttle weaving machine. 

Overall width of the machine operations is bigger than the conventional shuttle weaving machine.  

4.2 Tensile strength of fabric 

There is no significant effect of the machine parameters on fabric tensile, both warpwise and 
weftwise. There is no decrease in tensile strength with raising and lowering of the backrest roller 
which may be due to low tension applied on warp yarn. This is contradicting to the finding of L. F. 
Pickup.  

4.3 Areal density of fabric 

There is a change in areal density of fabric samples obtained at various machine settings. This is the 
reason behind improvement in cover of fabric. This may be due to tight packing of warp and weft 
threads at various machine settings.  
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Abstract 

In this study, 3D preform architectures are summarized including author’s last 28 years research 
contributions in the field. Multiaxis 3D woven preform is five yarn sets in which two of them bias sets 
are oriented in-plane of the structure, whereas remaining sets are orthogonal to each other. 3D fully 
interlaced woven preform has three sets of yarns in which warp yarns are  interlaced with weft yarns at 
each layer based on the weave pattern in the in-plane principal directions, whereas z-yarns are 
interlaced with warp yarns at each layer based on weave pattern in the out-of-plane principal 
directions. Z-crimps in the 3D fully-interlaced woven preform structure are introduced. Multiaxial 3D 
braided preform has ±bias yarns placed in-plane, and warp (axial), radial (z-yarns) and ±braider yarns 
placed out-of-plane. The braider yarns are intertwined with the axial yarns whereas ±bias yarns are 
oriented at the surface of the structure and are locked by the radial yarns to the other yarn sets. In this 
architecture, the properties of the multi-axial 3D braided structure in the transverse direction can be 
enhanced and the non-uniformity in the directional poisson’s ratios can be decreased. Multi-stitched 
3D preform is made by stitching 2D fabric layers together at the warp (0°), weft (90°) and ±bias 
directions in the structure thickness. On the other hand, multiaxis non-interlaced 3D preform has four 
fiber sets oriented at 0°/90°/±45˚ directions. The fiber sets are all wound around each other to form the 
preform structure. The yarns are all positioned in the in-plane directions of the preform structure 
without any interlacement with each other. All these 3D fabric architecture can be used in various 
industrial applications as beams, shells, seats and chassis; ballistic applications as soft vest and rigid 
plates; space and aerospace as well as transportation including marine applications as various 
structural components as exit cones, cylinders and rods; medical applications such as tissue 
engineering scaffolds as to repair or regenerate tissues through combinations of implanted cells-
biomaterial scaffolds-biologically active molecules. 

Key words  

3D woven preform, 3D braided preform, Multiaxis 3D woven preform, Multiaxis 3D braided preform, 
Non-interlaced fabric, Multi-stitched 3D preform, Fiber volume fraction, Z-crimp. 

 

1. Introduction  

At the beginning of the 21st century, textile structural composites have become attractive to various 
industrial applications. Fabrication of textile preform is generally made by weaving, braiding, knitting, 
stitching and nonwoven techniques, and recently nano electorsppinning. Multiaxis 3D flat and circular 
weaving are a newly developed concept, since it includes also bias yarn sets introduced to the 
orthogonally-structured preform and multiaxis 3D preforms may enhance in-plane properties [1, 3, 4, 
11, 16, 15]. Three-dimensional woven lattice structures have three sets of yarns. These are the warp, 
weft and z-yarn (binder). These are interlaced with each other based on a plain weave pattern. The 
weft yarns in the lateral direction interlace around each warp yarn, which occupies the longitudinal 
direction, and the binder yarns in the vertical direction also interlace around each warp yarn [10, 14, 7]. 
3D braided preforms are fabricated by traditional maypole braiding (slotted horn-gear matrix) or 
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 innovative four-step and two-step braiding (track and column) or, more recently, by 3D rotary braiding 
and multi-step braiding. Multi-step braiding is a relatively new concept and, with this technique, it is 
possible to make multidirectional 3D braided preform by orienting the yarn in various directions in the 
preform [2, 8, 9, 17, 18]. Stitching technique is another method to make textile structural 3D preform 
for composites. The stitching is generally made by hand stitching, lock stitching and chain stitching are 
made by employing sewing machine, and recently, tufted stitching is employed by using the tufting 
carpet technique or embroidery techniques. It was reported that the stitched composites showed high 
damage tolerance properties [5, 13, 19]. On the other hand, it was demonetrated that shuttle winder is 
another method to make multiaxis 3D non-interlaced preform. Yarns are looped around the guide pins 
depending upon yarn orientation and layer sequence. It was reported that preforms fabricated with a 
shuttle winder possess better fiber alignment and lower fiber damage than conventionally stitched 
preforms [6, 11-2, 20]. 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials and Methods 

Multiaxis 3D woven preform 

Multiaxis 3D woven preform has five yarn sets as ±bias, warp (axial), filling and z-yarns. Warp yarns 
are arranged in a matrix of rows and columns within the required crosssection. It looks a spares 
network for laying the fibers in between adjacent warp fibers. Filling fibers are laid down between each 
adjacent warp fiber row. They are double ended and deposited through the preform length. ± Bias 
yarns have two sets in which each set has half of the warp yarn ends in each row. They are positioned 
on both surfaces of the preform. They are oriented preform surface at an angle. Z-yarn ends are 
positioned between each warp row through the preform thickness. They lock all other yarn sets to 
provide structural integrity of the preform. The unit cell of the multiaxis woven preform is shown 
schematically in Figure 1(a). In addition, multiaxis 3D circular woven preform has five yarn sets as 
±bias, axial, circumferential and radial yarns. Axial yarns are arranged in a matrix of circular rows and 
radial columns within the required circular cross-section. It looks a spares network for laying the fibers 
in between adjacent axial fibers. Circumferential fibers are laid between each adjacent axial fiber row. 
They are single ended and are deposited through the preform length. ± Bias yarns have two sets. 
They are positioned both surfaces of the preform. The first pair of bias yarns is placed on the outer 
surface and the second on the inner surface of the circular preform, but there is a circumferential yarn 
between +bias and –bias yarns. They are oriented preform surface at an angle. Radial ends are 
positioned between each axial row through the preform thickness. They lock all other yarn sets to 
provide structural integrity of the preform. The unit cell of the multiaxis woven preform is shown 
schematically in Figure 1(b). The machine to make multiaxis 3D woven preform is not explained in 
detailed here due to the out of scope of this proceeding. 
 

 
Figure 1. Perspective views of the unit cell of the multiaxis 3D flat woven preform (a), perspective views of the 

unit cell of the multiaxis 3D circular woven preform (b). 
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 3D fully interlaced woven preform 

3D fully interlaced woven preform is composed of three yarn sets as warp, filling and z-yarns. They are 
interlaced based on plain, twill and satin weave patterns in the plane and out-of-plane directions. The 
3D plain, twill and satin woven preforms can be defined as warp–filling and warp–z-yarns that are 
interlaced based on plain, twill and satin weave patterns. Using the same analogy, the semi-interlaced 
woven preform can be defined as warp–filling that is interlaced based on a plain or twill or satin weave 
pattern, whereas warp–z-yarn is interlaced based on an orthogonal weave pattern. In order to make 
the 3D plain woven preform, the warp must be arranged in a matrix of rows and columns, as shown in 
Figure 2(a1). The first step is the one-step sequential movement of an even number of warp layers in 
the column direction (a2). The second step is filling insertion between each warp layer in the row 
direction (a3). The third step is the one step sequential movement of an even number of warp layers in 
the row direction (a4). The fourth step is z-yarn insertion between each warp layer in the column 
direction (a5). After the steps (a2–a5) are repeated, the 3D plain woven preform structure is achieved 
(a6). These steps are repeated depending on preform length requirements. The 3D plain-z-yarn 
orthogonal woven pattern is also shown in Figure 2 in steps b1–b6, where the z-yarn insertion is 
fulfilled without any interlacement in the preform structure (b4–b6). The number of warp layers can be 
expanded in the row and column directions depending upon preform dimensions. 

Figure 2. Three-dimensional (3D) weaving method to make representative fully interlaced woven preforms; 3D 
plain woven preform (a1–a6), 3D plain-z-yarn orthogonal woven preform (b1–b6). 

 
Multiaxial 3D braided preform 

Multiaxial 3D braided preform produced by the six-step method has ±bias yarns placed in the in-plane 
direction of the structure, and warp (axial), radial (Z-yarns) and ±braider yarns placed in the out-of-
plane direction of the structure. The braider yarns are intertwined with the axial yarns, whereas ±bias 
yarns are oriented at the surface of the structure and are locked by the radial yarns to the other yarn 
sets. Figure 3 shows the multiaxial cylindrical and conical para-aramid 3D braided structure produced 
by the six-step method. The properties of the multiaxial 3D braided structure in the transverse direction 
could be enhanced and the non-uniformity in the directional poisson’s ratios of the structure could be 
decreased. In this process, there are six distinct steps in each cycle. In Steps 1 and 2, ±braider yarns 
are intertwined around the axial yarns as in the four-step method. In Step 3, ±bias yarns are laid down 
on the surface of the structure. In Step 4, the radial yarns move in the thickness direction of the 
structure and lock the ±bias yarns to the ±braider and axial yarns. In Steps 5 and 6, the ±braider yarns 
are intertwined around the axial yarns as in the four-step method. 
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Figure 3. Multiaxis three-dimensional braided para-aramid preform. Cylindrical para-aramid (kevlar) preform (a), 
tightly braided neck part of the conical para-aramid (kevlar) preform (b), conical part of the para-aramid (kevlar) 

preform (c) and cylinder-conical para-aramid (kevlar) preform (d). 

Multi-stitched 3D preform 

Multi-stitched 3D preform structure is a layered fabric [(0°/90°)]4, four-directionally stitched in the warp 
(0°), weft (90°), and ±bias directions. Figures 4 and 5 show multi-stitched 3D woven preforms, and 
schematic views of the multistitched 3D structure, respectively. In machine stitching, lock stitching is 
used, and the stitching density is varied at 2 and 6 step/cm. The distance between the adjacent 
stitching lines is 1 cm. The stitching yarns are also varied using fully nylon 6.6 (bobbin and needle 
yarn) and para-aramid (kevlar 129) as the bobbin-stitching yarn and polyamide (nylon 6.6) as the 
needle stitching yarn. The stitching machine is produced by Brother Industries Ltd., DB2-B736-3TR, 
Japan. 

 
Figure 4. Views of multi-stitched 3D woven E-glass/polyester/nano silica preforms and composites. Front face 

preform (a1); back face preform (a2); front face composite (b1); back face composite (b2). 
 

 
Figure 5. Schematic view of 3D multi-stitching at 0°,90° and ±45° directions. 
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 Multiaxis non-interlaced 3D preform 

Multiaxis non-interlaced 3D preform is developed. The manufacturing parameters considered are yarn 
orientation, number of layers, preform packing density and yarn linear density. Figure 6 shows the 
schematic views of the preform structures. A uniaxial preform has one fiber set oriented at 0°and has 
10 layers, whereas biaxial preforms have two fiber sets oriented at 0°/90° and have a total of two and 
10 layers. A multiaxis preform has four fiber sets oriented at 0°/90°/ ±45° and has a total of four layers. 
The fiber sets are all wound around each other to form the preform structure as shown schematically 
in Figure 7. The winding procedure is carried out once to make the structures. The yarns are all 
positioned in the in-plane direction of the preform structure without any interlacement with each other. 
After each layer is wound, an adhesive plaster is used to hold all the yarn ends around the structure 
during fabrication with a manually driven prototype flat winder. This provides structural integrity to the 
preform structure during the consolidation process as shown in Figure 7(d).  

 
Figure 6. Schematic views of the 3D uniaxial [0°]10, biaxial [0°/90°]1, 3D biaxial [0°/90°]5 and multiaxis 

[0°/90°/±45°]1 non-interlaced 3D preform unit cell, respectively. 

 
Figure 7. Schematic views of flat winder; tightly wound yarn path (a), loosely wound yarn path (b), E-glass 

multiaxis [0°/90°/±45°]1 preform structure secured by adhesive plaster on the flat winder (c), E glass multiaxis 
[0°/90°/45°]1 preform structure during hand lay-up consolidation (d). 
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 3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Multiaxis 3D woven preform 

Figure 8 shows the multiaxis 3D prototype weaving. The multiaxis weaving has tube-carrier for ±bias 
yarn orientations, warp-filling-±bias-z-yarn feeding units, filling and Z-yarn insertion systems, take-up 
and selvage units.  
 

 
Figure 8. Multiaxis 3D weaving to form multiaxis 3D woven preform for composites [4]. 

 
Bias Orientation 

After the initial trial, the bias tube-carrier moves smoothly in its place according to the required angle in 
the structure. Therefore, the edge yarn in the preform exchanges during the tube-carrier movement in 
the structure. The braider carriers feed the yarn to the tube-carrier as +bias and –bias yarns. The 
important part of the feeding is the yarn tension, which is changed during the edge exchange. It is 
sensible to form a 3D woven structure. High tensions in the braider carriers make it difficult to insert 
the other yarn sets, in particular z-yarns, and formation requires a high beat-up force to pack the 3D 
structure. On the other hand, a high beat-up force could break the brittle carbon filament during 
weaving, which reduces the properties of the structure. 

Width Ratio 
The width ratio is the characteristic parameter of the multiaxis 3D tube-carrier weaving, which 
describes the weaving zone width to the preform width (width ratio=preform width/weaving zone 
width). It is the main processing parameter to influence the preform fabrication during weaving. 

Filling Insertion 
After filling insertion is completed and is retracted from the weaving zone, excessive yarn length must 
be removed from inside the structure. This may be solved by using the negative tension control 
system. The excessive yarn length occurs because the preform width/tube rapier width ratio is not 1. It 
is almost 1/3. In this case, the filling length during insertion is 3 units, but when it returns to its starting 
position, 1 unit length remains in the preform. So, 2 unit lengths must be retracted to avoid a wavy 
structure. 

Z-yarn Insertion 
The z-yarn insertion system works properly and shed opening is determined through the trial and error 
method. It is observed that this is of particular importance during required spacing for filling insertion 
during z-needle staying in the weaving zone. In addition, there is a certain relation between the filling 
shed and the z-needle length. They must be determined properly to avoid excessive z-yarn length. A 
proper tensioning system in the z-yarn may be required in order to avoid unnecessary excessive 
pressure on the filling yarns, which causes local yarn distortions in the preform structure and it 
becomes an important processing parameter. 
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 Beat-up 
After the initial trail, it is realized that the weaving zone is a trapezoidal shape, and the bar 
arrangement in the beatup unit does not match with the weaving zone. The one side open reed moves 
to pact the inserted filling toward the weaving zone, but it opened the warp fibers and very high 
frictional pressure was exerted between the reed–warp, reed–bias and reed–filling. This caused 
filament breakages in the warp and bias yarns and created wavy filling in the preform and tangle in the 
z-yarns. Many weaving cycles later, it was understood that the beat-up unit must be modified for 
continuous weaving. For this reason, finger type blades are used and blades are arranged in the beat-
up unit so that they change position during movement in the weaving zone, and the distance between 
blades becomes less when they move in the trapezoidal weaving zone toward the preform formation 
line. In the preform formation line blades beat the filling to the preform formation line and pack the 
preform. 

Selvage 
The basic function of the selvage is to secure the filling loop when it returns to its original position. 
There are two selvages for each edge of the preform. After an experimental trial, it is realized that one 
selvage rod without a latch needle is required to be positioned just opposite the side of the filling 
insertion side. However, the fabric width to weaving zone ratio is almost 1/3 and this causes a large 
filling yarn length to remain in the edge. As a result, the filling yarn in the structure surface becomes 
wavy. This problem has been solved by adding the additional selvage rod. 

Take Up 
The take-up unit is used to deliver the preform from the preform formation line in order to continue the 
weaving. In addition, the take-up unit controls the filling and z-yarns densities, as well as the warp 
density. Therefore, the directional volume fraction of the preform can be tailored based on end use 
requirements.  
 

3.2. 3D fully interlaced woven preform 

Preform space 
Yarn-to-yarn spaces in all the 3D fully interlaced woven preform structures will affect the directional 
fiber volume fraction and they eventually affect the total volume fraction of the 3D woven preforms. 
The basic processing parameters for the yarn-to-yarn spaces is beat-up and take-up rate, which 
mainly affect the filling-to-filling and the z-yarn-to-z-yarn spaces. These spaces in the preform could 
also affect matrix infiltration during composite fabrication, for instance, directional porosity distribution 
in the preform, infiltration time and fiber alignment during consolidation. 
 
Preform density 
The filling and z-yarn densities of all the 3D fully interlaced woven preforms in the xz-plane mainly 
depended on take-up rate, which influences the directional volume fraction of the 3D woven preform. 
When the yarn sets in the 3D structure were interlaced, the warp and z-yarn densities in the yz-plane 
is slightly irregular, which eventually affects the local properties of the 3D preform structures. However, 
depending on soft or rigid requirements, the warp and filling, and the z-yarn densities in both the xz-
plane and the yz-plane could be tailored based on the processing parameters. 
 
Preform yarn length 
The z-yarn length in all the 3D woven preform structures is identified as the most critical yarn length 
due to the placement of the 3D woven preform thickness. When all the yarn sets in the 3D woven 
preform are interlaced fully, the z-yarn arc length increases. On the other hand, weave pattern types 
slightly affects the z-yarn arc length. In addition, when the number of layers increases, the z-yarn arc 
length remaines the same. The z-yarn length in thickness depends on the number of layers and the 
yarn interlacements. In general, yarn interlacement and the number of layers influence all the yarn 
lengths in 3D woven preform structures. 
 
Preform crimp 
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 Geometrical properties of the 3D fully interlaced woven preforms are analyzed. Crimps in the 3D fully-
interlaced and semi-interlaced representative woven preform structure are calculated based on the 
structure dimensions and the uncrimped representative yarn lengths. The following relations can be 
used: 

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(%) = (𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 − 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙) × 100/𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙                                                                                                    (1) 
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(%) = (𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 − 𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐) × 100/𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐                                                                                                 (2) 
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(%) = (𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 − 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 × 100)/𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙                                                                                                   (3) 
 
where, cw is the warp crimp (%), lw is the uncrimped warp length (cm), Sl is the structure length (cm), 
cf is the filling crimp (%), lf is the uncrimped filling length (cm), Sw is the structure width (cm), cz is the 
z-yarn crimp (%), lzt is the uncrimped total z-yarn length (cm) and St is the structure thickness. In 
addition, crimps in the 3D fully-interlaced circular woven preform structure are calculated based on the 
structure dimensions and the uncrimped yarn lengths. The following relations can be used: 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(%) = (𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶 − 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙) × 100/𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙                                                                                                     (4) 
𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐(%) = (𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙) × 100/𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙                                                                                                 (5) 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(%) = (𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 − 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 × 100)/𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙                                                                                                (6) 
 
Where, Ca is the axial crimp (%), la is the uncrimped axial length (cm), Sl is the structures length (cm), 
Cc is the circumferential crimp (%), lc is the uncrimped circumferential length (cm), Ssl is the 
structures outside surface length (cm), Cr is the radial crimp (%), lrt is the uncrimped total radial length 
(cm) and St is the structures wall thickness.  

The 3D fully interlaced woven structures has warp crimp, filling crimp and z-yarn crimp, whereas 
the 3D semi-interlaced woven structure had warp crimp and filling crimp. On the other hand, the 
traditional 3D woven structures had no directional crimps. It was found that the directional crimps of 
the 3D woven structures slightly depended on the types of weave pattern. The z-yarn crimp was also 
reversely affected by the number of layers. 
 

3.3. Multiaxis 3D braided structure 

Multiaxis 3D braided structure is successfully formed and Table 1 presents the specification of the 
structure. Axial yarn sets are interlocked by ±braid yarn sets but ±bias yarn sets are interconnected by 
radial yarn sets. The main problem is that radial insertion in the braided structure due to technical 
difficulties in the flat bed in which the braider carriers are rotated.  
 

Table 1. Multiaxis 3D braided para-aramid preform. 
Fiber Kevlar® 29(K29), Kevlar® 129(K129) 
Axial yarn 1100 dtex (3 ply), K29 
±Bias yarn 1100 dtex (4 ply), K29 
Radial yarn 1100 dtex (1 ply), K129 
±Braider yarn 1100 dtex (4 ply), K29 
Structure Multiaxis 6-step 3D braided preform 
Axial yarn 2 (circumferential layers × 18 radial rows) 
+Bias yarn 1 layer × 18 radial rows 
–Bias yarn 1 layer × 18 radial rows 
Radial 18 ends (one radial for every axial row) 
Cross- section Cylinder 
Dimensions 100 (outside diameter) × 5 (wall thickness) × 250 (length) mm 
Preform tightness Very high 
Fiber Kevlar® 49 
Axial yarn 3400 dtex  (3 ply) 
±Bias yarn 3400 dtex  (2 ply) 
Radial yarn 3400 dtex  (3 ply) 
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 ±Braider yarn 3400 dtex  (2 ply) 
Structure Multiaxis 8- step 3D braided preform 
Axial yarn 2 (circumferential layers × 18 radial rows) 
+Bias yarn 1 layer × 18 radial rows 
-Bias yarn 1 layer × 18 radial rows 
Radial 18 ends (one radial for every axial row) 
Cross- section Conical 
Dimensions 140 (large diameter) × 55 (small diameter) × 5 (wall thickness) × 210 (length) mm 
Preform tightness Medium 
 

3.4. Multi-stitched 3D preform 

The multi-stitched 3D preform and rigid forms is analysed. The fiber volume fraction results indicated 
that stitching caused local misalignment and uneven fiber placement in the structure. In addition, when 
the stitching directions in the structure increased, the stitching yarn volume fraction increased 
depending on the stitching density and yarn types. However, the total volume fraction of the structures 
did not increase proportionally due to the stitching process. The void content results indicated that 
stitching caused local micro misalignment and uneven fiber placement during needle piercing in the 
preform. Generally, the void content increases when the stitching direction increases. It can be 
considered that the stitching parameters in the developed multi-stitched 3D structures are stitching 
direction, stitching density, stitching yarn type, and stitching type. 

3.5. Multiaxis non-interlaced 3D preform 

Multiaxis non-interlaced 3D preform and production methods are evaluated. It was observed that flat 
winding is a simple and fast method to make multilayered and multiaxis part preform structures. In 
addition, each yarn sets in the structure are straight and there are not any considireable local 
misalanment in each yarn at structure plane. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Multiaxis 3D woven flat and circular preform architecture and new methods are developed. The fabrics 
and methods are evaluated. The preliminary results showed that structures and weaving methods 
were feasible compared to the state of the art techniques for their versatility and simplicity. 

We found that the yarn-to-yarn spaces in 3D fully interlaced and semi-interlaced structures 
were high compared to those of the traditional 3D woven structures due to the directional 
interlacement where the directional fiber volume fraction can be affected. It was also observed that the 
interlacement in 3D woven structure caused slight irregular warp and z-yarn densities in fabric width. 
The interlacement on three yarn sets results in warp crimp, filling crimp and z-yarn crimp. Probably, 
the unique feature of this research was the z-yarn crimp in the 3D woven preform. In addition, it was 
found that the directional crimps of the 3D fully interlaced and semi-interlaced woven structures slightly 
depended on the types of weave pattern and the number of layers.  

Multiaxis 3D braided fabrics have multiple layers and no delamination, and their in-plane 
properties are enhanced due to the ±bias yarn layers. However, the multiaxis 3D braiding technique is 
at an early stage of development. Multi-stitched 3D preform is simple to make and it could be used in 
the technical textile application due to enhance the properties as fracture toughness. It was observed 
that multiaxis non-interlaced 3D preform is simple structure, and its method is a convenient and fast in 
order to produce non-interlaced 3D multilayered and multiaxis preform structures for part 
manufacturing. However, this method must be integrated with the consolidation process as a future 
research subject.  
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Abstract: 

Waterproof breathable layered fabrics allow water vapor passing through, but resist liquid water to 
pass. This ability of the fabrics to protect rain and snow water while allowing sweat vapor to evaporate 
from inside to outside atmosphere, leads them to be used as outdoor sportswear or protective 
clothing. On the other hand, thermal properties of these fabrics, i.e., thermal conductivity or thermal 
resistance should also be maintained properly for the comfort of wearers. This paper presents a study 
that aims to analyze the hydrostatic resistance and thermal properties of waterproof breathable fabrics 
considering their water vapor permeability as well. For this purpose, four different types of layered 
fabrics were used in the experiment. The effect of material composition and layered structure of fabrics 
on the mentioned properties has been analyzed. It has been found a significant influence of structure 
and construction of fabrics on their waterproof and thermal properties from the test results. 

Key words: 

Waterproof, breathability, layered structure, hydrostatic resistance, water vapor permeability, thermal 
conductivity 

1. Introduction  

Breathability of a fabric is the ability of clothing to allow moisture vapor transmission from inside to 
outside atmosphere and hence facilitate evaporative cooling. It is determined by water vapor 
permeability [1] and diffusion of water vapor through fabric is the determining factor of breathability. On 
the contrary, waterproofing is a term that can be described as the impermeability to water. Waterproof 
fabric which requires the filling of pores is resistant to the penetration of water under pressure. 
Resistance of a fabric to water depends on the nature of the fabric surface, the porosity of the fabric 
and the dynamic force behind the impacting water spray [2]. 

There are significant uses of waterproof breathable fabrics in the fields of protective clothing, 
sportswear and construction industries [3]. They have two contradicting properties at the same time – 
they are waterproof, but yet water vapor permeable. Hence, it is the biggest challenge for the 
manufacturers to produce waterproof breathable fabric maintaining these two properties properly. 
However, different types of breathable fabrics can be classified as like as : closely woven fabrics, 
micro-porous membranes and coating, hydrophilic membranes and coating, combination of micro-
porous and hydrophilic membranes and coating, use of retroreflective microbeads, smart breathable 
fabrics and fabrics based on biomimetics [4].  

Again, beside the above mentioned two properties, thermal property, i.e., thermal conductivity or 
thermal resistance of the waterproof breathable fabrics should be also maintained properly as these 
are the important parameters for thermo-physiological comfort. In the experiment, hydrostatic 
resistance, water vapor permeability, thermal conductivity and thermal resistance of different 
laminated multi-layered breathable fabrics were measured. Then the results have been analyzed. It 
has been found that the effects of material construction and layered structure of the fabrics on the 
waterproof and thermal properties are quite significant.    
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 2. Experimental  

 
2.1. Materials 

Four different types of waterproof breathable layered fabrics were used in the experiment. All of them 
were three-layered and laminated by ploytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) micro-porous membrane as 
shown in Table-1. 

Table 1. Characteristics of laminated fabrics 

Sample 
Nr. 

Fabric structure 
[order : outer part to inner 

part] 

Cover 
factor for 

outer 
woven part 

of fabric 

Stitch density 
for inner 

knitted part of 
fabric 

[stitches/cm2] 

Areal 
density 
of fabric 

[g/m2] 

Thickness 
of fabric 

[mm] 

Fabric 
density 
[kg/m3] 

S-1 PES plain + PTFE membrane     
+ PES knit 17 273 89 0.21 423.81 

S-2 PES plain + PTFE membrane     
+ PES knit 33 925 167 0.35 477.14 

S-3 
PES plain + PTFE membrane     
+Rayon knitted fleece 25 180 451 1.25 360.80 

S-4 PES plain + PTFE membrane     
+ PES knitted fleece 27 192 314 1.20 261.67 

 

Here, layers of each fabric sample are shown from outer part to inner part order. All the measurements 
were carried out at standard atmospheric condition. 

 
Figure 1. SEM image of a three-layered laminated fabric sample 

 

2.2. Methods 

All the different parameters of the laminated fabrics, like, cover factor of upper woven fabric, stitch 
density of inner knitted fabric, areal density of fabric, thickness of fabric and fabric density were 
measured according to standardized procedures. 

Hydrostatic resistance tests were carried out by SDL ATLAS Hydrostatic Head Tester Model MO18 
according to AATCC 127 [5] or ČSN EN 20811 (800818) [6] at 20±2ºC whereas the rate of increase of 

upper woven part 

inner knitted part 

membrane 
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 water pressure was 60±3 cmH2O/min. Water pressure was recorded at the point when water 
penetrated from outer layer to inner layer. The unit was expressed as cmH2O. 

PERMETEST instrument was used to measure the water vapor permeability of the samples according 
to ISO 11092 standard. This instrument is able to measure relative water vapor permeability [%] and 
water vapor resistance, Ret [m2Pa/W] and works on a similar skin model principle [7]. 

Thermal conductivity and thermal resistance were measured by ALAMBETA which is a computer 
controlled instrument for measuring the basic static and dynamic thermal characteristics of textiles. 
The values of thermal conductivity and thermal resistance of the fabrics under a 200 Pa contact 
pressure were determined. Measurement of thermal properties by ALAMBETA is standardized in the 
Internal Standard of Textile Faculty of Technical University of Liberec [8]. 

3. Results and discussion  

Hydrostatic resistance, water vapor permeability, thermal conductivity and thermal resistance of four 
different samples are different due to many factors related to structure and construction of the 
laminated fabrics. These properties are shown in Table-2. All the results are analyzed statistically and 
upper limit (UL) and lower limit (LL) for the properties of each sample are shown here in the table.   

Table 2. Different properties of laminated fabrics  

Sample 
Nr. 

Hydrostatic 
resistance 
[cmH2O] 

Water vapor 
resistance, 

Ret [m2Pa/W] 

Thermal conductivity 
[(10-3) W/mK] 

Thermal resistance 
[(10-3) Km2/W] 

S-1 1464 
<UL:1467; LL:1460> 

6.44 
<UL:6.58; LL:6.30> 

43.08 
<UL:43.23; LL:42.93> 

5.78 
<UL:5.88; LL:5.68> 

S-2 1522 
<UL:1524; LL:1520> 

8.42 
<UL:8.54; LL:8.30> 

39.12 
<UL:39.22; LL:39.02> 

8.50 
<UL:8.62; LL:8.38> 

S-3 1114 
<UL:1117; LL:1112> 

7.50 
<UL:7.56; LL:7.44> 

37.68 
<UL:37.93; LL:37.43> 

35.66 
<UL:35.92; LL:35.40> 

S-4 1087 
<UL:1091; LL:1083> 

15.38 
<UL:15.51; LL:15.25> 

38.98 
<UL:39.11; LL:38.85> 

30.46 
<UL:30.73; LL:30.19> 

 

Hydrostatic resistance and water vapor permeability 

From the following graph, it is clear that there is a positive correlation between fabric density of 
laminated fabrics and hydrostatic resistance. S-2 fabric has the highest hydrostatic resistance among  

 

Figure 2. Hydrostatic resistance 
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 all the samples, as it has the highest fabric density. Moreover, its cover factor of upper woven part and 
stitch density is also higher than any other sample. Hydrostatic resistance is lower for S-3 and S-4 due 
to their lower fabric density and fleece hairy inner knitted part which cannot resist water pressure 
properly. 

Again, there is also a correlation when comparison with fabric density and water vapor resistance of 
the samples. But some other factors also influence on water vapor resistance. In case of S-1 and S-2 

 

Figure 3. Water vapor resistance (Ret) 

samples, water vapor resistance of S-1 is lower than S-2, due to its less fabric density as well as less 
cover factor of upper woven part and less stitch density of inner knitted part. On the other hand, both 
S-3 and S-4 samples have inner fleece hairy knitted part. But, S-4 Fabric has higher water vapor 
resistance though it has less fabric density than S-3. This is due to its polyester fleece knit structure as 
rayon fleece is more hygroscopic than polyester fleece knit and it influences on water vapor resistance 
or water vapor permeability.  

Thermal conductivity and thermal resistance 

There is a strong positive correlation between fabric thickness and thermal resistance. Thermal 
resistance is higher for higher thickness of fabric. S-1 has lowest thickness as well as lowest thermal 
resistance and S-3 has the highest thermal resistance due to its highest thickness property among all   

  

Figure 4. Thermal resistance 
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 samples. Again thermal resistance is much higher for S-3 and S-4 than S-1 and S-2. This is due to 
their much higher thickness property and also their inner hairy knitted fleece structure for which air 
entrapping is occurred that causes higher thermal resistance.  

 

Figure 5. Thermal conductivity 

Thermal conductivity is higher for the sample of less thickness property that is clear from the       
Figure-5. S-1 has the highest thermal conductivity due to its lowest thickness property and S-3 has the 
lowest thermal conductivity among all samples due to its highest thickness property. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the experiment, hydrostatic resistance and thermo-physiological comfort of waterproof breathable 
fabrics have been discussed. It has been found that laminated fabrics have significant effects of their 
fabric density, thickness and other structures, like, cover factor of woven fabric part, knitted fabric 
composition, stitch density or fleece or non-fleece structure on hydrostatic resistance, water vapor 
permeability and thermal properties. Fabric density influences a lot on hydrostatic properties, whereas, 
water vapor permeability is influenced by fabric density as well as other fabric properties, like, 
hygroscopic nature of fibers. However, there is a great influence of thickness of laminated fabric on its 
thermal conductivity and thermal insulation properties. 
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Abstract: 

Textiles materials play an important and crucial role in designing appropriate medical devices for 
health care and medical industries. Wound healing is a natural process, dressings and medication 
enhance it. Bandages and dressings are designed to produce a whole variety of special functions 
depending upon the type of wound and medical requirements. In this research work an attempt has 
been made to develop a suitable multi-layered nonwoven bandage comprising of a patch and a 
bandage roll that possess the ideal characteristics required to aid the process of wound healing. The 
patch was coated with four suitable commercial antibiotics ointments i.e., Neosporin, Soframycin, T-
Bact and Betadine along with paste of hydrocolloids (CMC, gelatin and PVA).All the above used 
antibiotic agents showed good antibacterial inhibition. having CMC – 27.5gpl, Gelatin – 22.5gpl, PVA 
– 49.5gpl, and Mineral Oil - 10gpl and of viscosity 2239 centipoise shows better results in terms of 
ease of application and anti-microbial activity. The bandage roll shows good breathability with a 
MVTR value of 560 g/m2/day and good tensile properties with breaking load in the range of 5-8 lb and 
25-30% tensile strain. The bandage roll was used to hold the patch in place. 
 
Keywords: 

Wound care, Nonwoven, bandage, antibiotic ointment, patch, hydrocolloids, breathability. 

1. Introduction 

Wound care and management has always been a major concern and has led to the development of 
newer advanced and more suitable products to meet its requirements. For centuries wounds have 
been dressed in order to protect the wound from the harmful external environment. The act of 
covering a wound mimics the function of the epidermis. The variety of wound types has resulted in a 
wide range of wound dressings with new products frequently introduced to target different aspects of 
the wound healing process. Successful wound care involves optimizing patient local and systemic 
conditions in conjunction with an ideal wound healing environment. Many different products have 
been developed to influence this wound environment to provide a pathogen-free, protected, and moist 
area for healing to occur. The ideal dressing should achieve rapid healing at reasonable cost with 
minimal inconvenience to the patient. 

The last two decades have witnessed the introduction of many dressings, with new ones 
becoming available each year. Dressings should be easy to apply, painless on removal, conducive 
and create an optimal environment for wound healing and should require fewer dressing change in 
turn contributing to the psycho-physiological comfort of the patient. From hospitals to first-aid kits at 
homes, bandages and dressings find their applications making them a vital ingredient in the 
management of a wound. The present scenario offers a wide spectrum of products ranging from 
common wound management dressings like gauze bandages, lint and band aids to sophisticated 
multifunctional systems and emerging technologies including/such as dressings and novel polymers 
used for the delivery of drugs to acute, chronic and other types of wound for achieving improved 
wound healing. These include hydrocolloids, alginates, hydrogels, polyurethane, collagen, chitosan, 
pectin and hyaluronic acid. Pharmacological agents such as antibiotics, vitamins, minerals, growth 
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 factors and other wound healing accelerators that take active part in the healing process by 
combating infections are also available. [2,3,4] 
Major Constraints to be considered 

• Moisture Balance: Maintenance of a moist wound bed reduces pain, tenderness, tissue 
fibrosis, and risk of infection. Over drying a wound results in dressing adhesion to the wound 
bed, prolonging wound healing and leading to scarring. On the other hand, wounds that are 
over hydrated can experience maceration, a process in which new skin tissue breaks down 
and sloughs. 

• Antimicrobial Properties: Infection is one of the biggest inhibitors of proper wound healing. 
• Non-toxic and non-allergenic: It is necessary that the material and its components be non-

toxic and non-allergenic because it could damage the tissue and elicit a serious immune 
response. 

• Physical Barrier impermeable to bacteria: The most fundamental purpose of a wound 
dressing is to serve as a physical barrier to infection. A dressing that is permeable to bacteria 
simply encourages colonization and drastically increases the risk of infection. 

• Conformable and Comfortable: Wounds can occur anywhere on the skin, thus it is essential 
that the wound dressing be capable of conforming to any surface on the body, and to a 
degree, allow unhindered movement. 

• Cytotoxicity: The proposed solution must not kill any mammalian cells. It is essential that the 
design allows for the proliferation of mammalian cells, otherwise this will inhibit the healing 
process. [10] 

 

2. Materials And Methods 

2.1 Patch  

The patch was made up of the following three layers 
 First layer (top contact layer) – 100% Polyester apertured spunlace nonwoven 
 Second layer (middle layer) – 100% Viscose needle-punched nonwoven 
 Third layer (bottom layer) – 100% Polyester apertured spunlace nonwoven 

 
Table 1: Fabric particulars of top/bottom and middle layers of the patch 

Fabric particulars 100% Polyester apertured 
spunlace nonwoven 

100% Viscose needle-punched 
nonwoven 

Fabric thickness (mm) 0.40 1.22 
GSM 30 100 

Air-permeability 
(cm3/cm2/s) 112.55 139.38 

 
i. Fabrication of the Patch: The patch was made in two forms 

• Standard Patch form of size 5 x 5 cm and 10 x 10 cm – the three layers were stitched 
together at the edges. 
Specifications: 

 Stitch type – single needle lockstitch 
 Stitch density – 4 spi  
 Stitch thread – 2-ply polyester thread 

• Continuous Roll form of preferred size - The three layers were joined together by introducing 
LMP (low melt polyester: melting point-1100C) fibers twice between the layers of and passing 
it through a curing chamber to melt and set. 

 LMP – 5 gm for a sample size of 10x10 cm 

2.2 Antibiotic Coating  
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 The contact layer of the patch was coated with topical antibiotic agents mixed in a uniform 

paste of hydrocolloid materials. (antibiotic ointment + hydrocolloids) 
i. Preparation of Hydrocolloid paste: 

Recipe: 

Table 2: Recipe for the four formulations of the hydrocolloid paste 
Sl. 
No Formulation No. Chemicals (in gm/litr) Viscosity 

(Centipoise) CMC Gelatin PVA Mineral Oil 
1 Formulation 1 (F1) 54 45 99 20 84000 
2 Formulation 2 (F2) 36 30 66 13.3 51200 
3 Formulation 3 (F3) 27.5 22.5 49.5 10 2238 
4 Formulation 4 (F4) 10.8 18 40.25 8 837 

      Note: Solvent/water used: de-mineralized water  

The materials were mixed together as per the recipe mentioned above and mechanically stirred at 
high speed for three hours to obtain a uniform paste. The prepared paste was stored in beakers in a 
refrigerator. 
The viscosities of the four formulations mentioned in the above table were tested on a “Brookfield 
Viscometer”. 
ii. Preparation of Coating paste: 
 Following are the commercially available and more commonly preferred antibiotics and 
antiseptics (therapeutic agents) that were used: 

 Soframycin (Framycetin Sulfate) – ointment 
 Bactroban/T-Bact (Group - Mupirocin) – ointment 
 Neosporin (Triple Antibiotic Ointment - bacitracin, neomycin, polymyxin B) - ointment 
 Betadine (Povidone-iodine) – ointment 

The Antibiotic ointment of various concentrations was mixed with 1gm of each of the formulations of 
the hydrocolloid paste that was prepared earlier in the following manner: 

Table 3: Preparation of coating paste 
Sl.No *HP(1gm) + *AB  Concentration of *AB (mg) 

1. Formulation 1+Soframycin 200,300,400,600,800,1000 
2. Formulation 2+Soframycin 200,300,400,600,800,1000 
3. Formulation 3+Soframycin 200,300,400,600,800,1000 
4. Formulation 4+Soframycin 200,300,400,600,800,1000 

                 *HP – Hydrocolloid paste 
                 *AB – Antibiotic Ointment 
 
Similarly as mentioned above 1gm of the hydrocolloid paste of four formulations were mixed with T-
bact, Neosporin and Betadine ointments. 
 
2.3 Method of application of coating paste 

                     
                       Figure 1 (a)                                                                        Figure 1 (b) 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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 1) Applicator – applies the coating paste onto the fabric under a certain constant pressure 

(applied by the spring (4)) and is inclined at an angle of 450.  
2) Reservoir – holds the coating paste that is to be applied with a total volume of approx.18 cm3 
3) Fabric sample – the fabric sample available for coating of size 5x10cm is firmly clamped. 
4) Spring – compression spring was used to apply constant pressure. 

i. Procedure for application of coating paste: 
Fabric sample of 7x12cm was taken and clamped at both ends as shown in the figure. The fabric 
available for coating was 5x10cm (working area). The applicator was placed at one end of the fabric 
sample and the slit was adjusted at the bottom of the applicator as per the thickness of the paste. The 
prepared coating paste was filled into the reservoir and the paste was allowed to flow down through 
the slit. The applicator was made to slide along the track provided at an appropriate pace so as to 
allow the paste to flow down and get applied uniformly onto the fabric. The spring mounted on the 
applicator was adjusted so as to apply the desired pressure on the fabric during coating. The 
applicator was made to slide to the other end of the fabric at a constant rate so as to ensure complete 
coating of the entire area available (working area). Appropriate sliding rate was maintained to ensure 
complete transfer of coating paste from reservoir onto the fabric. If necessary, in case of extra paste 
remaining in the reservoir,  the applicator was brought back to the beginning of the sample by lifting 
and placing it and carry out the same procedure again. 

2.4 Bandage roll  

This is the outer most layer covering the patch and holding the same in place. 
The roll is made up of the following material: 
 First layer – Polyester / Viscose blended spunlace nonwoven (3 blend ratios) 

Table 4: Fabric particulars of the P/V blended fabric 

 Second layer – Poly-urethane breathable membrane (film) 
• Thermoplastic monolithic film impermeable to water and air, permeable to water vapour 
• thickness – 0.102, GSM – 20, 6000mm water column pressure 
The above two layers were laminated on the LACOM laminating machine (ATIRA) at 
temperature of 1100C.  
 Adhesive – PUR (poly-urethane reactive) holt-melt adhesive (Jowatherm).   

 
3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Introduction  

The bandage system that was developed as per the plan of work mentioned in the previous chapter 
and was subjected to various tests to analyze their physical properties, anti-microbial efficiency and 
characterization. The results are tabulated and discussed in this chapter. 
 

3.2 Properties of the Patch and Bandage Roll 

Table 5 shows the physical properties of the multilayered patch comprising of spunlace polyester 
fabric as the top and bottom layers and needle punched viscose fabric as the middle absorbent layer 
joint together using LMP fibers. It can be seen that the thickness of the multilayered patch is 3.25 mm 
and the GSM is of 167. It can be observed that the air permeability of the multilayered patch  is 67.51 
cm3/cm2/s which is a property required for the permeability of the oxygen and exchange of gases 

Fabric particulars Polyester/Viscose fabric 
Blend ratios 30/70 50/50 90/10 

Fabric thickness (mm) 0.350 0358 0.348 
GSM 30 40 40 
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 necessary for the ideal functioning of the wound dressing. It is also observed that the water vapor 
permeability of the patch is 754.3 g/m2/day which may be majorly due to the presence of viscose 
which is hygroscopic in nature and of high moisture regain absorbs the moisture and eventually 
releases it through the layers of the patch. The optimum release of moisture vapor is necessary for 
maintaining a suitable environment at the wound site. The absorption properties of the multi layered 
patch were tested and tabulated in table 3.1. The absorption capacity of the multilayered patch is 
1008 % to original weight, retention capacity of 815 % to original weight and drop absorbency of less 
than one second are the important properties that a wound dressing should possess to absorb blood 
exudates, perspiration and other undesired fluids intern contribution to keep the wound clean and 
hygiene as this is necessary for a quick and scar fee healing process. It can be observed from the 
table that the thermal conductivity of the patch is 0.30 mk/W which is an important factor affecting the 
physio-psychological comfort of the patient. 

Table 5: Properties of the Patch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3 Properties of the coated patch 

3.3.1 Air and Water vapour permeability of the patch samples 

The figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) and table 6 show the air-permeability and water vapour permeability test 
results of the patch samples coated with a paste containing antibiotics along with a blend of 
hydrocolloids in comparison to the uncoated patch. It can be observed that the air-permeability and 
water vapour permeability has considerably reduced after the coating paste has been applied which 
may be attributed to the formation of a layer on the surface of the patch. The layer formed after 
coating may cover the pores available for the movement of air, thereby reducing the porosity of the 
patch. The reduction in water vapour permeability of the coated samples may be due to some amount 
of water vapour being absorbed by the hydrocolloids present in the paste. Although the patch is 
coated with a paste, it still possesses the permeability of air and water vapour which is necessary for 
the patch to function as an optimum wound dressing. 

Table 6: Air-permeability and Water vapour permeability of the patch samples 

Sl. No. Patch samples Absorption capacity 
(% to original wt.) 

Retention capacity 
(% to original wt.) 

Drop absorbency 
(secs) 

1 Untreated-P1 1008 815 < 1 
2 Sof-300-F3 1083 856 2 
3 Tb-300-F3 1096 893 3 
4 Neo-300-F3 1126 875 2 

5 Beta-300-F3 1083 901 2 

Particulars Patch 
Fabric thickness  

(mm) 3.25 

Air-permeability 
(cm3/cm2/s) 67.51 

GSM 167 
WVP 

(g/m2/day) 754.3 

Drop absorbency 
(secs) < 1 sec 

Absorption capacity  
(% on original wt) 1008 

Retention capacity  
(% on original wt) 815 

Thermal conductivity  
(mk/W) 0.30 
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 6 Sof-1000-F3 1119 885 3 

7 Tb-1000-F3 1090 892 2 
8 Neo-1000-F3 1121 837 2 
9 Beta-1000-F3 1113 857 2 

 

3.4 Properties of the Bandage roll 

Table 8: Properties of bandage roll 

Particulars P/V fabric 
Laminated with PU 

Blend ratio 30/70 50/50 90/10 

Fabric thickness (mm) 0.455 0.500 0.510 

GSM 73 81 82 

Tensile 
properties 

Breaking load (lb) 5.29 6.26 8.38 

Tensile Strain (%) 31.00 24.33 19.83 

Wicking 
height 

Machine 
direction  

(cm) 

5mins 4.2 5.5 6.1 
10mins 5 6.2 6.4 
15mins 5.4 6.8 6.8 
20mins 5.7 7 7.1 

Cross 
direction 

(cm) 

5mins 2.5 2.8 3.5 
10mins 2.7 3.1 4 
15mins 2.8 3.3 4.3 
20mins 2.8 3.4 4.5 

MVTR (g/m2/day) 476 340 238 

 
Table 8 shows the properties of the bandage roll comprising of a spunlace polyester/viscose (P/V) 
nonwoven fabric laminated with polyurethane (PU) breathable membrane on one side of the fabric. 
Three different blend ratios of 30/70, 50/50 and 90/10 of polyester/viscose fabrics were considered for 
the preparation of three bandage rolls respectively. It can be seen that the breaking load of bandage 
roll increase with increase in polyester percentage in the blend, as polyester has a very good load 
bearing capacity of 3.5 to 7 gpd. This is an important factor for the bandage roll as its foremost 
application is to hold the patch in place and to apply the decide amount of pressure contributed to 
wound healing. It can be observed that the wickability of the bandage roll increases with the increase 
in polyester percentage which may be attributed to polyester being hydrophobic in nature has very 
good wicking property as compared to viscose in the blend ratio. Wicking is an essential property for a 
bandage to absorb and wick away the fluids which are not retained by the patch and thereby help the 
wound to remain clean.  

It can also be observed from the table that the moisture vapour transmission rate values of 
the three bandage rolls increases with the increase in the viscose content as this may be due to 
ciscoes being hygroscopic in nature and tends to retain high amount of moisture. The bandage roll 
with 90/10 composition shows better result in terms of strength and wick ability which are essential 
properties of a roll, it can also be observed that the lower moisture vapour transmission rate value of 
90/10 blend composition compared to the other two blend compositions may be due to the bandage 
roll retaining lesser amount of moisture. 

3.5 SEM characterization – Surface morphology 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the coated and uncoated fabric surfaces of the 
top contact layer of the patch (100% polyester spunlace nonwoven fabric) were captured and 
analyzed. 
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(a)                                                       (b) 

 

 

 
(b)                                                       (c) 

Figure 9. (a), (b), (c), & (d): SEM Images 
 
It can be clearly observed from the SEM images shown above that the coated paste has been applied 
onto the surface of the fabric surface in comparison to the untreated fabric surface. The images 
clearly distinguish the coated and uncoated surfaces of the fabric. Coating has majorly been found on 
the outermost surface of the fabric and has partially penetrated within the structure. Coating is not 
found to be uniform throughout the material. Impregnation of the coating material is seen within the 
structure but, due to higher viscosity and better adhesion of the coating paste to the fiber surface 
there are void spaces between the hydrocolloid coated areas. It also reveals that due to interlacing of 
fibers and adsorption of coating material onto the surface has created more number of point contacts. 
A wide distribution of small air sacks or bubbles has been found throughout the coating material, this 
might be due to the colloidal particles present in the paste and might also due to the high speed 
stirring or whipping of the paste during preparation of the same. 
  

100 X 100 X 

500 X 500 X 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The developed bandage product was tested and analyzed. From the test results and thorough 
discussions the following conclusions were drawn: In case of the multilayered coated patch, air 
permeability (36-39 cm3/cm2/s), water permeability (640-680 g/m2/day), absorbency (1083-1126%) 
were observed which are the essential requirements for exchange of gases, optimum supply of 
oxygen and absorption of exudates, perspiration and other fluids contributing to a desired wound 
healing process. Bandage roll with 90/10 polyester/viscose blend composition shows good wicking 
properties as compared to the other blend compositions of 30/70 and 50/50 polyester/viscose which 
are essential requirements for absorption of fluids which are not retained by the patch and thereby 
help the wound to remain clean. The 90/10 P/V blend bandage roll shows good result in terms of 
strength, wickabilty and retaining least amount of moisture required to maintain an optimum and 
hygienic environment at the site of the wound. Out of the four hydrocolloid formulations prepared, 
formulation 3 having CMC – 27.5gpl, Gelatin – 22.5gpl, PVA – 49.5gpl, and Mineral Oil - 10gpl and of 
viscosity 2239 centipoise shows better results in terms of ease of application and anti-microbial 
activity. Similarly for all the four antibiotics used good antimicrobial activity is observed with for 
formulation 3. The results obtained were statistically analyzed using two-way ANOVA and it was 
found that that there exists a significant effect of concentration and viscosity of the coating paste on 
the anti-microbial efficiency. 
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Abstract:  

The cellulose based stiff fillers have attained considerable attention in the last few decades for use as a 
reinforcement in polymer composites. The creep and dynamic mechanical properties of alkali treated 
jute/green epoxy composites incorporated with 1, 5 and 10 wt % of chemically treated pulverized jute 
fibers (PJF) are presented in this work. The incorporation of PJF is found to significantly improve the 
creep resistance and strain rate of composites. Burger’s model was used to model the creep behavior 
in this study. Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) results revealed the increase in storage 
modulus, glass transition temperature and reduction in the tangent delta peak height of composites with 
higher loading of PJF. 

Key words: 

Polymer composites, Creep, Compression molding, Pulverization 

 

1. Introduction 

Natural fiber polymer composites (NFPC) are increasingly used nowadays in industrial applications as 
a substitute of polymer composites made with mostly used synthetic fibers such as glass and carbon 
etc. due to their environmental and economic benefits. Polymer composites used in engineering 
applications are often subjected to stress for a long time and at high temperatures. Creep (a progressive 
deformation of a material at constant stress) is very important end-use property for material applications 
requiring long term durability and reliability [1]. Considerable studies can be found in literature on the 
creep behavior of natural fiber polymer composites [2-7]. Researchers have also tried to study the creep 
behavior of polymer composites by addition of different kinds of fillers in matrices [8-10]. To the author’s 
best knowledge, there is no study available in open literature on the creep behavior of alkali treated jute 
reinforced green epoxy composites incorporated with chemically treated pulverized jute fibers as 
reinforcing fillers. Therefore, the objective of the present study is to investigate the incorporation of 
pulverized nano/micro jute fibers prepared from waste jute on the creep behavior under the conditions 
of different temperatures and dynamic mechanical behavior of alkali treated woven jute/green epoxy 
composites. 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials 

Jute woven fabric produced from tossa jute (C. olitorius) fibers having an areal density of 600 gm-2 with 
5-end satin weave design was produced on a shuttle loom. Warp and weft densities of the fabric were 
6.3 threads per cm and 7.9 threads per cm respectively. Waste jute fibers, sourced from a jute mill, were 
used for pulverization. Green epoxy resin CHS-Epoxy G520 and hardener TELALIT 0600 were supplied 
by Spolchemie, Czech Republic. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was supplied by Lach-Ner, Czech Republic. 
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 Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich, Czech 
Republic.  

2.2. Methods 

The untreated fabric was first washed with 2 wt% non-ionic detergent solution at 70 °C for 1.0 h prior to 
surface treatments. The jute fabric and waste jute fibers were then immersed separately in 2% NaOH 
solution for 1 h at 80 °C maintaining a liquor ratio of 15:1. Alkali treated waste jute fibers were further 
treated with 7 g/l NaOCl solution at room temperature for 2 hours under pH 10-11 and subsequently 
antichlored with 0.1 % Na2SO4 at 50°C for 20 min. Both fabric and waste fibers, after chemical 
pretreatment, were then washed with fresh water several times until the final pH was maintained at 7.0 
and then allowed to dry at room temperature for 48 h and at 100°C in an oven for 2 h. 

Pulverization of chemically treated waste jute fibers was carried out using a high-energy 
planetary ball mill of Fritsch pulverisette 7. The sintered corundum container of 80 ml capacity and 
zirconium balls of 10 mm diameter were chosen for 1 hour of pulverization. The ball to material ratio 
(BMR) was kept at 10:1 and the speed was kept at 850 rpm. 

The composites were prepared by hand layup method and compression moulding technique. The 
resin and hardener were mixed in a ratio of 100:32 (by weight) according to manufacturer 
recommendations before layup and then weighed amounts of pulverized jute fibers (PJF) under 1, 5 and 
10 wt % were mechanically mixed with epoxy resin at room temperature until a homogeneous mixture 
was obtained. The prepared composite samples were designated as U (untreated), A-0% (alkali treated 
jute fabric with 0 wt% of PJF), 1%, 5% and 10% (alkali treated jute fabric with 1, 5, 10 wt% of PJF) 
respectively. 

2.3. Testing 

Particle size distribution of pulverized jute particles was studied on Malvern Zetasizer nano series based 
on dynamic light scattering principle of Brownian motion of particles. Deionized water was used as 
dispersion medium and it was ultrasonicated for 5 min with BANDELIN ultrasonic probe SONOPLUS 
before characterization. Refractive index of 1.52 was used to calculate particle size of pulverized jute. 
In addition, morphologies of pulverized jute fibers were observed with Vega-Tescan TS5130 Scanning 
Electron Microscope at 30 KV accelerating voltage. The surface of fibers was gold coated prior to SEM 
inspection.  

Short-term creep tests were performed in three point bending mode at temperatures 40°C, 70°C 
and 100°C using Q800 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) instrument of TA instruments 
(New Castle DL, USA) for 30 minutes. The static stress of 2.0 MPa was applied at the center point of 
long side of the sample through the sample thickness for 30 min after equilibrating at the desired 
temperature and creep strain was measured as a function of time. The dynamic mechanical properties 
of composites were measured in 3-point bending mode using the above same instrument. The testing 
conditions were controlled in the temperature range of 35–200°C, with a heating rate of 3°C/min, fixed 
frequency of 1 Hz, preload of 0.1 N, amplitude of 20 µm, and force track of 125%. The samples having 
a thickness of 4.5–5 mm, width of 12 mm and span length of 50 mm were used for both creep and DMTA 
testing. Two replicate samples were tested for each test condition and average values are reported. 

 

3. Results and discussion 
The jute fibers were pulverized to particles with an average size of 1480 nm in wider particle size 
distribution as shown in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b shows the shape and surface morphology of pulverized jute 
fibers. The PJF can be seen in irregular shape and size with certain aspect ratio as well. 
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Figure 1. (a) Particle size distribution and (b) SEM image of jute fibers after pulverization 

3.1. Creep behavior 

Four parameters (or the Burger’s) model is one of the mostly used physical models to give the 
relationship between the morphology of polymer composites and their creep behavior. The total strain 
as a function of time can be represented by the following equation: 

𝜀𝜀 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝜎𝜎0
𝐸𝐸𝑀𝑀

+ 𝜎𝜎0
𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾

(1 − 𝑒𝑒−
𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡 𝜂𝜂𝐾𝐾� ) + 𝜎𝜎0

𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀
𝑡𝑡     (1) 

Figure 2 shows the creep strains for jute composites as a function of time with 0, 1, 5, 10 wt% of PJF 
content at three different temperature conditions. It is visibly apparent that the composites have low 
instantaneous deformation εM and creep strain at 40°C due to higher stiffness of composites but this 
deformation increases at higher temperatures due to decrease in composites stiffness. The creep strain 
of all composites also increased at higher temperatures but the untreated jute composites was affected 
more than the others. The creep strain of alkali treated with 0% PJF composite is less than untreated 
one. This may be explained due to increase in surface roughness of jute fabric after alkali treatment and 
decrease in frictional slippage of matrix polymer chains at the fiber/matrix interface resulting in less 
creep deformation than untreated composite.  

The least creep strain is shown by composite incorporated with 10% PJF at all temperatures 
followed by 5% and 1% PJF incorporated composites. At 100 °C, 5% and 10% PJF composites have 
almost same instantaneous elastic deformation but 10% composite has less viscous deformation over 
time. This may be attributed to greater inhibition of slippage and reorientation of polymer chain with 
increasing contents of PJF. The Burger’s model curves show a satisfactory agreement with the 
experimental data (Fig. 3). The four parameters EM, EK, ηM, ηK of Burger’s model, used to fit the Eq. 1 
to the experimental data, are summarized in Table 1. All four parameters were found to decrease for all 
composites as temperature increased (Table 1). EM corresponds to the elasticity of the crystallized 
zones in a semicrystallized polymer. Compared to the amorphous regions, the crystallized zones are 
subjected to immediate stress due to their higher stiffness. The instantaneous elastic modulus is 
recovered immediately once the stress is removed. EK is also coupled with the stiffness of material. The 
decrease in parameters EM, EK resulted from the increase in the instantaneous and the viscoelastic 
deformations as temperature increased. The viscosity ηM corresponds to damage in the crystallized 
zones and irreversible deformation in the amorphous regions and the viscosity ηK is associated with the 
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 viscosity of the amorphous regions in the semicrystallized polymer (Militký and Jabbar, 2015). The 
decrease in viscosity parameters ηM, ηK propose an improvement in the mobility of molecular chains at 
higher temperature. The parameters for untreated and alkali treated with 0% PJF composites have 
undergone a largest decrease, resulting in higher creep strain. The composites incorporated with PJF, 
especially 5 and 10%, have comparatively better values of parameters particularly ηM which is related 
to the long term creep strain and validates less temperature dependence of these composites (Fig. 2). 
The viscosity ηM increases with the increase in PJF% and permanent deformation decreases. 

 

 
Figure 2. Creep curves of composites incorporated with different loadings of PJF at different temperatures. 
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 Table 1. Simulated four parameters in Burger’s model for short term creep of the composites. 

Temperature Parameters Composite types 
  Untreated Alkali-0% 1% 5% 10% 

40°C 

Em (MPa) 2477.24± 78.3 3259.41±138.0 3492.53±133.8 3810.53±133.6 3774.75±149.1 
Ek (MPa) 23876.27±10854.5 38244.62±19726.9 42496.38±21110.6 44220.12±21281.1 40549.80±19016.6 
ɳm (Pa.s) 2.72E7±1.33E7 3.54E7±1.22E7 4.77E7±2.04E7 4.54E7±1.97E7 5.11E7±2.47E7 
ɳk (Pa.s) 2.11E6±2.38E6 1.37E6±2.09E6 1.73E6±2.5E6 2.53E6±3.49E6 1.90E6±2.62E6 
SS* 2.65033E-9 1.29037E-9 1.04302E-9 9.92292E-10 1.08146E-9 
Adj. R2 0.97524 0.97061 0.96424 0.96929 0.96304 

70°C 

Em (MPa) 1985.89±91.9 2403.61±102.7 2921.19±118.5 3116.67±118.6 3323.10±131.9 
Ek (MPa) 7790.84±2752.5 11972.90±4497.3 14228.47±5360.3 16946.57±6037.4 15615.45±5726.5 
ɳm (Pa.s) 9.48E6±3.81E6 1.32E7±5.14E6 1.98E7±9.71E6 2.33E7±1.08E7 2.27E7±1.13E7 
ɳk (Pa.s) 956179.43±6.90E5 1.32E6±1.09E6 1.71E6±1.34E6 1.81E6±1.45E6 1.94E6±1.44E6 
SS* 1.08937E-8 5.93037E-9 3.81543E-9 2.74811E-9 2.87718E-9 
Adj. R2 0.98881 0.98689 0.9851 0.9847 0.98596 

100°C 

Em (MPa) 1380.05±294.3 1743.43±306.1 2417.83±218.3 2653.56±183.6 2616.45±123.7 
Ek (MPa) 665.35±117.7 865.63±121.6 3543.54±958.0 6087.72±1783.7 8457.41±2683.5 
ɳm (Pa.s) -4.13E20±0.0 -6.00E32±0.0 7.44E6±3.92E6 1.08E7±5.26E6 1.31E7±5.97E6 
ɳk (Pa.s) 219089.75±1.03E5 255733.51±9.91E4 457813.67±2.43E5 705184.01±4.39E5 1.11E6±6.84E5 
SS* 8.30033E-7 3.37586E-7 2.87859E-8 1.31777E-8 6.79893E-9 
Adj. R2 0.97565 0.98358 0.99023 0.98826 0.98971 

 
3.2. Dynamic mechanical thermal properties 

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis can characterize the viscoelastic properties of the materials and 
determine the information of storage modulus, loss modulus (the energy dissipation associated with the 
motion of polymer chains) and loss factor (tan delta) of polymer composites within the measured 
temperature range (Wang et al., 2015). The variation of storage modulus (Eʹ) of composites incorporated 
with different content of PJF as a function of temperature at frequency of 1 Hz is shown in Fig. 3.  
 

 
Figure 3. Dynamic mechanical properties composites incorporated with different loadings of PJF; (a) storage 

modulus, (b) loss modulus, (c) tan delta. 
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 It can be seen from Fig. 3a that there is a gradual fall in the storage moduli with temperature, which 
should be related with an energy dissipation phenomenon involving cooperative motions of the polymer 
chains with temperature. The increase in storage modulus over the whole temperature range was 
observed for composites incorporated with different loadings of PJF, for example, addition of 1, 5 and 
10% PJF causes a significant increase of ~18%, 22% and 43% in the storage modulus respectively at 
35°C. Moreover, the storage modulus curves of composites have been shifted to higher temperatures 
after addition of the PJF, particularly 5 and 10% loading. This significant improvement in storage 
modulus is due to better reinforcing effect of PJF leading to increased stiffness and the mobility 
restriction of polymer chains. The change in loss factor (tan δ, the ratio of loss modulus to corresponding 
storage modulus) of composites with different loading of PJF as a function of temperature is shown in 
Fig. 3c. Untreated composite displayed a higher tanδ peak value than others. This may be attributed to 
more energy dissipation due to frictional damping at the weaker untreated fiber/matrix interface. The 
temperature at which tanδ attains a maximum value can be referred to as the glass transition 
temperature (Tg). A positive shift in Tg can be observed for all composites incorporated with PJF 
compared to untreated composite The lower tanδ peak height is shown by composite incorporated with 
10% PJF followed by 5% and 1% PJF composites, exhibiting a strong fiber/matrix interfacial interactions 
which can restrict the segmental movement of the polymer chains leading to the increased Tg.  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Creep behavior of alkali treated woven jute/green epoxy composites incorporated with different loadings 
of chemically treated pulverized jute fibers (PJF) was presented at various environment temperatures. 
The creep deformation was found to increase with temperature. The creep resistance of composites 
was found to improve significantly with the incorporation of PJF. The modeling of creep data was 
satisfactorily conducted by using Burger’s model. The Burger’s model fitted well the short-term creep 
data. Dynamic mechanical test results revealed the increase in storage modulus, glass transition 
temperature and reduction in the tangent delta peak height of PJF incorporated composites. Based on 
the analysis of results, the improved creep resistance of the composites were likely attributed to the 
inhibited mobility of polymer matrix molecular chains initiated by large interfacial contact area of PJF as 
well as their interfacial interaction with the polymer matrix. 
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Abstract:  

Mechanical characteristics are one of the important properties of ion exchange membranes. These 
parameters are required for next operation and for an application in an electrodialysis (as tightness of 
stack).  

The most important properties of fabric in this application are thickness (diameter of used 
fibers), free area related to warp and weft, mechanical strength, material and of course price. Between 
less relevant parameters of a reinforcing fabric belong a type of fabric (monofilament or multifilament), 
a type of bond (plain or twill weave, a knit), shrinkage and for example purity.  

As a reinforcing fabric in ion exchange membranes can be used a weave fabric, a knit or a 
nonwoven fabric. Ion exchange membranes have different parameters which are connected with 
parameters of a reinforcing fabric. The goal of this article is comparison of influence of different 
reinforcing fabric on the properties of ion exchange membranes. Electrochemical, physical and 
mechanical properties of ion exchange membranes compared to different reinforcing fabric were 
studied.     

Key words: 

Reinforcing fabric, ion exchange membrane, weave fabric, knit, nonwoven fabric. 

 
1. Introduction  

Coated fabrics used since the 18th century, when the fabric was soaked in linseed oil for the 
production of waterproof cloth. Since then coated fabrics started to use extensively for a variety of 
applications and created composite materials. The most widely used fabric coated on one or both 
sides of a polymer. Properties of the resulting layers are dependent on many parameters, such as the 
types of bonding fabric, the fiber density in the fabric sett or orientation. Other important parameters 
fabrics are: 
• good mechanical properties (elongation, modulus, strength), 
• fiber type, 
• dimensional stability, 
• adhesion, absorption of the polymer matrix and textile, 
• temperature resistance, 
• the homogeneity of the fabric [4, 10]. 
Due to the parameters of fibers, material or a type of bond on the resulting properties of textiles is 
covered by many authors [2, 6, 8, 11, 12]. 
Heterogeneous ion exchange membranes are also layered systems. They contain a polymer matrix 
having ion exchange function groups which are reinforced with the reinforcing fabric. Ion exchange 
membranes (IEMs) are separation membranes which separate cations and anions form solution if 
electric field is applied. Thanks to the fact that the IEM contains fixed ionic functional groups free 
counter-ions can be transported through IEMs but transport of co-ions is limited [7]. Figure 1 shows 
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 the scheme and simple principle of IEMs. An IEM can be anion exchange membrane (AEM) or cation 
exchange membrane (CEM) depending on the counter-ion which can be transported through IEM.  
 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of IEMs 

 
IEMs are used for electrodialysis (ED), electrodeionization (EDI), membrane electrolysis, 
electrophoresis (EF) or in power sources as fuel cells [1, 7, 9]. IEMs are the most frequently utilized in 
desalination of brackish and surface water, purification of waste water, water desalination after tertiary 
biological treatment, purification of organic substances, stabilization of wine, demineralization of whey, 
separation of inorganic and organic solutions, purification of organic substances. 
The goal of this article is comparison of influence of different reinforcing fabric on the properties of ion 
exchange membranes. Electrochemical, physical and mechanical properties of ion exchange 
membranes compared to different reinforcing fabric were studied. For a characterization of IEMs were 
chosen six type of IEMs with the nonwoven fabric, the monofilament knit, the multifilament knit, the 
monofilament weave fabric, the multifilament weave fabric and for comparison non-reinforcing IEMs. 

2. Experimental  
 

2.1. Materials 

IEMs preparation and used materials were described in the literature [13]. Five kinds of reinforcing 
fabrics were used; Ulester, Uzel, Zora, Wora (Silk & Progress) and Novolin (Polytex). Their properties 
are described in the Table 1 and Figure 2. Zora and Wora are the knits, Ulester and Uzel are the 
woven fabrics and Novolin is a nonwoven fabric. The structure of individual reinforcing fabrics is 
shown in the scans from scanning electron microscope (SEM), Figure 3. Observe and reverse side of knit 
Wora is presented on the SEM scans.  

Table 1. Properties of used reinforcing fabrics 

Reinforcing 
fabric Material Thickness  

μm 
Warp/weft1 

1/cm 
Free area 

% 
Shrinkage2 

% 

Ultimate 
force3 

N 

Ultimate 
strain3 

% 
Threads 

Zora PES 180 11,5/28,0 59,0 2,5 124/78 31/73 multifilament 

Wora PAD 180 11,5/22,5 74,0 8,0 120/37 27/97 monofilament 

Ulester PES 100 32,0/35,0 66,8 0,1 220/238 28/28 monofilament 

Uzel PES 80 40,0/43,0 28,1 0,9 280/260 35/35 multifilament 

Novolin PP 100 - 110 - not 
determined 3,6 15/24 97/80 - 

1Number of yarns of reinforcing fabric applied to 1 centimetre.  
2Shrinkage was determined at 160 °C for all fabrics except to Novolin PP than temperature was only 120 °C. 
3Ultimate strain and force in warp/weft direction (MD/TD). 
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Figure 2. Tensile curves for the reinforcing fabrics (warp and weft direction, MD/TD) 

 

   

   

Figure 3. SEM for reinforcing fabric; A) obverse side of Zora, B) obverse and C) reverse side of Wora, D) 
nonwoven fabric Novolin, E) Uzel and F) Ulester 32S 

2.2. Methods 

Electrochemical, physical and mechanical properties of ion exchange membranes compared to 
different reinforcing fabric were studied. Measurements of permselectivity, specific and areal 
resistivity, relative water content with other physical properties (relative change of thickness, length 
and width after swelling in demineralized water) are published in the literature [13]. Mechanical 
properties are described in the [14]. 

2.2.1. Relative water content and other physical properties 

The relative water content and other physical properties such as relative change of thickness, length 
and width after swelling in demineralized water were determined in the following way. IEMs were dried 
in an oven at 75°C to constant weight and weighed in the dry form. Length, width and thickness were 

A) B) C) 

D) E) F) 
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 determined. Subsequently IEMs were swelled in demineralized water at room temperature for 24 h 
and dabbed with a filter paper to remove excess water. The weight, length, width and thickness of 
IEMs in the wet form were measured. Then physical properties were determined using this formula [3]: 

𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 =
𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
∙ 100 % 

2.2.2. Specific resistance 

IEMs for measurement of resistance had to be swollen in demineralized water at room temperature. 
The next operation was the same as in the IEC measurement (membranes’ conditioning). IEMs were 
equilibrated in 0.5 M NaCl for 24 h. Electric resistance was measured in 0.5 M NaCl solution at room 
temperature in a special experimental cell using a compensation method. The experimental cell 
consisted from two parts separated from each other. The appropriate solution was mixed in 
experimental cell. Electric resistance was measured between reference electrodes and then the direct 
current was applied between platinum electrodes. Electric resistance was determined by two 
measurements of potential difference. The first measurement was performed without the IEM (only 
solution) and the second with the IEM between the two parts [1, 5]. The active area of IEM was 0.785 
cm2.  

2.2.3. Permselectivity 

Permselectivity of IEMs was determined by Henderson’s method in the same measuring cell as 
electric resistance but with the following KCl solution pair 0.1 – 0.5 M in separated part and without 
applied direct current. IEMs were equilibrated in 0.5 M KCl for 24 h before the measurement [3]. 

2.2.4. Mechanical properties 

Mechanical properties of membrane specimens were measured with samples of dimensions of 25 mm 
× 50 mm (clamping length) according to the ČSN EN ISO 527-3 standard using an H5K-T (Tinius 
Olsen) tensile testing machine with a speed of 5 mm∙min−1. Ultimate force and ultimate strain were 
determined. Before measurement CEMs are swollen in demineralized water for 24 h.  

2.2.5. Morphology 

The morphology of the membrane surface was investigated using a FEI Quanta 250 FEG scanning 
electron microscope. The conditions for measurement on SEM were 5 kV voltage, high vacuum (4.5 x 
10-3 Pa pressure) and ETD (Everhart Thornley detector) or in low vacuum (40 Pa) with LFD (large 
field detector) for secondary electrons. Samples of reinforcing fabrics were sputtered by 10 nm thick 
layer of chromium before measurement by the Quorum Technologies Q150T S/E/ES. The second 
microscope was chosen optical microscope Intracomicro. 

3. Results and discussion 

The thickness, free area of reinforcing fabric and the stability bond are the most important technical 
parameters which fabric has to fulfill. Minimum thickness of prepared IEM is treble of used reinforcing 
fabric. So the thinner the reinforcing fabric and the smaller is the resulting IEM. Bigger   value of free 
area ensures the lower resistance of IEM but this must not be at the expense of stability bond. Stability 
bond is important for manufacture of IEM. During lamination of reinforcing fabric to IEM must not lead 
to deformation of the fabric, for example narrowing. Other parameters which play the role in 
manufacture of IEM are mechanical durability, the material of the fabric, diameter and the type of 
threads, the type of bond, temperature and chemical stability or the purity of the fabric. 
Electrochemical and physical properties of CEMs are published in the Table 2. Permselectivity is 
higher than 90 % that is important for the best function of IEMs. Permselectivity is parameter of CEMs 
which indicates the number of counter ions transferred across CEMs to co-ions. Counter ions have the 
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 same polarity as the function groups in the IEMs and co-ions have the opposite polarity than the 
function group. Ideally the permselectivity is equal 100 %. So used reinforcing fabric has the influence, 
positive impact, on the permselectivity of CEMs. Reinforcing fabric disallows the polymeric materials 
absorb so much demineralized water and the structure of CEMs is more compact. Any holes and 
cracks do not create which cause the decrease of permselectivity.   
CEM Novolin has the biggest value of specific and areal resistance. Non-reinforcing CEM and CEM 
Uzel show low values of areal resistance but thickness of these CEMs is relatively small so the 
specific resistance which is not dependent on the thickness is higher than for other CEMs. The lowest 
resistance has CEM Ulester. Resistance of CEMs is dependent on many parameters of reinforcing 
fabric. For example is open area or thickness of fabric. The woven fabric Uzel has the smallest value 
of open area and in the opposite side is the knit Wora but CEMs with these fabrics do not have 
significantly different electrochemical properties.  
 

Table 2. Properties of six types of CEMs 

IEMs 
Thickness 
of wet CEM 

μm 

Relative change of Relative 
water 

content 
% 

Areal 
resistance 

Ω.cm2 

Specific 
resistance 

Ω.cm 

Permselectivity 
% thickness 

% 
length 

% 
width 

% 

CEM  
non-reinforcing 370 27,3 17,5 12,2 72,0 4,24 113,7 90,0 

CEM Zora 534 58,4 2,5 4,0 51,3 5,10 95,5 95,0 

CEM Wora 468 44,4 5,0 3,0 54,2 4,53 96,8 94,9 

CEM Ulester 497 56,9 2,0 2,9 53,5 4,45 89,6 94,4 

CEM Uzel 407 56,4 1,0 3,0 49,9 4,81 118,2 93,8 

CEM Novolin 438 38,4 11,1 11,6 51,7 8,48 193,6 90,6 

 
The type of reinforcing fabric has the influence on the relative change of thickness, length and width 
and relative water content. Relative water content for reinforcing CEMs is about 50 – 55 % but non-
reinforcing CEM swells by more than 20 %. CEMs with woven fabrics and knits have the bigger 
relative change of thickness after swelling compared to relative change of length and width. For non-
reinforcing CEM and CEM Novolin applies the reverse trend. Stable physical properties of IEMs are 
very important for used of IEMs in a specific electrodialysis application. Due to the high dimensional 
changes of IEMs may be reduced tightness of ED unit, be plugged inlets of solution which in turn may 
cause stop of electrodialysis process. 
Tensile curves for CEMs are in the Figure 4. Non-reinforcing CEMs have very low mechanical 
strength, but it is not problem to protract their structure. This is due to the fact that in the structure any 
reinforcing fabric is not present which causes increase of mechanical strength and it does not allow so 
high elongation of polymeric structure.  
High value of elongation is not so important for final use of CEMs. Using the nonwoven fabric Novolin 
is not improved mechanical strength, moreover CEMs Novolin has a lower percentage elongation than 
non-reinforcing CEMs. The knits have distinctly bigger value of elongation and lower value of strength 
in the weft direction than in the warp direction that it is due to manufacture of the knit. These trends 
are same for CEM Zora and CEM Wora. The woven fabrics Ulester and Uzel have the similar value of 
elongation and ultimate force in both direction and the same trend applies for CEMs. CEM Ulester has 
the biggest value of ultimate force and the lowest value of elongation. Using woven fabrics or knits 
improves mechanical strength and durability. These parameters are important for next application of 
CEMs in electrodialysis process. 
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Figure 4. Tensile curves for CEMs (warp and weft direction, MD/TD) 

The quality of lamination incorporating the fabric into the polymer binder is so important for application 
of IEMs in the electrodialysis. The quality of lamination shows Figure 5. Only binding points are 
evident on the surface of CEM Ulester but other CEMs with Uzel, Zora or Novolin have worse quality 
of lamination. For CEM Zora and Uzel this is due to the fact that the reinforcing fabrics are composed 
of multifilament. For CEM Novolin it is caused by heterogeneity of fibers in the structure of non-woven 
fabrics. Thickness of Novolin is not constant and moving around 100 – 110 μm.  

  

  

Figure 5. Quality of lamination of CEMs; A) CEM Ulester, B) CEM Novolin, C) CEM Uzel and D) CM Zora  

A) B) 

C) D) 
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 4. CONCLUSIONS  

As a reinforcing fabric in CEMs were used two woven fabrics Ulester and Uzel, two knits Zora a Wora 
and the nonwoven fabric Novolin. CEMs have different parameters which are connected with 
parameters of the reinforcing fabric. The goal of this article was compared to electrochemical, physical 
and mechanical properties of CEMs with different reinforcing fabric.  

• Non-reinforcing CEMs have lower mechanical strength, but the best elongation. These CEMs 
have big relative dimension change after swelling in demineralized water. Areal resistance of 
these CEMs is the best.  

• Nonwoven fabric causes decrease of dimension change but mechanical durability of CEMs is 
still lower. 

• CEMs with woven fabrics and knits have good mechanical durability, lower swelling dimension 
changes. But using the fabric increase the areal resistance which has influence on the flow 
solution in the electrodialysis stack. 

• The cheapest variant of CEMs is CEM with non-woven fabric or do not used any reinforcing 
fabric because non-woven fabric increases resistance and mechanical strength is still low. 

• In terms of quality of lamination and other electrochemical, physical and mechanical 
parameters is the best CEM Ulester after comparison with other CEMs. 
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Abstract 

The current study aims to fabricate the composite parts that provide protection against environmental 
elements like moisture and microorganisms. The ZnO nanoparticles were immobilized in the composite 
material to impart bio-functionality, while moisture absorption was lowered by caustic treatment of the 
reinforcement. The ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by sol-gel method and added in different 
fractions to unsaturated polyester resin before impregnation of reinforcement. The composites were 
fabricated by vacuum bag molding technique. All the composites had different concentration of 
nanoparticles. Similarly, the reinforcement was treated with different concentrations of caustic soda. 
The protection of these composites for bacterial attack against both gram positive (S. Aureus) and gram 
negative (E. Coli) bacteria was tested according to AATCC 147. The composites without ZnO 
nanoparticles did not restrict the growth of bacteria, while the lowest amount of ZnO nanoparticles 
(0.02% by weight) imparted antimicrobial activity to the composites. Moisture regain of treated 
reinforcement and the subsequent composite materials was investigated. The caustic treatment of 
natural fibers resulted in a decreased value of moisture absorption. The developed composites will 
absorb less moisture, restricting the growth of bacteria and lowering the risks of fiber degradation. Such 
composite materials will have enhanced service life. 

Key words 

Nanoparticles, Sol-gel method, Mercerization, Moisture, Antibacterial activity 

1. Introduction  

The natural fibre reinforced composites (NFRC) are widely researched  now a dsys owing to increased 
environmental concerns and decreasing non-renewable resources [1]. The NFRC were originally 
develoepd as a replacement of glass fibre reinforced composites, and now offer massive opportunities 
in furniture industry as replacement of wood. The flax fibre reinforced composites have automobile and 
structural applications as door and instrument panels, package trays, glove boxes, arm rests, seat 
backs, etc. Shah et al. [2] manufactured and compared the mechanical properties of a small wind turbine 
blade built from flax/polyester and E-glass/polyester. The lower density of flax fibre helped in weight 
reduction of the blade (10% lighter), satisfying the design and structural integrity requirements for 
turbine.  

With advancements and to meet diverse customer needs, the focus is to fabricate materials 
having functional properties like electrical, magnetic, optical, antimicrobial, etc. These properties can be 
achieved by adding nano-fillers (at least one dimension in the nanometer range, i.e. 1–100 nm) to the 
composite material [3]. The nano-fillers are incorporated in very small amounts (less than 10 wt.%) into 
the polymer matrix to get functional property [4]. Nanoparticles have reduced size associated with high 
surface area/volume ratio, which increases as the size of nanoparticles decreases. With decrease in 
particle size, a large number of constituting atoms can be found on the surface of the particle, which 
make the particle highly reactive [5]. The selection of nanoparticles depends on the desired thermal, 
mechanical, antibacterial, electrical properties required in composite [6]. The addition of nano-sized 
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 fillers into the polymer matrices will result into a composite material exhibiting distinct properties, 
depending on the nano-filler added. 

The main factors limiting the bulk scale manufacturing of natural fibre composites are the low 
strength and water absorption of natural fibres from environment [7].The absorption of water causes 
swelling of natural fibres and enhances its susceptibility to microorganisms attack which leads to 
deterioration of mechanical properties. The composites degrades faster, losing half of its tensile strength 
in the time it takes for a glass composite to lose only 10 % [8]. A lot of research has been made on the 
treatment of natural fibres to increase hydrophobicity of fibres and improve the fibre matrix interface, 
enhancing mechanical properties of the composite. Natural fibres are not immune to microorganisms, 
like synthetic fibres, and provide excellent environment for microorganisms to grow owing to their ability 
to retain moisture. These microorganisms pose a significant danger not only to human health by means 
of contact transmission but also deteriorate the mechanical properties of composites by degradation of 
fibres. 

The aim of current study was to fabricate the composite parts that provide protection against 
environmental elements like moisture and microorganisms. The ZnO nanoparticles were immobilized in 
the composite material to impart bio-functionality, while moisture absorption was lowered by caustic 
treatment of the reinforcement. The ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by sol-gel method and added 
in different fractions to unsaturated polyester resin before impregnation of reinforcement. The 
composites were fabricated by vacuum bag molding technique. All the composites had different 
concentration of nanoparticles. Similarly, the reinforcement was treated with different concentrations of 
caustic soda. 

2. Experimental  
2.1. Materials 

The materials used in this study include flax woven fabric (areal density 150 g/m2), ZnO nanoparticles, 
NaOH and unsaturated polyester resin.  

2.2. Methods 

The study was completed in two steps. First step was to get protection against microorganisms, while 
second step deals with the mositure protection of the flax fiber composite materials. The list of 
experiments is given in Table 1. The mercerization of reinforcement was obtained by treating it with 
three different concentrations of caustic soda (i.e. 5%, 10% and 15%). The treated and untreated 
reinforcement was used for composite fabrication. 

The composites plates were fabricated using the vacuum bag moulding technique. The resin 
(unsaturated polyester) was mixed with the ZnO nanoparticles solution in methanol (different 
concentrations for different samples) during composite fabrication, stirring continuously at a low rate to 
evaporate the methanol from the solution. Eight layers of woven flax plies having a stacking sequence 
of [(0/90)2]S were used to form the laminated composite, with fibre volume fraction of 40%.The curing 
was done at room temperature for 12 hours, followed by post curing at 120°C for 3 hours.  

Table 1. List of samples produced for the study 

Sample ID Reinforcement Amount of Zno NP (%) 
S1 Untreated 0.0 
S2 Untreated 0.02 
S3 Untreated 0.04 
S4 Untreated 0.08 
S5 5% NaOH treated 0.0 
S6 10% NaOH treated 0.0 
S7 15% NaOH treated 0.0 
S8 X% NaOH treated Y% 
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 Where, X and Y represnet the %age of NaOH and ZnO NP, giving optimum results. 

3. Results and discussion 

The tensile properties of these composite materials were tested using ASTM D3039 to ensure that the 
addition of nanoparticles have not deteriorated the mechanical properties of the composite. The 
bioactivity of the developed composites was tested by the zone of inhibition test(AATCC 147)[9]. The 
zone of inhibition is a clear area of interrupted growth underneath and along sides of the test material; 
and it indicates the bioactivity of specimen. It is a qualitative test for the bacteriostatic activity by the 
diffusion of antibacterial agent through agar. 
 

3.1. Mechanical Properties 

The tensile properties of composites was investigated, with three repetitions for each sample. The 
results are shown in Figure 1. It can be noted that the addition of ZnO nanoparticles has no significant 
effect on the tensile strength of woven flax fabric composites due to very small amount of nanoparticles 
present in the composite. Contrary to that, the tensile modulus of composite samples is increasing 
consistently with the increase in the content of the ZnO nanoparticles. This may be attributed to the 
formation of nanocomposite comprising of ZnO particles and matrix in the resin rich areas resulting into 
improvement in mechanical properties[10].  
 

 

Figure 1. Mechanical properties of composite materials 

3.2. Protection against microorganism 

The composite protection against microorganisms was investigated in terms of antibacterial activity. The 
zones of inhibition around composite samples was observed and the results are shown in Figure 2 after 
24 hours of incubation in dark at 37 °C. The unique properties of nanoparticles arise from a variety of 
attributes, including the similar size of nanoparticles and bio-molecules such as proteins and poly-
nucleic acids [11]. In this study, the antibacterial activity of ZnO nanoparticles is better explained in terms 
of chemical mechanism. According to this mechanism, the ZnO NP generate reactive oxygen species 
like •OH, H2O2 and O2−2. The bacteria carry negative surface charge, therefore, the penetration of O2−2 
seems impossible but hydroxyl radical and hydrogen peroxide can penetrate into the cell membrane 
which leads to the death of bacteria. Another reason for bacterial growth inhibition can be the release 
of Zn++ ions in the bacterial culture. As the bacteria have negative charge on their surface, the Zn++ 
ions adhere on them and modify the membrane structure. With the increase in nanoparticles 
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 concentration, the generation of ROS and/or Zn++ also increase which leads to production of bigger 
zones of inhibition and they continue to grow bigger. 
 

 

Figure 2. Antibacterial properties of composite materials 

3.3. Protection against moisture 

The moisture regain of reinforcement (untreated and mercerised) was carried out according to standard 
test method ASTM D2495. While, the moisture regain tests were carried out on composites according 
to ASTM D5229. This part of study is currently in progress. It is expected that the mercerization of 
reinforcement will result in moisture reduction of both reinforcement and subsequent composite. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The current study was aimed to develop the composite parts that provide protection against 
environmental elements like moisture and microorganisms. It was achieved by embedding ZnO 
nanoparticles in the composite material to impart bio-functionality, while moisture absorption was 
lowered by caustic treatment of the reinforcement. It was observed that these composites have 
antibacterial activity against both gram positive and gram negative bacteria. The lowest amount of ZnO 
NP (0.02%) gives desired results, while increased amount of NP increases the zone of inhibition of 
composites. The bioactivity is advantageous for the protection of natural fibre reinforcement against 
bacterial attack. Therefore, the developed composites have better protection against environmental 
elements and are expected to have an enhanced service life. 
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1. Introduction 

Portland cement is the most widely used construction materials for decades due to its excellent 
thermal performance, mechanical properties and durability [1-3]. The production of cement is 
increasing about 3 % annually. However, the cement industry is the second largest producer of the 
greenhouse gas. Among the greenhouse gases, CO2 contributes about 65% of global warming. The 
cement production and resulting emissions are expected to increase by 100 % from the current level 
by 2020. Beside the emission of CO2, cement industry launches SO3 and NOx which can cause the 
greenhouse effect and acid rain [4-7]. This is particularly serious in the current context of climate 
change caused by CO2 emissions worldwide, causing a rise in sea level and the occurrence of natural 
disasters and being responsible for future meltdown in the world economy. As a result, there is a 
growing debate in environmental circle on the tremendous energy consumption and emission of 
carbon dioxide during cement production. With the mounting pressure to reduce energy consumption 
and pollution in all industrial processes in global manufacturing, the pursuit of alternative cement 
material with less energy consumption and pollution has become an important objective of many 
recent research studies. 
 
Geopolymers are new class of synthetic alumino-silicate materials formed due to reaction between 
alumino-silicates and oxides with alkaline media [8]. Due to easy, energy efficient, ecofriendly 
processing and excellent mechanical properties, geopolymers are fast emerging materials of choice 
for a range of construction and building materials, fire resistance ceramics, composites, matrix for 
immobilization of toxic wastes, precursor for monolithic and many others. A large number of naturally 
occurring and industrially produced aluminosilicate solids are used for geopolymer synthesis. The 
three most widely used materials for geopolymer as supplementary cementitious materials are 
calcined clay, blast furnace slag and fly ash [9]. Recently there has been a growing trend to use fly 
ash in geopolymers due to their easy availability, good workability during processing and improved 
durability in final product.  
 
Fly ash is the residue of power plants generated during combustion of coal [10]. Fly ash is comprised 
of fine spherical particles, mostly amorphous, in addition to unburnt carbon, crystalline mullite, quartz 
and hematite [11, 12]. The generated quantity of the fly ash is between 10 % and 30 % of the original 
volume of burned coal. However, the utilization rate of the fly ash is rather low, approximately 15% of 
the generated amount. Fly ash consist mostly of SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 [10]. On the basis of silica, 
alumina and iron oxide content, ASTM C-618 categorizes coal combustion fly ash into two classes: 
Class F (low lime) and Class C (high lime) (ASTM C618). The burning of harder, older anthracite and 
bituminous coal typically produces Class F fly-ash, which generally contains less than 10% CaO [13-
15]. Fly-ash produced from the burning of younger lignite or sub-bituminus coal is of Class C, which 
typically contains CaO in excess of 10 % up to 40 % [13-15]. Alkali and sulfate (SO4) contents are 
generally higher in Class C than Class F fly-ash. Class C fly ashes participate in both cementitious 
and pozzolanic reactions, whereas Class F fly ashes predominately participate in pozzolanic reaction 
during the hydration process [14, 15]. Therefore, Class C fly ashes are classified as cementitious and 
pozzolanic admixtures/additives and Class F fly ashes as normal pozzolans for use in concrete. It was 
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 found that the Class C fly ash has a greater delay in setting time than Class F fly ash, due to its higher 
sulphate contents. 
 
The major chemical components of fly ash are SiO2, Al2O3, and Fe2O3, which can react with 
Ca(OH)2 to form calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) and calcium aluminate hydrate (CAH) and improve 
many properties of concrete and mortar such as increase ultimate compressive strength, increase 
sulfate resistance, and reduce water permeability [16-18]. The use of fly ash as a cement replacement 
in concrete results in significant enhancement of the basic characteristics of concrete both in its fresh 
and hardened states. Use of fly ash as a fine aggregate improved the mechanical properties and a 
reduction in water absorption, with good compatibility between sand and ash [19, 20]. Fly ash 
improves the workability of fresh mortar and the resulting concrete shows excellent surface finish. The 
small size of spherical fly ash particles also contributes to a better packing of the aggregate materials, 
which reduces porosity and hinders the penetration of aggressive agents, thus considerably improving 
the chemical resistance of concrete [21-23]. Also, recently, researchers have shown that alkali 
activated-thermal cured fly ash based concrete could be produced with a compressive strength of 
about 60 MPa. The advantages of fly ash based concrete are: 

 
• Improved long-term strength and performance and durability 
• Reduced heat of hydration 
• Reduced water required for equal workability 
• Minimised risk of alkali silica reaction 
 

The limiting factor which has hindered the development of fly ash based geopolymers is its low 
reactivity [24-25]. The reactivity of fly ash largely depends on its amorphous content which undergoes 
faster dissolution in alkali solution, whereas the crystalline fraction takes a longer time [26-30]. Most of 
the research effort on improving the reactivity is directed towards addition of calcium bearing 
substance such as Ca(OH)2, limestone and blast furnace slag [30-36]. However the modification of 
precursor chemistry often leads to additional reaction paths which are not desirable. The aim of the 
present research was to improve the reactivity of fly ash via mechanical activation in ball milling and 
to elucidate the effects on the mechanical properties of ambient temperature cured geopolymer 
samples synthesized from calcined kaolin and shale clay residues with Si/Al ratio of 2.0. The size and 
surface of fly ash are important factors to decide the interfacial properties. The size of filler is 
important factor to govern the size of interface, whereas surface of filler decides the strength of 
interface. The surface of fly ash is usually modified based on silane or non-silane (i.e. stearic acid, 
titanate, etc) coupling agents. Mechanical activation through ball milling offers the possibility to alter 
the reactivity of solids through physicochemical changes in bulk and surface but without altering the 
overall chemistry of the material. Ball milling results into the modification of the fly ash by transforming 
the micro sized fly ash into nanostructured fly ash. The smooth, glassy and inert surface of the fly ash 
altered to a rough and more reactive surface after ball milling. 
 

2. Materials and methods 

The fly ash used in the study was collected from source in Plzeň, Czech Republic. Mechanical 
activation of fly ash was carried out using a high-energy planetary ball mill of Fritsch Pulverisette 7 in 
a sintered corundum container of 80 ml capacity using zirconia balls of 3 mm Ø under wet condition in 
distilled water for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hours. The ball mill was loaded with ball to powder weight ratio of 
10:1. The rotation speed of the planet carrier was 850 rpm.  In this mechanical treatment, powder 
particles are subjected to a severe plastic deformation due to the repetitive compressive loads arising 
from the impacts between the balls and the powder. The milled sample powder was taken out at a 
regular interval of every 1 hour of milling to test for particle size distribution on Malvern Zetasizer 
Nano based on dynamic light scattering principle. The dispersion medium was deionised water. The 
dispersion was ultrasonicated for 5 min with Bandelin ultrasonic probe before characterisation. 
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 Refractive index of 1.55 used for fly ash to calculate particle size. Later the size and dimensions of 
fresh as well as ball milled fly ash were examined by means of Scanning Electron Microscope 
TS5130-Tescan SEM at 30 kV accelerated voltage. 
 
Geopolymer binders were prepared by mixing of alkali activator containing Na2SiO3/K2SiO3 and 
NaOH/KOH with ratio 1.50:1.95. At first, the geopolymer resin was prepared by mixing the alkaline 
activator with the raw materials. The liquid and solid components were mixed about 10 minutes at 
room temperature until the solution homogenized. Next, the geopolymer resin mixture was mixed with 
fly ash in two ways. On one way wet milled dispersion of fly ash in water was directly mixed with 
geopolymer resin without evaporating the excess water in dispersion. While on other way the excess 
water from wet milled dispersion of fly ash was evaporated first and then the dried nano particles of fly 
ash were mixed with geopolymer resin. The mixing was done in an air conditioned room at 
approximately 20 oC until the well homogenized mixture (about 5 minutes). Directly after mixing, the 
fresh mortar was poured in the moulds and vibrated for 2 minutes on the vibration table to remove air 
voids. These samples were cured at room temperature for 3 days after casting. Next, the samples 
were removed from the moulds and left in laboratory ambient conditions till 7, 14, and 28 days. Figure 
1 shows the detail procedure of geopolymer preparation. Compressive strength testing of mortar was 
performed as per AS 1012.9 using (Ø50 x 100) mm diameter cylindrical moulds. The uncertainty in 
the measurement was taken as the standard deviation of the compressive strength of three samples. 
Data that deviated more than 10 % were eliminated. 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Geopolymer preparation Procedure 
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 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Morphology and elemental analysis of original fly ash 

Fly ash particles are generally spherical in shape and range in size from 1 µm to 10 µm as shown in 
the Figure 2. The chemical analysis of the fly ash determined by EDX analysis is also given in Table 1 
and Figure 3. 

 

 
(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 2. SEM images of fly ash particles 
 

 
Figure 3: Quantitative elemental analysis of unmilled fly ash 

 
Table 1. Quantitative elemental analysis data of fly ash 

Element O Na Mg Al Si P S K Ca Ti Fe Cu As Zr 

Atomic 
[%] 53.80 1.84 1.06 14.27 20.25 0.09 0.19 0.25 0.94 1.95 4.72 0.16 0.15 0.34 

Standard 
deviation 1.13 0.22 0.26 0.65 1.87 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.31 0.22 2.32 0.02 0.01 0.04 

 
3.2 Effect of ball milling on particle size distribution 

Figure 4 (a) shows the particle size distribution curves of the unmilled and milled fly ash for different 
time 1, 2, 3,4 and 5 hr. The rate of particle size reduction was greatest during the initial 1hr of milling 
during which the characteristic particle diameter Z-average reduced from 3547 nm to 989 nm. The 
particle size gradually decreased with milling time and reached to 493 nm after 5 hrs of wet milling as 
shown in Figure 4 (b) and (c). This shows that the main influence of the mechanical activation of fly 
ash is to decrease particle size rather than change mineralogical content. 
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(a) Unmilled and milled fly ash 

 

  
(b) Unmilled fly ash (c) Milled fly ash after 5 hr 

Figure 4. Particle size distributions of unmilled and milled fly ash 
 
Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (b) shows SEM image of unmilled and milled fly ash particles. It clearly 
shows that milling destroys a large proportion of the spherical morphology of the unmilled original fly 
ash. However, the spherical morphology of the unmilled fly ash was not fully destroyed and there is 
some agglomeration of the fine grained particles. 
 

  
Figure 5 (a). Unmilled original fly ash Figure 5 (b). Milled fly ash 

 
3.3 Effect of mechanical activation on physical properties of geopolymer  

The physical properties of the geopolymers were tested for unmilled fly ash and milled fly ash both in 
dispersion and powder form and shown in Table 2. The 10 MPa increase in compression strength was 
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 observed for the geopolymers made from nanoparticles of wet milled fly ash in all 7, 14 and 28 days 
of ambient curing as compared to the geopolymers made from microparticles of unmilled fly ash. 
Whereas significant loss of 30-35 MPa in compression strength was observed for the geopolymers 
made from water dispersion of wet milled fly ash as compared to those of unmilled fly ash. The same 
trend was observed in case of density for all types of geopolymers. However, lower value of hardness 
was observed for mechanically activated fly ash than unmilled fly ash geopolymers. 
 

Table 2. The properties of 10% fly ash (FA) (without milling and with milling) based geopolymer mortar curing 
at room temperature 

Properties Time 
[days] FA without milling FA water dispersion 

after wet milling 
FA powder after wet 

milling 

Compressive 
strength [MPa] 

7 44.41 ± 3.2 28.59 ± 1.1 53.56 ± 7.1 
14 48.42 ± 4.4 24.88 ± 1.9 58.61 ± 9.1 
28 50.72 ± 3.2 13.69 ± 6.2 62.80 ± 10.3 

Hardness [HV] 
7 291 ± 2.0 229 ± 2.0 284 ± 4.0 

14 307 ± 2.0 197 ± 5.0 304 ± 3.0 
28 325 ± 4.0 168 ± 8.0 320 ± 4.0 

Density [g/cm3] 
7 1.73 1.61 1.77 

14 1.72 1.57 1.77 
28 1.71 1.55 1.76 

Grain size [nm] 3547 298.4 298.4 
 

3.4 Effect of mechanical activation on compression strength of geopolymer  

Figure 6 shows significant improvement in compression strength of geopolymers made from wet 
milled fly ash which was dried before mixing with geopolymer resin as compared to unmilled fly ash. 
One of the reasons for improved compressive strength in mechanically activated fly ash mixtures is 
the high rate of geopolymerisation in the sample. Mechanical activation increases the reactivity of the 
fly ash causing faster dissolution of the fly ash and rapid setting. Fast setting is the result of improved 
dissolution of the fly ash into alkaline liquid; leading to improved polymerisation and hardening of the 
gel phase and thus developing compact structure within the geopolymer. 
 
On the other hand sharp reduction in compression strength was observed for the geopolymers made 
from wet milled fly ash which was not dried before mixing with geopolymer resin as compared to 
unmilled fly ash geopolymer. The loss of compression strength is due to the excess water present in 
wet milled fly ash dispersion, which reduces the concentration of sodium hydroxide. The less 
concentration of sodium hydroxide leads to lower dissolution of the starting materials and 
consequently reduced geopolymerisation reaction and thus lower compressive strength. 
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Figure 6. Effect of mechanical activation of fly ash on compression strength of geopolymer 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

Mechanical activation of fly ash in a planetary ball mill with milling media to powder ratio of 10:1 leads 
to a reduction of particle size and change in particle shape but little change in mineralogical 
composition. Geopolymer paste made with mechanically activated fly ash cured at ambient 
temperature leads to an increase in compressive strength of 10 MPa when compared with 
geopolymer made from unmilled fly ash. The main contribution to increased compressive strength of 
the geopolymer is attributed to reduction of particle size and change in morphology allowing a higher 
dissolution rate of the fly ash particles. Mechanically activation of fly ash can be seriously considered 
as a viable method to achieve ambient temperature curing of geopolymers. 
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Abstract: 

Poly Urethane (PU) foams are the most essential part of the car seat cushion. The PU foams are 
durable and easily moldable according to the shape of car seat but they are poor permeable to 
moisture. This impermeability of PU foam causes the wetness of microclimate between person and the 
car seat and makes it uncomfortable. In this research PU foams with two different thickness and three 
different holes sizes are obtained from industry by molding process. The foams are tested for moisture 
permeability by standard cup method to determine the effect of size of hole on the overall moisture 
permeability. The foams are further tested with 11 most common top layer fabrics to check the effect 
of top fabric layer on overall moisture permeability of car seat. All the top layers are first tested by 
sweating guarded hot plate (SGHP) to measure the water vapor resistance (Ret) and then 4 materials 
with the minimum Ret values are tested with the most permeable foam. The results shows that the 
perforation of PU foam causes a significant increase in moisture permeability whereas the top layer 
with minimum Ret value decreases the overall moisture permeability and a maximum of 40g/m2 of 
moisture per hour is obtained with the most permeable foam with the least Ret value of top layer. The 
research work is initial work on replacing the car seat with perforated PU-foams. 

 

Key words: 

Car seat, comfort, poly-urethane, moisture permeability. 

 

1. Introduction 

Comfort is the basic and universal necessity of human being. Though, it is very complicated and 
challenging to define. Slater[1] defined comfort as pleasant state of psychological, neurophysiological 
and physical harmony between environment and human being. According to him comfort can be 
defined in following ways [2].  

i. Absence of discomfort or unpleasant feeling 
ii. Physiological response of the wearer 
iii. Temperature regulation of human body 
iv. Condition of pleasant physical, physiological, psychological and harmony between a human 

being and surrounding environment 
Normal internal body temperature of human beings is 37 oC (98.6 oF) with tolerance of ± 0.5 oC under 
different climatic conditions. Any variation from of body temperature from 37 oC may create changes in 
rate of heat production or rate of heat losses to bring the body temperature back to 37 oC. Metabolic 
activity or oxidation of foods causes production of heat and can be partially adjusted by controlling 
metabolic rate [2-4].  
At present, the thermophysiological comfort of car seats can be acquired by set of laboratory test 
apparatus. It is now probable to improve and calculate thermophysiological characteristics of car seats 
at development stage by using skin model and seat comfort tester [5-7]. 
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 It was initially observed that strong discomfort sensation arise due to small quantity of water in 
microclimate between person and the car seat [8]. It has been confirmed in numerous researches that 
either moisture from sweating or additional moisture creates clothing contact sensations. 

2. Experimental  

There are two common thickness of car seat PU foams which are used according to the seat 
requirement. Each foam with 3 different holes size are obtained from industry by molding process. The 
foams are not drilled nor cut from top or bottom in laboratory so that the real surface property of the 
foams should be kept, as molded surface are very different then the cut foams. 

The original foam was firstly observed under the X-ray micro tomography, the method is very 
beneficial to observe the internal structure of the material. 

Table1. Properties for PU foam used for the experiment 

 

Foam 
thickness 

Number of 
holes 

Hole 
diameter 

Total area of foam 
sample 

Area of 
holes 

Area of solid 
foam 

 
mm 

 
mm mm2 mm2 mm2 

A 60 0 0 16505 0 16505 
A1 60 7 10 16505 550 15955 
A2 60 7 15 16505 1236 15268 
A3 60 7 20 16505 2198 14307 
B 85 0 0 16505 0 16505 

B1 85 7 10 16505 550 15955 
B2 85 7 15 16505 1236 15268 
B3 85 7 20 16505 2198 14307 
 
The Figure 1 shows the real picture of the perforated foams 

 
Figure 1. PU foam samples 

All the foams are tested with upright cup method (ASTM E 96-66) for water vapor permeability. Any 
other technique of moisture permeability measurement is not possible as the foams are thick and it’s 
not possible to use such thick samples. The testing is performed in a climate chamber with controlled 
condition to avoid condensation of moisture in the sample. The testing is performed for 3 hours and 
measurements are obtained after every 1 hours. 
Eleven most common top layer fabric are obtained from car industry and tested firstly for the water 
vapor resistance (Ret) on sweating guarded hot plate (SGHP) the 4 samples with minimum Ret value 
are selected to test for moisture permeability as combined layer with the perforated foams. 
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 Table 2. Properties of top layer of car seat cover 

 

 
Fleece 3D Spacer Face Fabric 

Mas
s 
per 
unit 
area 
[g/
m²] 

Thickn
ess 
[mm] 

Material 
Composition 

Mas
s 
per 
unit 
area 
[g/
m²] 

Thickn
ess 
[mm] 

Material 
Composit
ion 

Technol
ogy 

Warp 
directio
n 
details 

Weft 
direction 
details 

Material 
Composit
ion 

269
89 100 2 100% PES 250 3 100% 

PES 
warp 
knitted 

14 
wale/cm 

29 
course/cm 

100% 
PES 

259
76 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO       warp 
knitted 

13 
wale/cm 

24 
course/cm 

100% 
PES 

259
79 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO 335 5 100% 
PES 

warp 
knitted 

13 
wale/cm 

24 
course/cm 

100% 
PES 

267
28 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO 335 5 100% 
PES woven 33 

end/cm 18pick/cm 100% 
PES 

269
77 100 2 100% PES 250 3 100% 

PES woven 32end/c
m 

18 
pick/cm 

100% 
PES 

262
00 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO 335 5 100% 
PES 

warp 
knitted 

15  
wale/cm 

25  
course/cm 

100% 
PES 

261
95 

100 2 100% PES 250 3 100% 
PES 

warp 
knitted 

15 
wale/cm 

25  
course/cm 

100% 
PES 

259
62 100 2 100% PES 250 3 100% 

PES woven 34 
end/cm 

18 
pick/cm 

100% 
PES 

259
67 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO 335 5 100% 
PES woven 36 

end/cm 16pick/cm 100% 
PES 

290
86 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO       warp 
knitted 

14wale/c
m 

28course/
cm 

100% 
PES 

290
84 230 5 70% PES, 

30%WO       woven 36 
end/cm 

16 
pick/cm 

100% 
PES 

 
3. Results and discussion  

All the PU foams are tested for the moisture permeability tested with upright cup method (ASTM E 96-
66) for water vapor permeability; the test is performed for 3 hours and measurement are obtained after 
every 1 hours. 

 
Figure 2. Moisture permeability through PU-foam 

It is observed from figure 2 that the non-perforated foams A and B are almost impermeable to moisture 
and bigger size of the porosity is causing higher breathability of the foam, the foam A3 and B3 have 
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 the maximum air area (area of the holes) in the sample and shows a significant increase in the 
moisture permeability of the sample. A3 sample shows more permeability then the B3 which is due to 
the thickness difference of the sample and moisture permeability is dependent on the thickness of the 
sample. 

As the results of the perforated foams came very reasonable regarding the moisture permeability so 
different top layers combination are used to test the overall permeability of the car seat sandwich 
structure. All the top layers are tested first for the air permeability by ISO standard 9237, as shown in 
table 3 to determine the air permeability of the top layers. The air permeability and moisture 
permeability are not comparable when the material is thick and there is possibility of the axial airflow. 
So the top layers are also tested for moisture vapor resistance by standard ISO 11092. Four of the 
samples are chosen according to low resistance to moisture and better air permeability, and 
sandwiched later with the perforated foam. 

Table 3. Air and moisture permeability of car seat’s top layers 

no. Ret [m2Pa/W] 
Air permeability DIN EN ISO 9237 

[l/min/100cm²] 

26989 14.2318 500 

25976 12.405 275 

25979 16.1789 263 

26728 16.9876 195 

As shown in table 3, the four top samples are sandwiched with the highest permeable foam A3 and 
again tested for the moisture permeability tested with upright cup method (ASTM E 96-66) for water 
vapor permeability.  

 

Figure 3. Water vapor permeability of sandwich car seat cushion. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The breathability of car seat is a serious issue and in this research a unique concept of perforated 
molded PU-foams is used instead of classical foams, the results shows that the perforation plays a 
significant role in the moisture transfer. An average human perspire 20-40g per hour during driving 
and classical foams are impermeable and causes a discomfort for the driver, on the other hand 
perforated foam and the top layer together works efficiently to transfer nearly 40g/hour of moisture. 
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 The top layers of the fabric also plays an important role and it is observed that the layers with 3d 
spacer fabric and wool percentage causes better transportation of moisture from the PU-foam below. 
The top layer will be studied further in future research as different layers are sandwich together with 
the flame or chemical adhesion which further reduces the breathability, but in this research some of 
the most common top layers are taken to just investigate the overall performance with the perforated 
foams. The perforated foams can be future replacement for the classical foams. Different design of 
grooves and shapes of holes can also be introduced to increase the porosity of the foams. This is 
novel and initial work and further research will be done regarding the life time of the perforated foams. 
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Abstract  
The pattern construction for woven fabric is considered to be very ordinary when comparing with the 
patterns construction for tight-fitting clothing characterized by its stretched fabric. Fabric elasticity is an 
important parameter, which plays a key role particularly when constructing patterns for tight-fitting 
clothing, in respect of changing pattern-piece size, resp. adapting the garment to the contours of a 
body in motion. The purpose of this research is to design 3D pattern construction with stretch fabric for 
women tight-fitting sportswear using OptiTex software to represent the tension properties of fabric 
generated on the surface of the simulation model. Moreover, the study on mechanical properties of 
stretch fabric and its result have illustrated that OptiTex could be used to simulate the tension map 
options so as to inspect its colored map depicting amounts of tension between clothing and model. It is 
certainly obvious that tension map area could be adjusted in accordance to the pattern design suitable 
for tight-fitting clothing wearing. Subsequently, the final pattern of 3D simulation would be compared 
with the actual clothing worn by rigid mannequin and also to be measured by PicoPress pressure 
tester. 

 

Key words 

Stretch fabric, 3D pattern construction, Tension distribution, Tight-fitting, Pressure comfort 

 

1. Introduction 

3D virtual pattern construction representation of garment provides high potential for design clothing 
and development. Clothing industry rapidly turns to virtual simulation which not only presents realistic 
3D view of garment but also simulates mechanical behaviour of materials. Elastic garments for 
sportswear has been providing comfortable movement, minimizing the risk of injury or muscle fatigue, 
and reducing friction between body and clothing [1]. Patterns construction for tight-fitting garments 
which very closely contour the human body. The moment the physical movement is made, the comfort 
performance level changes and different parts of the body stretch very differently, and the amount of 
stretch will vary differently in each direction [2]. J. Geršak [3] report that adjustment adapting an initial 
pattern of a tight-fitting garment is often done by decreasing the pattern-pieces. The garment pattern-
pieces are often, in practice, reduced by subjectively evaluating fabric elasticity, using only a manual 
elongation test. A simple and ordinary body movement expands the skin by about 10–50% [4]. 
Pressure garments are defined as custom made elastic garments that exert pressure on the body by 
virtueof the fact that they are made smaller than the body they are designed to fit [5, 6]. 

Accounting for garment pressure and comfort sensations at the waist, they have observed that in the 
lower garment pressure range (0–15 gf/cm2) no sense of discomfort is there. In the medium range of 
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 garment pressure (15–25 gf/cm2) negligible or only slight discomfort is perceived. But in higher 
pressure range, i.e. when the garment pressure exceeds 25 gf/cm2, extreme discomfort is perceived 
[7]. The Reduction Factor method reduces all of the size measurements by a standard amount, 
typically between 10 and 20% [5, 6], regardless of the fabric used. Krzywinski et al [8] evaluate elastic 
properties of a fabric, wearing tests will determine the necessary load to match adequate garment fit 
with required comfort during wear. Investigations have shown that the feeling of comfort when wearing 
tight garments is reached at fabric elongation occurring at a load of 1.5 or 2.0 N (5 cm) −1. The Laplace 
Law method uses the Laplace equation to calculate the reduction factor for each circumferential 
measurement in order to deliver a specific pressure [8]. However, the Laplace Law method takes 
account of the fabric tension when calculating garment dimensions while the Reduction Factor method 
does not [9]. The compression tester PicoPress was used by Vinckx et al [10] estimating the pressure 
perturbation when PicoPress sensor is used to measure the interface pressure applied to a cylinder, 
which is used in the apparatus, as no other mathematical model is currently available to estimate this 
perturbation. The estimated value of perturbation was, then, used to apply a correction factor to the 
pressure values measured by PicoPress. 

 

2. Experimental 

The research has been using stretch fabric to construct tight sportswear and its pattern by reducing its 
size in accordance with its pressure simulated by Optitex software. Simulation of tension map has 
shown different levels of physical tensions distribution on the sportswear model. Then the last suitable 
pattern adjusted by Optitex would be compared by Pico Press pressure measurement device. 

2.1. Materials 

Two different types of stretch knitted fabrics were used: (a) the fabric containing 65% Polyamide 
(PA), 35% elastane with 183 g/m2 and (b) fabric from 38% Outlast, 52% Polyester (PES) and 10% 
Spandex with 151 g/m2. The experiment using Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST) system 
and Kawabata Evaluation System for Fabrics (KES FB-Auto) to determine the parameter requirements 
with OptiTex 3D simulation. The experiment preparation, pre-conditioning and testing were carried out 
under standard atmospheric conditions of 20 ± 2 °C temperatures and 65 ± 5% relative humidity. 

2.2. Methods 

The properties of stretch fabrics requirment from Optitex simulator software for input parameters 
measure by The FAST-1 compression meter provides a direct measure of fabric thickness at 2 
gf/cm2 (196 Pa) and 100 gf/cm2 (9.81 kPa). The FAST-2 bending meter provides a direct measure of 
fabric bending length in either the wale or course direction. Bending rigidity is calculated from the 
bending length and fabric mass per unit area. The FAST-3 Extension meter provides a direct measure 
of fabric extension under selected loads with wale and course directions. Shear rigidity is using 
extension on the bias at 5 gf/cm.  Extensibility using measure of fabric extension under selected loads 
at 100 gf/cm with wale and course directions by KES FB-Auto system because the fabric speciments 
were every hightly extension with loading at E100 (100 gf/cm) from FAST Extension meter. KES FB-
Auto determind the strain at 100 gf/cm and samples are clamped between 2 jaws with an effective test 
area of 5 cm x 5 cm. 

Simulation method 

The OptiTex software simulate the model of human body by input parameter of the model which 
determind the model medium size from European standard size 38 with 88 cm. bust circumference. 
The figure 1 illustrates the pattern construction for aerobic sportswear of ladies which reduced all of 
the size measurements 10% and designing 2D pattern from computer-aided program shows in the 
figure 1(a) and the figure 1(b) illustrates 3D simulation of human body surface for visual model. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Pattern construction for aerobic sportswear: (a) 2D pattern construction, and 
(b) 3D pattern contour on model and setting measuring points for measuring pressure. 

 
Evalulation method 

PicoPress used to measure the pressure the relation between time and pressure (mmHg) by setting 
the important parts on the body for measuring which have risked or the highly extension when 
covering with rigid mannequin. In figure 1(b), it could been seen that the critical points pressure on the 
visual mannequin had been measured by PicoPress pressure measurement system; however, these 
pressure results in the right side could be resembling the left side values as well. 
 

3. Results and discussion  
The result of stretch fabrics properties could input parameters from Optitex simulator software had 
been used to determine the tension map on the virtual mannequin are as follows: The figure 2 shows 
the results of mechanical properties which were measured by FAST system. The value of extensibility 
marked (20.6%*) in figure 2 mean the tested fabric had very high extensibility due to the limitation of 
equipment measurement performance which could only measure 20.6%. Whereas, we use to simulate 
the value of tensile properties obtained by using the KES-FB system. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.  FAST system control chart. 
(a) 65% PA, 35% Elastane and (b) 38% Outlast, 52% PES, 10% Spendex 
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 The results of stretch fabric properties as shown in the Table 1 illustrated the parameters and 
functions of fabric editor from OptiTex. The editor function would be used to convert fabric physical 
attributes from FAST parameter to OptiTex parameter in oder to evaluate the tension of clothing when 
draping with the 3D model.  

Table 1. Elastic knitted properties from FAST system convert parameter to OptiTex parameter. 

Parameter of fabric 
65% PA,  

35% Elastane 
38% Outlast, 52% PES,  

10% Spendex 
FAST OptiTex FAST OptiTex 

Bending   X (Wale) 
                Y (Coures) 

2.70 µN.m 
2.20 µN.m 245 dyn.cm 1.60 µN.m 

3.00 µN.m 230 dyn.cm 

Stretch    X (Wale) 
                Y (Course) 

31.61 % 
21.84 % 

121.68 g/cm 
176.11 g/cm 

63.60 % 
38.89 % 

60.47 g/cm 
98.89 g/cm 

Shear  25.40 N/m 762 dyn.cm 17.80 N/m 534 dyn*cm 
Friction 0.19 0.19 0.27 0.27 
Surface Thickness  0.05 mm. 0.005 cm. 0.286 mm. 0.0286 cm. 
Weight  183 g/m2 183 g/m2 151 g/m2 151 g/m2 

The figure 3, results from these 3D simulation had shown maximum tension value at the upper right 
corner of figure as well as tension gradient map of the stretch fabrics. In figure 3(a) 65% PA, 35% 
Elastane clothing had given higher tension value of 26.98 fg/cm more than 15.00 fg/cm maximum 
tension value of 38% Outlast, 52% PES and 10% Spandex clothing illustrated in figure 3(b). After 
observing 3D tesion gradient map, the colour distribution value on clothing from figure 3(a) and 3(b) 
are quite similar. In fact, the red areas in both figures had show differences in term of tension value. 
Besides, critical points should be determined in order to find out extension values of clothing from 
eight given points on the 3D simulated model. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. 3D simulation tension map gradient. 
(a) 65% PA, 35% Elastane and (b) 38% Outlast, 52% PES, 10% Spendex 

Tension value of two types of stretch fabrics at 8 different points of the body as shown in figure 1(b) 
had been compared in the figure 4. The values of tension in the figure 4(a) are evaluated by OptiTex 
software. The tension values of 65% PA, 35% Elastane fabric are approximately 46.30% higher than 
38% Outlast, 52% PES and 10% Spandex fabric. At specific point 1 and 2 of shoulder positions in the 
figure 4(a), low values of tension have been illustrated. 

In the figure 4(b), pressure volume graph shows how PicoPress is used to determine pressure values 
from eight specific points on two different types of clothing worn on the rigid mannequin. Referring 
from the pressure testing, the results show that the value of pressure from fabric 65% PA, 35% 
Elastane are higher than the fabric 38% Outlast, 52% PES and 10% Spendex. Located at the back of 
the waist, specific point 7 shows the lowest value of pressure due to the fact that surface of rigid 
mannequin and the prototype had air gaps. 

Obviously, the third point at bust position had respectively shown the highest tension value and 
pressure value of 26.98 fg/cm and 9 mmHg measuring on fabric 65%PA, 35% Elastane clothing. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Comparison the value of tension and pressure between two stretch fabrics. 
(a) 8 critical points in the tension graph and (b) 8 critical points in the pressure graph. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the simulation has shown on the pattern construction 3D and the virtual mannequin that 
evaluated amend the tension map gradient results. The colour of tension map when simulated the 
distribution of 2 types of stretch fabrics had shared similar gradients. However, the results of the value 
of tension were different by the value of extensibility. The values of fabric elasticity in wale and course 
direction have an influence on values of tension and the value of the pressure. Obviously, the results 
of tension simulated by OptiTex were compared with the pressure of prototypes worn by rigid 
mannequin measured by PicoPress pressure tester. The extensibility values of stretch fabric from 65% 
PA, 35% Elastane of 31.61 % in wale direction and 21.84 % in course direction. Whereas, tension 
value of 26.98 fg/cm and pressure value of 9 mmHg at the bust point have no sense of discomfort in 
the lower garment pressure range (0 – 15 gf/cm2 or 0 - 11.03 mmHg) accounting for garment pressure 
and comfort sensations. This could be concluded that the lower the extensibility value is, the higher 
pressure and tension will be and vice versa. It is certain that the extensibility of fabric tension could be 
evaluated by OpiTitex to adjusted in accordance to the pattern design suitable for tight-fitting clothing.  
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Abstract:  

Artificial turfs of 4.th generation for soccer field requries strong parameters from FIFA. One of 
problematics moments is unwanted wave-deformation of the surface. The diploma work of Michael 
Perun from 2013 solves the problem and gives us the solution how to prevent from this issue. 

 

Key words:  

infill, artificial turf, monofilament, warp, tufting, rating 

 

1. Technological procedure of artificial turf production 

The production of artificial turf sustains of number of technological procedures. At the beginning of 
production is the manufacturing of monofil, which produces the turfs strings. At the next step, the 
monofils wraped or textured. Into turfs, produced from fibrilated tape, are implemented bendings, 
which eases the further processing. Coils with monofils are hangt onto creels. The monofils are then 
guided into pneumatical sewing machine. In the sewing machine are the monofils sewed in the turf 
strings. This string is not fixed in the primary underlay textile layer. Therefore coating is then the final 
procedure. By the coating procedure is on the reverse side implemented an SBR latex layer. This 
secures, after the desiccation and curing, the fixation so stiff, that the string can not be tear out from 
the underlay textile.  

2. Types of Artificial turfs 

The artificial turfs are subjects of ongoing development. First turf types were filled up with silicon sand 
with seed diametre up to 1mm. Second and third turf generation used as filling material sand and 
granulate, co called infil. By the fourth turf generation (see figure 1) is the infil not used anymore.  In 
this turf type were identified some problems caused by climatic issues. The turf began to undulate and 
because of that, it did not fulfill the specifications requested by FIFA. This problematics is solved in 
disertation work by Mr. Michael Perun (2008).  Turfs up from fifth generation are produced in cassets 
1,2 x 2,4 m which can be easy connected togedher by Hook and loop fasteners (so called Velcro) [1]. 
This turf types are not the subject of this article. The scope of this article are the 3rd. and 4th.. turf 
generaitons.  
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Figure 1. Cut in 4th generation turf 

Turf by name Active is the first turf of 4th generation which company Juta, a.s. developed and 
introduced on market. Turf Active is formed by underlayer fabric in canvas binding, woved from 
polypropylene straps. Underlayer fabric is simmilar to underlayer fabric by 3th generation turf by name 
Champion. Turf string is instead of Champion turf formed by two types of monofil. See figure 1. First 
stripe type is a monofil with lenticular cross, second stripe is formed by textured monofil.  

You can tell from the picture, that the turf stripes are formed not only with narow monofils, but also by 
shorter monofils, which are draped by texturing technology.   

3. Underlayer fabric 

Underlayer fabric from dutch company Tencate is used for production of 4t generation of artificial 
soccer turfs. This type of underlayer fabric is used also in construction of 3rd. generation turf 
Champion 60/140. On this underlayer fabric will be measured the ductility values. It will be also used 
for testing in climate chamber, where the hypothesis of warpage caused by thermal load will be 
investigated. 

Underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Glass Reinforced 

Underlayer fabric was selected for the testing in order to determine, if usage of this fabric solves the 
current issue with unerlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer, which construction is created by 
polypropylene fabric in canvas binding. The construction of underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Glass 
Reinforced consist of polypropylene fabric in canvas binding. This fabric is on the verso side stiffen 
with fabric in gauze binding from glass monofil. This should ensure dimensional stability and by this 
solve the problem with fabric warpage of precious type.  

Table 1. Technical parameters of underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Glass Reinforced 

WEFT: 63 / 10 cm 

WARP: 60 / 10 cm 

WEIGHING: 303 g/m2 

WEIGHING INCLISIVE COATING: 904g/m2 
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 Underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer 

Underlayer fabric from dutch company Tencate is used for production of 4t. generation of artificial 
soccer turfs. On this underlayer fabric will be measured the ductility values. It will be also used for 
testing in climate chamber, where the hypothesis of warpage caused by thermal load will be 
investigated. 

Table 2. Technical parameters of underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer 

WEFT: 51/10 cm 

WARP: 60/10 cm 

WEIGHING: 270  g/m2 

WEIGHING INCLISIVE COATING: 600 g/m2 

 

4. FIFA Requirements 

In the experiment are compared Champion and Active turfs, according to field and machanical-
physical tests and standards given by International football association - FIFA. The criterias, which 
needed to be achieved, are set by document: The FIFA Quality Concept Handbook of Requirements.. 
This documents sets up the requirements, which needs to be acomplished by artificial turfs. Testing. 
By both of tested turfs were ested followed parameters: ball rebound, impact absorbtion, vetŕtical 
deformation, ball behaving during rolling, simulated wear-off and resistance against rotation.  

Table 3. Some requirements for testing given by FIFA [2] 

test testing method 
testing parameters requirements 

editing temperature status FIFA 1 
Star 

FIFA 2 
Stars 

ball rebound FIFA 01 & FIFA 
09 

before load 

23°C 

dry 0,6m - 
0,85m 

0,6m - 
1m 

wett   
simulated load 5200 

cycle dry 0,6m - 
0,85m N/A 

simulated load 20200 
cycle dry N/A 0,6m - 

1m 

ball rolling FIFA 03 before load 23°C 
dry 

4m-8m 4m-10m 
wett 

schock 
absorption 

FIFA 04a & FIFA 
09 

before load 

23°C 

dry 
60-70% 55-70% 

wett 
simulated load 5200 

cycle dry 60-70% N/A 

simulated load 20200 
cycle dry N/A 55-70% 

before load 40°C dry 60-70% 55-70% 
FIFA 04a 1st.  

Impact - -5°C wett 60-70% 55-70% 

vertical 
deformation 

FIFA 05a & FIFA 
09 

before load 

23°C 

dry 4mm-
10mm 

4mm-
11mm before load wett 

simulated load 5200 
cycle dry 4mm-

10mm N/A 

simulated load 20200 dry N/A 4mm-
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 cycle 11mm 

resist against 
rotation 

movement 

FIFA 04a & FIFA 
09 

before load 

23°C 

dry 30Nm-
45Nm 

25Nm-
50Nm wett 

simulated load 5200 
cycle dry 30Nm-

45Nm N/A 

simulated load 20200 
cycle dry N/A 25Nm-

50Nm 

Ball rebound 

The testing method is set up in standard ČSN EN 12235 [3]. The principle of the test, is to set up the 
ball rebound, after the ball hits the tested surface following the vertical drop. They are two principles 
how to record ball rebounce. Acustic and visual. The rebound high is measurred and calculated as a 
percentage rebound, corresponding to the drop high. [3]  

 

Figure 2. Device used for rebound test [2] 

Ball behaviour by rolling 

The ball, located on top of testing ramp, is let to roll down from the ramp onto tested surface. Even the 
distance carired by the ball, oll the velocity differential are measured. [4]  
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Figure 3. Device used fot ball rolling test [2] 

Impact absorption 

During this test is the specified weight droped onto spring, which is located on tested surface. Maximal 
applied force is recorded. The difference between this force and force measured on surface is called 
force reduction [5]. 

 

1. guiding frame for weight 
2. electromagnet 
3. weight 
4. top plate 
5. spring 
6. guidint pipe 
7. force recording device 
8. bottom plate 

 

 

Figure 4. - Device Triple A [5].  

 

Vertical deformation 

Vertical deformation is set up according to ČSN EN 14809 [6]. The weight is let to fall on spring on 
tested surface. The maximal surface deformation is recorded. 

Simulated wear-off 

Testing device consist of two cylinders. Each with length of minimal 300mm and with diameter of 
118±5 mm. One of the cylinders is rotating 40 ±2 % faster the other one. Testing sole is mounted onto 
cylinders according to product specification. On normalized testing sole must be 145 ± 5 plugs. Plugs 
are made from plastic material with hardness of 96 ± 2ShoreA. The cylinder weight, including frame and 
plugs, must be 31 000 ± 500 g by cylinder length 300 mm. If using longer cylinders, the weight must also increase. 
The plugs must not be mounted to cylinders lineary. It must be mounted so, that their movement will produce 
sinusoid waves on the surface. [7] This ensures, that the tested surface will be weared-off uniformed.  
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Figure 5. Device for turf wear-off simulation (Lisport) [2] 

This test rates the total result of simulated wear-off. All changes on fibres, deformation, 
damaging, infill changes, fibres abrasion etc. Cycle number is counted and recorded. 

 

5. Experiment 

In order to achieve the requiered test results is necessary, that the turf is stable and will not move/drift 
in play field. The task of the experiment is to solve the unwanted wave motion of the 4.th generation 
turf Active with underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer.  

Technical parameters measured by the underlying fabric 

Underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Glass Reinforced is replacing previous older type  Tencate Thiobac 
Multi Layer, The construction of underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Glass Reinforced consist of 
polypropylene fabric in canvas binding. This fabric is on the verso side stiffen with fabric in gauze 
binding from glass monofil. The glass fibre matrix is damaged due to implementation process of turf 
hair. Older type (Multi Layer) complies the in-sawing assembly, however, it starts to wave-deforming 
on field because of weather influence. 

Technical parameters of both underlayer fabrics were measured in Institute for textile technology, 
Technical university of Liberec. It was found out, that both are according to technical datasheet from 
company Tencate. Weft and weighing were figured out. Both types of underlayer fabric were tested in 
clima chamber in Institute. The reason for testing, was to figure out, if older type Tencate Thiobac Multi 
Layer will react under thermal influence by weave- deforming such as on test field assembled by 
company Juta, a.s. in Dvůr Králové nad Labem.  

Tested fabrics were tested in clima chamber without weight load for 20 minutes by 60°C, 70 °C, 80 °C 
a 90°C.  
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¨ 

Figure 6. Unwanted effect of waving after clima chamber test by 80°C without weight load [2] 

Underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer was stabilized in clima chamber in order to find out the 
cause of wave-deformation. Prepared sample with dimensions 29 x 31 cm was layed down onto 
supported plate. On this sample lays another metal plate, which covered the complete sample (see 
figure 7) On this tom plate was inserted weight load  with 6,6kg. This served as contact pressure for 
fabric. The calculated pressure in complete surface is 772 Pa. Temperature for heat stabilization was 
set to 100°C. The sample was fixed in chamber for 20 minutes. [2] 

 

Figure 7. Tested underlayer fabric with weight [2] 

The result of heat stabilized sample of Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer was flat surface even after the 
trial. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The task of experiment was to prevent inwanted turf wave-deformation on soccer field. The problem is 
silved with heat stabilization of underlayer fabric Tencate Thiobac Multi Layer. The wave-deformation 
is caused by the fact, that the underlayer fabric is after weaving not heat stabilized, it is directly stored 
on the roll and send to custommer. Storage of the rolls under different temperatures causes the inner 
pressure in the fabric. From testing of heat stabilization of the underlayer fabric is obivious that the 
thesis about absence of heat treatment confirms itself. Heat stabilization solves the problem of  wave-
deformation  of 4.th generation Active turfs. The way, in which was the heat stabilization performed is 
not possible to implement in serial production. In serial production can be used the strain frame. It is a 
device, which strainting up and heating up the fabric continously during the manufacturing process. 
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 Artificial turf of 4.th Generation Active is a product of company Juta, a.s. It was tested in soccer field of 
High School in Dvůr Králové nad Labem. The purpose of 4.th generation turfs is to replace previous 
generation, which needs to be filled by sand or granulate, which is a high cost for the investors. The 
proposed heat stabilisation for this typ of turf is a solution for quality improvement and long term usage 
of this product. 
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Abstract:  

Polypropylene (PP) is an important commercial polymer widely used to produce technical and textile 
composite fibres due to its well-balanced physical and mechanical properties and easy processability 
at a relatively low cost. The application of PP in various industrial sectors can be further expanded 
once its mechanical performances have been highly upgraded. Therefore, PP has been a popular 
matrix used in association with all kinds of nanofillers such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), layered 
silicates (clays such as montmorillonite) and nanoparticles such as silica, graphite and calcium 
carbonate, even though the nanofiller dispersion is challenging in that case and often remains an 
issue. Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) have recently become the subject of research attention as a new 
type of additive for enhancing the mechanical, thermal and fire-retardant performance of polymers. 
Halloysite is mainly composed of aluminosilicate and has a predominantly hollow tubular structure with 
the chemical composition Al2(OH)4Si2O5(2H2O). Common halloysites can be found in form of fine, 
tubular structures with a length of 300~ 1500 nm, and with inner and outer diameters of 15–100 nm 
and 40–120 nm, respectively.  

The aim of this paper is the presentation of properties of PP fibres modified by Halloysite 
nanotubes. Therefore results of modification of polypropylene fibres will be presented. Mechanical 
properties of nonmodified and modified fibres will be evaluated. 

 

Keywords:  

polypropylene, halloysite nanofiller, dispersant, composite fibres 

 

1. Introduction 

Polymer nanocomposites are new class of materials. They are filled with nanoadditives and usually 
have much better some properties like thermal and mechanical in comparison with conventional 
polymer composites at much lower additive loadings [1–4].Improvements in mechanical properties, 
such as stiffness and toughness, dimensional stability, barrier and thermal properties as well as better 
fire retardant properties are usual observed [1–4]. The interfacial interactions between polymer matrix 
and nanoadditive and the degree of dispersion of additives are key problems for determination of the 
performance of prepared nanocomposites [5–8]. Polypropylene (PP) is very important commercial 
plastic used to produce household goods and automotive parts, electronics, packaging due to its well-
balanced physical and mechanical properties and easy processability at a relatively low cost. The 
application of PP in various industrial sectors can be further investigated. Polypropylene is a popular 
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 matrix used with many kinds of nanoadditives such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [9], layered silicates 
(montmorillonite etc.) [10] and silica, graphite and calcium carbonate [11].  

Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs -Al2Si2O5(OH)4.2H2O) recently are the subject of research 
attention as a new type of additive for improving of the mechanical, thermal and fire-retardant 
properties of polymers [12-13]. Halloysite is tubule aluminosilicate clay with external diameter of 50–80 
nm, lumen of 10–15 nm and length of about 1000 nm. Chemically, halloysite is similar towell-known 
and commonly used platy clay kaolin but its aluminosilicate sheets are rolled into tubes [14]. Due to 
the tubular shape and less abundant surface hydroxylgroups, halloysite is readily dispersed in 
polymers withoutneed for the exfoliation, contrary to the case of platy clays – kaolin and 
montmorillonite. 

Compared with other nanoparticles such as fumed silica, montmorillonite and carbon 
nanotubes, halloysite nanotubes are more easily dispersed in polymer matrix by shearing due to their 
rod-like geometry and limited inter tubular contact area [15]. Therefore, the aggregation induced by the 
intertubular hydrogen bonding is susceptible to the shearing force. In fact, morphology study for many 
polymer/HNTs composites has shown single-tube dispersed halloysites in the matrix [16]. HNTs are 
readily obtainable, are much cheaper than other nanofillers such as carbon nanotubes and they are 
biocompatible [17].Tubular halloysite clay is “green” material, which is not hazardous for the 
environment and these clay nanotubes are available inexpensively in thousands of tons from natural 
deposits[18]. 

 

2. Experimental 
2.1 Materials 

The isotactic Ziegler-Natta polypropylene TATREN HT 2511 (PP), Slovnaft Petrochemicals Co., 
Slovakia, MFI = 25g/10 min, halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) with chemical formula Al2Si2O5(OH)4.2H2O, 
pore size 1.26-1.34 mL/g, surface area 64 m2/g  (Applied Minerals, Inc., USA supplied by Aldrich 
Chemistry) as nanofiller and non-reactive hydrophobic non-ionic dispersant was used for preparation 
of the dispersion of HNTs in the PP matrix. Commercially available dispersant Tegopren 5885 (TEG) 
based on polyethersiloxane, produced and donated by Evonik Industries AG., Germany. 

2.2 Masterbatches preparation 

The masterbatches of PP with HNTs, and PP with HNTs and dispersants were prepared on co-rotating 
twin screw extruder from Labtech Scientific (Thailand) with parameters L/D=40 and D=16mm. 
Temperature profile from hopper to head of extruder was from 190°C to 220°C and speed of screws 
was 120rpm.Pure PP was also passed through extruder under the same conditions to serve as a 
reference sample. 

2.3 Fibre preparation 

The undrawn composite fibres were prepared by classical procedure of spinning from chips of blends 
using laboratory pilot plant with the screw φ = 16 mm at a temperature of 240°C. Metering of melt via 
spinneret nozzle with 13 orifices (φ = 0.5 mm) was 13g.min-1and take-up speed at the spinning was 
2.5 ms-1. The prepared undrawn fibres were drawn at vertical laboratory drawing machine at four 
different drawing ratios for following of changes during drawing procedure at temperature of 120°C. 
Maximum drawing ratio was chosen with aim to investigate ability of prepared fibres reach highest 
possible tensile properties. This drawing ratio is different for all mentioned samples. 
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 2.4 Methods used 

Mechanical properties 
The Instron 3343 equipment was used for evaluation of the mechanical properties (tenacity and 
elongation at break, Young's modulus) of PP and modified PP fibres. The mechanical characteristics 
of the PP and modified PP fibres were determined in accordance with STN EN ISO 139, STN EN ISO 
2060, STN EN ISO 2062. 

 

3. Results 

The fineness and mechanical properties of PP/HNTs composite fibres with and without content of non-
reactive non-ionic dispersant TEG was evaluated. Prepared fibres were drawn at four different drawing 
ratios. The fineness of the composite fibres is mainly influenced by increase of drawing ratio. Content 
of HNTs and dispersant was at low level and outstanding increase of this parameter wasn’t observed.  
Fineness is also influenced by feeding of chips into spinning extruder which is automatically regulated 
via pressure sensor in spinneret nozzle. According to results (Fig. 1.) fineness of composite fibres is 
decreasing with higher drawing ratio for all samples. This is generally observed tendency.  
The tenacity of composite PP/HNTs fibres is influenced mainly by the morphological structure of 
elements formed by nanoadditive and by changes which occurs during drawing process [19]. Content 
of solid particles in micro or nanoscale incorporated into polymer matrix lead to decreasing of 
orientation of an anisotropic system of fibre [20].From point of view of tenacity is clear that optimal 
amount of HNTs in fibre is 1 wt. % for maximal drawing ratio because at that value tenacity reach 
maximum at level of nonmodified PP fibres and next addition of nanoadditive into oriented system of 
fibre lead to decreasing of tenacity (Fig.2). Addition of non-reactive dispersant TEG cause increase of 
tenacity value for fibres with content of 3 wt. % HNTs in comparison with modified fibres with same 
content of HNTs without added dispersant. Its evidence of better dispersion of HNTs particles in PP 
matrix and lower level of irregularity in morphological structure of modified PP/HNTs fibres during 
drawing process.  

The elongation at break of undrawn composite PP/HNTs fibres is influenced by addition of 
nanoadditive and non-reactive dispersant TEG into blends. With increasing drawing ratio elongation at 
break decreasing because of orientation of composite fibres is still higher (Fig.3). 

 
Figure 1. Fineness of the composite PP/HNTs fibres with/without content of dispersant TEG 
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Figure 2. Tenacity of the composite PP/HNTs fibres with/without content of dispersant TEG 

 

 
Figure 3. Elongation at break of the composite PP/HNTs fibres with/without content of dispersant TEG 
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Figure 4. Young´s modulus of the composite PP/HNTs fibres with/without content dispersant TEG 

 
 

The reinforcing effect of nanoadditives onto thermoplastic matrix is very well known from literature for 
“low” oriented system prepared by common procedures of extrusion or injection moulding. In highly 
oriented systems like fibres are is situation different. Particles of nanoadditive during drawing process 
cause irregularity and nonuniformity in structure of fibre. This phenomenon can be followed on values 
of tenacity (Fig. 2.) and Young´s modulus (Fig. 4). Drawing caused increase of values of Young´s 
modulus for all prepared nonmodified and modified PP/HNTs fibres. At content of 1 wt. % of HNTs 
with content of 3 wt. % non-reactive dispersant TEG in composite PP/HNTs fibres is Young´s modulus 
the highest for maximal drawing ratio. As was mentioned at tenacity discussion, addition of non-
reactive dispersant TEG into blends have positive influence on values of Young’s modulus at 
maximum drawing onto modified PP/HNTs fibres with higher content of nanofiller (3 wt. %) in 
comparison with modified PP/HNTs fibres without addition of this dispersant. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Polypropylene composites and modified fibres due to their unique properties are still interesting aim of 
scientific research. HNTs have unique properties (zero cytotoxicity, hollow nanotubular structure, etc.)  
Those properties predict this type of nanoadditive for wide applications with/without previous 
pretreatment. In this work was studied influence of content of HNTs and non-reactive dispersant TEG 
onto mechanical properties of prepared composite fibres. 

1. Content of nanoadditive and non-reactive dispersant TEG has no negative influence on 
spinning process of prepared blends. Fineness of prepared drawn fibres decreasing with 
higher drawing ratio of prepared fibres. 
 

2. Elongation at break decreased with increasing drawing ratio. Main differences in elongation at 
break took place at low level drawn fibres (λ=3) where we can observe an influence of 
nanoadditive onto stiffness of polymer matrix. Increasing of drawing ratio caused that 
differences in elongation at break are smaller. 
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 3. Composite PP/HNTs fibres with content of 1 wt.% of HNTs and 3 wt.% of nonreactive 

dispersant TEG reach higher values of tenacity in comparison with nonmodified PP fibres and 
modified PP/HNTs fibres without content of nonreactive dispersant TEG at maximum drawing 
ratio. It is evident that this content of HNTs is suitable for modification of this type of PP matrix. 
Higher content of nanoadditive cause irregularity and nonuniformity of composite fibres during 
drawing process. That has negative influence onto level of tenacity of modified PP/HNTs. 
According to expectations the presence of nonreactive dispersant TEG has positive influence 
onto dispersion of filler particles in PP matrix. These expectations were indirectly confirmed 
via higher values of tenacity of modified PP/HNTs fibres with content of 3 wt. % of nanofiller 
and dispersant in comparison with values of tenacity of PP/HNTs fibres without content of this 
dispersant. Similar results were observed for Young´s modulus evaluation. 
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Abstract: 

The aim of this paper is preparing biodegradable fibres from renewable resources. For preparation of 
fibres was used pure poly (lacticacid) (PLA) and PLA combine with plasticizers and fluorescent 
pigment, which can be used as a new material with multifunctional properties produced from 
renewable and biodegradable materials.The effect of various plasticizers in poly(lactic acid) and 
various conditions of preparing is presented. Mechanical properties (tenacity and elongation at break, 
Young's modulus), thermo-mechanical and thermal properties of prepared fibres were evaluated and 
discussed. 

Key words: 

biodegradable fibres, poly (lacticacid), plasticizers, fluorescent pigment, thermal properties, 
mechanical properties 

1. Introduction 

In present time, increase the global production of polymer waste and a large part cannot be recycled 
[1]. A big problem is also the gradual depletion of oil resources for the production of synthetic 
polymers. A suitable alternative are ecological biodegradable polymers - biodegradable polymers or 
polymers from renewable resources [1, 2]. Their physical or mechanical properties are lower 
compared to synthetic polymers, which can be improved by the addition of suitable additives or 
creating blends with other biodegradable polymers [2].  

Poly (lacticacid) (PLA) is biodegradable polymer and also the polymer from renewable 
resources.Fibres from pure PLA have inadequate properties, so the addition of plasticizers to the 
mixture increases plasticity and resistance to external effects. For a research materials made of PLA 
have a huge potential bioplasticizers based on citric acid. The most famous is acetyltributylcitrate 
(ATBC) and 1,2,3-triacetoxypropane (TAC) [3].   

The PLA fibers containing fluorescent pigments can be used as a new material with 
multifunctional properties produce from renewable and biodegradable materials.   
The effect of various plasticizers and various concentration of fluorescent pigment in poly (lactic acid) 
is presented. Mechanical properties (tenacity and elongation at break, Young's modulus), thermo-
mechanical and thermal properties were evaluated and discussed. 

2. Experimental  
 

2.1. Materials 

For preparing fibres poly (lactic acid) 6201D PLA (IngeoTM biopolymer) (produced by Nature Works 
LLC), plasticizer Acetyltributylcitrate – ATBC (citrofol B II) (produced by Junbunzlauer Ladenburg 
GmtH, Germany) and fluorescent pigment EA-15 (produced by RADGLO® EA) were used.  
PLA fibres with plasticizer and fluorescent pigment were prepared by spinning of blend to obtain the 
final concentration of pigment in the fibres.The concentration of plasticizer was 7.5 wt% for all fibres 
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 and the concentrations of fluorescent pigment in fibres were 0.1; 0.3; 0.5 and 0.8 wt%. The spinning 
temperature was 190°C with the take-up speed 150 m.min-1.Fibres were drawn using a laboratory 
drawing machine at maximal draw ratios λmax at a drawn temperature of 60, 70 and 100°C. 

2.2. Methods 

Mechanical properties 
The mechanical properties (tenacity and elongation at break, Young's modulus) of PLA and modified 
PLA fibres were evaluated by the Instron 3343 equipment and the mechanical characteristics were 
determined with according to ISO 2062:1993 from 10 measurements. The initial length of fibres was 
125 mm.  
 
Thermo-mechanical properties 
Thermo-mechanical characteristics of PLA and modified PLA fibres were measured by equipment 
Schimadzu TMA-50. There were measured the deformation (extension or shrinkage) of fibres at 
constant load in the temperature range 30-100°C (heating speed 5°C/min). The length of fibresample 
was 9.8 mm.  
 
Thermal properties 
Thermal properties were measured by DSC 1/750 with ceramic sensor FRS5 with software SW 
STARe by company Metler Toledo. Conditions used for measurement were: 1. heating 30-190°C, 
cooling 190-30°C, 2. heating 30-190°C. The speed of heating or cooling was 10°C/min. The 
measurements were made in inert nitrogen atmosphere. There were determined the glass 
temperature (Tg), cold crystallization temperature (Tcc), cold crystallization enthalpy (∆Hcc),melting 
temperature (Tm) and melting enthalpy (∆Hm). 
 

3. Results and discussion 

Mechanical properties of PLA and PLA/ATBC fibres with fluorescent pigment 
All prepared undrawn fibres were drawn at maximum drawn ratio λmax. Drawn temperature for PLA 
fibres with fluorescent pigment (PLA/P)was 100°C, for PLA/ATBC fibres was decreased on value 70°C 
and addition of fluorescent pigment to PLA/ATBC fibres was decreased this value on 60°C. Drawn 
ratio PLA/P fibres decreases with content of pigment until 0.3 wt%, so we can state that the 
fluorescent pigment has positive effect for fibres from PLA. Above 0.5 wt% drawn ratio increases. It 
can be result of effect the higher concentration of pigment, which in this case has the same effect as 
plasticizers. Drawn ratio modified PLA/ATBC/P fibres with increasing concentration of fluorescent 
pigment decreased on value 2.9. 
 

Table 1: Drawn ratio for PLA and modified PLA fibres 

fibre TD [°C] λmax fibre TD [°C] λmax 
PLA 6201 100 3.1 PLA + 7.5% ATBC 70 3.8 

PLA + 0.1% pig. 100 2.9 PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.1% pig. 60 3.0 
PLA + 0.3% pig. 100 2.8 PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.3% pig. 60 3.3 
PLA + 0.5% pig. 100 3.2 PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.5% pig. 60 2.8 
PLA + 0.8% pig. 100 3.3 PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.8% pig. 60 2.9 

TD – drawn temperature  
 

The tenacity at break and Young's modulus of the PLA decrease with content of pigment until 0.3 wt% 
and the minimum is around 0.1 wt%. Above 0.5 wt%, the tenacity at break and Young's modulus 
increase again (Figures 1 a,1c). The fibres from PLA with higher concentration of pigment have 
tenacity at break as well as fibres with addition of plasticizer. The tenacity at break and Young's 
modulus of the PLA increase with content of pigment until 0.3 wt% and the maximum is in fibres 
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 without fluorescent pigment. Above 0.5 wt%, the tenacity at break and Young's modulus decrease 
(Figures 1a, 1c). 

On Figure 1 b, it can be seen the elongation at break of PLA and PLA/ATBC fibres. The 
elongation at break of the PLA fibres decreases with content of fluorescent pigment. The elongation at 
break of the PLA fibres has increasing character with content of fluorescent pigment (Figure 1b). 

  
a b 

 
c 

Figure 1: Dependence oftenacity at break (a), elongation at break (b),Young's modulus (c) of PLA/P 
and modified PLA/ATBC fibres on concentration of fluorescent pigment 

 
Thermo-mechanical properties of PLA and PLA/ATBC fibres with fluorescent pigment   
The graphical presentation of dimensional stability (deformation) and temperature of deformation for 
PLA/P and PLA/ATBC/P fibres and effect of content of fluorescent pigment on deformation of these 
fibres in dependence on temperature in defined temperature mode can be seen on Figures 2, 3. 

The deformation of PLA/P fibres decrease with content of pigment until 0.3 wt% and the value 
is almost the same. Above 0.5 wt%, the deformation increases with increasing concentration of 
fluorescent pigment, which has the same effect as plasticizer. For the PLA/ATBC/P fibres is trend of 
deformation the same, but values of deformation are two times higher (Figure 2). It can be result of 
effect of plasticizer, which allows movement of the macromolecular chain and this leads to worsening 
of dimensional stability.  

  
Figure 2:Dependence of deformation (shrinkage) of 

PLA and modified PLA fibres on concentration of 
fluorescent pigment 

 

Figure 3:Dependence of temperature of 
deformation of PLA and modified PLA fibres on 

concentration of fluorescent pigment 
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 From the graphical presentation on Figure 3 we can show that concentration of fluorescent pigment 
does not significantly effect on the temperature of deformation PLA/P and PLA/ATBC/P fibres drawn at 
λmax. PLA/P fibres have higher temperature of deformation in comparison with PLA/ATBC/P fibres.  

Thermal properties of PLA/P and PLA/ATBC/P fibres 
The glass temperature (Tg) of PLA/P fibres is almost equal. Addition of plasticizer ATBC decreases 
the Tg. The additions of plasticizer ATBC and fluorescent pigment to the PLA fibers have no effect on 
melting temperature Tm of fibres (Tables 2, 3). Addition of plasticizer ATBC has no effect on the 
melting enthalpy ∆Hm. The concentration of 0,1 and 0,3 wt% of pigment and 0,5 and 0,8 wt % of 
pigment with plasticizer ATBC acts as nucleating agent, which can be seen from higher melting 
temperature Tm and melting enthalpy ∆Hm. 

Table 2: Glass temperature Tg, melting temperature Tm, melting enthalpy ∆Hm and cold 
crystallization of PLA/P fibres 

fibre 1st heathing cold crystallization 
Tg[°C] Tm [°C] ΔHm[J.g-1] Tcc [°C] ΔHcc[J.g-1] 

PLA 6201 59,57 160,04 -41,04 103,69 20,76 
PLA + 0.1% pig. 51,59 165,20 -42,97 90,29 20,44 
PLA + 0.3% pig. 60,78 164,68 -43,15 103,50 23,51 
PLA + 0.5% pig. 59,58 159,68 -41,85 104,69 24,23 
PLA + 0.8% pig. 59,58 159,75 -41,73 105,70 22,82 

 
Table 3: Glass temperature Tg, melting temperature Tm, melting enthalpy ∆Hm and cold 

crystallization of PLA/P fibres 

fibre 1stheathing cold crystallization 
Tg[°C] Tm [°C] ΔHm[J.g-1] Tc[°C] ΔHc[J.g-1] 

PLA + 7.5% ATBC 50,09 151,75 -39,36 90,11 8,46 
PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.1% pig. 49,96 150,97 -39,21 98,23 10,12 
PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.3% pig. 48,90 149,63 -39,32 92,36 8,66 
PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.5% pig. 51,24 165,46 -41,36 91,98 13,78 
PLA + 7.5% ATBC + 0.8% pig. 60,61 164,80 -43,50 103,66 23,57 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The work was aimed at the preparation of PLA fibres with contain of plasticizer from biodegradable a 
renewable materials. The results obtained by experimental work have confirmed that it is possible to 
prepare the PLA fibres and modified PLA fibres with plasticizer and fluorescent pigment for the 
multifunctional fibres for application as safety materials.  

The properties of PLA fibres and modified PLA fibres may be refined in future by other types of 
PLA, plasticizers and optimization of the processing conditions. 
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Abstract: 

Physical modification of polypropylene (PP) fibres by inorganic additives insures more intense 
anchoring of PP fibres in  constructional composites, what leads to expressive improve of functional of 
PP fibres in relation to transmission and absorption of deformation energy to form and load 
composites. This work focuses on the preparation of PP fibres modified with inorganic nanoadditive 
halloysite for constructional composites. It is investigated the effect of conditions of drawing and 
stabilization on the thermomechanical and mechanical properties of prepared modified PP fibres. The 
drawing temperature and stabilization change of properties observed of modified PP fibres with 
halloysite. 

 

Key words: 

polypropylene fibres, drawing temperature, stabilization, inorganic nanoadditive, structure and 
properties of modified PP fibres 

 

1. Introduction 

Unmodified short and long polypropylene (PP) fibres are standard used in constructional composites. 
The PP fibres used as reinforcement in construction composites induce to the reduction of cracks 
propagation, increase of flexural and bending strength, improve of impact resistance. Their advance is 
very good chemical resistance and low sensitivity to moisture. [1] But, its unpolar hydrophobic physical 
and chemical inactive polyolephinic character does not provide to create the chemical as well as 
physical intermolecular bonds between concrete matrix and fibres a low affinity of PP fibre to the 
cement matrix resulted from. One from disadvantages is mainly the decreasing of absorption ability of 
deformation energy during the load of the concrete composite in flexure and bending strength and the 
increasing of the release of fibre from the composite instead the deformation of fibres as the 
composite component is became [2]. 
One from possible modification of PP fibres for improvement of the chemical and physical interaction 
between of fibre and the concrete matrix is a modification with nanoparticles of inorganic fillers. If the 
particles incorporated in the fibre surface then the interactions between the inorganic particles in fibre 
surface and inorganic concrete matrix would cause the increase of significantly stronger bonds. Some 
knowledge from application of PP fibres in concrete composites with nano-SiO2 particles is interested. 
It was presented that physical and chemical effects of nanoparticles are helping to the reduction of 
water film around PP fibre and nanofillers decrease porosity at the interface fibre/matrix. Results also 
showed that nano-SiO2 improves the mechanical parameters of fibre-concrete composite [3]. 
PP is relative high brittleness and addition of inorganic nanoadditives (CaCO3, SiO2,TiO2 and 
halloysite) also eliminates this property. The high agglomeration ability and worse dispersion of 
nanoparticles into PP matrix is caused by the high surface energy of nanoparticles and because the 
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 improvement of their mechanical properties is very difficult. Therefore, the specific methods to the 
preparation of nanoparticles/polymer composites are used [4]. It was ascertained that yet small 
amount of nanoparticles results an effective increase of flexural and bending strength, elastic module 
and rigidity [5, 6]. 
Halloysite belongs to a class of clay minerals with nanotubular structure. The various conditions of 
crystallization and geological formation caused the occurrence of several morphologies - tubular, 
plate-shaped and spherical, of which the most common and the most important is the tubular 
structure. The halloysite is very suitable filler for polymers for its relatively low cost, convenient tubular 
structure, as well as bearings widespread throughout the world [7]. 
This work focuses on the preparation of PP fibres modified with inorganic nanoadditive halloysite in 
presence of dispersant Tegopren (TEG) for constructional composites. It is investigated the effect of 
conditions of drawing and stabilization on the supermolecular structure and thermomechanical and 
mechanical properties of prepared modified PP fibres. The drawing temperature and stabilization 
change of properties observed of modified PP fibres with halloysite. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Isotactic polypropylene (PP, TATREN HT2511) with MFR = 25 g/10 min (produced by Slovnaft 
Company, Slovakia), halloysite (HNT) as nanoadditive (Aldrich Chemistry, product of USA) and 
different dispersants - tegopren 6875 (TEG) (organomodified siloxane, produced by Evonik Industies) 
were used for the preparation of fibers. 

Fibre preparation 

At first, PP concentrates are consisting of pure PP, inorganic nanoadditive of halloysite (1% wt.) and 
dispersant Tegopren (3% wt.) were mixed and subsequently they were melting using the twin screw 
extruder. PP fibres and modified PP fibres (PP/HNT/TEG) with nanoadditive of halloysite were 
prepared using the pilot continual line by the spinning of masterbatches at the temperature 240°C with 
the take-up speed 150 m.min-1 at the spinning. The undrawn fibres were drawn at the maximum 
drawing ratios λmax at the various drawing temperatures – 90-120 °C. The prepared modified 
PP/HNT/TEG fibres were stabilised at the temperature 90; 110 and 130 °C during 3 min. 

2.2. Methods 

Mechanical properties 
Tenacity at break and elongation at break and Young's modulus represent the mechanical properties. 
The mechanical properties of PP and modified PP fibers were evaluated by the Instron 3343 
equipment (USA). Measuring conditions were the length of fiber 125 mm and rate of clamp 500 
mm/min. The mechanical characteristics of the PP and modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres were determined 
in accordance with standard (Standard ISO 2062:1993). 
 

Thermo-mechanical properties 
Thermo-mechanical characteristics of PP and modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres were measured by 
equipment Schimadzu TMA-50 (Japan). There were measured the deformation (extension or 
shrinkage) and the temperature of first deformation of fibre. Conditions of measurement were 
following: in the temperature range from room temperature to 383K, at the heating rate 5 K/min, and 
fiber length 9.8 mm. 
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 3. Results and discussion 

On the previous works there were prepared of undrawn modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres containing 1 % 
of HNT and 3% of TEG. These fibres were drawn at the maximum drawn ratio λmax at the various 
drawing temperatures. It was observed the effect of drawing temperatures on the mechanical and 
thermomechanical properties (Figs 1 and 2). 
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Figure 1. Dependence of Young′s modulus (a), tenacity at the break (b) and elongation at the break (c) of 
nonstabilized and stabilized modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres on drawing temperatures at their preparation 

 The Young′s modulus and tenacity at the break of modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres nonstabilized as well 
as stabilized at all temperature increase with the increase of drawing temperature (Fig. 1a, b). The 
increase of drawing temperature at the preparation of modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres decreases the final 
elongation at the break of these fibres (Fig. 1c). At the higher drawn temperatures forms the more 
stabilized structure with the higher Young′s modulus and tenacity at the break and lower the 
elongation at the break. The stabilization processes due to the decrease of all mechanical properties 
in comparison with the nonstabilized PP/HNT/TEG fibres. 

The results of the thermomechanical analysis, dimensional stability (d) and temperature of first 
deformation (TD) of the modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres drawn at the various drawing temperature are in 
Fig. 2. The drawing temperature does not influence the thermomechanical parameters of nonstabilized 
and stabilized modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres. The more influence on the change of themomechanical 
parameters was observed for modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres stabilized at the various temperature. At 
the higher temperature of stabilization an internal stresses embedded during the monoaxial orientation 
of fibres in the spinning and drawing relax and stabilize the created supermolecular structure. Because 
the improved dimensional stability and higher temperature of first deformation of PP/HNT/TEG fibres 
stabilized at the higher temperature (110 and 120 °C) are results of the more stable structure of these 
fibres. 
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Figure 2. Dependencies of deformation (shrinkage – d, µm, a) and temperature of first deformation (TD, b) of 
nonstabilized and stabilized modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres at their preparation 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The work was aimed at the evaluation of effect of the drawing temperature and the stabilization 
conditions on the mechanical and thermomechanical properties of modified PP/HNT/TEG fibres. The 
results obtained by experimental work show that the mechanical properties of observed modified 
PP/HNT/TEG fibres are influenced by drawing temperature as well as stabilization conditions. The 
thermomechanical properties of these fibres are influenced only the stabilization conditions. 
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Abstract:  

The effects of surface modification on jute characterization were investigated in this current study. For 
this purpose, Jute were modified with stearic acid (StJ), silicone oil (ScJ), tetra ethoxy silane (SiJ) and 
laccase enzyme with tween 20 (LaJ) as a mediator. Unmodified and modified jute were investigated by 
fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), determining 
moisture content scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Silane, silicone oil and stearic acid 
modifications decreased hydrogen bond index and moisture content of the jute. However, J and LaJ 
presented similar chemical properties. Morphological observations confirmed the structure of the jute 
as a bundle of fiber cells after modification but also a layer covering fiber surface after silicone oil 
treatment. According to the findings of the analyses, silicone oil modification can be a good alternative 
for surface modification for cellulose based fibers for polymeric composite materials. The highest 
improvement in thermal stability of the jute was achieved with silicone oil modification.  
 
Key words: 

Jute, modification, silicone oil, polymeric, composite 
 

1. Introduction  

Usability of cellulose based natural fibers as an additive material for polymeric composites have 
attracted attention due to their light weight, non-toxicity, easily availability in nature, less health 
hazards, absorbing CO2 during their growth and relatively high specific modulus in comparison with 
other conventional fibers (Hossain et al., 2010). In spite of their advantageous properties, their high 
moisture absorption tendency, low surface wettability and high amount of non-cellulosic components 
on surface of the jute fibers restricted their utilization in composites. In order to improve the 
compatibility between non-polar polymers and cellulosic fibers, their surface should be modified (Bulut 
and Akşit, 2013; Liu et al., 2016).  
In this study, jute fibers which are commoly used in fiber reinforced composite materials were modified 
with were modified with laccase enzyme/tween 20 mediator (LaJ), tetra ethoxy silane (SiJ), stearic 
acid (StJ) and silicone oil (ScJ). The changes in jute characteristics were analyzed with fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), determining moisture content scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM). 
 

2. Experimental  
2.1. Materials 

 
Jute yarns were supplied from a local company. Stearic acid (CH3(CH2)16COOH ), tetra ethoxy silane 
(C8H20O4Si)  and silicone oil which are used for modification processes were supplied from Setaş 
Kimya, Turkey. Laccase enzyme was locally provided and tween 20 (C58H114O26) as a mediator was 
supplied from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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 2.2. Methods 
 
Jute yarns were ground to obtain jute fibers as in particle form. Firstly, jute yarns were ground with 
Retsch Cutting Mill SM 100 grinder using a sieve having holes of 250 μm. Then, jute fibers in powder 
form were also ground in Fritsch Pulverisette 7 (Oberstein, Germany) grinder at the speed of 850 rpm 
for 20 min to decrease the size of the jute particles.  
 
1 g of jute particles were continuously stirred in 80/20 v/v 0.2M acetate buffer/ethanol solution with 
1.0U/mL laccase and 5mM tween 20 at 50oC for 4h. After treatment, jute particles were washed with 
distilled water at 80oC twice and then extracted in acetone. The treated jute particles were dried at 
ambient temperature (Dong et al., 2014). Jute particles were modified with 1 % v/v stearic acid in 
ethanol solution at 20oC for 10 min. After treatment, fibers were oven-dried at 80oC for 45 min 
(Spoljaric et al., 2009). For silicone oil modification, the procedure of the stearic acid treatment was 
applied. Prior to silane treatment, 5 wt% tetra ethoxy silane was hydrolyzed in 80/20 (v/v) 
ethanol/water solution for 2h. After modification, jute particles were treated in hydrolyzed silane 
solution at 80oC for 2h. Then, the jute particles were washed with 80/20 (v/v) ethanol/water solution 
for three times and dried for 2 days at ambient temperature (Rachini et al., 2012).  
 
The effects of modification on jute were assessed with FTIR, TGA, SEM and determination of moisture 
content.  

3. Results and discussion  

FTIR spectra of the unmodified and modified jute particles are presented in Figure 1. As a first, it is 
clearly seen in Figure 1 that FTIR spectrum of J and LaJ are very similar. This may be because of that   
treatment with laccase enzyme slightly changed the jute. The absorption band in the range of 1,636-
1,643cm-1 indicates COO- stretching and absorbed water in crystalline cellulose (Dong et al., 2014). 
The peak in this band could not be seen after the modifications with stearic acid, silicone oil, and 
silane. Although the peaks at 1,051 cm-1 and 1,105 cm-1 absorption bands indicating C-O-C glicosidic 
ether bands and C-OH stretching vibrations disappeared after silicone oil modification, new peaks at 
2,963 cm-1 (Si-O), 1,259 cm-1 (Si-O), 864 cm-1 (Si-O-Si) and 795 cm-1 (Si-C) were obtained in the 
spectrum of ScJ (Matrajit et al., 2005; Jahagirgar and Tiwari, 2004). 

 

 
Figure 1. FTIR spectra of the jute 

 
Figure 2 presents the moisture content of the unmodified and modified jute. It is clearly observed that 
the modification processes influenced the moisture content of the jute. Laccase/tween 20 treatment 
increased moisture content of J by 38% whereas silane, stearic acid and silicone oil modifications 
reduced moisture content of J by 57, 67 and 74%, respectively. Treatment with coupling agents and 
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 surface agents such as stearic acid and silicone oil may result in reduction in moisture content of the 
jute. In case of laccase enzyme treatment, cleaning effect on the surface of the fiber may have 
increased the moisture content of J.  

 

 
Figure 2. Moisture content of the jute 

 
TGA analysis was performed to evaluate effect of surface modification on thermal stability of the jute. 
DTG-TGA graphics of the jute are depicted in Figure 3 and the results are listed in Table 1. Ti, Tm and 
T50% correspond to initial degradation temperature, maximum degradation temperature and the 
temperature at which 50% weight loss occurs, respectively. It is clearly understood in Table 1 that all 
modification processes improved the Ti of the jute. As can be seen from DTG curves of the jute, a 
shoulder around 300oC can be noticed. This may mainly correspond to the thermal depolymerization 
of hemicellulose and the cleavage of glycosidic linkages of cellulose (De Rosa et al., 2010).  In order 
to investigate the values in details, although the Tm of the modified jute are similar, the lowest related 
weight loss is obtained for ScJ. Additionally, the highest T50% was also obtained for ScJ. Weight loss 
corresponding until 600oC for all of the jute changes between 78 and 81%. This step is mainly due to 
decomposition of α-cellulose available in the jute (Seki et al., 2014). As a conclusion, the highest 
improvement in thermal stability of the jute was achieved with silicone oil modification. 

Table 1. TGA parameters of the unmodified and modified jute 

 Ti 
(oC) 

Tm 
(oC) 

T 50% 
(oC) 

Weight loss 
at Tm (%) 

Weight loss 
at 600oC (%) 

J 230.0 368.2 340.8 57.4 79 
LaJ 232.0 375.8 360.0 64.5 81 
SiJ 235.0 373.5 370.4 54.4 79 
StJ 236.0 378.2 374.4 55.2 78 
ScJ 241.0 378.9 385.6 43.1 79 
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Figure 3. DTG-TGA graphics of the jute 

 
Figure 4 shows SEM images of the jute. In Figure 4 both of the jute exist as a bundle of fibers which 
are composed of individual fiber cells and also covered with surface impurities. In the case of ScJ, 
silicone oil particles in different sizes dispersed can be observed on surface of the jute.  
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Figure 3. SEM images of the jute (x500) 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS  

 
In this study, the effects of laccase/tween 20, silane, stearic acid and silicone oil modifications on jute 
fiber were investigated. The modified jutes were characterized with FTIR, SEM and determination of 
moisture content. With the application of silicone oil, a new absorption peaks are determined which 
can be attributed to Si-O, Si-C and Si-O-Si bands on jute fiber. The addition of silane coupling agent, 
silicone oil and stearic acid significantly hydrophilicity related to moisture absorption of the unmodified 
jute. Additionally, SEM images are similar for the jute fibers, but silicone layer is observable on the 
surface of the ScJ. Consequently, silicone oil modification is thought to be a good alternative for 
cellulose based fibers for polymeric composite manufacturing. 
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Abstract  

Renewable raw materials and sustainability has a widespread significance for all types of industry. 
Cellulose, which has a great potential as a raw material for various branch of industry including textile, 
is the main component of most vegetable fibers. Cellulose from different vegetable resources can be 
isolated using chemical and mechanical treatments. Chemical treatments are effective for 
delignification. Based on this, the aim of our study is extraction of sustainable cellulose from ligno-
cellulosic banana plant waste using chemical treatment. First, the waste banana plants were supplied 
as resource of cellulose considering the previous works about this topic and preliminary experimental 
studies. After that, the composition of the extract was determined in order to confirm the high cellulose 
content. At the next stage of this study, organic acid extraction method was used to extract cellulose 
from banana plant wastes. The cellulose content of banana plant was determined as 57 % and 24 % 
of hemicellulose. The cellulose was successfully extracted from banana plant wastes. Characterization 
results suggest that cellulose, an important raw material for textile, pulp and paper, composite and 
defense industries, can be effectively regained from banana plant wastes. 

 

Key words 

Cellulose, extraction, banana plant wastes, pulping 

1. Introduction 

Recently, research has focused on sustainability, renewable materials and recycling in the textile 
sector in conjunction with the other branches of industry. Cellulose is the most abundant natural 
polymer that can be used as a raw material in various industries such as paper, food and composite 
materials. Vegetable fibers are one of the raw materials of textile and they content various amounts of 
cellulose. Vegetable fiber wastes in the forms of cotton linter, fiber, yarn and fabric are being produced 
during production processes. Cellulose can be extracted from banana plant with mechanical, chemical 
treatments and also by combining these two types of treatment [2]. Banana is one of the most 
important fruit and vegetable crop plants. Banana pseudo stem is known as a potential cellulose 
source, though usually discarded as agricultural waste in many countries [1, 3]. Turkey has a high 
production capacity for banana plants with 206,346 tons in 2012 [7]. Based on this high production 
capacity in Turkey we aimed to recycle cellulose from banana plant wastes (Fig.1). 
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Figure 1. Waste Banana Plants-Fibers 

 

2. Experimental 
2.1.  Materials 

Banana waste plants were obtained from Anamur/Turkey. The chemical treatment materials used in 
this work were: Formic Acid (98-100 %), Hydrogen Peroxide (35 %), Ethanol, Benzene, 
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and Hydrochloric acid (37 %). All chemicals are purchased 
from Sigma Aldrich. 

2.2. Methods 
2.2.1. Determination of Chemical Composition 

Chemical composition of the samples was determined using China Textile Industry Standard process 
steps from the article ‘Evaluation of liquid ammonia treatment on surface characteristics of hemp fiber’ 
[6]. In the first step, banana waste plants are dried for 12 hours at 100 °C in order to achieve to dry 
weight of samples. Pectin composition of samples was determined with 0.5 % EDTA (ethylene 
diamine tetra acetic acid) solution. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was used to determine the hemicellulose 
content and sulphuric acid (H2SO4) was used to determine both the cellulose and lignin content of the 
samples. 

2.2.2. Pre-cleaning of Banana Waste Plants 

In our study; at first cleaning of waste jute fibers with hot distilled water were carried out. Banana 
waste plants are cut into 1-2 cm small pieces and washed for 3 hours at boiling temperature. 
Afterwards, they are dried in an oven for 12 hours at 105 °C. Materials after hot wash pre-cleaning is 
given in (Figure 2). 

 
 

Figure 2. Material after Hot Wash Cleaning Figure 3.  Materials after Dewaxing 
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 Following the hot wash cleaning treatment, banana waste plants are washed with Ethanol/Benzene 
1:2 v/v solution in order to perform dewaxing.  Dewaxing treatment is carried out for 4 hours in a 
Soxhlet apparatus at boiling temparature. Banana waste plants after dewaxing is given in Figure 3. 

2.2.3. Extraction of Cellulose 

Extraction of cellulose and fractionating the non-cellulosic materials were performed by organic acid 
pulping. Organic acid pulping method is chosen due to preliminary tests and literature (5). Firstly an 
organic acid, formic acid (CH2O2) 90% concentration, was used to treat banana plant wastes as initial 
removal of the non-cellulosic materials. Banana plant wastes are washed with formic acid for 150 
minutes at 80° C and then dried. Material during formic acid treatment and after the treatment is given 
in Figure 4 and 5. 

  

Figure 4. Formic Acid Treatment 

 

Figure 5. Material after Formic Acid Treatment 

Following the formic acid treatment, peroxoacidic treatment was carried out to improve delignification. 
Peroxoacid was synthesized via combining formic acid with hydrogen peroxide 35 % concentration. 
Samples are washed with peroxoformic acid for 150 minutes at 80°C and dried. Material after 
peroxoacid treatment is given in Figure 6. Finally, bleaching of obtained pulp was performed with 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) for 75 minutes at 65°C. A bleaching stage was applied to improve the 
brightness of obtained pulp [4]. Material bleached with hydrogen peroxide is given in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6. Material after Peroxoacid Treatment Figure 7. Material Bleached with Hydrogen Peroxide 

 

2.2.4. Characterization 

The purity and chemical structure of extracted cellulose were compared with α-cellulose (Sigma 
Aldrich) which has a lab grade purity. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Fourier Infrared Spectroscopy 
(FTIR) methods are used to analyze the internal structure of obtained cellulose.  

2.2.4.1. FTIR (Fourier Infrared Spectroscopy) Analysis 

The extracted cellulose obtained with formic acid-peroxoformic acid pulping method and α-cellulose 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich were analyzed using FTIR method. Infrared spectral measurements 
were made using Perkin Elmer Spectrum BX instrument , wavelength 400–4000cm-1, 2cm-1 resolution 
(% absorbance). 

2.2.4.2. XRD (X-Ray Diffraction) Analysis 

XRD analyses of extracted cellulose and α-cellulose purchased from Sigma Aldrich were performed by 
Rigaku D/MAX200 X-Ray diffractometer using CuKα radiation and operating at 40 kV and 36 mA.  

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1.   Chemical Composition Results 

The percentages of pectin, hemicellulose, lignin, and cellulose are summarized in Table 1. The high 
cellulose content of banana plant wastes with 57 % enhances the variety of utilization and 
sustainability. Organic acid extraction method was effective for the extraction of cellulose from banana 
plant waste. 

Table 1. Lignocellulosic content of banana plant waste 

 wt 
(%) Pectin 7 

Hemicellulose 24 
Lignin 12 
Cellulose 57 
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 3.2. Elementary Analysis Results (FTIR) 

FTIR results which were performed to analyze and compare the functional groups and bond energies 
of extracted cellulose and α-cellulose, is given in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. FTIR spectra of the extracted cellulose and α- cellulose. 

FTIR spectra of the α-cellulose (purchased from Sigma Aldrich) and the cellulose extracted from 
banana plant waste are very similar. The peak in the absorption band of 1716cm-1 in the spectra of 
cellulose extracted from banana plant waste may indicate the residual of the hemicellulose. 

3.3. Structural Analysis Results (XRD) 

The diffraction intensities of the α-cellulose and extracted cellulose were recorded between 3◦ and 90◦ 
(2θ). XRD patterns of α-cellulose and cellulose extracted from banana plant waste are shown in Figure 
9. 

 
 

Figure 9. XRD patterns of the α- cellulose and cellulose extracted from banana plant waste 
 

The diffraction peaks at 2θ = 22–23◦ and 2θ = 18-19◦ indicate the typical diffractions of cellulose. The 
crystallinity indexes of cellulose samples were calculated as 67 and 61,9 % respectively. According to 
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 XRD patterns of the α-cellulose (purchased from Sigma Aldrich) and the cellulose extracted from 
banana plant waste , samples show the same  intensity peaks at the same diffraction angles. 

CONCLUSION 

Our results suggest that, material which is a waste product after harvesting the banana plant can be 
used as a potential source for cellulose. Cellulose extracted from banana plant wastes can be used in 
the production of regenerated cellulose fibers and composite materials and also in the paper and food 
industry. Moreover, microcrystalline and nano crystalline cellulose may be produced by acid hydrolysis 
of extracted cellulose. The thermal properties of extracted cellulose will be further investigated by 
using analytic methods. For a further study, cellulose extraction from banana plant wastes will be also 
investigated by using different chemical and mechanical treatments and their combination.  
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Abstract: 

This paper presents centrifugal fiber forming from blends of polymer solutions. The process of 
centrifugal spinning was executed on two different types of spinning machine in needle-less and 
needle way. Processing parameters such as linear velocity and type of spinneret unit were analyzed. 
For this research, polymer materials poly(ε-caprolactone), poly(vinyl butyral) and copolymer of lactic 
acid and ε-caprolactone were chosen. Mixtures with different proportions of the polymer components 
were prepared. Solubility of polymers in solvents, defects generated in fiber layers and distribution of 
two polymers in blend fibers were characterized. Needle and needle-less centrifugal spinning related 
to changing process and material conditions and their effects on fiber morphology were studied. 
Morphology of produced fibers and distribution of two polymers in blend fibers were observed using 
scanning electron microscopy and image analysis software. 

 

Key words: 

Centrifugal spinning, poly(ε-caprolactone), poly(vinyl butyral), blends of polymer solutions, solubility 
of polymers in solvents, distribution of two polymers in blend fibers 

 

1. Introduction 

Centrifugal Spinning, also called Forcespinning or Rotary Jet Spinning, is relatively new technology, 
which uses only centrifugal forces for fiber formation. This technology is very productive and relatively 
simple. Fibers are formed due to high-speed rotation of spinneret unit. As soon as the critical angular 
velocity of spinneret is reached, polymer jets are ejected from the orifices of the spinneret unit, 
stretched and elongated into fibers and deposited on the collector. Any voltage is not required for this 
method [3]. There are two different ways, needle [2] and needle-less [4], which differs in shape of 
spinneret unit.  

A wide range of conductive and nonconductive materials in the form of solutions or melts could be 
spun. Fibers with a wide distribution of diameters from nanofibers to microfibers are produced. 
Homogenous fibrous layers could be used for many applications, e.g. biomedical applications, tissue 
engineering, scaffolds, drug delivery systems, filtration, etc. [3]. 

2. Experimental 

Two polymer materials, poly(ε-caprolactone) and poly(vinyl butyral), were chosen based on earlier 
experiments. These mixtures with different proportions of the polymer components were prepared. 
Furthermore, copolymer of lactic acid and ε-caprolactone was spun for the comparison of productivity 
and fiber morphology of prepared copolymer and polymer blend.  
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 Two ways of centrifugal spinning, needle and needle-less, were used for fiber forming. Both 
technologies were compared on base of productions and results. They were studied the spinning 
ability, fiber diameters, morphology of the fibers and amount of defects in fibrous layers. 

The aim of this research was to find suitable polymer blends and their spinning, making structural 
and material analysis on the created fibers and their evaluation. The distribution of polymer materials 
in the final fibers was also detected by washout one component of the polymer blend. The result of this 
research is the determination how the changing process and material parameters, how they affect 
the quality of the spinning process, produced fibers and impact assessment of individual washout 
procedures on the polymer distribution in blend fibers.  

2.1. Materials 

Fibers were made from following materials: Poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL, Mn = 45 000 g/mol) was 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich, USA. Poly(vinyl butyral) (PVB, Mn = 60 000 g/mol) was donated by 
Kuraray, Japan. This type of PVB contains 18–21 wt.% of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and 1–4 wt.% of 
poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc). Copolymer Purasorb PLC 7015 containing 70 % of lactic acid and 30 % of 
ε-caprolactone was purchased from Purac, USA. As a solvent system for all of the materials were 
used chloroform (Penta, Czech Republic) and ethanol (Tereos TTD, Czech Republic) in the ratio 9:1.  

Series of six polymer solutions (concentration 14 wt.%) having ratios of components PCL/PVB 95/5, 
90/10, 80/20, 70/30, 60/40, 50/50 were utilized. Two polymer solutions containing only one 
component, i.e. 100% PCL and 100% PVB were also applied for comparison of results. PLC solution 
with concentration 10 wt.% was used for comparison with blends and copolymers fibers. 

2.2. Centrifugal spinning 

The whole process of centrifugal spinning was made at two different devices. One of them was 
the needle device Fiberlab L-1000 M (FibeRio® Technology Corporation, Texas, USA) in the company 
Pardam, s.r.o., Roudnice nad Labem, Czech Republic (see Fig. 1a). In the Fig. 1b, there is shown 
detail of spinneret unit (1), which was consisted of reservoir of polymer solution (2) and two spinning 
needles (3). Size of spinneret unit was 16 cm in diameter and size of collector was 38 cm Needle way 
of centrifugal spinning process was carried out at three linear velocities, 33 m/s, 50 m/s, 67 m/s.  

  

Figure 1. Needle device Fiberlab L-1000 M (FibeRio® Technology Corporation) in the company Pardam, s.r.o., 
Roudnice nad Labem, Czech Republic; (a) overview of the needle device; (b) detail of the spinneret unit (1)   

consisted of reservoir of polymer solution (2) and two spinning needles (3). 

 

(a) (b) 
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 The second one was the needle-less laboratory device at Department of Nonwovens and Nanofibrous 
Materials, Technical University of Liberec, Czech Republic (Fig. 2). The spinneret unit (1) was circle 
shaped disk. Size of spinneret unit was 5 cm in diameter and size of collector (2) was 26 cm. Because 
of lower output of motor unit (3) needle-less way of centrifugal spinning process was realized only at 
two linear velocities, 33 m/s, 50 m/s. 

  

Figure 2. Needle-less laboratory device at Department of Nonwovens and Nanofibrous Materials, 
Technical University of Liberec, Czech Republic consisted of circle shaped disk (1), collector (2) and motor unit (3). 

2.3. Solubility of PCL and PVB 

Solvent system chloroform:ethanol 9:1 (w/w) was chosen for preparation of polymer solutions. It was 
important to know solubility of polymer materials PCL and PVB in this solvent system. Solubility could 
be predicted according to three Hansen solubility parameters (δd, δp, δh) and radius of interaction R. 
2D or 3D chart could be compiled based on this parameters. Polymer material is represented by 
center point of solubility sphere. Radius of interaction indicates line of solubility. Then three types of 
solvents could be differ: i) solvents placed around the center point are called good solvents;                
ii) solvents occurred near the solubility line are called bad solvents; iii) behind the solubility line are 
non-solvents [1].  

2.4. Distribution of two polymers in blend fibers 

Distribution of two polymer materials in the blend fibers was analyzed by washout PVB component 
by ethanol through magnetic stirrer with higher temperature, ultrasonic bath or shakers at different 
time and temperature. 

2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) Tescan, Vega3 SB Easy Probe, Czech Republic was used for 
analysis of fiber morphology. Before SEM observation, all fibrous samples were coated with 7 nm gold 
layer via sputter coater Quorum Q150R ES, United Kingdom. Fiber diameters were measured using 
image analysis software NIS-Elements AR 4.30.00 (LIM s.r.o., Czech Republic). 
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 3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Centrifugal spinning of polymer blends 

In the case of needle centrifugal spinning was possible to spin a larger variety of polymer solutions. 
Although, these fiber diameters were approximately four times smaller than fibers made        
by needle-less spinning (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), fibrous layers contain a large number of drop-shaped 
defects. Only the PLC fibers showed the same diameter values in both technologies. It follows that, 
the process conditions are not important for some types of materials. It suppose the increasing contain 
of PVB in polymer mixture should raise fiber diameters but it was not confirmed. Experiments showed 
that mixture compositions and fiber diameters have not any dependency. That could be caused 
by many reasons, e.g. unsuitable choice of solvent system, dosage of polymer solutions, imperfections 
of device, etc. 

 

Figure 3. Average fiber diameter from needle centrifugal spinning technology depending on the velocity 
and solution composition. Average values are calculated from 100 fibers. 

 

 

Figure 4. Average fiber diameter from needle-less centrifugal spinning technology depending on the velocity 
and solution composition. Average values are calculated from 100 fibers. 
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 3.2. Solubility of PCL and PVB 

From literature [1] Hansen solubility parameters and radius of interaction for chloroform, ethanol and 
PVB were found out. Unfortunately, there was not any information about PCL. Figure 5 illustrates 2D 
graph of solubility made only for PVB. 

 

Figure 5. 2D graph of solubility PVB in chosen solvents chloroform, ethanol and solvent system compiled     
based on Hansen solubility parameters and radius of interaction. 

 

It is obvious that ethanol was situated near center point of solubility sphere and it represented good 
solvent for PVB. However, chloroform was placed behind solubility line and for PVB was non-solvent. 
For that reason solvent system chloroform:ethanol 9:1 (w/w) belonged to bad solvent systems. That 
mean PVB was in this system soluble, but not so readily.  

3.3. Distribution of two polymers in blend fibers 

Washout PVB component of blend fibers by ethanol was made by several methods, namely by 
magnetic stirrer with higher temperature, ultrasonic bath or shakers at different time and temperature. 
In the case of fibers from the needle or needle-less centrifugal spinning any trend between wash 
conditions has not been found. It was shown that the polymers in the fibers are not uniformly 
distributed (see Fig. 6). Centrifugal spinning divides them into sections, after washout PVB only 
sections of PCL were formed, and fibrous layer was split.  
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Figure 6. Defects created on the fibers from needle and needle-less centrifugal spinning technologies after 
washout PVB component of blend fibers.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we focused on centrifugal spinning from blends of polymer solutions. Two ways of 
centrifugal spinning were used for fiber formations, namely needle and needle-less. Fibers were made 
from mixtures contained different proportions of PVB and PCL components, and from PLC copolymer. 
The work does not lead to the production of material for some application. It should primarily show 
types of problems, which may be occurred during spinning a mixture of two polymer materials. 
Materials PVB and PCL are not clearly compatible, but they have relatively similar molecular weights, 
compared to spinning of PLC copolymer. It would be useful to find an appropriate solvent system 
for further research, which would be completely soluble for both of polymer materials. There are also 
great amounts of other analyses that have not been done and could be recommended for further 
testing. 
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Abstract: 

In the presentation there are presented results of research solution focused on innovative 
technologies of nanocaoting of polypropylene textile materials for improvement of functional 
properties. Results of the application of sol-gel technology on the formation of various nanosol types 
(hydrophilic, electroconductive) and their application in nanostructuralization of textile surfaces are 
presented. Besides, results of change of performance characteristics and functional properties of the 
textile materials with achieved effect of hydrophilic finish and highly effective reduction of electrostatic 
charging of textile materials prepared from PP fibres.  

The paper futher presented the results of the impact of the low-temperature plasma generated by 
DCSBD (Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge) under atmospheric pressure to increase the 
afinity of nanocoating to textile surfaces and ensure permanence of nanocoating. The research 
solution of influence of application of low-temperature plasma under atmospheric pressure in the 
afinity of nanocoating is oriented on investigation of influence of various time of textile surface 
activation by plasma. There are presented results from used methods for evaluation of the 
concentration of free radicals on the surface PP woven fabric after plasma treatment. 

Key words: 

Low-Temperature Plasma by Atmospheric Pressure, functionalisation of textile materials, 
Nanocoating, surface activation, concentration of free radicals 

 
1. Introduction 

Conventional finishing methods such as pad-dry-cure process, used at present to apply antimicrobial, 
self-cleaning and flame-retardant finishes, have the disadvantage that hand and drape of a fabric 
is impaired, they are often accompanied by significant increase of weight, insufficient fastness to 
washing, loss of mechanical strength and, what is very important, they have negative influence on the 
wearing comfort. Protective clothing made from such special fabrics restrains in many cases 
performance of a man. Besides, there is a number of safety risks, associated with application and 
disposal of chemicals used in finishes at present. Therefore, alternative cost-effective permanent 
means and technologies are being sought, which do not present danger to health and environment, do 
not impair wearing comfort and provide at the same time optimum protection. 

Methods of functional coating are a flexible alternative to conventional finishing methods as 
they are independent on fabric type, require small quantities of additives and permit combinations of 
various functional properties. These technologies include immobilization of enzymes on textile 
substrates, layered structures, nano-coatings and plasma technologies used to apply functional 
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 groups and molecules on textile surfaces. These technologies differ from the conventional finishing 
methods as they impart special functional properties to textile surfaces via modification on a level of 
micro-dimensions and nano-dimensions without influencing bulk properties of the textile materials. The 
conventional finishing methods, such as pad-dry-cure process, used at present to apply antimicrobial, 
self-cleaning and flame-retardant finishes, have the disadvantage that  hand and drape of a fabric 
is impaired, they are often accompanied by significant increase of weight, insufficient fastness to 
washing, loss of mechanical strength and, what is very important, they have negative influence on the 
wearing comfort [1]. 

Nano-coating is deposition of a layer of nano-particles (with a thickness of 10-100 nm) with the 
aim to create a nano-composite and/or nano-structured material. Nanostructured surfaces are point of 
considerable interest as they have big surface area which could impart significant functionality to 
materials finished this way. There are various coating techniques used to apply nano-particles e.g. 
deposition of chemical vapours, plasma technologies, „self-assembly“of thin functional layers of nano-
particles, successive deposition of several layers, dip coating, sol-gel method. Solvent coating  is 
based on application of molecules of a precursor or nano-particles to form a layer. Electrostatic 
interaction, hydrogen bonds and covalent bonds facilitate adhesion between the coating and the 
coated material [2]. 

Theme of plasma application used to modify textile surfaces is known already for more than 40 
years, however introduction of the technology into industrial operation is very slow [3]. The reason for 
this is that majority of plasma processes, developed in the past, was based on methods realized under 
low pressure, permitting processing of specific lots (batches) only,  so-called „off-line“ application, 
which is practically infeasible in textile industry. New  plazma systems performed under atmospheric 
pressure permit already continuous textile processing, so-called „in-line“ application [4]. Plasma 
polymerization is able to impart various functional characteristics, e.g. hydrophobic, hydrophilic, 
electroconductive properties, it can improve dyeability, conductivity and biocompability via modification 
of textile and fibre surfaces on a level of nano-dimensions. An advantage in comparison with 
conventional wet chemical processes is very low consumption of raw materials and energy and 
ecological acceptability. Besides, these coatings applied using plasma are much more durable than 
coatings deposited by other methods of surface modification, e.g. wet processes or radiation, because 
polymeric coatings on a level of nano-dimensions, deposited by plasma, are bonded with textile 
surfaces by covalent bonds [5, 6]. 

2. Experimental 

Our research focuses on investigation of surface changes in macrostructure of textile materials made 
from polypropylene, initiated by low-temperature plasma under atmospheric pressure (DCSBD – 
Diffuse Coplanar Surface Barrier Discharge), study of free radical formation on textile surfaces from a 
viewpoint of chemical composition and from viewpoint of various conditions of surface activation by 
low-temperature plasma (time of plasma activation, output of plasma electrodes, distance of plasma 
electrodes) with the aim to increase adhesion of the nano-coating. Unique textile finishing device ZUP 
400 designed for application of low-temperature plasma under atmospheric pressure of the company 
VÚTCH-CHEMITEX, spol. s r.o. was used for plasma activation of textile surfaces. The device ZUP 
400 is integrated into innovated pilot scale line SAAG designed for double-sided continuous finishing 
of textile materials. It permits to combine activation of textile surfaces using low-temperature plasma 
under atmospheric pressure with subsequent chemical finish. 

Surface activation of polypropylene structure using low-temperature atmospheric plasma was 
performed under conditions as follows: 

- output of plasma electrodes: 350 W 
- time of surface activation using plasma: 5s, 10s, 20s, 60s, 100s, 150s 
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                                          a                                                                         b 

Figure 1: a) Innovated SAAG finishing equipment integrating ZUP 400 device, b) Plasma 
sources of ZUP 400 device installed in operational mode 

 
Available nanosols, developed in the frame of previous research projects, were applied on the plasma 
activated surface in order to achieve nano-coated surface with special functional properties: 

- hydrophilic (HFIL) nanosol, prepared by sol-gel method based on hydrolysis of precursors on 
the base of organosilanes with amino groups in alkaline medium; 

- electroconductive (EVN) nanosol, prepared by sol-gel method using acidic and/or alkaline 
hydrolysis of organosiloxane precursors (triethoxysilane – TEOS and vinyltriethoxysilane – 
VTEOS) incorporating carbon nanotubes (CNT).  

 
2.1.1. Materials 

Hydrophilic (HFIL) nanosol Techazil H20 in concentration of 30 g/l was applied on plasma activated 
surface of a fabric made from polypropylene in the frame of the experimental part. 
Conditions of HFIL nanosol application: 

- 15 min. action of the bath with HFIL nanosol; 
- drying in SAAG Werner Mathis device at 120 ˚C; 
- setting in SAAG Werner Mathis device at 120 ˚C. 

Besides, electroconductive nanosol Techazil EVN3-PEG in concentration of 10 g/l was applied on  
plasma activated surface of a fabric made from polyproylene. Application conditions were as follows: 

- 15 min. sonification (ultrasonic cleaner PS 10000A);  
- squeezing of the sample in laboratory padder, type VFM,  Werner-Mathis AG, pressure: 100;   
- drying in SAAG Werner Mathis device at 100 ˚C / 2 min.; 
- setting in SAAG Werner Mathis device at 120 ˚C / 3 min. 

The nanosols were applied also on woven fabrics made from polypropylene without activation of their 
surface structure by plasma in order to compare influence of low-temperature plasma on enhancement 
of efficiency of functional properties of the nano-coated material made from polypropylene.  
To evaluate influence of plasma on enhancement of affinity of the nano-layer to the surface of  
polypropylene textile material and/or permanency of the nano-coating, samples of the woven fabric 
were washed and dried. Subsequently, maximum number of washing and drying cycles was specified.  
The nano-coated samples were washed and dried in accordance with the standard STN EN ISO 105-
C06, method A2S under following conditions: 

- washing temperature: 40 ˚C / 15 min 
- washing agent, c = 1 g/l 
- rinsing after washing 1 min / 40 ˚C distilled water 
- drying temperature: air-drying at a temperature not exceeding air temperature of  60 ˚C. 

Subsequently, new functional properties of the nano-coated samples of textile materials prepared this 
way relating to hydrophility and electroconductivity were evaluated. Efficiency of the nanosols itselves, 
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 efficiency of nano-coating as well as influence of plasma on permanency of the nano-coating was 
evaluated.     

Table 1. Characteristics of samples 

Samples    Description of preparation of samples for experiments 

PP standard 
 Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene 

PP/0s/ 
HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with application of hydrophilic nanosol, without 
plasma pre-treatment  

PP/5s 
/HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 5s and subsequent 

application of the hydrophilic nanosol 

PP/10s/ 
HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment  using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 10s and subsequent 

application of the hydrophilic nanosol 

PP/20s/ 
HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 20s and subsequent 

application of the hydrophilic nanosol 

PP/60s/ 
HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 60s and subsequent 

application of the hydrophilic nanosol 

PP/100s 
/HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure,with time of plasma activation 100s and subsequent 

application of the hydrophilic nanosol 

PP/150s 
/HFIL 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 150s and subsequent 

application of the hydrophilic nanosol 
PP/0s/ 
EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with application of the electroconductive nanosol 
without plasma pre-treatment 

PP/5s 
/EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 5s and subsequent 

application of the electroconductive nanosol 

PP/10s/ 
EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 10s and subsequent 

application of the electroconductive nanosol 

PP/20s/ 
EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 20s and subsequent 

application of the electroconductive nanosol 

PP/60s/ 
EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 60s and subsequent 

application of the electroconductive nanosol 

PP/100s 
/EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmopheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 100s and subsequent 

application of the electroconductive nanosol 

PP/150s 
/EVN 

Woven fabric from 100% polypropylene, with surface pre-treatment using low-temperature 
plasma under atmospheric pressure, with time of plasma activation 150s and subsequent 

application of the electroconductive nanosol 
 

2.2. Measurements and evaluation methodology 

Formation of  reaction sites and/or free radicals and their concentration on the activated surface was 
evaluated using UV spectroscopic method in order to assess permanency of the nano-coating and 
define the most suitable conditions of plasma activation of the surface. The method consists in 
determination of the amount of peroxides and hydroperoxides formed on the modified textile surface 
after plasma activation and after oxygen bonding to the formed free radicals. Decrease of peroxide 
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 concentration in dependence on „ageing“ of the plasma activated textile surface was observed. UV 
spectroscopic method, based on determination of iodine formed by oxidation of iodide ions, was used 
to determine the low concentrations of hydroperoxides. The unstable peroxides and hydroperoxides 
transform into more stable carbonyl functional groups whose concentration on the plasma treated 
textile surface was determined by UV spectroscopy. Determination of concentration of hydrazones 
formed by reaction of oxidized polymer with  2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine is involved. 

Static contact angle (SCA) was determined on the samples of polypropylene woven fabric with 
hydrophilic nano-coating before washing and drying and after washing and drying. The static contact 
angles were measured by Drop Shape Analysis System DSA 30 designed for measurement of contact 
angles. Every value of contact angle is average from 10 measurements. Maximum error of 
measurement was 6 %. 

Surface resistance of the textile samples made from 100 % polypropylene with electroconductive 
nano-coating was evaluated using Tera-ohmmeter TO6 according to the standard STN EN 1149-1 
(IPS 31583814/114/274) „Protective clothing. Electrostatic properties. Part 1: Surface resistivity. Test 
methods and requirements“.  

 
3. Results and discussion 

Results from study of free radical formation on plasma activated textile surface from polypropylene 
achieved by evaluation of concentration of amount of formed peroxides and hydroperoxides bonded to 
the formed free radicals are given in Figure 2. It can be seen from the graphical relationship that 
concentration of free radicals has exponential trend in dependence on time of plasma activation. 
Concentration of free radicals on plasma activated surface increases with time of plasma activation. 
Relationship between ageing of the plasma activated  polypropylene textile surface and concentration 
of free radicals was studied as well (Figure 3). Graphical relationship in Figure 3 shows exponentially 
decreasing trend; namely concentration of free radicals decreases with time of ageing of the plasma 
activated surface. 

 
Figure 2. Concentration of peroxides and hydroperoxides bonded to free radicals in dependence on activation 

time of the surface of polypropylene woven fabric using low-temperature plasma. 
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Figure 3. Concentration of peroxides and hydroperoxides bonded to free radicals in dependence on time of 

ageing of the surface of polypropylene woven fabric activated using low-temperature plasma 

 
Results from evaluation of static contact angle of the hydrophilically nano-coated textile material are 
given in Table 2.  
 

Table 2. Static contact angle of the materials from 100% polypropylene with HFIL nanosol without/with surface 
activation using low-temperature plasma 

 
Static contact angle SCA [ ° ] 

Care 
(washing 
drying) 

PP 
stan-
dard 

PP/0s/ 
HFIL 

PP/5s 
/HFIL 

PP/10s/ 
HFIL 

PP/20s/ 
HFIL 

PP/60s/ 
HFIL 

PP/100s 
/HFIL 

PP/150s 
/HFIL 

without 
care 

134,27 128,8 127,62 93,79 81,19 69,18 60,84 
immeasurable 

water drop 
soaks 

1x cycle 134,27 129,86 128,54 127,88 119,32 110,61 62,5 54,9 

5x cycle 134,27 130,73 129,91 129,25 122,36 98,8 93,2 70,6 

6x cycle 134,27 - - - - - 86,87 79,8 

7x cycle 134,27 - - - - - 87,38 86,6 
 
Results given in Table 2 show positive influence of pre-treatment of polypropylene woven fabric using 
low-temperature plasma before application of the hydrophilic nanosol. Values of static contact angle 
(SCA) decrease on samples pre-treated by plasma in comparison with application of HFIL nanosol 
without plasma pre-treatment. Values of SCA decrease with  time of activation of polypropylene 
surface using low-temperature plasma. From 10s time of surface activation using plasma water drop 
soaks completely due to longer effect on the surface and at 150 s time of polypropylene surface 
activation using plasma before application of HFIL nanosol it was not possible to measure SCA as the 
polypropylene textile material was completely hydrophilic.  

Results achieved on samples with plasma activated surface hydrophilic nano-coating and 
performed care – washing and drying show positive influence of low-temperature plasma. Surface 
activation of polypropylene woven fabric using plasma before application of HFIL nanosol increases 
permanency of the nano-coating. Lower values of SCA (<90˚) are achieved in comparison with nano-
coated woven fabric without plasma application.  
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 Electroconductive nanosol was applied on the surface of polypropylene woven fabric without plasma 
pre-treatment and after plasma-treatment in further experiments. Surface resistance of the textile 
samples without pre-treatment and with pre-treatment using plasma was evaluated by Tera-ohmmeter 
TO6 according to the standard STN EN 1149-1 (IPS 31583814/114/274) „Protective clothing. 
Electrostatic properties. Part 1: Surface resistivity. Test methods and requirements“.  

 
Figure 4. Surface resistance of electroconductively nano-coated polypropylene woven fabrics in dependence on 

time of plasma activation 
 
It is possible to state on the base of results given in Figure 4 that application of the electroconductive 
nanosol reduces surface resistance of polypropylene woven fabric on a level of 107 Ω in comparison 
with a standard polypropylene woven fabric without electroconductive nano-coating, which is 109 Ω. 
Surface activation of polypropylene woven fabric using plasma under atmospheric pressure before 
application of the electroconductive nanosol decreases surface resistance on a level of 105 Ω - 104 Ω 
in comparison with surface resistance of polypropylene woven fabric with electroconductive nano-
coating without pre-treatment using low-temperature plasma, which is  on a level of 107 Ω, whereby 
positive influence of plasma on achievement of electroconductive properties was demonstrated. 
Higher times of surface activation of polypropylene woven fabric using low-temperature plasma (100s, 
150s) result in surface resistance on a level of 104 Ω.  

 
Figure 5. Surface resistance of polypropylene woven fabrics nano-coated with electroconductive nanosol in 

dependence on number of care cycles 

Positive influence of plasma on affinity of the nano-coating and its permanency was demonstrated by 
washing and drying of the nano-coated polypropylene woven samples. Surface resistance on a level 
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 of 105 Ω - 104 Ω  was achieved at higher times of surface activation of polypropylene woven fabric 
using low-temperature plasma (100s, 150s).  

Surface resistance of the nano-coated woven fabric after multiple care cycles was evaluated in 
order to assess affinity of the nano-coating to the textile material and/or permanency of the nano-
coating. Results of surface resistance of the electroconductively nano-coated polypropylene fabrics in 
dependence on number of care cycles show that the electroconductively nano-coated polypropylene 
woven fabric with higher times of activation using low temperature plasma (100s, 150s) preserved 
surface resistance on a level of 106 Ω - 107 Ω even after 12 care cycles. The polypropylene nano-
coated woven fabric with 150s time of activation preserved very good electroconductive properties 
even after 14 washing and drying cycles; its value of surface resistance was on a level of 107 Ω. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Surface activation of polypropylene textile material using low-temperature plasma causes formation of 
free radicals and concentration of the free radicals on polypropylene surface  increases with time of 
plasma activation. Concentration of free radicals on plasma activated polypropylene textile surface 
decreases with aging time of the plasma activated surface.  
Textile materials with hydrophilic nano-coating were prepared by application of hydrophilic nanosol 
Techazil H20 on plasma activated surface of polypropylene woven fabric. Evaluation of static contact 
angle demonstrated enhanced hydrophility of the prepared nano-coated textile materials; SCA on 
a level of <90° was achieved. Positive influence of plasma on permanency of the nano-coating was 
demonstrated mainly at higher times of plasma activation (100s, 150s), when static contact angle on 
a level of <90° was achieved even after 7 care cycles; these results point to very good hydrophilic 
properties.  
Application of electroconductive nanosol Techazil EVN3-PEG on the surface of polypropylene woven 
fabric decreased surface resistance on a level of 107 Ω. Further decrease of surface resistance of the 
nano-coated fabrics was achieved by surface activation using low-temperature plasma before 
application of the electroconductive nanosol. Values on a level of 105 Ω - 104 Ω were obtained on 
woven fabrics prepared this way. Positive influence of low-temperature plasma on affinity of 
electroconductive nano-coating to surface of textile material was demontrated mainly at higher times 
of plasma activation (100s, 150s) when surface resistance on a level of 107 Ω - 106 Ω was achieved 
even after 12 care cycles involving washing and drying. Surface resistance on a level of 107 Ω was 
achieved even after 14 care cycles involving washing and drying with 150s time of surface activation 
using low-temperature plasma before application of electroconductive nanosol on the polypropylene 
fabric. 
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Abstract:  

The purpose of this work was the preparation and testing of the selected range of chemicals with a 
potential antifungal effect that could be added as additives to coating materials in the production of 
bookbinding canvases. The specific setup (cardboard - dispersion bonding material based on PVA - 
cotton canvas - acrylic coating) simulated a typical surface layer on a cover of archived or newly 
restored books. This system was exposed to the direct contact with a suspension of several fungi 
species at the room temperature and at the elevated humidity. The influence of selected additives in 
different concentrations in acrylic coating on mold growth was observed. Compared was also the 
effect of fungicides added to the cotton fabric coating in contact with the malt agar. The most effective 
chemicals in coatings were evaluated. Their advantages and disadvantages for the use as additives to 
bookbinding fabric coatings are also discussed with respect to the behavior of these substances after 
the simulated aging in the climatic chamber. 

 

Key words: 

 Mold, fungi, antifungal, coating, canvas, book archives, library collections, book protection. 

 

1. Introduction  

Bookbinding canvases are used for cardboard packaging forming the boards of books during the 
conservation of library collections, especially the books after the year 1800. [1] Ideally, they should 
meet several functions: mechanical resistance and strength, sufficient flexibility, resistance to water / 
humidity, wash ability, non-inflammability, compatibility with adhesives and dyes used in subsequent 
bookbinding technological process, resistance to pests (insects, molds), and general antibiotic effect 
(resistance against bacteria and fungi). Currently for this purpose are mainly used fabrics woven in the 
plain weave (canvas) with a special treatment – the coating. The fabric is used as a base for the 
coating, which provides further mechanical, visual and useful characteristics to the book canvas. 

Molds (filamentous fungi) that range from unicellular to multicellular eukaryotic organisms form the 
fibrous layers within or on the surface of substrates. The basic structural unit is the fiber (hypha), their 
framework is called mycelium. The hypha germinates from spores in suitable conditions and branches 
further. This creates a substrate (vegetative) mycelium that is used to feed the mold. The aerial 
mycelium grows on the substrate surface and has a reproductive function. The mycelium can be 
formed by one cell (genus Mucor) but it is more often multicellular with partitions (septa) that have the 
openings in the centre, which allow the passage of protoplasm, nuclei and organelles from the cell to 
cell. Fungal cell wall consists mainly of polysaccharides (chitin, chitosan, glucans, mannans, 
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 sometimes glucose and lignin). Furthermore, it contains proteins, lipids and waxes that cause low wet 
ability of hyphae. Fungal cells usually contain one or more haploid nuclei. Molds proliferate by the 
vegetative growth of the hyphae or with the aid of conidia (asexually generated spores), or sexually via 
the fusion of sexual spores at the stage of teleomorph. [2] 

Families of molds most commonly found in book archives are: Penicillium, Aspergillus, Cladosporium, 
Chaetomium, additional families are Fusarium, Alternaria, Trichoderma, Botrytis, Stachybotrys, 
Ulocladium, Scopulariopsis. [3, 4, 5] 

Penicillium chrysogenum is a very common mold of the class Ascomycetes that grows abundantly 
on various plant and animal substrates. It reproduces asexually by the conidia. The branched 
conidiophores with smooth shanks grow out of hyphae.) The elliptical smooth conidia of size 2.5 - 4 
microns grow in the form of chains from hyphae end portions (fialides). (Fig.1). 

Aspergillus niger belongs to the same class as Penicillium. It creates fast-growing black colonies and 
reproduces asexually through the conidia. It can be found all over the world on various substrates,  
especially in warmer areas, because the optimum temperature for its growth is around 35 – 37 oC.  

Cladosporium sphaerospermum is a saprophyte growing on a plant or animal substrate, very 
common on the wet building material (e.g. gypsum board, acrylic painted walls, wood, wallpaper, 
carpet and mattress dust). It can also reproduce by the sexual way at the stage of teleomorph. 

Chaetomium globosum from the class Sordariomycetes is a saprophytic fungus that primarily 
resides on plants, soil, straw, and dung. It assists in cellulose decomposition of plant cells using the 
hyphal cellulase activity. It could be a human allergen and opportunistic agent of the ungual mycosis 
and neurological infections. The ascospores are produced sexually; they are contained in the ascus. 
The fruiting body (ascocarp) consists of a very tightly interwoven hyphae and may contain millions of 
asci, each of which typically contains four to eight ascospores. Clusters of ascospores are released 
from the spherical dark perithecia with unbrached radiating hairs (Fig.2). 

  

Figure 1. Conidia of Penicillium chrysogenum 
 

Figure 2. Ascospores of Chaetomium globosum 
 

Omnipresent mold spores often represent a serious problem for the book archives, because the molds 
themselves are usually very undemanding. Under ideal conditions (relative air humidity above 65 %, 
temperature 12-35 °C with temperature optimum between 18-22 °C), they grow readily on a nutrient 
poor substrate such as paper, fabric, wood or parchment. The slightly acidic environment (pH 5.6 - 6) 
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 usually suits them and their spores can survive for a long time even in adverse conditions. Molds are 
damaging book and museum collections not only visually (spots), mechanically (decomposition of the 
substrate and the subsequent disintegration of the material), but they also represent a health risk to 
the staff working in the environment of book archives (allergens, spores, mycotoxins). [6, 7] 

The molds from Aspergillus genus have a rich enzymatic apparatus that produces different 
mycotoxins. Aspergillus fumigatus and Aspergillus flavus produce the toxin and carcinogen aflatoxin 
which can contaminate food. The most common species causing allergic disease are Aspergillus 
fumigatus and Aspergillus clavatus. The Aspergillus fumigatus, as well as the mycotoxin ochratoxin A, 
produced by an opportunistic pathogen Aspergillus ochraceus, can cause bronchial aspergillosis in the 
form of the chronic pulmonary aspergillosis, aspergilloma or allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis. 
[8, 9] Over 40 mycotoxins chaetoglobosins were isolated and characterized from the Chaetomium 
globosum species present on the cellulose surface of gypsum boards. Many of them demonstrated 
acute toxicity to mammals and a strong cytotoxicity to cells. [10] Also Penicillium produces chemical 
compounds that were reported to be strong allergens. They may cause hypersensitivity pneumonitis 
and allergic alveolitis. [11, 12] The mycelium of Cladosporium causes allergic reactions or asthma 
symptoms due to the production of mycotoxins such as asperentin and cladosporic acid. [13]  

The preventive protections against fungi are appropriate storage conditions, primarily elimination of the 
air humidity, as well as active mechanical, physical and chemical protection of books [14, 15, 16] 
against fungi (for example, mechanical cleaning, freezing, gamma radiation, fungicides in the form of 
solutions, fumigation agents, aerosols, etc.). 

 

2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials 

Cotton fabric Sara (Licolor), area weight 135 gm-2, fabric thickness 0.37 mm 
Water soluble glue Planaxol (Planatol Wetzel, Germany) based on PVA 
Cardboard, area weight 200 gm-2 

Acronal S 996 S (BASF SE, Germany) - aqueous polymer dispersion based on ester of acrylic acid 
and styrene, viskosity 2 Nsm-2 
Suspension of four kinds of fungi in water - concentration 108 CFU/ml: Penicillium chrysogenum (CCM 
F-362), Aspergillus niger (CCM 8189) and concentration 105 CFU/ml: Cladosporium sphaerospermum 
(CCM F-351), Chaetomium globosum (CCM 8156) 
Kuprikol (commercial antifungal product, copper oxychloride), (AgroBio Opava, Czech Rep.) 
Biostat (commercial antifungal product containing biogenic silver), (ANSIL, Slovakia) 
Zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2), salicylic acid, boric acid (LachNer, Czech Rep.) 
Ketoconazole ((±)-cis-1-Acetyl-4-(4-[(2-[2,4-dichlorophenyl]-2-[1H-imidazol-1-ylmethyl]-1,3-dioxolan-4-
yl)-methoxy]phenyl)piperazine), (Sigma Aldrich) 
Malt agar (Čaderský-Envitek), Rice agar (Biovendor) 
 

2.2. Methods 

Chemicals at concentrations of 5 - 2.5 – 1 – 0.5 and 0.05 weight percentage were added to the acrylic 
paste, (concentrations used for all test chemicals except ketoconazole, which was used at 
concentrations of 1 – 0.1 – 0.01 and 0.001 weight percentage). The coating mixture was applied to the 
fabric on a printing machine by using pressure of the rolling steel rod with weight of 555 g with the 
magnetic pressure stage 2 and feed rate of the rod 2 m min-1. After drying at 80 °C the samples of 2x3 
cm were cut from the coated canvas and glued with Planatol, and subsequently secured by stitching 
with cotton thread to cards from the printing carton with dimensions 8x15 cm. Half of the prepared 
coatings was exposed to the simulated humidity aging in the climate chamber under conditions of 80 
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 °C and 65% humidity content, for duration of 144 hours. [17] From these canvases were also prepared 
samples on the cardboard for application of the fungi suspension. The suspension of fungi was 
applied to the cards with samples using a pipette in an amount of about 2 ml of suspension per card. 
These samples were stored in the desiccator box at the room temperature and continuously 
moistened using a spray. The growth of molds was observed during six weeks. 

Four samples from each canvas, area of 1 cm2, with maximum concentrations of chemicals (5%) 
(including canvases that passed through simulated aging) were taken for the control test. These 
samples were placed on Petri dishes with a malt or rise agar and there was applied 30 microlitres of 
Aspergillus niger or 30 microlitres of suspension containing a mixture of the three other fungi on each 
sample, at concentrations 108 or 105 CFU/ml. This controlled cultivation was carried out at 23 ± 3 °C 
for 2 weeks. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Figure 3 shows an overview of all types of tested substances with a potential antifungal effect in the 
highest concentration (5%) used in the coating in interaction with the Aspergillus niger on the malt 
agar after 5 days of cultivation. The best antifungal effect is evident on samples with the zinc nitrate, 
partial effect is observed also on samples with Kuprikol (copper oxychloride). The lower half of the 
Petri dishes contains the samples after simulated wet aging. The concentration range of the zinc 
nitrate in interaction with the Aspergillus niger on the malt agar is in Figure 4, where it is seen that the 
stronger antifungal effect of zinc nitrate is manifested only at its highest concentration used (5 %). 

Figure 6 shows a relatively good inhibitory effect of the cotton canvas with acrylic and starch coating 
with the addition of the 15 % boric acid. These samples glued on the cardboard exhibited a good 
inhibitory effect against the molds mixture, in comparison with the uncoated cotton and the cotton 
coated only with a starch even after 5 weeks of cultivation in humid conditions. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The growth of Aspergillus niger colonies on the cotton coatings with the highest concentration of 
antifungal additives (5%) after 5 days of cultivation 
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Figure 4. The growth of Aspergillus niger colonies on the cotton coatings with a different ratio of Zn(NO3)2 after 

5 days of cultivation 

 

 

Figure 5. Testing of 15 % boric acid antifungal properties on coated cotton glued to the cardboard.  
Left: after 2 weeks, right: after 5 weeks of cultivation.  

Placing of the samples: cotton fabric – blank (top left), cotton fabric with starch coating (top right), cotton fabric 
with starch coating and 15 % of borid acid (bottom left), cotton fabric with acrylate coating and 15 % of boric acid 

(bottom right) 
 

 

Table 1. Antifungal effectiveness of the test substances on coated cotton glued to the cardboard 

Chemicals Concentration [wt %] 

A
nt

ifu
ng

al
 e

ffe
ct

iv
en

es
s  

Zinc nitrate 
0.05 0.5 1.0 2.5 5.0 15.0 

      

Kupricol 
      

Biostat 
      

Salicylic acid 
      

Boric acid 
      

Ketoconazole 
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 - - 

      

  Note:        0 %                 25 %              50 %               75 %               100 % 
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 The process of simulated wet aging or weathering (80 °C, 65 % RH, 144 days) had no significant 
effect on the antifungal activity of tested substances, but it pointed out the problem that some of tested 
substances changed color during their aging. All tested substances were initially white or colorless 
(with the exception of green copper oxychloride that dyed the coated fabric to a color near to the so-
called sea foam (or sea green) and due to the simulated aging it has changed to olive green hue). Due 
to the aging, temperature and oxidation processes the ketoconazole significantly reddened (coral red), 
silver turned to gray and black, that was not even camouflaged by a presence of the white titanium 
dioxide in the product used (Biostat), zinc nitrate became slightly ocher (Fig.6). All these hue changes 
of coated canvas can be very undesirable, especially when using the lighter shades of book canvases. 

 
Kuprikol  

(copper oxychloride) 
Ketokonazole Biostat  

(with bioactive silver) 
Zinc nitrate 

    

 
 

  

Figure 6. Color changes of white coated cotton fabric with antifungal additives of 5% concentration  
before (up) and after simulated wet aging (down) 

 

Another disadvantage of some of the substances is their ability to change the ester of acrylic acid 
viscosity and effectively liquefy the initially viscous coating that complicates the entire technological 
process of the coated canvas production. Mainly zinc salts (zinc nitrate, zinc chloride, zinc sulfate) 
have this ability. Due to good antifungal activity of zinc ions and not very significant hue changes of 
the coating during aging, this disadvantage can be bypassed by changing of the technological process 
of coating application on the canvas (eg. a deposition from a bath or spraying), or by selecting another 
form of zinc (zinc oxide, organic zinc substances). 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

The best antifungal effect against the mixture of molds (Penicillium chrysogenum, Aspergillus niger, 
Cladosporium sphaerospermum and Chaetomium globosum) of tested chemicals showed 
ketoconazole and zinc salt (zinc nitrate) present as additives in the acrylates coating cloth, both when 
tested on agar, and in the setup simulated a typical surface layer on the cover of archived books 
(cotton canvas with acrylic coating bonded on cardboard by dispersion bonding material based on 
PVA). Also, products containing silver or copper (specifically the copper oxychloride) added to the 
acrylate coating relatively well prevent growth of fungi, usually at a concentration of 5% or more. Other 
tested compounds did not stop the growth of molds very much, the boric acid showed some inhibitory 
effect on the growth of molds at a high concentration of 15%. 
With regard to the color changes of coatings and various antifungal efficacies of the tested chemicals, 
the zinc nitrate was evaluated preferably as the best antifungal additive. The zinc nitrate as an additive 
in coating, prevented the growth of different molds on the surface of coated cotton fabric at the 
concentration of 2.5 % with moderate efficiency, and of 5% of the wet coating weight with good 
efficiency, while the color changes during simulated aging were not as significant, and it would be 
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 almost not noticeable when using a colored fabric. However, the problem with liquefying of acrylic 
coating, that zinc nitrate causes already early at low concentrations, still has to be resolved. 
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Abstract:  

Paper deals with evaluation of moisture management of textiles. It comprises management types and 
evaluates fabrics comfort in the terms of liquid moisture transport, drying speed and management 
resistivity. Because methods has got some limitations and cares with presumptions it is discussed 
here necessary interpretation of results, especially for smart fabrics. 

 

Key words:  

moisture management, drying rates, hydrostatic resistance, woven fabrics 

 

1. Introduction  

We can meet concept of fast-drying clothes. Majority of apparel producers label clothes and final 
products by this term on textiles made from synthetic fibres which have got lower wettability itself in 
comparison to natural fibres. Testing is necessary instrument for exact determination of newly 
invented types and constructions of fabrics same as profiles of fibres. Unfortunately existing methods 
do not provide sufficient manual how to test the drying speed objectively. Important factors are mostly 
neglected which are influences of flow speed or heating of human skin. 

This paper summarises important standards dealing with moisture management and determines way 
of textiles testing.  

 

Figure 1. Transport of liquid in textiles during suction – net model where arrows represent main fluid of humidity 
including side branches [8] 
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 Related standard AATCC Test Method 195-2009: Liquid Moisture Management Properties of Textile 
Fabrics is based on kind of wetting resistivity in relation to textile geometry and fabric parameters 
when sample is placed between two electronic sensors to be possible to apply liquid in the middle of 
sample. Electric resistance is detected in dynamic way of the process in plane of both surfaces and 
through the material [1]. 

Nonofficial techniques were already published in 2008 as Technical attachment of AATCC / ASTM for 
textile gods. Official standard [2] AATCC Test Method 199-2011: Drying Time of Textiles: Moisture 
Analyzer Method was published later on. Testing method is based on gravimetric principle when 
wetting is defined. Wetting of sample is absorption in deionised water for 1 minute. Decreasing of 
weight is detected in the real time conditions. End state of measurement is when weight of sample is 
only 4% higher than completely dry state. Method is limited for high absorbing materials such as first 
layer of sports clothes higher then 30s [3] and is suitable for suction materials according to definition at 
(AATCC TM 79 – suction of textiles).  

Important BMI method (from set of standards from 2015 TNI CEN/TR 16422: Buffering capacity of 
liquid sweat and sweat transport) uses small skin model to evaluate water vapour resistance and 
thermal resistance. Skin heat temperature and air fluid are testing parameters on the instruments 
following ISO 11092. Advantage of this method is simulation of human skin by wet polyester fabric 
which absorbed 15 cm3 humidity in temperature 35°C. Testing lasts 15 minutes and difference is 
detected by gravimetric method. This method is not sensitive for drying process and state of dry 
material [4]. 

Standard for exact value of moisture drying rate with drying characteristics is ISO 17616: Textiles: 
Determination of moisture drying rate and is useful to determine speed of drying of textile. It is as well 
based on gravimetric principle in stationary state of air without heating effect. Testing lasts 60 minutes 
or at least to the 10% of initial humidity weight [5]. Same principle is used for Asian countries in JIS L 
1096: 1999 – Drying speed [6]. 

Laing in Determining the Drying Time of Apparel Fabrics comparises two types of drying evaluation. 
The first method is based on standard AATCC Test Method 195-2009 without air fluid. Second method 
is based on BPI method with principle of wetted sample faced right side up to the 90° angle to the air 
flow 1±0,05m.s-1 and in contact with heated plate (according to standard ISO 11092). Stable state and 
end of measurement is defined when temperature is stabile at 35±0,1°C. It respects real conditions 
the best from existing methods still does not detect drying process [7]. 

 

2. Experimental  

Experimental material is defined at first for its moisture management properties with set of methods as 
capillary action test, Moisture Management Test by instrument MMT SDL Atlas and droplet test. After 
determination of moisture management it is possible to define reverse process – drying, especially for 
samples with good moisture management or samples with very good humidity transport through the 
thickness of the sample. Such a material can be defined as fast-drying and complex drying 
characteristics including skin heating and air flow in the time is necessary to be determined.  

2.1. Materials 

It was tested number of samples from fibres PES, PAD in plain, twill and satin weaves provided by 
Department of Textile Technologies FT TUL.  

It was chosen PES material for abstract in plain, twill (3/1), satin (7/1) weaves when warp set is 42 
[1/cm], fineness of warp yarn 78 [dtex], fineness of weft yarn165 [dtex]. 
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Figure 2. Microphotography of tested sample, twill weave of multifilament yarns, magnification 10x 

Table 1. Material identification for set of PES fabrics 

Weave Plain Twill (3/1) Satin (7/1) 
Weft set 
[1/cm] 21 23 25 27 29 25 27 29 31 33 29 31 33 35 37 

Area density 
[g/m2] 80 79 95 94 96 95 96 95 105 108 101 103 106 109 118 

Porosity [%] 47.4 45.8 44.2 42.6 41.0 44.2 42.6 41.0 39.4 37.8 41.0 39.4 37.8 36.2 34.6 

 

3. Results and discussion  

It was tested suction and moisture management including its theoretical computation build on the 
model of Lucas–Washburn Equation [9]. Linear model was used and independent variable was 
theoretical suction. As visible from Figure 3, the closest prediction fits to the plain weave. Calculation 
is not sensitive for fabric weave in this case. Our task is to find models with satisfactory prediction for 
two other basic weaves too. After that it will be possible to evaluate better also draying process same 
as moisture management. 

 

Figure 3. Suction high in time relation for PES fabric with visible difference in weaves, warp direction 
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 Drying properties of woven PES were tested on prototype instrument which is constructed from two 
main parts, see figure 4. The first part is channel where can be defined exact laminar air flow. This air 
flow can be set up according to standard needs. Air flow blows tested sample in the whole sample 
area. 

Second part is testing device when tested sample is placed horizontally. Testing device is composed 
from analytical scales (a), aluminum ribs (b) and plates (c). Rib with plate are blown by more 
ventilators to provide isothermal drying conditions. With help of clamping means of the frame (e) 
sample is fixed on the plate. Sample is placed whole to the channel. The instrument is possible to be 
placed in the air conditioning chamber.  

 

Figure 4. New instrument: analytical scales (a), aluminum ribs (b), plates (c), 3 ventilators (d), clamping means of 
the frame (e) 

The instrument is connected with PC when weight of tested sample is recorded in the minute intervals. 
Every minute ventilator is stopped for 7 seconds and SW records current weight of sample.  

Our experiment run in temperature 18°C and relative humidity 65 %. Sample size was in size 11 x 8 
cm. All samples were air-conditioned in laboratory environment for 24 and weighted on analytical 
scales of tested instrument in dry state to define standard weight of sample. Tested samples were 
dipped into distilled water in temperature 18°C for 60 minutes. Every sample was left to drain away on 
the absorbent paper for one minute after that and placed to the instrument on the plate. Testing begun 
after ventilator started in speed 5 m.s-1. Testing parameters were temperature 18°C and relative 
humidity 65 %. See drying results on following Graphs. 
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Figure 5. Drying curves in maximum water content (suction ability of samples) 

 

Figure 6. Drying curves for the same level of absolute water content of samples 

Maximum absorbed water content is for satin weave 51%, twill 35% and plain 23% of dry state in 
testing visualised in Figure 5. It is obvious then drying curves begin on different start point of absolute 
weight of water in the tested fabric. Suction of PES fibres itself is small. Tested sample in this example 
is dependent on the different porosity of samples (size of macro pores vary in selected weaves types). 
Decrease of humidity is in very close trends for all samples.  
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 Graph in figure 6 shows drying process in case of absolute water content same for all tested samples.  
When fabrics are same content of humidity in the means of plain weave maximum water suction ability 
drying speed does not affect on the weave type as in previous test. Drying curves are very close 
together.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

Changes in moisture management transport can be seen in the terms of weave of fabrics. Correlation 
of suction high test is dependent in warp direction mostly. Satin weave samples have got significant 
difference with weft weave and plain weave in time. Plain weave as a structure with the highest 
curvature in structure and tightness between yarns embody the smallest suction and moisture 
management. On the other hand satin weave with its flotation has got high suction on the warp 
direction – flotation affected moisture management. After detection of drying time it will be possible to 
define relationship with fabric parameters, for example suction high in time range. 

Though results are not that clear in the reverse process. Drying speed and trend in humidity decrease 
are very close together for various weaves from this the very first testing with new instrument. Test 
ability was that what was tested and results are important for next steps which will be testing in various 
air velocity, broad sample set, various environment conditions etc. New instrument is precise in 
testing, clear in data interpretation and relevant to continue with.  
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Abstract: 

Investigating the liquid moisture transport and thermal properties is essential for understanding 
physiological comfort of clothes. This study reports on an experimental investigation of moisture 
management transport on the physiological comfort of commercially available socks. There are 
subjective evaluation and objective measurements. Subjective evaluation of the physiological comfort 
of socks is based on individual sensory perception of probands during and after physical exertion. 
Objective measurements were performed according to standardized methods using Moisture 
Management tester for measuring the humidity parameters. The obtained values of liquid moisture 
transport characteristics were related to the material composition and structure of the tested socks. In 
summary, these results show that objective measurement corresponds with probands feelings. 

Key words: 

Physiological comfort, knitting, socks, moisture management 

 

1. Introduction  

The most important feature of functional clothing is to create a stable microclimate next to the skin in 
order to support body’s thermoregulatory system, even if the external environment and physical 
activity change completely [1, 2]. Socks belong to group of first layer clothing products that should 
protect skin in warm or cold weather conditions and should safe good thermo-physiological comfort. 
Till date, a lot of research work has been devoted to comfort of socks. Van Amber et al. analysed 
effect of fabric thickness on thermal and moisture transfer properties of socks [3]. The study was 
aimed to determine the relative effects of fiber type, yarn type, and fabric structure on thermal 
resistance, water vapour resistance, thermal conductance, water vapour permeability, liquid 
absorption capacity, and regain of sock fabrics. In study of Čiukas the influence of different fibres of 
the socks on the thermal conductivity coefficient of plain knits and plated plane knits with textured 
polyamide or elastane wrapped with textured polyamide thread was investigated [4]. In the past few 
years, different advanced experimental techniques have been used to characterize liquid water 
transport and thermal transport in fabrics or socks. Leisen et al. applied magnetic resonance to study 
the moisture transport in different textiles [5]. Neutron radiography was used for measurement 
measurements of moisture distribution in multilayer clothing systems by Weder [6]. Rossi used X-ray 
tomography to analyse the transplanar and in-plane water transport in different sock materials when 
two defined pressures were applied [7]. This method enables quantify the three-dimensional water 
transport properties in textile structures, which is especially relevant for fabrics with asymmetrical 
capillary transport properties like the sock materials. Researchers have reached the conclusion that 
fibre type, yarn properties, fabric structure, finishing treatments and clothing conditions are the main 
factors affecting thermo-physiological comfort of socks wearing. But, it is very difficult to uncover how 
to set afore mentioned parameters of socks material to production suitable socks for winter or summer 
conditions. Till date, performance of socks was mainly determined by objective measurement. 
Therefore, our study is focus on analysation of results from both objective and subjective evaluation of 
physiological properties of socks.  
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 2. Experimental 

The experiment was divided to two steps. In the first step the subjective physiological feelings of 
probands during wearing of socks were recorded. In second step the objective parameters of moisture 
management of socks were tested. In the end the results from both part of experiment were 
compared.    

2.1. Materials 

Commercially available sport and everyday wear socks differing in fiber content, structure, weight and 
thickness were selected for this research. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the socks used in this 
experiment. Socks were divided in three characteristic classes according to material composition. 
Basic series comprises the socks from the nearly one hundred-percent share of raw materials. Classic 
series includes socks for leisure activities from blended materials with nearly the same share of basic 
raw materials – cotton. And functional series is designed for sports activities and is made from yarns 
with functional properties. 

Table 1. Specification of tested socks.  

Sample 
code Fiber content Pattern Wearing purpose  

(by manufacturer) 
Basic series 

B1  100% cotton Welt: turned welt with inlaid rubber thread, 
Leg: plain jersey 

Everyday wearing, 
No special treatment 

B2  100% 
polypropylene 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg: plain jersey 

Foot:  float fabric, single jersey jacquard 
Heel, toe: plating fabric 

Everyday wearing, Summer sport 
combined structure 

Instep part – good moisture transport, 
good air permeability 

B3  98% polyester 
2% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg, foot: plain jersey with inlaid rubber thread 

(2:1), single jersey jacquard 
Heel, toe: plating fabric 

Casual activity, 
combined structure for good close-

fitting (tight) 

Classic series 

C1  

65% cotton 
30% polypropylene 

– Siltex 
5% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg: plain jersey with inlaid rubber thread (3:1) 

Heel, toe: plating fabric 

Antibacterial effect (Siltex), 
Instep part – fixing strip 

C2  
68% cotton 

30% polyester 
2% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg, heel, toe: plating fabric 

Healing and soothing effects -extract 
from the Aloe Vera 

C3  
67% cotton 

31% polyamide 
2% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg: plain jersey with inlaid rubber thread (3:1) 

Foot, bottom part –plush fabric 
Heel, toe: plating fabric 

Instep part – fixing strip, 
Bottom part - loop fabric for shock, 

absorption during walking 

Functional series 

F1  

50% CoolMax 
30% cotton 

10% PP – Siltex 
7% polyamide 

3% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt with inlaid rubber thread 
Leg: plain jersey 

Foot: plain jersey with inlaid rubber thread 
(3:1) 

Heel, toe: plating fabric 

For outdoor sports, 
Wicking sweat away from the skin, 
Suppression of unpleasant odors 

F2  

75% Merino wool 
20% polypropylene 

– Siltex 
5% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg: plain jersey 

Foot: float fabric, single jersey jacquard 
Heel, toe: plating fabric 

For professional outdoor and indoor 
sports,  

Instep part - special structure for 
ventilation (for the best thermal 

comfort), 
 Antibacterial effect (Siltex), 

Suppression of unpleasant odors, 

F3  

45% Outlast 
25% polypropylene 

20% wool 
5% Lycra 

Welt: turned welt 
Leg, foot, heel, toe: plush fabric 

For e.g. winter mountain hiking, 
padded zones against the bruising, 
anatomically shaped for left / right, 

excellent thermoregulation (due to the 
material composition) 
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 2.2. Methods 

The performance of socks was investigated by two ways: subjective evaluation and objective 
measurements. Before being tested, the socks had been conditioned for 24 hours. The testing and 
measurement were carried out in an air-conditioned room under constant relative humidity of 55 % 
and the temperature of 21° C. 

Subjective evaluation of physiological comfort 

Subjective physiological feelings were tested by a group of 7 probands within their 30 minutes physical 
activity on stationary bike. A special questionnaire to collect information from probands was created. 
This questionnaire included information about physiological feelings of proband before physical 
activity, during (after 15 minutes from start of physical activity), immediately after and 15 minutes after 
physical activity. Proband were inquired about feelings of cold / heat, moist, fitting of socks, irritation of 
socks, overall comfort of socks. Questions had a closed character in the form of opposing terms 
(bipolar adjectives), divided into five-point scale (from 1 to 5, where 1 means the best and 5 the worst 
value). After 30 minutes of physical activity the socks were weighted and compare with weigh before 
test in order to investigate the over weight of sweat. 

Objective evaluation of liquid moisture transport by Moisture management tester 

Objective evaluation of liquid moisture transport was tested by standardized measurement with 
laboratory equipment Moisture management tester (MMT). MMT was developed to quantify dynamic 
liquid transport properties of knitted and woven fabrics through three dimensions: absorption rate – 
time for absorption of moisture on fabric's face and back surfaces, one-way transportation capability – 
one-way transfer from the fabric's back surface to its face surface, spreading/drying rate – the speed 
at which liquid moisture spreads across the fabric's back and face surfaces. [8] 

 

3. Results and discussion  
3.1. Subjective evaluation of physiological comfort 

Data from all probands for all socks were averaged and processed into graphs. 

Table 2. Location of places with the biggest wet. Visual evaluation. 

Sock 
code 

Grafic map of wet 
places 

Sock 
code 

Grafic map of wet 
places 

Sock 
code 

Grafic map of wet 
places 

B1 

 

C1 

 

F1 

 

B2 

 

C2 

 

F2 

 

B3 

 

C3 

 

F3 
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Figure 1. Graph based on the average of seven tested 
probands for moist feeling on the skin 

Figure 2. Graph based on the average of seven tested 
probands for total comfort feeling 

 
Figure 3. Graph based on the average of seven tested probands for feeling of sock fixation 

 

Table 3. Weigh over of tested socks 

Tested socks B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 F1 F2 F3 
Average of weigh 
over of sweat [g] 1,236 0,393 0,776 0,406 0,661 0,616 0,604 0,747 3,108 

 

Overall, these results indicate that the socks B1 (100% cotton) are evaluated as the worst from all 
tested socks. Questionnaires reported very bad fitting (shape adaption), very bad ability of drying out 
during and after sport activity. Socks F1 (Coolmax / cotton / polypropylene) were evaluated as the 
best. Questionnaires felt minimal amount of moisture, their feet were heated within sport activity and 
after activity provided optimal state of comfort.   

 

3.2. Objective evaluation of liquid moisture transport by Moisture management tester 

Average values of moisture transport investigated by MMT are shown in Fig.4. Comparison of tree 
important parameters between all tested socks is presented in Fig. 5., Fig. 6. and Fig. 7.  
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Note:  OWTC - Cumulative one-way transport capacity 

OMMC - Overall moisture management capacity 

 

Figure 4. The graphs of liquid moisture transport parameters investigated by MMT 

 

 

  
Figure 3. The graphs of absorption rate of tested socks 

investigated by MMT 
 

Figure 6. The graphs of maximal wetted radius 
investigated by MMT 

 
  B1  B2  B3  C1 

 Degree  1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
Wetting time 

[s] 
Top                         

Bottom                         

Absorption 
rate [%/s] 

Top                         

Bottom                         

Max wetted 
radius [mm] 

Top                         

Bottom                         

Spreading 
speed 
[mm/s] 

Top                         

Bottom                         

OWTC                          

OMMC                         
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B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 F1 F2 F3
Back 30,1 44,4 21,6 37,3 25,3 75,2 27,3 37,5 20,9
Face 0,0 54,5 58,6 43,0 39,8 18,0 44,9 39,6 31,2
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Figure 7. The graphs of moisture spreading speed in tested socks investigated by MMT 

 
 

Lower values of absorption rate in face side indicated smale or none transport of moisture between 
sides (surfaces) of sock (moisture content in back side was significantly higher than in face side).  

The graph of maximal wetted radius shows that the 100% cotton sock B1 has the smallest wetted 
surface. This parameter is indicator of bad draying out ability. Speed of drying out is inversely 
depended on a wetted radius size. On the contrary the sample of 100% polypropylene sock had the 
large wetted surface. 

The Figure 5 presents the spreading speed in tested socks. From the graph, it can be seen that the 
smallest speed was measured in case of 100% cotton sock B1. This result shows that a material of 
sock didn´t absorb the moisture (sweat) into the weave structure. It can be assumed that the material 
of this sock has no effect on this property. 

Table 4. Fabric classification of tested socks by MMT 

Sample 
code Type name Properties 

B1 

Water proof fabric (despite the fact that no 
special finishing) 

 

Very slow absorption (in spite of 100% cotton), slow 
spreading, no one-way transport, no penetration 

 

B2 

Fast absorbing and quick drying fabric

 

Medium to fast wetting, Medium to fast absorption, 
large spreading area of ellipse shape (better spreading 

in wale direction), slow spreading, poor one-way 
transport 

B3 Slow absorbing and slow drying fabric 
Slow absorption, slow spreading, poor one-way 

transport 
 

C1 Fast absorbing and medium drying fabric 
Medium to fast wetting, medium to fast absorption, 

medium spreading area, fast spreading, poor one-way 
transport 

C2 Fast absorbing and slow drying fabric 
Medium to fast wetting, medium to fast absorption, 

small spreading area, slow spreading, medium one-way 
transport 

C3 Slow absorbing and slow drying fabric Slow absorption, slow spreading, poor one-way 
transport 

B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 F1 F2 F3
Back 0,66 2,22 0,83 4,38 0,85 0,41 1,24 1,51 0,42
Face 0,00 2,49 0,29 5,07 0,85 1,00 1,32 1,66 1,33
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F1 Fast absorbing and slow drying fabric  
(one measurement – water proof fabric) 

Medium to fast wetting, medium to fast absorption, 
middle spreading area, slow spreading, good one-way 

transport 

F2 Fast absorbing and slow drying fabric 
Medium to fast wetting, medium to fast absorption, 

small to middle spreading area, slow spreading, good 
one-way transport 

F3 Slow absorbing and slow drying fabric Slow absorption, slow spreading, good one-way 
transport 

 

Overall, the results from MMT do not confirmed the fact that the socks from “Functional Series” 
achieve the best transport of liquid moisture how the manufacturers declare. The results show slow or 
middle the wetting time for all samples of socks, absorption rate is very small in keys of sock B1 
(100% cotton) and spreading speed is the worst. This sock has the smallest max wetted radius too; it 
means that this sock has very bad drying ability. OWTC (Cumulative one-way transport capacity) 
parametrs shows negative values for socks B1, C1, C3  which demonstrate that water content of 
fabric´s face surface is lower than its back one. This indicates that the liquid introduced onto the back 
surface of the fabric transfers to the face surface not so fast. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of both subjective and objective evaluation have shown that the pattern of sock, porosity, 
and further fiber content and surface finishes have the greatest influence on transport of liquid 
moisture transport. It is ideal that the sock is quick-absorbing and quick-drying. Only one type from all 
tested socks reached this key idea parameter – namely B2 (100% polypropylene). These socks are 
knitted from several patterns (mainly plain jersey and plain jersey with bottom loom and insert thread). 
It is essential that the socks transport the sweat outside to the surrounding environment during 
physical activity. Subjective evaluation of probands confirms the results of MMT that socks B2 have 
good drying ability. 

From the results it is evident that the socks from 100% natural fibers e.g. cotton has good absorption 
properties, however the results of subjective evaluation probands mentioned that they felt discomfort 
after 30 minute of sport activity due to slow moisture transport. This was confirmed by objective 
evaluation by MMT. Results of objective measurement correspond with probands feelings. 

Further research should be undertaken to investigate the influence of maintenance on physiological 
comfort of socks. It would be interesting to determine the 100% cotton sock behaviour after several 
cycles of maintenance.  
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Abstract  

Moisture in clothing induces skin-wetness-perception which greatly affects thermal and sensorial 
discomfort [6,8]. Following on from studies investigating sensory modalities underpinning skin-
wetness-perception [3,9,4,5], in this study we looked at two different methodologies to study skin 
wetness perception of fabrics [11]. Twenty-four fabrics, varying in thickness, fibre-type and absorption 
capacity were studied. Using twelve participants (males/females), the skin-wetness-perception 
induced was studied in 2 wetness states of the fabrics [11]: 1:ABS, all having the same absolute water 
content of 2400µl per sample (= 0.024µl.mm-2); 2:REL: wetted with water corresponding to the 50% of 
their individual absorption capacity. As total absorption capacity was highly correlated (r = 0.99) to 
fabric thickness, condition 2 was approximately equivalent to having the same water content per 
volume of textile, i.e. 0.4µl.mm-3. Samples were applied to the upper back statically to avoid impact of 
surface roughness/friction.  

Skin-wetness-perception was correlated to the total fabric water content (r2 = 0.87), mainly 
influenced by fabric thickness. Fabric thickness thus was considered a valid predictor of skin-wetness-
perception under static-skin-contact (r2 = 0.82). No effect of fibre-type was observed.  

In REL, with equal µl.mm-3, skin-wetness-perception showed a positive correlation to total 
fabric water-content-per-area (µl.mm-2), and thus also to thickness. In ABS on the other hand, with 
equal µl.mm-2, and thus with relative water content (µl.mm-3) inversely proportional to thickness, skin-
wetness-perception was also inversely proportional to thickness. Thus skin-wetness-perception 
showed opposing responses depending on the wetting type, indicating that the methodology of 
manipulating fabric water content should be selected in relation to the product end-use [11] in order to 
understand fabric properties correctly for the application.     

 

Key words 

Fabric thickness, fibre type, absorption capacity, water content, human wetness perception. 

 

1. Introduction  

The study of human wetness perception has attracted many researchers over the years [2,6,1,3]. It 
has been indicated that, in absence of skin moisture receptors, wetness is perceived through the 
central integration of cold-sensation and mechano-sensation [4,5]. With regard to textile factors 
contributing to wetness perception, recently, Tang et al. [12] highlighted the critical role of fabric 
thickness in determining wetness perception, indicating that thinner materials are perceived 
significantly wetter than thicker ones. In this experiment, given that the same absolute per sample 
water amount was added to the experimental fabrics, thinner samples presented higher relative water 
amount to textile volume-ratios compared to the thicker samples and the latter could have been the 
reason for thinner fabrics being perceived wetter. However, in conditions in which profuse sweat 
production occurs, both thinner and thicker materials might get saturated. In this scenario fabrics could 
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 present same relative to fabric volume water content and Tang’s et al. [12] may not be applicable. As 
such, the aim of this study was to compare wetness perception outcomes between two wet states, i.e. 
absolute per sample (µl.mm-2) versus relative to volume (µl.mm-3).  

2. Experimental 
 

2.1. Materials 

Twenty-four knitted fabric samples (100 x100 mm) selected for different structure, thickness and fibre 
type were included in this experiment. Both single jersey and double jersey materials were included in 
the study. The thickness range of the experimental samples was 0.3 to 4.5 mm, Furthermore, in order 
to observe the effect of fibre type on wetness perception cotton, polyester, polyester blend, Nylon and 
wool materials were used. 

Twelve young (23.4± 2.4) males (7) and females (5) of Western European Origin volunteered to 
participate in this study.  

2.2. Methods 

The experimental fabric samples were assessed in two separate trials, which differed in the amount of 
water applied: 

REL = 50% of the individual fabric absorption capacity; 

ABS = same absolute water content (2400 µl per sample). 

Fabric water absorption capacity was determined according to the ‘water absorption capacity test’ 
described by Tang et al. [7]. For the test a fabric sample (100 x 100 mm) was put into a tank of water 
and 5 min was allowed for it to sink completely into water. Following from this, the fabric was taken out 
by tweezers and hung onto a rod vertically until there was no water dripping within a 30 seconds 
interval. The water gain was calculated according to: 

Water absorbed (µL) = (wetF − dryF ) ∗ 1000 

Where, 

wetF, is the weight of the saturated fabric (g); 

dryF, is the weight of the dry fabric (g).  

 

The experimental samples were placed on each participant’s upper back in counter balanced order. 
After each sample application, participants were asked to report their wetness perception, thermal 
sensation and thermal comfort on ordinal scales. A 30 points ordinal, unipolar scale, with high level of 
resolution, was developed to assess fabric wetness perception. The scale ranged from 0 (extremely 
dry) to 30 (extremely wet). To assess fabric thermal sensation an ordinal, bipolar, unbalanced, scale 
was designed. The scale presented a central neutral point (0) with 10 positive points (from 1 to 10) 
associated to warm sensation, above and 15 negative points (from -1 to -15), associated to cool and 
cold sensation, below. Finally, the increase in thermal discomfort, associated to the application of the 
wet samples, was assessed using a seven points ordinal, unipolar scale, ranging from 1 (comfortable) 
to 7 (very uncomfortable). 
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 3. Results and discussion  

A strong relationship was observed between absorption capacity and fabric thickness (r2 0.98), with no 
effect of fibre type.  

In the 50REL condition, a relationship (second order polynomial fit) was found between wetness 
perception and sample water content (r2 = 0.87, p < 0.001).  

Rank analyses indicated that two different, or even opposite wetness perception scores, are obtained 
for the same fabric when adopting two different methodologies to manipulate fabric water content, i.e. 
REL (µl.mm-3) versus ABS (µl per sample). In particular, in the REL condition wetness perception 
increased with the increase in fabric thickness. In fact, by applying the same relative water content, 
fabric samples presented different total water amounts according to their volume, therefore thicker 
fabrics contained more water in absolute terms. On the other hand, in line with Tang’s et al. results [7], 
in ABS wetness perception decreased with the increase in fabric thickness, given that thicker fabrics 
had lower relative amount of water to volume-ratio compared to thinner fabrics (i.e. in thicker fabrics 
the same absolute amount of water was spread over a larger volume). 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

Fabric thickness was indicated as the major parameter determining fabric absorption capacity and 
considered a valid predictor of fabric wetness perception under static skin contact. Furthermore, 
because of thickness/volume related differences in fabric wetness perception, we suggest that the 
methodology used to manipulate fabric water content should be considered in relation to the product 
end-use. 
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Abstract:  

Smart clothing containing electroconductive fibres, integrated into construction of textile material, are an 
alternative for continuous long-term monitoring of human biomedical signals. Operational elements 
located in the smart clothing are interconnected by conductive paths enabling transmission of data 
gained via textile sensors to a control and communication unit from where they are transferred to mobile 
or PC using wireless technology. Method of interconnection of the conductive paths with operational 
elements of the clothing depends mainly on character of materials used (electroconductive fibre – 
metal/plastic/textile material). Emphasis is placed on establishment of a stable connection with required 
transmission characteristics. The paper present results of measuring transmission characteristics of the 
conductive paths, embroidered with electroconductive thread on a non-conductive textile material, 
terminated with metal press fasteners. Electrical resistance of the conductive paths for the whole 
uninterrupted conductive path length, specific segments (right and left) of the conductive path with the 
metal press fastener and the both segments connected with the metal press fastener was evaluated. 
Transmission characteristics of harmonic signal (sin) and non-harmonic rectangular signal for frequency 
ranging from 1 Hz up to 300 kHz with input voltage of 1 V and 3 V (TTL logic)  were evaluated on a solid 
joint made by closure of the metal press fasteners. Results of the measurement confirmed trouble-free 
transmission of the harmonic and non-harmonic signal using proposed conductive paths and satisfactory 
quality of the output signal without any deformations. 

Key words: 

smart clothing, electroconductive sewing thread, conductive path, metal press fasteners, electric 
resistance, harmonic signal, non-harmonic signal  

 

1. Introduction 

Monitoring of human physiological signals using intelligent clothing is based on a concept of so-called 
Body Sensor Networks (BNS) with an emphasis placed on sensing systems, autonomous primary data 
processing, miniaturization and last but not least also on reliable interconnection of specific BNS 
components. The sensors have analog outputs, representing physiological parameters, from which a 
picture about health condition of a patient is established. Conductive paths (Wired Body Area Network) 
or wireless interconnections (Wireless Body Area Network) are used in the system for power supply, 
signal transmission to the sensors and data transmission to a data bus. Analog data are converted to 
digital form in the data bus and they are transmitted to a local central unit e.g. smartphone (PDA). They 
can be further wirelessly transmitted from the local central unit e.g. to a healthcare system (Remote 
System). [1] 

Major task of the conductive paths is transmission of electrical biosignals, sensed from textile electrodes 
(e.g. ECG sensors), which are manifestation of electrical activity in a living organism. The biosignals are 
based on electrical properties of muscle and neural tissue. Electrocardiography (ECG), using electrodes 
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 placed on the human body, measures difference of voltage as manifestation of propagation of action 
potential in myocardium. The active electrodes act as sensors, detecting electrical signals, generated 
by the heart and conducted through the heart tissue. Electrocardiography (ECG) is a process of 
recording electrical activity of the heart in a form of electrocardiogram, i.e. recording time change of 
electrical potential caused by heart's electrical activity in a form of ECG curves. [2] Other applications 
include heart-rate variability assessments from long-term recordings, wherein the subject is monitored 
freely during his/her daily activities [3] or special photoplethysmography measurements, wherein data 
acquired by the photodiodes is transmitted to the processing unit by means of conductive fibres and 
then wirelessly transmitted to other processing modalities [4]. 

Quality of the output electrical biosignals transmitted by means of conductive paths is influenced by 
properties of materials used to prepare the conductive paths, by way of incorporation of the conductive 
paths into the structure of textile material and by stability of interconnection of the conductive paths with 
functional components of the intelligent clothing. Basically, the conductive paths consist of 
electroconductive fibres made from 100 % metal (e.g. copper, silver) or polymer containing conductive 
particles (e.g. carbon) and/or fibres with conductive surface treatment (core/shell structured 
bicomponent fibres – e.g. polyamide/silver). A possibility how to create conductive paths is embroidering 
electrical circuit on a textile substrate with an electroconductive sewing thread incorporating  
electroconductive fibres, enabling electrical signal transmission. This embroidering technology 
substitutes an uncomfortable system of cables common on traditional ECG monitoring methods. 
Particular attention should be given to a method of interconnection of the conductive paths with 
functional components of the clothing. Emphasis should be placed on establishment of a stable 
interconnection with required transmission characteristics. A necessary condition is to ensure resistance 
of the connection to mechanical stress and propose an appropriate configuration responding to the 
required application. All of the above prerequisites were partially studied in our previous experimental 
endeavors [5,6]. 

Additionally, the quality of the output biosignal can be characterized and evaluated by transmission 
characteristics such as  e.g. harmonic and square signal for specific heart rate at particular input voltage. 
Periodic, indefinite, cyclic signals serving as a medium for information transfer are involved. Graphical 
evaluation of the transmission characteristics is a way how to confirm functionality of the electrical circuit 
in a form of conductive paths and biosignal transmission.  

2. Experimental 

Technology of conductive paths prepared from electroconductive sewing thread with metal accessories 
attached at the end of the conductive path for stable interconnection of the conductive paths and 
functional components of the intelligent clothing is described in the experimental part. Besides, method 
for measurement of transmission characteristics of the conductive paths used for evaluation of quality 
of the output signal is described as well. 

2.1. Materials 

The conductive paths were prepared from electroconductive sewing thread containing Elitex®, 
commercially available conductive multifilament fibre, using embroidering technology. Core of the 
Elitex® conductive fibre is polyamide covered by a thin layer of pure silver. Electrical resistance of the 
sewing thread was on a level of cca 17 Ω/m. 

The embroidering technology was used to achieve flexible interconnection of the functional 
modules/components of the electronic circuit. The conductive path consisted of a series of stitches 
created by interlocking upper and bottom electroconductive sewing thread. Each conductive path 
consisted of two independent segments (right and left segment) with a length of 10 cm. A system of 
metal textile accessories was proposed to connect two segments into one conductive path. Respective 
part of the metal textile accessories (metal button and/or metal snap fastener) was attached at one end 
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 of each segment. Strong bond and electrical contact was established by interlocking the conductive 
segments. A conductive path unbroken by metal accessories with a length of 20 cm was prepared as 
well. It was used to evaluate influence of interconnection of the conductive paths (fibres) with metal 
accessories on transmission characteristics of the electrical signal. Preparation of the conductive paths 
is described in Table 1 and samples of the conductive paths are shown in Figure 1a -1d. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the prepared conductive paths 

Designation 
of the 

conductive 
path    

Description of preparation of the conductive path 

VC1 Conductive path with a length of 20 cm. 

VC2 

Conductive path consists of two independent segments of conductive paths with a length of 
10 cm. At one end of the conductive path of each segment there is a conductive area with 
dimensions of  0,5 x 0,5 cm, created by irregular stitching with conductive sewing thread, to 
which respective part of a metal button was attached mechanically by riveting. The other end 
of the conductive path of each segment is finished by free end of the electroconductive sewing 
thread. A strong bond and interconnection of the both segments to one conductive path is 
established by interlocking the both parts of the metal button. 

VC3 

Conductive path consists of two independent segments of conductive paths with a length of 
10 cm. At one end of the conductive path of each segment there is respective part of a metal 
snap fastener (spring socket and stud) sewn by free end of the electroconductive sewing 
thread used to prepare the conductive path. The other end of each segment is finished by free 
end of the electroconductive sewing thread. A strong bond and interconnection of the both 
segments to one conductive path is established by interlocking the both parts of the metal 
snap fastener. 

VC4 

Conductive path consists of two independent segments of conductive paths with a length of 
10 cm. At one end of the conductive path of each segment there is a conductive area with 
dimensions of 0,5 x 0,5 cm, created by manual stitching with conductive sewing thread, on 
which respective part of metal snap fastener (spring socket and stud) was sewn. The other 
end of conductive part of each segment is finished by free end of the electroconductive sewing 
thread. A strong bond and interconnection of the both segments to one conductive path is 
established by interlocking the both parts of the metal snap fastener. 

 
 

 
a                                                                                    b 

 
c                                                                                    d 

Figure 1. Conductive paths: VC1 (a), VC2 (b), VC3 (c), VC4 (d) 

Electrical resistance and transmission characteristics were evaluated on samples prepared using the 
above methods. 

2.2. Measurements and evaluation methodology 

The transmission characteristics of the conductive threads and interconnection of left and right segments 
(sample VC2, VC3 and VC4) were evaluated by measuring the electrical resistance [Ω] and quality of 
signal transmission (amplitude measurements and visual inspection of the wave form).  
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 The first phase included a simple evaluation of the electrical resistance measured using the Agilent 
34404A laboratory precision multimeter from defined points of measurement. The average value from 
three measurements was calculated and is listed in the corresponding table of results – left segment, 
right segment and interconnected segments, from which we calculated the resistance of the snap 
fastener interconnection itself. Sample VC1 only includes the total impedance of the electro conductive 
thread since no snap fastener interconnection is present. 

The second phase included the testing of harmonic signal transmission. The harmonic signal was 
generated using the Rigol DG4162 signal generator within the 1 Hz to 300 kHz range, with a peak-to-
peak amplitude of 1 V and transmitted over the electro conductive threads. 

The third phase of measurements included the testing of square signal transmission – to mimic the 3V 
TTL logic used in subsequent application of the electro conductive threads in our intelligent clothing 
prototype. Square signal with frequencies from 1 Hz to 300 kHz was evaluated and transmitted over the 
electro conductive threads. 

For phase 2 and phase 3 we evaluated the amplitude of the transmitted signal and also visually 
inspected the waveforms – comparing the original and transmitted signal using the KEYSIGHT MSO-X 
3012A oscilloscope.  

3. Results and discussion 

Phase one results are listed in Tables 2 - 4. They include the measured impedance of individual left and 
right segments (VC2, VC3, VC4), the total impedance of both connected segments and the calculated 
impedance of the snap fastener interconnection. The lowest impedance was obtained from VC3 wherein 
the snap fastener was sewed in 4 positions (see Figure 1c) – thus we opted to use this method of 
connecting the electro conductive threads with snap fasteners in all future designs instead of mechanical 
pressing method (Figure 1b, VC2). The additional area created under the snap fastener by sewing the 
electro conductive thread also increased the impedance of the interconnection (Figure 1d, VC4) and 
significantly increased the impedance of the right segment. 

Table 2. Measured impedance values for VC2 – mechanically pressed snap fastener 

 Meas. n.1 Meas n.2 Meas n.3 Average Snap 
fastener  

Left segment impedance 8,1 Ω 8,0 Ω 8,3 Ω 8,1 Ω - 
Right segment impedance 7,0 Ω 7,3 Ω 7,1 Ω 7,1 Ω - 
Total impedance 24,2 Ω 23,8 Ω 22,5 Ω 23,5 Ω 8,3 Ω 

 

Table 3. Measured impedance values for VC3 – 4 point sewed snap fastener 

 Meas. n.1 Meas. n.2 Meas. n.3 Average Snap 
fastener  

Left segment impedance 3,6 Ω 3,5 Ω 3,6 Ω 3,6 Ω - 
Right segment impedance 3,7 Ω 3,8 Ω 3,4 Ω 3,6 Ω - 
Total impedance 8,2 Ω 9,1 Ω 8,1 Ω 8,5 Ω 1,3 Ω 

 

Table 4. Measured impedance values for VC4 – area sewed under snap fastener 

 Meas. n.1 Meas. n.2 Meas. n.3 Average Snap 
fastener  

Left segment impedance 5,5 Ω 5,7 Ω 6,1 Ω 5,8 Ω - 
Right segment impedance 12,0 Ω 11,8 Ω 12,3 Ω 12,0 Ω - 
Total impedance 18,1 Ω 19,6 Ω 19,8 Ω 19,2 Ω 1,4 Ω 
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 Phase two results have confirmed excellent transmission of the harmonic signal in all samples, see 
Figure 1 for amplitude plot results using VC1 and Figure 2 for amplitude plot results using VC2. The 
input waveform is transmitted undistorted with appropriate amplitude for all tested samples, regardless 
of the presence of the snap fastener interconnection. 

 

Figure 2. Transfer characteristic of textile without snap fastener (VC1) - sine wave - input amplitude 1V 

 

Figure 3. Transfer characteristic of textile with snap fastener (VC2) - sine wave - input amplitude 1V 

Phase three results are more interesting. Due to the nature of the square signal a transient effect is 
visible at the rise and fall slopes of the waveform, especially for higher frequencies (beyond 20 kHz) – 
see Figure 4. However, the average amplitude is well within the expected TTL levels and the transmitted 
signal can be processed without any errors. We verified this by transmission of a real digital signal over 
the I2C bus – see Figure 5. The TMP275 IC from Texas Instruments was powered by a pair of electro 
conductive threads and the digital temperature output was transmitted using another pair. The PCB with 
the electric components (pictured left, disconnected for more detail) was connected with the electro 
conductive fibers using four snap fasteners, as was the receiving side connector (pictured right, 
connected). 

  

Figure 4. Visible transient effects beyond 20 kHz, rise and fall slopes of square signal, 3V TTL 
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Figure 5. Sample I2C bus digital signal transmission – PCB with TMP275 IC, snap fasteners, electro conductive 
threads 

Figures 6 and 7 show the average amplitudes of the transmitted square signal, confirming our above 
findings. 

 

Figure 6. Transfer characteristic of textile without snap fastener (VC1) – square signal - input amplitude 3V 

 

Figure 7. Transfer characteristic of textile with snap fastener (VC2) – square signal - input amplitude 3V 

Similar transfer characteristics were obtained for VC3 and VC4 samples and are thus not pictured in 
this article. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Electro conductive threads are an important component of so-called intelligent textiles. Instead of using 
traditional wires which can be bulky and uncomfortable, all electrical connections are created using 
electro conductive threads which are sewn within the clothing itself. These are then used not only to 
power the necessary electronic components but also for signal harnessing and transmission thereof 
within the body signal network system. 
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 Based on our results from phase 1 we can conclude that the interconnection of conductive threads using 
snap fasteners is possible and feasible. The lowest impedance was observed when the snap fasteners 
were sewed using the electro conductive thread in 4 locations. This method of attaching also lowered 
and equalized the right and left segment impedance values – especially when comparing samples VC3 
and VC4. Additionally, phase 2 and phase 3 results have confirmed proper signal transmission over the 
electro conductive threads – both for harmonic and non-harmonic signals in a wide frequency range. 
The transient effects present in non-harmonic signal transmission do not influence signal quality when 
using 3V TTL logic as was verified by transferring a real-life digital signal over the I2C bus.  

The obtained results and methods have been further employed in the development of a wearable 
intelligent clothing prototype pictured in Figure 8 and will be subject to further testing of not only electrical 
but also mechanical properties in order to assure a functional unit.  

 

Figure 8. Developed intelligent clothing prototype with processing unit (white box, bottom left) attached using 
snap fasteners connected by sewed electro conductive threads 
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Abstract:  

Inflammation of a lower urinary tract is a very common problem which occurs particularly in women. 
The one of the treatment methods is having steam baths which are recommended by doctors. 
However it is not comfortable to use, even at home, so then the idea of a textronics system for 
prophylactic and support treatment of a lower urinary tract inflammation came to be. That system 
consists of a textronics pantiliner integrated with the underwear and a replaceable pantiliner with 
applied microcapsules with essential oils on it. Those essential oils includes active substances which 
help the treatment and also have an antibacterial activity to Escherichia coli sp. which causes 90% of 
those infections. The textronics system is safe for users and comfortable for using. 

 

Key words:  

Underwear, pantiliner, lower urinary tract inflammation, textronics, microcapsules 

 

1. Introduction  

Electroconductive textile products introduced into the market have opened a new era in textiles and 
created for them a wide range of applications. A new generation of textile products has been 
introduced in more and more areas of life, also in textronics, cosmetotextiles, video game avatars [1]. 
Moreover, these products can be used in clothing which supports the treatment of the lower urinary 
tract inflammations.  

Inflammation of the lower urinary tract is a very common problem which occurs particularly in women. 
According to statistics, every fifth woman suffers from such inflammations at least once in her life. 
Typical disease symptoms are: pain or burning during urination, feeling the need of frequent urination 
and even blood in urine. Non-treated can cause kidney diseases which cause pain, high fever and 
vomiting [2, 3, 4, 5]. This type of bacteria accounts for 90% cases of inflammation of the lower urinary 
tract, which are 50 times more frequent in women than in men [5, 6, 7]. 

The treatment of inflammation of the lower urinary tract includes not only antibiotics, but also hip baths 
or steam baths [2, 3]. Some doctors recommend taking such baths several times a week to 2-3 times 
a day in the initial phase of treatment, for 15-20 minutes at a time. Hot water or steam increases blood 
flow, which helps the treatment. Essential oils (from Matricaria chamomilla or Salvia officinalis) are 
often added to the water in order to support healing and relieve discomfort. Those essential oils 
include biologically active compounds which have a medical effect on the inflammation of the lower 
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 urinary tract [8, 9]. However, that treatment is not comfortable for using, even at home. That is why the 
idea of a textronics system for prophylactic and support treatment of the lower urinary tract 
inflammation which facilitates mobility came to be. That system would accelerate the therapy and 
return the patient to work. The described researches are in the initial phase and are a part of an entire 
system. Next researches will be described in other papers. The system is patented in Poland (P. 
408106) and it was awarded in the ‘Innovation is a woman’ competition in Poland. 

2. Experimental  

It is a pro-medical textronics system in the form of therapeutic clothing (Figure 1) in which essential 
oils are encapsulated and applied onto pantiliners, from where the compounds of microcapsules are 
released under higher temperatures. The pantiliners maintain a constant temperature thanks to 
textronics heating systems. This innovative system provides mobility and seems to be a perfect 
solution for many women who have to do steam baths because of inflammation of the lower urinary 
tract [10]. 

A pantiliner (4) (Figure 2) consists of 4 layers: one of them (C) is a heating pad and it is an element of 
a heating system made of electroconductive textile materials. This layer is laid between two others (B, 
D) which are electrically insulating layers; layer B is additionally a good thermal conductor. These 
three layers are integrated with the clothing and they are washable. Layer C is connected to the 
regulating system (3) with a textile signal line (4). The last layer (A) is a replaceable outer layer, on 
which the microcapsules with active compounds are applied. 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of the textronics system: 1 – prophylactic and support treatment underwear; 2- textile signal 
line connecting the control system with a heating textronics pad - 4;  3 –regulation system; 5 – panty liner with 

microcapsules- 6 [10] 

 

Figure 2. Scheme of a textronics pantiliner: 4 – heating pad (A – panty liner with microcapsules; B and D – 
electrical insulating layer; C –system heating element); 2 – textile signal line; 3 – regulation system [10] 
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 The material for the core of microcapsules will be essential oils from Salvia officinalis L. and Matricaria 
chamomilla L. Both essential oils intensify themselves activity. So far there was performed quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of Matricaria chamomilla and Salvia officinalis essential oils and created a 
textronics pantiliner. The essential oils were obtained in hydrodistillaion with the use of modified 
Deryng apparatus. The identification of their components to confirm the active substances presence 
was investigated with the use of gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS). The 
research was carried out for to choose the essential oil which should be encapsulate. 

Microcapsules will be prepared with the use of spray drying apparatus which schematic is presented in 
the Figure 3. Spray drying is the physico-mechanical method commonly used for microencapsulation 
where an active material is dissolved or suspended in a melt or polymer solution and becomes trapped 
in the dried particle. In this process an emulsion is created from the liquid product to be treated, a 
carrier substance and a filmogen solution. This emulsion is sprayed into small droplets in hot air. In 
high temperature,  the solvent evaporates leading to a solid matrix around the dispersed second 
phase. It causes the small droplets of the product to be stored in the carrier substance and embedded 
in the filmogen [11].  

 

Figure 3. Spray drying apparatus [12] 

 

3. Results and discussion  

In essential oils there were identified compounds which help in treating of lower urinary tract 
inflammation such as alpha bisabolol A, bisabolol oxide and chamazulen in Matricaria chamomilla 
essential oil and alpha pinene in Salvia officinalis essential oil. An example of chromatogram of Salvia 
officinalis essential oil is presented in Figure 4. In  Matricaria chamomilla essential oil there are more 
compounds with anti-inflamatory activity than in Salvia officinalis essential oil, however its producing is 
much less efficiency. The designed pantiliner conducts heat and is safe to use. The material for outer 
part of the pantiliner which is linen knitted fabric is presented in Figure 5. Textile heater which is a part 
of the inner part of it is made of silver nonwoven. Silver does not only conducts current but it is also 
bacteriostatic which is very important in that project. 
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Figure 4. Example of a chromatogram of Salvia officinalis essential oil 

 

 

Figure 5. Material for the outer part of a pantiliner – linen knitted fabric 

It is planned to obtain microcapsules with the wall of maltodextrins and the core of essential oils. 
Obtained microcapsules should release their core under higher temperatures which will be safe for the 
user. 

The next step in research is applying microcapsules with essential oils onto the pantiliners. The best 
method chosen from spraying, filling or sputtering will be defined. The pantiliner with microcapsules 
applied on it will be tested for its durability in time and releasing active substances in controlled 
temperature. It is planned to obtain textronics system for protection and support treatment of lower 
urinary tract inflammation that will be tested on patients. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A new generation of textile products has been introduced in more and more areas of life. Textronics 
systems combined with medicine and fashion help people with their diseases. The textronics system 
for prophylactic and support treatment of a lower urinary tract inflammation is one of such products. Its 
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 aim is to help women with prophylactic and reducing the symptoms and duration of the disease. 
Microcapsules made with maltodextrins and essential oils from Salvia officinalis L. and Matricaria 
chamomilla L. that contain active substances can have a good impact on women’ urinary tract. Those 
essential oils contain active substances which support healing process. Microcapsules will be applied 
on textronics pantiliners with various methods to choose the best one. The paintiliner with 
microcapsules should maintain its durability in time. There are more and more such products in our 
lives which make them better and easier. 
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Abstract:  

In this study carbon webs are prepared through controlled pyrolysis of web from acrylic waste using 
physical activation in high temperature furnace. The objective is to analyze the effect of three factors 
(effect of final temperature, holding time after carbonization and heating rate) on physical 
characteristics of carbon web. The effect of these factors on the yield (%), shrinkage, flexibility, surface 
area and electrical conductivity have been analyzed. The yield of carbon web decreases by increasing 
temperature, heating rate and holding time due to more decomposition of PAN. The surface area of 
carbon web is found to be maximum at optimum values of heating rate (300 ◦c hr-1), higher 
temperature with no holding time. Higher heating rate causes sudden release of volatile matter, which 
is not good for getting good results. However there was not much difference in surface area when 
heating rate was decreased from 300 ◦c hr-1 to 150 ◦c hr-1. The electrical conductivity is found to 
increase with increase of holding time, temperature and reduces with increasing of heating rate. At 
high temperature the basal planes in the carbon becomes more parallel oriented, hence electrical 
conductivity increases at high temperature.   

Key words: 

Acrylic fiber, Pyrolysis, Activated carbon, Heating rate. 

1. Introduction  

Activated carbon comprises on highly processed amorphous based materials. Activated carbon is not 
truly an amorphous material but comprises on microcrystalline structure with a highly developed 
porous structure, large internal surface area along with high surface reactivity due to different 
functional groups present on the surface of activated carbon [1]. Around 80% of total manufactured 
activated carbon is used in liquid phase application for removal of organic and inorganic dyes [1]. 
Activated carbon in the form of fibers have certain advantages over other forms of activated carbon 
like powder, granules etc. for higher adsorption capacity and higher rate of desorption [2-3]. These 
characteristics of activated carbon have made the development of new carbon materials for different 
applications like anti-bacterial wound dressing [4-5], gas masks [6] and polarizable electrodes [7]. 
Hence the demand for activated carbon is increasing day by day. Literature review shows that around 
90% of carbon fibers are made from PAN based precursors due to less shrinkage, strength, reliability 
of structure, less ash content and greater carbon yield. Researchers are trying to reduce the cost of 
activated carbon by using different cheap and alternate materials. In this context, the idea of 
converting fibrous waste of acrylic into multi-functional activated carbon is a good option. The short 
acrylic fibers are suitable for converting into porous activated carbon because of low ash content and 
excellent natural structure. 
In this study, acrylic fibrous waste is converted into acrylic web. This web was then physically 
activated  via thermal treatment in high temperature furnace under the layer of charcoal. The activated 
carbon was prepared at different temperatures 800 ◦c, 1000 ◦c and 1200 ◦c at different heating rates 
(150, 300 and 450 ◦c hr-1) with different holding time (0 to 60 min).  
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 2. Experimental  

 
2.1. Materials 

The acrylic fibrous waste was obtained from GrundIndustries, Czech Republic in form of short lengths 
generated during mechanical processing of bath mats. The short acrylic fibers are suitable for porous 
activated carbon because of their excellent natural structure and low ash content. The acrylic fibrous 
wastes are anionic copolymers containing 85-89 % of acrylonitrile. The physical properties are 
mentioned in Table 1. 

Table 1. Physical properties of acrylic short fiber wastes 
Property Value 

Fineness (denier) 13 
Tenacity (g/tex) 2.7 
Shrinkage (%) 2.5 

2.2. Methods 

The short acrylic fibers were separated from bath mats by using mechanical cutting method. The 
acrylic fibers were then further opened at carding machine and transformed into compact structure of 
non-woven by using needle punching machine. From this web different samples were cut (10 inch × 
12 inch) and washed with distilled water in order to remove impurities. Later the webs were dried in 
oven for 5 to 6 hours to make them completely dry.  
In this study, activated carbon was prepared by multi stage pyrolysis. In the initial stage of pyrolysis, 
the precursor material was heat treated at low temperature under tension in the presence of oxidizing 
atmosphere and the resulting product became thermally stable and withstood with the futher high 
temperaure treatment .The temperature used for stabilization was 35 ◦c hr-1 up to 250 ◦c. The 
subsequent high temperature treatment after stabilization resulted in pore formation and pore 
enlargement.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Effect of temperature 

Pyrolysis experiments were performed at different temperatures in order to find the optimum values of 
temperature for getting good results in terms of electrical conductivity and surface area. From the 
figure 1, it is clear that electrical conductivity of carbon increased with increase of temperature.  

 
Figure 1.  Impact of temperature on surface resistivity and surface area 
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 The electrical conductivity sharply increased from 1000 ◦c to 1200 ◦c with heating rate of 300 ◦c hr-1 
having no holding time because at higher temperature carbon basal planes kept on arranging parallel 
to each other.These parallel chains were more ordered at 1200 ◦c than 1000 ◦c and 800 ◦c due to 
which good results of electrical conductivity can be seen at higher temperature.  

 
Figure 2. Effect of carbonization temperature on crystallinity of activated carbon web 

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern also shows that at higher temperature more crystalline structure 
was achieved as can be seen from figure 2, the intensity and sharpness of peak was found to increase 
with increase in carbonization temperature. This confirmed the development of higher crystallinity in 
activated carbon samples produced at higher temperature. The strongest diffraction peak was found at 
25.5o, which confirmed the presence of hexagonal graphitic structure due to C (002) reflection. The 
other diffraction peaks found at 43o and 52.5o were associated with C (100) and C (004) diffraction of 
graphitic structure. The presence of sharp and intense peak for 1200 °C activated carbon sample 
showed more transformation of amorphous structure into graphitized structure. This was useful 
observation for increasing the electrical conductivity of activated carbon samples. The energy-
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of different samples is shown in table 2. The activated 
carbon web produced at 1200 °C exhibited 93.39 % increase in carbon content and 6.61 % reduction 
in oxygen content. This behavior was attributed to removal of hydrogen, sulfur, nitrogen and other 
elements due to decomposition at higher temperature.  

Table 2. Effect of carbonization temperature on elemental composition of activated carbon web 
Element App conc. Intensity Weight [%] Atomic [%] 

800 ◦c 
C K 0.26 2.12 0.13 91.76 
O K 0.01 0.761 0.01 8.24 

1000 ◦c 
C K 0.37 2.12 0.18 91.87 
O K 0.02 0.760 0.02 8.13 

1200 ◦c 
C K 0.18 2.10 0.09 93.39 
O K 0.01 0.744 0.01 6.61 

 

Figure 3 shows the SEM image of carbon samples prepared at different temperatures (1000 ◦c and 
1200 ◦c) showing the porous structure is developed in 1200 ◦c. These results are also validated by 
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 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller test. The specific surface area of prepared activated carbon web was found 
to be increasing with increase in carbonization temperature. The activated carbon web prepared at 
1200 ◦c, 1000 ◦c and 800 ◦c exhibited the specific surface area of 278 m2/g, 190 m2/g and 120 m2/g 
respectively. 

 
Figure 3. SEM image of ac web (a) at 800 ◦c (b) at 1000 ◦c (c) at 1200 ◦c 

 

3.2. Effect of heating rate 

In order to understand the impact of heating rate on electrical conductivity and surface area, heating 
rate was varied from 150 ◦c hr-1 to 450 ◦c hr-1 keeping final temperature (1200 ◦c with heating rate 300 
◦c hr-1) and holding time same. The impact of heating rate on electrical conductivity and surface area 
can be seen from the figure 4. It is clear from the figure 4 that there is not much difference in the 
electrical conductivity at different heating rates. As electrical conductivity is related to proper 
arrangement of basal sheets, which is also a measure of degree of crystallinity. Since crystallinity is 
more influenced by the final temperature hence little difference in the arrangement of sheets is 
responsible for almost similar values of electrical conductivity. 

The escape of volatile material during carbonization is influenced by heating rate. Although there is not 
big difference of surface area when the heating rate is increased from 150 ◦c hr-1 to 300 ◦c hr-1 , 
however surface area is then reduced when heating rate was increased to 450 ◦c hr-1 due to sudden 
escape of volatile matter which caused bad impact on the surface area.   
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Figure 4.  Impact of heating rate on surface resistivity and surface area 

 

3.3. Effect of holding time 

In order to evaluate the impact of holding time on physical properties of carbon web, the heating rate 
and final temperature has been finalized on the basis of previous results. The holding time was varied 
from 0 minutes to 60 minutes after achieving 1200 ◦c at a heating rate of 300 ◦c. As far as electrical 
conductivity and surface area is concerned, the electrical conductivity kept on increasing as the 
holding time was increased from 0 to 60 minutes as can be seen from figure 5. This is because 
conductivity is related to orientation of basal planes in the carbon fibers. And more holding time means 
fibers in carbon web got more chances of orientation of sheets, due to which electrical conductivity 
increased. But surface area is decreased when holding time was increased. Because when the web 
was given more time at high temperature it causes the burning of pores and hence reducing the 
surface area of carbon web.  

 

Figure 5. Impact of holding time on surface resistivity and surface area 
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 4. CONCLUSIONS  

The acrylic fibrous waste was successfully converted into activated carbon by physical activation in 
presence of air using controlled thermal treatment in high temperature furnace. The carbonization was 
performed under the layer of charcoal at 800 ◦c, 1000 ◦c and 1200 ◦c with the heating rate of 300 ◦c h-1 
and without any holding time. Further, the influence of carbonization temperature on physical and 
morphological properties of activated carbon web was studied The multistage pyrolysis with 1200 ◦c of 
final pyrolysis temperature with heating rate 300 ◦c h-1 and no holding time resulted into activated 
carbon having higher specific surface area and higher electrical conductivity. The lower heating rate 
and shorter holding time are found to have significant effect on the development of porous morphology 
with higher surface area and better electrical conductivity. This behavior is attributed to gradual 
reaction of atmospheric oxygen with carbonized acrylic fibrous waste. 
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Abstract 

Research was done on thermal and laser irradiation of acrylic coated glass fiber nonwoven sheets. 
Glass fiber nonwoven sheets were padded in acrylic solution and dried. Conventional thermal treatment 
as well as Infrared laser irradiation of the coated nonwoven sheets was investigated for possible 
carbonization of acrylic to produce electrically conductive surface. It was found that laser irradiation 
produces electrically conductive surface of the material. The conductivity is increased when intensity of 
laser beam is increased and vice versa. Moreover the material exhibits even better electrical 
conductivity when it is stabilized by preheated at 300°C before laser exposure. It was also found that 
conventional thermal treatment is not suitable for carbonizing the surface of developed acrylic coated 
nonwoven sheets. 

 

Key Words: 

PAN, Carbonization, Conductive nonwoven 

 

1. Introduction 

Acrylic fibers also known as Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) is a common material used as a precursor in 
manufacturing of carbon fibers. Carbonization of acrylic produces carbon fibers.  Nowadays about 90% 
of carbon fibers are manufactured by thermal conversion of PAN precursor [1]. Usually acrylic 
precursors are heat treated at various temperatures for converting them into carbon fiber. The 
conversion is done in three steps which are oxidative stabilization, high temperature carbonization and 
graphitization. 

Oxidative stabilization is done in temperature range 180~300°C [2,3]. Some researchers found 270°C 
the best suitable temperature for oxidative stabilization [4] however some studies also recommended 
higher temperatures exceeding 300°C for stabilization process [5]. If the temperature is very high the 
fiber can fuse or burn, but at very low temperatures incomplete stabilization can be the result. Once the 
fiber is stabilized it will not melt again when exposed to high temperatures. 

Carbonization is the step in which the fiber is exposed to temperature ranging from 800°C to 3000°C. 
This heating can produce upto 95% carbon content [6]. Heating around 1000°C can produce carbon 
fibers of high tensile strength but higher temperature is necessary to manufacture high modulus carbon 
fibers [7].  

Graphitization is the step of heating the fiber in the temperature range 1600~3000°C.  It means 
graphitization is a carbonization process at high temperature. When heating is done around 1600°C to 
3000°C about 99% polymer is converted to carbon [8,9,10]. Carbon fibers manufactured by this process 
are high modulus carbon fiber and classified as type-1 carbon fiber. 
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 In the recent years most PAN based carbon fibers are being used in composite manufacturing [11].  

Besides other benefits presence of carbon or graphite imparts better electrical conductivity. Moreover 
better resistance to corrosion and lighter weight materials with good strength find applications to replace 
metals. Conductivity is also a desirable property in manufacturing of electromagnetic and radio 
frequency interference (EMI/RFI) shielding for electronic devices, moderate conductivity is necessary 
for electrostatic dissipation (ESD) [2]. Better physical and mechanical characteristics of PAN based 
composites have given them a good space in automotive and aerospace applications [12]. Finding 
solutions to challenges in aerospace applications can be done by optimization of the acrylic (PAN) fiber 
which can prove it the ideal fiber for aerospace applications [13,14]. In this study the acrylicfibers from 
waste are dissolved in solvent to make acrylic fiber solution (acrylic solution) and then this solution is 
applied on glass fiber nonwoven sheet to manufacture composite sheets. Subsequent thermal and laser 
treatment of the prepared samples is studied to impart electrical conductivity in the material. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

Acrylic fibers waste from Gurund Industries, Czech Republic. DMF (by RCI Labscan Limited). 

Glass fiber non-woven sheet of 270 g/m2 (provided by SEPAT Specialni Papirenske Technologie, 
Czech Republic). 

2.2 Methods 

Main purpose of the study was effective utilization of acrylic waste. Since acrylic fibers can be dissolved 
in dimethyl-formamide (DMF), acrylic fiber solution was prepared using DMF. The samples were 
produced by padding glass non-woven sheet in acrylic solution at 100% pickup. In this way the glass 
fibers in the nonwoven sheet were covered and coated with the acrylic solution. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

The acrylic coated samples were treated in oven at different temperatures to study the effect of heat 
treatment on their properties. Heat treatment was carried out between 200°C to 450oC. Weight of each 
sample before and after heat treatment was determined using electronic balance. Based on these 
observations percent weight loss of each sample was determined. Table 1 shows the results of weight 
loss (%) of acrylic coated nonwoven sheets. 

 It is clear from the results summarized in Table 1, that increasing temperature increases weight loss. 
At 450oC almost half of the samples weight is reduced which means that major amount of the applied 
acrylic polymer is evaporated of the sample. This implies that the conventional thermal pyrolysis 
process is not suitable to convert the coated acrylic polymer to carbon or graphite structure. 
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 Table 1. Weight loss (%) of acrylic coated nonwoven after heat treatment. 

Sample Treatment 
Temperature 

Initial 
Weight 

Final 
weight Difference weight loss 

Sr. no. °C (gm) (gm) (gm) % 

1 200 1.00 0.89 -0.11 -11 

2 250 1.00 0.87 -0.13 -13 

3 300 1.00 0.81 -0.19 -19 

4 350 1.00 0.64 -0.36 -36 

5 400 1.00 0.59 -0.41 -41 

6 450 1.00 0.51 -0.49 -49 

 

Since the ideal oxidative stabilization temperature of acrylic is 270~300 oC [4,5]. The samples heat 
treated at 300oC is selected for laser irradiation to study the effect of laser treatment.  
Two set of experiments were performed in order to check the suitability of laser treatment for imparting 
electrical conductivity in the material. Firstly samples after drying and curing were directly exposed to 
laser at different marking speed. Secondly samples after curing were preheated at 300oC for one hour 
in an oven for stabilization [4], and were then exposed to laser  
The figure 4 shows that samples preheated at 300oC before laser treatment shows very less electrical 
resistance (good electrical conductivity) after laser treatment as compared to that of non-preheated 
samples.  
High energy laser beam is carbonizing the acrylic to impart electrical conductivity. This means electrical 
conductivity is imparted in the irradiated samples due to the presence of carbon or graphite structure 
[2] which is responsible for conductivity. Preheating the samples at 300oC stabilizes the acrylic [4] on 
the surface of the glass sheets hence after laser irradiation more carbon or graphite is responsible for 
better conductivity. 

 
Figure 4. Electrical resistance of acrylic coated glass nonwovens at varying laser parameters. 

More powerful laser irradiation at lower mark speed has shown less electrical resistance and good 
conductivity. However at very lower mark speeds more intensity of laser irradiation can altogether 
destroy the sample.  
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 4. CONCLUSION 

It is concluded that laser irradiation of acrylic coated glass fiber nonwoven sheets is capable of imparting 
electrical conductivity in the material. More is the powerful laser beam level, more is the electrical 
conductivity and vice versa. Hence using lower marking speed, but without destroying the sample, is 
necessary to get less electrical resistance and good conductivity. 
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Abstract: 

This paper presents an experimental investigation on the sound absorption behaviour and thermal 
properties of struto nonwovens, the relationship between these properties were studied as well. Seven 
struto nonwoven fabrics were selected to examine sound absorption like noise reduction coefficient 
(NRC) and average values of sound absorption coefficients as well as thermal insulation properties 
including thermal conductivity and thermal resistance. It was also observed that sound absorption had 
insignificant correlation with thermal conductivity while they were strongly correlated with thermal 
resistance. And the correlation coefficient of NRC and thermal resistance was 0.98313, indicating that 
NRC was directly proportional to thermal resistance of struto nonwovens. It was concluded that a 
higher thermal resistance suggested a better sound absorption performance for a struto nonwoven 
fabric. 

 

Key words: 

struto nonwoven, sound absorption, thermal resistance, thermal conductivity  

 

1. Introduction 

Nonwovens have very high porosity, high specific surface area, economical price, light weight, good 
elasticity and a great flexibility in air permeability, they can be presented in a large number of kinds of 
fibre assemblies, above characteristics decide that nonwovens have been widely applied in thermal 
insulation and sound absorption field [1]. 
Thermal properties of nonwoven fabrics are extensively studied by researchers. Generally, the thermal 
insulation properties of nonwoven fabric have a strong correlation with its fabric dimensional and 
structural parameters [2]. Moreover, a lot of research and modelling effort devoted to understanding 
the noise control performance of nonwovens can be found in literature [3][4]. Struto, a nonwoven 
structure where all the fibres are orientated in the vertical plane, developed by the Technical University 
of Liberec (TUL), Czech Republic, is proved to be an excellent sound absorber used in noise control 
field especially in automotive industry [5][6].  
Since the thermal and acoustic property of nonwoven both strongly depend on its structure 
parameters, for a specified nonwoven fabric there should be some relation between these two 
performances. However, there is very limited research devoted to understanding this relationship. In 
this paper, seven struto nonwovens were selected to measure sound absorption properties and 
thermal performance. The effect of fabric thickness and GSM on sound absorption and thermal 
insulation properties were investigated. The relationship between sound absorption and thermal 
properties were studied as well. 
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 2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

Seven struto nonwoven fabrics made by TUL were selected to measure thermal and acoustic 
properties. The characteristics of the specimens are shown in Table 1. 

Table1. Characteristics of struto nonwovens 

Samples 
code Content GSM 

g/m2 
Thickness 

mm 
A Polyester (PET) 

45%-Staple PET 
25%-Bicomponent PET 

30%-Hollow PET 

507.51 24.09 

B 478.32 28.36 

C 465.22 27.48 

D 

70%- PET 
30%-Bicomponet PET 

335.68 20.82 

E 317.51 19.85 

F 198.64 20.12 

G 259.28 20.66 

 

2.2. Measurement of sound absorption 

Sound absorption of struto nonwovens were measured according to ASTM E 1050: Standard Test 
Method for Impedance and Absorption of Acoustical Properties Using a Tube, Two Microphones and a 
Digital Frequency Analysis System. The testing principle of this system is illustrated in Figure 1. A 
sound source is mounted at one end of the impedance tube and the material sample is placed at the 
other end. The loudspeaker generates broadband, stationary random sound waves. These incident 
sound signals propagate as plane waves in the tube and hit the sample surface. The reflected wave 
signals are picked up and compared to the incident sound wave [7].  

 

Figure 1. Measuring system configuration [7]. 

2.3. Measurement of thermal properties 

Alambeta instrument was used to measure thermal conductivity and thermal resistance, according to 
EN 31092 standard. The measuring head of the Alambeta contains a copper block which is electrically 
heated to approximately 32℃ to simulate human skin temperature, this temperature is maintained by a 
thermometer connected to the regulator. 
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 3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Sound absorption 

The normal incidence sound absorption coefficient (α) of struto nonwovens were determined as a 
function of the sound frequency (f), as shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Sound absorption coefficient of struto nonwovens. 

The noise reduction coefficient (NRC) and average values of sound absorption coefficients (SAC) for 
all the nonwovens were calculated. The NRC is the average value of Sabin alphas for 250, 500, 1000 
and 2000 Hz, which exhibits a typical sound absorption behaviour of porous material. The NRC and 

average values of SAC (α ) of struto nonwovens were calculated using the following equations: 
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where F1 (100 Hz) is lower bound of sound frequency in testing and F2 (6400 Hz) is upper bound of 

sound frequency in measurement [17]. The NRC and computed α  values between F1 and F2 for the 
struto nonwovens are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. NRC and means of SAC 

Samples code α  NRC 
A 0.584 0.254 
B 0.592 0.281 
C 0.527 0.255 
D 0.317 0.142 
E 0.292 0.129 
F 0.202 0.092 
G 0.244 0.110 
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 3.2. Thermal properties 

Thermal conductivity and thermal resistance of struto nonwovens are presented in Table 3.  

Table 3. Thermal properties of nonwovens 

Sample code Thermal conductivity 
10-3 W∙m-1∙K-1 

Thermal resistance  
10-3 K∙m2∙W-1 

A 55.84 431.80 
B 61.70 460.60 
C 60.04 458.20 
D 63.30 329.06 
E 63.42 313.03 
F 71.10 283.11 
G 67.00 308.34 

 

3.3. The relationship between acoustic and thermal properties  

Figure 3 illustrates the estimation correlation between thermal properties of struto nonwovens and 
sound absorption, NRC and average value of SAC (α ). It is observed that both NRC and α  have 
insignificant correlation with thermal conductivity, the correlation coefficient are 0.60337 and 0.68975, 
respectively. The result also shows that sound absorption performance has a very strong correlation 
with thermal resistance, especially the correlation coefficient of NRC and thermal resistance is 
0.98313, which indicates that NRC is directly proportional to thermal resistance of struto nonwovens. 

 

  

Figure 3. Estimation correlation between thermal properties (thermal conductivity and thermal resistance) and 
sound absorption (NRC and average value of SAC). 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, seven struto nonwovens with varying thickness and GSM were selected to study their 
sound absorption and thermal properties as well as the relationship between these two performances.  

It is observed that sound absorption, NRC and α , have insignificant correlation with thermal 
conductivity while they are strongly correlated with thermal resistance. Especially, the correlation 
coefficient of NRC and thermal resistance is 0.98313, which indicates that NRC is directly proportional 
to thermal resistance of struto nonwovens. Thus, a higher thermal resistance suggests a better sound 
absorption performance for a struto nonwoven fabric. This may provide a new method to evaluate 
sound absorption performance of struto nonwovens by measurements of their thermal insulation 
properties.  
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
INTRODUCTION
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Scheme of stress-strain curves of fiber and yarn
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Two parts of stress-strain curve of (common) yarn: 
First part – yarn 
elongation without
significant breaks
of fibers; “white”.
Second part – signi-
ficant breaking of 
fibers; “gray” (no 
precise border)
We are solving 
the first part, now
by using of fiber stress utilization: 
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Common assumptions

D…yarn diameter, Z…yarn twist,
r…general radius of fiber
A) Ideal helical models:
1. All fibers creates helixes with same

direction of rotation.
2. All helixes have one common axis

(yarn axis).
3. Height of each coil is constant      ;

slope angle .
4. Packing density              is con-

stant in all places into yarn.
(V…fiber volume,   …total volume)

5

tan 2 rZ

D r

1 Z

cV V Real

As-
sump-
tion

rD/20cV

TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
B) Small strains: Fiber ele-
ment - before straining dl

- after straining 
Yarn strain 
Fiber strain
Radial strain
Contraction ratio
By small yarn strain

and 
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
1. GEGAUFF’S THEORETICAL MODELL (1907)

Additionaly  condition (simplification): Relationship
between specific stress and strain in fiber is linear.

E…fiber (Young) modulus, …fiber density.
Then the resulting utilization of fiber stress is

where                        ,                  …twist intensity.

Note: This Gegauff’s utilization is independent to the yarn
strain     .  

Note: Gegauff’s original work uses                                 .

7

f f f , ...constantK K E
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ln cos1 cos
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tan 2
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D r Z tan D DZ

Y
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Y0, cos D

TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Utilization of fiber stress
- graphical interpretation:

decreases with
increasing of yarn twist
(angle     ).  Why?
Slant of fiber (different 
resolution of forces)

8
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
2. GENERALIZED GEGAUFF’S MODEL

Additional condition: The tensional stress-strain relation
of fiber           is the real (mean) curve, determined 
experimentally (e.g. by a set of points).
Then the resulting utilization of fiber stress is

Note: C1 means
“calculated” and
“simple integral”.

Note: Numerical 
integration is
necessary. 

Utilization                 depends on       (and      ) ! 

9

f f

f f0
Y 2
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2 2
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tan
determined experimentally

cos sin slide 6,
contraction ratio,

tan slide 7

D

D

D DZ

C1Y Y D

TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
3. GENERALIZED GEGAUFF’S MODELENER

-
RALIZED GEGAUFF S MODENER

-- EMPIRICAL CORRECTION
Because also another influences works on lower trend
of stress-strain curve of yarn, it may be better to correct 
previous formula empirically by multiplication of a suitable 
parameter k.
Then the resulting utilization of fiber stress is

10
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where:  cos sin slide 6

contraction ratio, tan slide 7
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D

k k
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
4. GENERALIZED ASSUMPTIONSNERALIZED ASSUMPTIO

OF HELICAL MODEL
“Traditional” concept – all fibers on the same radius r
have always the same angle (same slope).

Not right in the reality!
Generalized assumption: 
1. Also fibers on the same radius have different angles

various slope. (Earlier helical is a general , now.)
2. Modal value of angle on radius r corresponds

to the “traditional” slope from the helical model
(                                    - slide 5 )

3. Probability density function of angle    follows 
the unimodal distribution of fiber orientation in plane.
(Same type of distribution, different modes         only.) 

11

ˆ  where tan 2 rZ

D r

u

ˆ

TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Probability density function:

(Neck , D.: Theory of structure 
and mechanics of fibrous assemblies. 
WPI, New Delhi, Cambridge, 2012.)

Note: A carded web corresponds usually to the value
of parameter                  . 
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
How to imagine it?
a) Let us think about a planar
“strip” of fibers having the 
directional distribution         
with modal value        .

b) Let us have a cylinder on
the radius                       . 

c) Let us wind this “strip” on
the mentioned cylinder.

d) So, we obtain the differential
layer of fibers into the yarn
(on the radius r) having re-
quired distribution

13

r

a)
b)

c) d)

mode of
direction

Planar strip of fibers

u
ˆ

tan 2r Z

TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Then the resulting utilization of fiber stress is

Note: C2 means “calculated” and “double integral” . 
Note: Numerical integration is necessary. 

14
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
5. FULLY EXPERIMENTALALLYY DETERMINED5. FULLY EXPERIMENTAAL YLYY DETERMINEDD

UTILIZATION OF FIBER STRESS IN YARN
The utilization of fiber stress in yarn can be determined 
also fully experimentally.
Then we determine (from laboratory) :

…experimental stress-strain function of fiber
(mean curve),

…experimental stress-strain function of yarn
(mean curve).

The resulting utilization of fiber stress is then

15
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF EXPERIM

AND THEORETICAL RESULTS - one example
Fiber material: Viscose fibers, 1.3 dtex, 38 mm.
Yarns: Common ring and rotor yarns, 20-50 tex.

Table of yarn parameters:

16

Technology
Nominal 

yarn count
texT

Actual yarn 
count 

texT

Yarn
twist 

1mZ

Yarn
diameter 

mmD

Twist angle of 
surface fibres 

degD

45 46.78 515 0.263 22
29.5 32.45 650 0.210 21Ring
20 20.07 840 0.169 23
50 52.15 550 0.294 27

29.5 30.71 680 0.222 23Rotor
(Type BD) 20 20.03 900 0.177 27
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS

Mean experimen-
tal stress-strain
curves 

We don’t evaluate: 
1. (Gray) area near to yarn break (slide 3)
2. Area of very small strains (small values,
big statistical discrepancy, pretension, etc.)

17
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0 Breaking area

TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
Utilization of fiber stress by ring yarns

Common
parameters
of ring yarns:

18
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Common
parameters
of ring yarns:

19
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Common
parameters
of ring yarns:

20
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k
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1

0

45 tex, ring yarn
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Utilizationn of fiber stress by rotor yarns

Common
parameters
of rotor 
yarns:

21
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Common
parameters
of rotor 
yarns:

22
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS

Common
parameters
of rotor 
yarns:

23
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS

1. Gegauff’s theoretical model     , as well as the same 1. Gegauff s theoretical m
concept with real stress

al m
ss-

odel     , as well as themo m
s-strain relation of fiber 

e the
r r -

ame 
, are concept with real stresconcept with real stresssssss train relatrain relaststss

far from experimental reality     .p y
2. Theoretical model       , empirically reduced by coefeffff-2. Theor
ficient 

e
t k

retical model       , empirically reduced by coeeffeorreeor
kk, i.e.         , gives a good accordance with expe

fffff
pe-ficientficientt t kk i.e.         , gives a good accordance with expi e gives a good accordance with exp ii,kk pepe

rimental results. Nevertheless, a logical sense of such rimental results. Nevertheless,rimenntal rnt results Neverthelesstal rtal
reduction remains unknown.
3. Theoretical model       , using variable slopes of fiber, 3. Theoretical model       , using variable slopes of fiber, 
gives also the good accordance with experimental results gives also the good accordance with experimental results gives also the good accordance with experimental results
and shows that the significance of “unparallelity” of fibers   and shows that the signifand shows that the signif
(fiber portions) is high.(fiber(fiber p
Note:

portions) is high.portions) is highr pr p
e: Also another factors (fiberer-r-toot -oo-fiber slippage, etc.)NoteNotee:e: Also another factors (fibeAlso another factorAA err totoo ber slippage, etc.)fibf
can partly influence the selected suitable parameter 

.)
r r CCC.
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TENSILE BEHAVIOR OF STAPLE FIBER YARNS
More details, derivations, connections:, ,

theoretical models.theoretical models.
J. Textil. Inst., DOI: 10.1080/00405000.2016.1204899.,

part II: model validation.part II: model validation.
J. Textil. Inst., DOI: 10.1080/00405000.2016.1204898.,

yarn, part III: comparison of mathematical models. yarn, part III: comparison of mathematical models. 
J. Textil. Inst., DOI: 10.1080/00405000.20161237064.,

of staple fiber yarn, part IV: experimental verification of predictedof stapl
stress

tapl
ssss-

e fiber yarn, pleapl
ss--strain curves.stressss rain curves.trs

J. Textil. Inst., DOI: 10.1080/00405000.2016.1243195.

Zubair, M., poster of this conference.
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Thank you
for your attention
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Application of polymer 
hollow-fibers to
heat exchanger 

www.heatlab.cz

Polypropylene solid-wall 
hollow fiber

Crosscut of fiber

365
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To produce the above at least by 60% lighter and for half cost.

www.heatlab.cz

Polyphthalamide (aka. PPA, High Performance Polyamide) 30 EURO/kg, Polypropylene PP, 1.6 EURO/kg 
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To achieve high convective HTC values

To have high compactness (high heat transfer surface in small volume)  

www.heatlab.cz6

External flow of air (20 C) across circular fiber
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Internal flow of water (20 °C) within a tube. HTC values for different 
diameters (0.1-10 mm) and velocity (0.05-2 m/s)

www.heatlab.cz

Separation
of polymer hollow fibers
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SEPARATION
chaotic structure

www.heatlab.cz10

Prototypes of hollow 
fiber heat exchangers

380 mm

340 mm

80 mm 300 mm

70 mm 280 mm

SEPARATION
Regular structure
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Woven heat transfer surfaces

www.heatlab.cz370
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Wind structure
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www.heatlab.cz

• 300x300x40 mm
• 1880 fibers
• Do = 0.7 mm
• Di = 0.6 mm
• L = 650 mm
• Ain = 2.30 m2

Inlet of 
bundle

outlet of 
bundle
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N2 Fibers along short side
732 fibers
Do = 0.7 mm
Di = 0.6 mm
L = 135 mm
Ain = 0.19 m2

N3 Fibers along long side
490 fibers
Do = 0.55 mm
Di = 0.45 mm
L = 240 mm
Ain = 0.17 m2

www.heatlab.cz24376
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Heat exchange core of aluminium radiator for AUDI Q7 was compared
with polymeric fiber core of heat exchanger. Testing conditions:
coolant flow rate 18 l/min, inlet temperature 90 C; air velocity 10 m/s,
inlet temperature 30 C

377
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Weight of empty core (without coolant), full core weight and weight ratio:
933 g, 1502 g, 100% 101 g, 396 g, 26%

www.heatlab.cz378
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PP mass = 112 g
coolant mass = 346 g

Al core mass = 993 g
coolant mass = 509 g

PP mass = 60 g
coolant mass = 170 g

PP mass = 40 g
coolant mass = 148 g

www.heatlab.cz30

Core
material

Core
weight, g

Coolant
weight in
the core,

g

Total
weight, g

Relative
weight,

%

Al 993
(100%)

509 1502 100%

PP 112
(12%)

346 458 30%

PP 60
(6%)

170 230 15%

PP 40
(4%)

148 188 13%
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Module 1: Heat 
exchanger based on 
hollow fiber fabric

16 layers of fabric
2400 PP fibers total

1.35 m2 area

weight empty = 1215 g
coolant weight = 640 g

Original copper finned 
tube heat exchanger for 

CH 216 fancoil

weight empty = 3955 g
coolant weight = 1425 g

Module 2: Heat 
exchanger based on 
hollow fiber fabric

15 layers of fabric
2100 PP fibers total

0.91 m2 area

weight empty = 1650 g
coolant weight = 625 g

Module 3: Heat 
exchanger based on 

fibers

22 layers of fibers
2640 PC fibers total

1.25 m2 area

weight empty = 961 g
coolant weight = 270 g

www.heatlab.cz32

Heat
exchanger
weight, g

Coolant
weight in 
the core, 

g

Total
weight, g

Relative
core 

weight, %

CH 216 3955 1425 5380 100

Module 1 1215 640 1850 31

Module 2 1650 625 2275 42

Module 3 961 270 1231 24
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